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Fundamentals of English Grammar is a developmental skills text for lower-intermediate
and intermediate students of English as a second or foreign language. It combines clear
and understandable grammar information with a variety of exercises and activities.
FundammtaLF of English Gmmmar is the second in a series of three texts: Bmic English
Gmmmar (red cover), Fundamentak ofEnglish Grammar (black cover), and Understanding
and Using English Grammar (blue cover).
The principal aims of all three texts in this series are to present clear, cogent
information about English grammar and usage, to provide extensive and varied practice
that encourages growth in all areas of language use, and to be interesting, useful, and fun
for student and teacher alike. The approach is eclectic, with the texts seeking to balance
form-focused language-learning activities with abundant opportunities for engaged and
purposeful communicative interaction.

.I

The new editions of the texts in the Azar Grammar Series include these changes:
The communicative aspects are more fully developed and explicit in the third
editions. This edition of Fundamentals of English Grammar includes a greatly
increased number of "real communication" opportunites for the teacher to exploit.
The text often uses the students' own life experiences as context and regularly
introduces topics of interest to stimulate the free expression of ideas in structured as
well as open discussions.
The Azar Grammar Series texts support the view of many experienced teachers
that grammar-based and communicative approaches are not murually exclusive, but
rather mutually supportive, and can advantageously co-exist in the same language
program, even in the same class, even in the same lesson.
Similarly, the interactive aspects of the texts receive greater emphasis in the third
editions. Many of the exercises formerly designated ORAL or ORAL (BOOKS
CLOSED)
are now reformatted to be more clearly available for pair work or group work, in
addition to still being viable as class work led by a teacher. This edition of
FundammtaLF of English Gmmmar encourages interactivity but leaves it open for the
users to decide what degree of interactivity best suits their needs.
There is now an even wider variety of exercise types. This edition has a much larger
number of free-response exercises and open-ended communicative tasks, while still
providing ample controlled-response exercises to aid initial understanding of the
form, meaning, and usage of the target structures. It also includes more writing
topics, more speaking activities, new error-analysis exercises in every chapter, and

.

xiii

additional extended-context exercises. Classroom teaching materials formerly
found in the Wrkbook are now included in this student text, with the Wrkbook
devoted solely to self-study exercises. The Wrkbook has a variety of practice
approaches for independent study.

,

A specific change in this edition of Fundamentah of English Grammar is the two
Appendices, one with phrasal verbs and one with preposition combinations. Rather
than asking students to study a whole chapter of these phrases at one time, the text
uses appendices to present them in smaller groupings for teachers to intersperse
throughout the teaching term. Another specific change is the omission of
conditional sentences, which are presented in Understanding and Using English
Grammar.
The accompanying Teacher's Guide is written for both experienced and
inexperienced teachers. It contains amplified grammar notes the teacher might
want to present to the class or will find useful as background information. It
outlines various ways of approaching the materials in the classroom and frequently
suggests fresh teaching ideas for individual exercises beyond the directions in the
text. It seeks to share with the teacher an understanding of the rationale behind the
text's content and approaches. Its principal purpose is to make the busy teacher's
job easier.
&I' .i ,
.
. . .
, Fu?z&ment& of En&h Grammar consists of
.
,
1
,
'
a Snuient Book without an answer key
. .
a Snrdent Book with an answer key
- . a Wbook, consisting of self-study exercises for independent work
: i,,
a Chanbook, a reference book consisting of only the grammar charts
, , . a Teacher's Guide, with teaching suggestions and additional notes on grammar, as
well as the answers
. . . . to $e exercises
. ,.
,,.
*
aTestBank,?,,:,:
c
.
,
,
,;
.I?,',
,
, ,.,.,: ,. :,

~,
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EXERCISE 1. Introductions.
Directions: You and your classmates are going to interview each other and then introduce
each other to the rest of the class.
I,,:
,I

Read and discuss the dialogue.
Hi. My name is Kunio.
Hi. My name is Maria. I'm glad to meet you.
ICuNIo:
MARIA:

mo:
MARIB:
-0:

MARIA:
ICUNIo:
MARIA:

.

.

,.,!,'~2!,

KWO:
MARIA:
ICuNIo:

!I,

qri
MARIA:

ICuNIo:
MARU:

m o :
MARIA:

KLINXo:

,',,,.',

,

.., .

, .. : :

- .
I'm glad to meet you, too. Where are you from?
, .
, ,
I'm from Mexico. Where are you from?
I'm from Japan.
. , . .,
Where are you living now?
On F i Avenue in an apartment. And you?
I'm living in a dorm.
How long have you been in (this city)?
Three days.
.',;., ,,-,,'.
Why did you come here?
To study English at this school before I go to another school to study computer
programming. How about you?
I came here two months ago. Right now I'm studying English. Later, I'm going
to study engineering at this school.
:, 3 :
What do you do in your h e time?
: ;:
.,
I read a lot. How about you?
I like to get on the Internet.
Really? What do you do when you're online?
I visit many different Web sites. It's a good way to practice my English.
That's interesting. I like to get on the Internet, too.
5

. ..,.':

v.

".

I have to write your full name on the board when I introduce you to the class.
How do you spell your name?
:. . .
'
KUNIO: My first name is Kunio. K-U-N-1-0. My family name is Akiwa. :~'
.
.C
: I. .
, . .? .
MARIA: Kunio Akiwa. Is that right?
,
<
.,
KUNIO: Yes, it is. And what is your name again?"
MARIA: My first name is Maria. M-A-R-I-A. My last name is Lopez.
.+
. ,.
.. .
.~.
KUNIO: Thanks. It's been nice talking with you:
-c;.:!
.
.,#.! .
:.
, , ' ,;
,&-,,
&.: ,.~, ...;6.- ,
'.jk?:
MARIA: I enjoyed it, too.
. . .
~,:
hv+~:

-:?

,

,

,

'

.,.,

.., -3.;-.

,

I

PART U. Use the information in the dialogue to complete Kunio's introduction of Maria to
the class.
KUMO: I would like to introduce Maria Lopez. Maria, would you please stand up?

Thank you. Maria is from

Mexkco

. Right now, she's living

. She has been here
She came here to

before she

. In her free time, she
.,.:L:

NOWit is Maria's turn to introduce Kunio to the class. What is she going to say?
Create an introduction. Begin with "I would like to introduce Kunio . . . ."

PART III.

P ~ R TIK Pair up with another student in the class. Interview each other. Then introduce

each other to the rest of the class. In your conversation, find out your classmate's:
name
length of time in this city
native country or hometown
reason for being here
residence
fkee-time activities or hobbies
Take notes during the interview.
PARTK

Write the names of your classmates on a sheet of paper as they are introduced in

class.

17 EXERCISE 2. Introducing yourself in writing.
Direcrions: Write answers to the questions. Use your own paper. With your teacher, decide
what to do with your writing.
suggestims:
a. Give it to a classmate to read. Your classmate can then summarize the information in
a spoken report to a small group.
b. Pair up with a classmate and correct errors in each other's writing.
c. Read your composition aloud in a small group and answer any questions about it.
d. Hand it in to the teacher, who will correct the errors and return it to you.
e. Hand it in to the teacher, who will keep it and return it at the end of the term, when
your English has progressed, for you to correct your own errors.
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QUESTIONS:

.

1. What is your name?
2. Where are you from?

..,

.,.

..

.

:
;

''

,,

,,

.

..

'2

,

~

,

. .'
.~,

.

3. Where are you living?
4, Why are you here (in this city)?
a. Are you a student? If so, what are you studying?
.
'b. Do you work? If so, what is your job?
, ',
, , . c . Do you have another reason for being here?
! <, .
5. What do you like to do in your free time?
6. What is your favorite season of the year? Why?
7. What are your three favorite books? Why do you like them?
8. Describe your first day in this class.

-., .

.i;.
, m

'

:

,

-

,
'

"
.

'-,

-

EXERCISE 3. Pretest (error analysis): present verbs. (Charts 1-1
1-6)
Directions: All the sentences contain mistakes. Find and correct the mistakes.
Example: I no like cold weather.
+ I don't like cold weather.
1. Student at this school.
2. Ino living at home right now.

3. I be living in this city.

>' z

:~,

>g7. .
; .,
#

;;. 1
. ,.

:

; ,:.
.. .. ,
i
'q;,
, ' .
.. .:' *. .1.

::f* ..
. .;:& . ;.
%%& .;w*:g
,

,

,

!

.

&,

:

i

.>

,;

'

-

1

,..: .:,:;. *;

5. I am not knowing my teacher's name.
6 . (supply name) teach our English class.
7. Sheme* expect us to be in class on time.

8. We always are coming to class on time.

9. Omar does he going to school?
10. Tom no go to school.
11. My sister don't have a job.
12. Does Anna has a job?
Y

I . , . <

*Choose rhe appmpriate pronoun for your teacher, ha or $he.

Present Time

3

1-1 THE SIMPLE PRESENT AND THE PRESENT

PROGRESSIVE
(a) Ann takes a shower every day.
(b) I usually read the newspaper in
the morning.
(c) Babies m y . Birds&.

THE SIMPLE PRESENT

(d)

NEGATIVE:

It doesn't snow in Bangkok.
(e)

QUESTION:

Doe8 the teacher speak slowly?
THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

1-2

(f) Ann can't come to the phone right
now because she is taking a
shower.
(g) I a m reading my grammar book
right now.
@) Jimmy and Susie are babies. They
are crying. I can hear them right
now. Maybe they are hungry.
(i) NEGATIVE:
It isn't snowing right now.
(j) QUESTION:
Is the teacher speaking right now?

The SIMPLE PIWENT expresses
daily habits or usual activities, as
in (a) and @).
The simple present expresses
general statements offact, as in (c).
In sum, the simple present is
used for evenrs or situations that
exist always, usually, or
habimally in the past, present,
and future.
The PRESENT PROGRESS~TE
expresses an actiw'y that is in
pmgress (is occurring, is
happenink) right now. The event
is in progress at the time the
speaker is saying the sentence.
The event began in the past, is
in progress now, and will
probably continue into the
future.
FORM: am, is, are + -ing.

FORMS OF THE SIMPLE PRESENT AND THE PRESENT
PROGRESSIVE
SIMPLB PRESENT

PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

STATEMENT

I-You-We-They
He-She-It

work.
works.

NEGATIVE

I-You-We-They
He-She-It

do
does

I-you-we-they
he-she-it

QUESTION

I

CONTRACTIONS

you, we, they

+

work.
work.

work?
work?
am
are

is

does
do

+
+
+
+
+

not
not

=

not
not
not

=
=

W o r e : am and not m not conmctcd.

working.
working.
working.

I
You-We-They
He-She-It

am
are
is

not
not
not

Am
Are
Is

I
you-we-they
he-she-it

=

doesn't
don't

isn't
aren't
= am not*

working.
working.
working.

working?
working?
working?

Pmworking.
hu're, W're, They're working.
= He's, She's, It's working.

+

is
are
(am

am
are
is

=
=

he, she, it

I
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+

not
not

I
You-We-They
He-She-It

She doesn't work.

I don't work.
He isn't working.
They aren't working.
I am not working.)

I

EXERCISE 4. Slmple present vs. present progressive. (Charts 1-1 and 1-2)
Directions: Discuss the verbs in italics. Is the activity of the verb
(a) a daily or usual habit? OR
(b) happening right now (i.e., in progress in the picture)?

It's 7:30 A.M., and the Wilsons are in their kitchen. Mrs. Wilson is sitting at the
1

breawast table. She is reading a newspaper. She reads the newspaper every morning. Mr.
2

3

Wilson is pouring a cup of coffee. He drinks two cups of coffee every morning before he
5

4

goes to work. There is a cartoon onTV, but the children aren't

watching it. They
7

6

are playing with their toys instead. They usually watch cartoons in the morning, but this
8

9

morning they aren't paying any attention to the TV. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson aren't watching
10
11
-~L;?<
,.,
~-, t h e w either. They often watch the news in the evening, but they don't watch cartoons.
.r

'

. .!I

12

L

13

EXERCISE 5. Slmple present vs. present progressive. (Charts 1-1 and 1-2)
EJ

'.~/

Directions: Complete the sentences by using the words in parentheses. Use the simple
-..;present or the present progressive.
1. Shhh. The baby (deep)

sleeps

is slee~ihs

. The baby (sleep)

for ten hours every night.
Present Time 5

2. Right now I'm in class. I

at my desk. I usually
at the same desk in class every day.

(sit)
3. Ali (speak)

Arabic. Arabic is his native language, but

right now he (speak)

English.

4. A: (it, rain)

a lot in southern California?

B: No. The weather @e)

usually warm and sunny.

5. A: Look out the window. (it, rain)

? Should I take

my umbrella?
B: It (start)

to sprinkle.

6. A: Look. It'sYoussef.

B: Where?

+., <

... .'
.._..

,

.

'

'

A: Over there. He (walk)

out of the bakery.

7. A: Oscar usually (walk)

-,,.,
..

.<.

to work. (walk,you)
to work every day, too?

B: Yes.

. ..

A: (Oscar, walk)

with you?

B: Sometimes.
8. A: Flowers! Flowers for sale!

Yes sir! Can I help you?
,,

,

n . B:

V.G.
I

.,..~

I'll take those-the

yellow ones.

I

,.~, A: Here you are, mister. Are they

for a special occasion?
B: I

(bud

them for my wife. I (buy)

her flowers on the first day of every month.
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EXERCISE 6. Activity: uslng the present progressive. (Charts 1-1 and 1-2)
Directions: Student A performs an action. Student B describes the action, using Student
A's name and the present progressive.
Example: stand next to your desk
TEACHER: (Maria), would you please stand next to your desk? Thank you.
STUDENT A: (Student A stands up.)
TEACHER: Who is standing next to her desk? OR What is (Maria) doing?
STUDENT B: (Maria) is standing next to her desk.
1. stand up

12. kick your desk (softly)

2. smile

13. knock on the door

3. whistle

14. sit on the floor

4. open or close the door

15. shake hands with someone

5. hum

16. look at your watch

6. bite your fingernails

17. count aloud the number of people in the
room

, 7. read your grammar book

18. shake your head "no"

I

8. erase the board

L
',

19. scratch your head
9. look at the ceiling

,%

4

10. hold your pen in your left hand

11. rub your palms together

,&

20. Perform any action you choose. Use
objects in the classroom if you wish.

: i .

.,

,iFi

\

.!

EXERCISE 7. Activity: using the present progressive. (Charts 1-1 and 1-2)
Direceions: Use the present progressive to discuss your classmates' immediate activities.
Divide into two groups, I and 11.
. ...
, .:

.

GROUPI. DO anything you each feel like doing (stand up, talk, look out the window, etc.).
You may wish to do some interesting or slightly unusual things. Perform these activities at
the same time.
GROUP XI.

Describe the immediate activities of the students in Group I (e.g., Ali is talking

to Ricardo. Yoko ti scratching her chin. Spyros is leaning against the wall.). Be sure to use

your classmates' names.
Later, Group I and Group I1 should reverse roles, with Group U acting and Group I
describing.

[7

EXERCISE 8. Activity: using the present progressive. (Charts 1-1 and 1-2)
Directions: Use the present progressive to describe activities in progress. Work in groups or
as a class.
FIRST:

One member of the group pretends to do something, and the rest of the
group tries to guess what the action is and describe it, using the present
progressive.

Example: painting a wall
(pretends to be painting a wdI)
OTHERS: You're conducting an orchestra. (No.)
Are you washing a window? (No.)
You're painting a wall. (Yes!)

STUDENT A:

SECOND: Student A repeats the performance and describes hisiher actions aloud.

Example:
STUDENT A:
'

I,

I am standing in front of an unpainted wall. I'm opening a can of paint. Now
I'm picking up a paintbrush. I'm dipping the brush in the can of paint. I'm
lifting the brush. Now I'm painting the wall.

Suggestions for actions:
painting a wall
drinking a cup of tealcoffee
petting a dog
dialing a telephone
climbing a tree
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playing the piano
diving into a pool and swimming
driving a car
watching a tennis match
pitching a baseball

1-3 FREQUENCY ADVERBS
Frequency adverbs usually occur in the middle
of a sentence and have s ~ e c ~oositions.
al
as
shown in examples (a) &ougG (e) below.
The adverbs with the symbol ''ymay also occu
at the beginning or end of a sentence.
I sometimes get up at 6:30.
Sometimss I get up at 6:30.
I get up at 6:30 sometimes.
seldom
mrely
hardly ever
almost never
not ever, neve*
:a)

SUBJECT
Karen

+

FREQADV

VERB

always

tells the truth.

The other adverbs in the list (the ones not
marked by "t")rarely occur at the beginning or
end of a sentence. Their usual position is in the
middle of a sentence.
Frequency adverbs usually come between the
subject and the simple present verb (except
main verb be).
Frequency adverbs follow be in the simple
present (am, is, are) and simple past (was, were).

:c) Do you alwrrys eat breakfast?

In a question, frequency adverbs come directly
after the subject.

:d) Ann usually doesn't eat breakfast.

In a negative sentence, most frequency adverbs
come in front of a negative verb (except always
and ever).
Ahwys follows a negative helping verb or
negative be.

:e) Sue dossn't ahwys eat breakfast.
:f)
:g)

CORRECT:
INCORRECT:

Anna never eats meat.
Anna doesn't n w eat meat.

:h) - Do you ovsr take the bus to work?
-Yes, I do. I often take the bus.
:i) I don't ewer walk to work.
:j) INCORRECT: I ever walk to work.

Negative adverbs (sekiom, rarely, hardy ever,
never) are NOT used with a negative verb.

Ever is used in questions about frequency, as in
(h). It means "at any time."
Eusr is also used with not, as in (i).
Ever is NOT used in statements.

EXERCISE 9. The meaning of frequency adverbs. (Chart 1-3)
Directions: Answer the questions. Discuss the meaning of the frequency adverbs.

What is something that. . .
1. you seldom do?
2. you often d o before you go to bed?
3. a polite person often does?
4. a polite person never does?
5. I frequently do in class?
6. I usually don't do in class?
7. you rarely eat?
8. you occasionally do after class?
9. drivers generally do?
10. people in your country always or usually do to celebrate the NewYear?
Present Tlme 9

EXERCISE 10. Position of frequency adverbs. (Chart 1-3)
?
Direcdons: Add the word in italics to the sentence. Put the word in its usual midsentence
position.

:

dwyr

1 . always

Tom A studies at home in the evening.

2. always

Tom is at home in the evening.

3 . usually

The mail comes at noon.

4. unrallj

The mail is here by noon.

5 . generally

I eat lunch around one o'clock.

6 . genemlly

Tom is in the lunch room around one o'clock.

7 . genemlly What time do you eat lunch?
8 . usually

Are you in bed by midnight?

EXERCISE 11. Frequency adverbs in negatlve sentences. (Chart 1-3)
Direcdons: Add the given words to the sentence. Put the adverbs in their usual
midsentence position. Make any necessary changes in the sentence.
1 . Sentence: Jack doesn't shave in the morning.
Jack usually doesn't shave in the morning.
a. usually
b. often
-t
Jauk ojien doesn't shave in the morning.
' c
frequently
f. always
i. hardly ever
d. occasionally
g. ever
j. rarely
i e. sometimes
h. never
k. seldom
2. I don't eat breakfast.
a. usually
b. always

c.

seldom

3. My roommate isn't home in the evening.
a. generally
b. sometimes
c. always

d.

ever

d. hardly ever

EXERCISE 12. Using the slmple present with frequency adverbs. (Charts 1-1 + 1-3)
Directions: Work in pairs. Use frequency adverbs to talk about yourself.
Speaker A: Your book is open. Tell your classmate about yourself, using the given ideas
and frequency adverbs.
Speaker B: Your book is closed. Repeat the information Speaker A just gave you.
Speaker A: If Speaker B did not understand correctly, repeat the information.
If Speaker B understood the information say, "Right. How about you?"
Speaker B: Answer the question, using a frequency advefb.
Example: walk to school
~PBAKERA (book open):
SPEAKER B &ok closed):
SPEAKER A &ok open):
SPEAKER B (book closed):
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I usually walk to school.
You usually walk to school.
Right. How about you? Do you ever walk to school?
I seldom walk to school. I usually take the bus. OR I usually
walk to school too.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

w',?iw
.
~&
::

wear a suit to class
go to sleep before eleven-thirty
get at least one e-mail a day
read in bed before I go to sleep
listen to the radio in the morning
speak to people who sit next to me on an airplane

Switch roles.
7 . wear jeans to class
8. read poetry in my spare time
9. believe the things I read in newspapers
10. get up before nine o'clock in the morning
11. call my family or a friend if I feel homesick or lonely
12. have chocolate ice cream for dessert

EXERCISE 13. Activity: topics for discussion or writing. (Charts 1-1 + 1-3)
Directions: Discuss the topics in pairs, in groups, or as a class. Topics can also be used for
writing practice. Use several frequency adverbs with each topic. See Chart 1-3 for a list of
frequency adverbs.

Exumple: What are some of the things you do when you get up in the morning?
+
I generally turn on the news.
I alevays brush my teeth.
I seldom make my bed.
I usually rake a shower.
I never take a bath.
PART I. What are some t h i i you do

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

. ..

when you get ready to go to bed at night?
when you travel abroad?
in this classroom?
when you're on vacation?
when your airplane flight is delayed?
when you use a computer?

PART XI. What are some things people in your country do

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

at the d i i e r table?
to celebrate their birthdays?
when a chid misbehaves?
when they meet someone for the first time?
when they want to have fun?
at a wedding?

(a)
~

~

SINGUULR:

@) PLURAL:

-

It

Ann
She
Tom
He

sings
rings
sings
sings
sings
sings

one, not two or more
two,three, or more

SINGULAR =
?LURAL =

A plural noun ends in -8, as in (-, .
A singular verb ends in -s, as in (d).

(c) Birds sing.
(d) A bird sings.
(e) A bird

-

one bird
KUO birak, three birak, mavy birds,
aU birds, etc.

outside my window.
loudly.
beautifully.
songs to her children.
very well.
in a chorus.

A singular verb follows a singular subject.
Add -s to the simple present verb if the subject is
(1) a singular noun (e.g., a bird, Ann, Tom)or
(2) he, she, or it.*

*He, she, and ir are third person singular personal pmnouns. See Chart 6-10, p. 171, for more information about personal
pronouns.

EXERCISE 14. Using final 4.(Chart 1-4)
Directions: Look at each word that ends in -s. Is it a noun or a verb? Is it singular or

plural?
1. Ali lives in an apartment. + '7iieres" = a singular verb
2. Plants grow. -* "plants" = a plural noun
3. Ann listens to the radio in the morning.
4. The students at this school work hard.
5. A doctor helps sick people.
6. Planets revolve around the sun.
7. A dictionary lists words in alphabetical order.
8. MI. Lee likes to go to Forest Park in the spring. He takes the bus. H e sits on a bench
near a pond and feeds the birds. Ducks swim toward him for food, and pigeons land
all around him.

EXERCISE 15. Preview: spelling of final 41-ES. (Chart 1-5)
Directions:Add final -51-es.
6. kiss-

11. study-

7. push-

12. buy-

3. hope-

8. wait-

13. enjoy-

4. reach-

9. mix-

14. fly-

5. move-

10. blow-
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15. carry-

I

1-5

I

SPELLING OF FINAL -SI-ES
. . -a.s., ir. w
..
. ~ .. . ~.
rulal 4 , UUL
u s u r u uaurr v s t v ~ .
oisites, speakes
Many verbs end in -s.Final -s is simply added.

speak + speaks
@) ride + rides
write -t writes

INCORRECT:

catches
washes
misses
fix + f i e s
buzz -' bueass

(c) catch
wash
miss

Final -us is added to words that end in -ch, -sh, -s, y and -z.
Final -ap is pronounced /ad and adds a
syllable.*

+

-'
+

PRONUNCIATION NOTE:

If a word ends in a consonant
(INCORRECT:

+ -y, change the y

to -i and add -es.

flyS)

If a word ends in a vowel + -y, simply add -s.**
(INCORRECT: Daier or Dayes)
(f) go
do
have

goes IgowZ,
does /dad
+ has
hed

The singular forms of the verbs go, do, and have are irregular.

+
+

L
*See Chart 6-1 for more informtion about the pronunciation of final 4 - e s
**Vowels = a, e, i, o, u. Consonmts = all other letten in the alphabet.

EXERCISE 16. Simple present verbs: using final 41-ES. (Charts 1-4 and 1-5)
Directions: Underline the verb in each sentence. Add final -81-os to the verb if necessary.
Do not change any other words.
1. A dog M. + bavks
I

2. Dogs

m.

+

OK (no change)

3. Wood float on water.

4. Rivers flow toward the sea.
5. My mother worry about me.

6. A student buy a lot of books at the beginning of each term.

7. Airplanes fly all around the world.
8. Mr. Wong teach Chinese at the university.
9. The teacher ask us a lot of questions in class every day.
10. Mr. Cook watch game shows onTV every evening.

'+&b.;

g.::.,
,

2

11. Music consist of pleasant sounds.

-?,,

,

...

i
\
~,
,, .

ni

;LA

, /.,;

ST.

-2

3

.,

..

.

. ,.

,.*

'.-

. .

12. Cats usually sleep eighteen hours a day.
13. The front page of a newspaper contain the most important news of the day.
14. Water freeze at 32OF (O•‹C)and boil at 212•‹F(lOO•‹C).
15. Mrs.Taylor never cross the street in the middle of a block. She always walk to the
corner and use the pedestrian walkway.
16. Many parts of the world enjoy four seasons: spring, summer, autumn, and winter.
Each season last three months and bring changes in the weather.

EXERCISE 17. Simple present verbs: using final 41-ES. (Charts 1-4 and 1-5)
Directionc Count aloud around the class to the number 24. Find your number(s) in the
exercise list, and write the words that appear beside it on a slip of paper. Then close your
book.
Walk around the classroom and read your words aloud to classmates. You are looking
for the other half of your sentence.
When you find the person with the other half, combine the information on your two
slips of paper into a sentence. Write the sentence on the chalkboard or on a piece of
paper. Make changes in the verb if necessary.
Exatnple (using item 1 and 8): A star shines in the sky at night.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

astar
causes air pollution
stretch when you pull on it
a hotel
newspaper ink
supports a huge variety of marine life
a bee
shine in the sky at night
cause great destruction when it reaches
land
10. a river
11. improves your circulation and general
health
12. an elephant

13. a hurricane
14. produce one-fourth of the world's
coffee
15. oceans
16. use i n long trunk like a hand to pick
things up
17. Brazil
18. supply its guests with clean towels
19. a rubber band
20. gather nectar from flowers
21. flow downhiill
22. stain my hands when I read the paper
23. automobiles
24. does physical exercise

-

-

EXERCISE 18. The simple present and the present Droaressive.
Charts 1-1
1-5)
.
Directions: Create three sentences about d;e activity shown in eachbicture. Work in p k s ,
in groups, or as a class.
Senrmce 1: Activity in progress: Describe what the person in the picture is doing.
Sentence 2: Usual eequency: Describe how often this person probably does this activity.
Sentence 3: Generalization: Make a general statement or two about this activity.
,.:

.,..

.

Example:

Sentence 1: The man in the picture is swimming.
Senfpce 2: It looks like he's near a tropical island. If he's on vacation there, he probably
g
.
swims every day. If he lives there all the time, he probably swims once or twice
a week.
Sentence 3: People m ' m for enjoyment and exercise. Swimming in the ocean is fun.
;

2
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1-6 NON-ACTION VERBS

.

. vsu u~
. v r. uvsu
~
. . .u ~
.
. ~. . .~.
S~m
r u .s u
x ~ I U ~~
L S ~ I Y SL S U ~ S ~ . ILKIF
verbs are called "non-action verbs." They express a
situation that exists, not an action in progress.

INCORRECT:
I am knowing Ms. Chen.
(b) I'm hungry. I want a sandwich.
INCORRECT: I am wanting a sandwich.
(c) This book belaps to Mikhail.
INCORRECT: This book ir belomirp w Mikhail.

I

NON-ACTTON VERBS*

hear
see
sound

believe
thinkt
undcrsrand
knav

be
exist

need
want
mfe*

m

hamt
possess
belong

like
h e
hate

fmget

remember

Think and have can be used in the progressive.
In (d):When think means "believe," it is nonprogressive.
In (e):When think expresses thoughts that are
going through a person's mind, it can be progressive.
In (f):When haw means "own" or expresses
possession, it is not used in the progressive.

*COMPARE

(d) I think that grammar is easy.
(e) I a m thinking about grammar right now.
(f) Tom has a car.

(g): In expressions where hak does not mean
"own* (e.g., have a good rime, have a bad rime, have
trouble, have a ploblern, have company, have an
opera&), haw can be used in the progressive.

(g) I'm having a good time.

I

*Nan-ncdon verbs are also called "stative vubs" or "nonpmgrcssive verbs?'

EXERCISE 19. Progressive verbs vs. non-actlon verbs. (Chart 1-6)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the simple present
or the present progressive.

1. Right now I (look)

aw\oohs

at the board. I (see)

some words on the board.
2 . A: (you, need)

some help, Mrs. Brown?
me to carry that box for you?

(you, want)

B: Yes, thank you. That's very kind of you.

3. A. Who is that man? I (think)

that I (know)

him, but I Cforget)
.,

!

.tI,

.

his name.

B: That's Mr. Martinez.

A: That's right! I (remember)

h i now.

4 . A: (you, believe)

in flying saucers?

B: What (you, talk)

about?

A: You know, spaceships from outer space with alien creatures aboard.
).-

'B: In my opinion, flying saucers

(exist)

only in people's

imaginations.
Present nme 17

5. Right now the children (be)

at the beach. They (have)

a good time. They (have)
ball, and they (play)

a beach
catch with it. They (like)

to play catch. Their parents (sunbathe)
:

/

.

i

:

":

ney

. They (w)

to get a tan.
to music on a radio. They also (hear)

the sound of seagulls and the sound of the waves.
6. A: What (you, think)

about right now?

B: I (think)

about seagulls and waves.
seagulls?

A: (you, like)
B: Yes. I (think)

seagulls are interesting birds.

,red or blue?

7. A: Which color (you, prefer)

B: I (like)

blue better than red. Why?

A: I (read)

a magazine article right now. According

to the article, people who (prefer)

blue to red

(be)
calm and (value)
loyalty in their Wends. A preference for red (mean)

honesty and

person (be)

that a

aggressive and (love)

excitement.
B: Oh? That (sound)
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like a bunch of nonsense to me.

8. A: Does the earth turn around and around?

B: Yes, Jimmy. The earth (spin)

around and around

on its axis as it circles the sun. The earth &in)
rapidly at this very moment.

B: Really? I can't feel it moving. (you, ny)
A: Of course not! (you, think, really)

to fool me?

that the earth isn't moving?

B: I guess so. Yes. I can't see it move. Yes. It isn't moving.
A: (you, believe)

only those things that you can see?

Look at the trees out the window. All of them (grow)
at this very moment, but you can't see the growth. They (ger)
bigger and bigger with every second that passes. You can't see the trees grow, and
you can't feel the earth spin, but both events (rake)
place at this moment while you and I

B: Really? How do you know?

1-7

PRESENT VERBS: SHORT ANSWERS TO YESlNO
QUESTIONS
QUBSlTON

Q u E S l T O N S m LW~DOES

QUESTTONS WITHBE

I
SHORT ANSWER

LQNG ANSWER

R

Does Bob like tea?

Yes, he does.
No, he doeata't.

Yes, he likes tea.
No, he doesn't like tea.

Do you like tea?

Yes, I do.
No, I don't.

Yes, I l i e tea.
No, I don't like tea.

Are you srudytng?

Yes, I am.*
No, I'm not.

Yes, I am (I'm) studying.
No, I'm not studying.

IsYoko a student?

Yes, she is.*
No, she's not. OR
No, she isn't.

Yes, she is (she's) a student.
No, she's not a student. OR
No, she isn't a student.

Aro they srudyt'ng?

Yes, they are.*
No, they're not. OR
NO,they aren't.

Yes, they are (they're) studying.
No, they're not studying. OR
NO,they aren't smdying.

1

*Am,is, and are are not wnmctcd with pronouns in short answers.
~ C O R R P C T S K O R T A N ~ W E R5~8:, I'm. Ya,shb'~.k,
I
,
%
.
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0 EXERCISE 20. Short answers to yeslno questions. (Chart 1-7)
Directions: Complete the following dialogues by using the words in parentheses. Also give
short answers to the questions as necessary. Use the simple present or the present
progressive.

Does M a w have
she Aoes
. She (have)

1 . A: (Mary, have)

B: Yes,

a bicycle?

has

a ten-speed bike.

right now?

2. A: (it, rain)

. At least, I (think, not/

B: No,

so.
a lot of e-mails?

3. A: (your ftimds, write)

. I (get/

B: Yes,

lots of e-mails all the time.
a test in class right now?

4 . A: (the students, take)
, I 8 >

. They (do)

B: No,

an exercise.
your mood?

5 . A: (the weather, affect*)

. 1 (get)

B: Yes,

grumpy when it's rainy.
at the library this evening?

6 . A: (Jean, study)

. She (be)

B: No,

pool with her friend.

She (pkfy)

pool every evening?

(Jean, Play)
.

No,
(she, be)

good player?
Yes,
(Play)
(YOU,

Play)

Yes,
But I (be, not)
very good.
i

,,

.

:

ill

:!:

14,

,!.,I.,.
.. ,, . , #

at the recreation center.

r

. She usually (study)

. -

..

:

.t

EXERCISE 21. Short answers to yeslno questions. (Chart 1-7)
Directions: Answer the questions with books closed. Give both a short and a long answer.
Work in pairs or as a class.
Example: Is Texas south of the equator?
+ No, it isn't. Texas kn't south of the equator.

OR

I don't know.

1. Do you wear a wristwatch every day?
2. Is ( . . . ) sitting next to ( . . . ) today?*
3. Does ( . . . ) usually sit in the same place every day?
4. Are ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) standing up?
5. Are you interested in politics?
6. IsToronto in western Canada?
(Switch mles if working in pairs.)
7 . Do whales lay eggs?
8. Does your country have bears in the wild?
9. Are dogs intelligent?
10. Is ( . . . ) from Cambodia?
11. Is the earth turning on its axis and rotating around the sun at the same time?
12. Do all mosquitoes carry malaria?

EXERCISE 22. Review: present verbs. (Chapter 1)
Directions: Complete the sentences by using the words in parentheses. Use the simple
present or the present progressive. Supply the short answer to a question if necessary.
1. A: My sister (have)

B: (yoy have)
A: No, I

has
Do YO^ have

doh1+

a new car. She bought it last month.
a car?

. D o you?

*

B: No, but I have a ten-speed bike.

1

,

.

2. A: Where are the children?
B: In the living room.

TV?

A: What are they doing? (they, watch)

,

.

.

,

.

No, they

. They (play)

3. A. Shhh. I (hear)
B: Yes, I

a noise. (joy hear)

it, too?

. I wonder what it is.

4. A: Johnny, (you, listen)

B: Of course I am, Mom. You (want)
garbage. Right?

A: Right! And right now!
*The symbol (

a game.

. . . ) means "supply the name of a person."

to me?
me to take out the

5. A: Knock, knock! Anybody home? Hey, Bill! Hi! It's me. I'm here with Tom.

Where are you?
in the bedroom.

B: I (be)
A: What (you, do)

?

to sleep!
A: Oh. Sorry. I won't bother you. Tom, shhh. Bill (rest)
B: I (ny)

about at night before you fall asleep?

6. A: What (you, think)

about all of the pleasant things that happened

B: I (think)

about my problems.

during the day. I (think, not)
7. A: A penny for your thoughts.

B: Huh?
about right now?

A: What (you,think)

about English grammar. I (think, not)

B: I (think)

about anything else right now.
A: I (believe, not)

you!
'

.:

,

;

'

..

that man over there?

8. A: (you, see)

B: Which man? The man in the brown jacket?
about the man who (wear)

.A: No,I (talk)

..%

the blue shirt.
B: Oh, that man.

A: (you, know)

him?
so.

B: No, I (think, not)

any tongue-twisters?

9 . A: (you, know)

B: Yes, I
'*I

' A : That (be)

. Here's one: She sells seashells down by the seashore.
hard to say! Can you say this: Sharon wears Sue's shoes

to zoos to look at cheap sheep?
B: That (make, not)

A: I (know)
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any sense.

EXERCISE 23. Error analysis: present verbs. (Chapter 1) :

. .

Directions: Correct the errors in verb tense usage.

r:-%:~.:-.+:- ,.:

.

.,.a;'
.>,,, ~......
.,

-

-?'

. . ....,..
.,
3

j

,

OWhS.
k:i:%
his own car now. It's brand new.* Today he driving
+.+,
*: ~ ' = (1) My friend Omar :
.~,?4.&'q?:&y,
<.
.A

.

&'Sj
',.
.'
.;T,c
.., . . I to a small town north of the city to visit his aunt. He love to listen to music, so the CD
#

+

;
Zx:
,-, .. k'6. j' player is play one of his favorite CDs-loudly.
.

7.

,

'TW

,

Omar is very happy: he is drive his own

'

car and listen to loud music. He's look forward to his visit with his aunt.

(2) Omar is visiting his aunt once a week. She's elderly and live alone. She is

thinking Omar a wonderful nephew. She love his visits. He try to be helpful and
considerate in every way. His aunt don't hearing well, so Omar is speaks loudly and
dearly when he's with her.
(3) When he's there, he fiu things for her around her apartment and help her with

her shopping. He isn't staying with her overnight. He usually is staying for a few hours
and then is heading back to the city. He kiss his aunt good-bye and give her a hug
before he is leaving. Omar is a very good nephew.

*Brand new means "completely new?
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EXERCISE 1. Review of present verbs and preview of past verbs. (Chapters 1 and 2)
Direcrions: Discuss the italicized verbs. Do thw. exuress
- mesent time or oast time? Do the
verbs describe an activity or situation that . . .
a. is in progress right now?
b. is usual or is a general statement of fact?
c. began and ended in the past?
d. was in progress at a time in the past?

1. Jennifer works for an insurance company.
2. When people need help with their
automobile insurance, they call her.

3. Right now it is 9:05
sifiing at her desk.

A.M.,

and Jennifer is

4. She came to work on time this morning.

5. Yesterday Jennifer wac late to work because
she had a minor auto accident.
6. W i l e she wos driving to work, her cell
phone mng.
7. She answered it. It was her friend Rob.

8. She was happy to hear from him because she likes Rob a lot and always enjoys her
conversations with him.
9. While they were talking, Jennifer, who is allergic to bee srings, norieed two bees in her
car.

,'

L

10. She quickly opened the car windows and swaned at the bees while she was talking to

Rob on the phone.
11. Her hands lefr the steering wheel, and she lost control of the car. Her car run into a

row of mailboxes beside the road and swpped.

12. Fortunately, no one was hurt in the accident.
13. Jennifer is okay, but her car isn't. It nee& repairs.
14. When Jennifer got to work this morning, she talked to her own automobile insurance

agent.

15. That was easy to do because he works at the desk right next to hers.
I

I

I,

2-1 EXPRESSING PAST TIME: THE SIMPLE PAST
I$)

downtown yestemhay.
I & i t for eight hours larr night.

The simple past is used to talk about activities or
situations that began and ended in the past (e.g.,
yertmday, last nighr, tcuo days ago, in 1999).

(c) Bob stayed home yesterday morning.
(d) Our plane adbed on time last night.

Most simple past verbs are formed by adding -ed to a
verb, as in (a), (c), and (d).

(e) I a& breakfast this morning.
Cf) Sue took a taxi to the airport yesterday.

Some verbs have irregular past forms, as in @), (e), and
(f). See Chart 2-7, p. 33.

I waa busy yesterday.
(h) They wore at home last night.

The simple past forms of be are was and wow.

(g)

I-You-She-He-It-We-T%ey w d e d yesterday.
I-You-She-He-It-We-Thev did not (didn't) work yesterday.

I QuasnoN 1 Did

Yes, I-you-she-he-it-we-they did.
NO, I-you-she-he-it-we-they didn't.

SHORT
ANSW~R

1

I-you-she-he-it-we-they work yesterday?

1

s~~rausm

I-She-He-It was in class yesterday.
We-You-They were in class yesterday
I-She-HcIt waa not (wasn't) in class yesterday.
We-You-Thw were not (weren't) in class yesterday.

,

", ,,

W s I-she-he-it

Hkrrs we-vou-thw

in class yesterday?
in class yesterday?

Yes, I-she-he-it was.
No, I-she-he-it wasn't.

'

Yes, we-you-they were.
No, we-you-they weren't.

0 EXERCISE 2. Present and past tlme: statements and negatives.
(Chapter 1 and Charts 2-1 -r 2-3)
Directions: All of the following sentences have inaccurate information. Correct them by
(a) making a negative statement, and
(b) making an affirmative statement with accurate information.

1. Thomas Edison invented the telephone.
-r (a) Thomas Edison didn't immt the telephone.
(b)Alexander *ham Bell itwented the telephone.
2. You live in a tree.
3. You took a taxi to school today.

4. You're sitting on a soft, comfortable sofa.
5. Our teacher wrote Romeo and Juliet.
6 . Our teacher's name is William Shakespeare.
7. You were on a cruise ship inthe Mediterranean
Sea yesterday.

8. Rocks float and wood sinks.
9. The teacher flew into the classroom today.

10. Spiders have six legs.

EXERCISE 3. Present and past time: statements and negatives.
(Chapter 1 and Charts 2-1 + 2-3)
Directions: Correct the inaccurate statements by using negative then f i m a t i v e sentences.
Some verbs are past, and some are present. Work as a class (with the teacher as Speaker
A) or in pairs. Only Speaker A's book is open.
..
Example: ( . . . )* left the classroom ten minutes ago.
SPEAKER A (book open):
Rosa left the classroom ten minutes ago.
SPBAKER B (book closed): No, that's not true. Rosa didn't leave the classroom.
Rosa is still here. She's sitting next to Kim.
,.
1. You got up at 4:30 this morning.
2. ( . . . ) is standing in the comer of the classroom.
3. ( . . . ) stands in a comer of the classroom during class each day. ,
4. ( . . . ) stood in a corner during class yesterday.
5. This book has a green cover.
6. Shakespeare wrote novels.
7. A river flows b m the bottom of a valley to the top of a mountain.
8. We cook food in a reffigerator.

(Switch mks ifworking in pairs.1,lit;p ,.,
9. ( . . ) taught this class yr
lay.
10. Butterflies have ten leas.
11.
This
morning,
you
drove
to school in a (name of a kind of car).
*
12. (
) takes a helicopter to get to school every day.
13. You speak (French and Arabic).
14. This room has (supply an incowect number) windows.
15. ( . ) and you studied together at the library last night.
16. ( . ) went to (an impossible place) yesterday.
JjlilC

.

,

...

.

~

. .
. .

-

EXERCISE 4. Present and past tlme: statements and negatives.
(Chapter 1, Charts 2-1 2-3)

,I

~1..

:

,;

&

:
,

--

'L.

! , , ,,.

t

.:

:.

,..

, ,:,

-

8

'-

Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Your book is open. Complete each sentence to make an INACCURATE
statement.
Speaker B: Your book is closed. Correct Speaker A's statement, fust by using a negative
sentence and then by giving correct information.
...-y-,ini-,fi r;.:::.):..?:
Example: . . .hasihave tails.
SPEAKER A (book open):
People have tails.
SPEAWR B (book closed): No, people don't have tails. Dogs have tails. Cats have tails.
B i i s have tails. But people don't have tails.
1. . . . islare blue.
2. You ate . . . for breakfast this morning.
*T%esymbol ( .

. . ) means "supply the name of a person."

3. Automobiles have
4. You. last night.

5.
6.
7.
8.

.. . .

..
. . . sat next to you in class yesterday.
. . . is from Russia. HelShe speaks Russian.
. . . is talking to . . . right now.
. . . was late for class today.

Switch roles.
9.
left class early yesterday.
10.
hashave six legs.
11. . . was singing a song when the teacher walked into the room today.
12. . wore a black suit to class yesterday.
13.
islare watching a video right now.
14. You
last weekend.
15. People
in ancient times.
16.
islare delicious, inexpensive, and good for you.

...
...
.
. .
...
. ..

.. .
...

(a) talked = talWtl
stopped = stoplti
hissed = hisslti
watched = wat&tl
washed = wash/t/

Final -ed is pronounced It/ after voiceless sounds.
You make a voiceless sound by pushing air through your mouth. No
sound comes from your throat.
Examples of voiceless sounds: IW, /p/, Is/, I&, Ishi.

(b) called
rained
lived
robbed
stayed

=
=
=
=
=

cawdl
rainla
liveid
robldl
stayldl

Final -ed is pronounced I d after voiced sounds.
You make a voiced sound fiom your throat. Your voice box vibrates.
Examples of voiced sounds: N, 1111, Ivl, Ibl, and all vowel sounds.

(c) waited
needed

=
=

waitladl
needad

Final -ed is pronounced /ad/ after "t" and "d" sounds. lad adds a
syllable to a word.

EXERCISE 5. Pronunclotion of -ED endings. (Chart 2-4)
Directions: Wjite the correct pronunciations and practice saying the words aloud.
1. cooked = cooW t /

6. dropped = drop/

2. served = serve/ d /

7. pulled = pull/

3. wanted = want/ a d 1

8. pushed = push1

4. asked = asW

9. added = add1

5. started = start/

28 CHAPTER 2

1
/

10. passed = pass1

I
I

I

/

12. touched = touch1

I
/

11. returned = return1

13. waved = wave/

/

14. pointed = point/
15. agreed = agree/

/

I

0 EXERCISE 6. Pronunclatlon of I D endings. (Chart 2-4)
Directions: Practice saying these words. Use them in sentences.

1. answered

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2. arrived

3. continued
4. ended
5. explained

1 2-5

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

finished
fixed
helped
looked
planned

worked
invited
suggested
smelled
crossed

SPELLING OF -ING AND -ED FORMS

IND Oi

DOUBLE THE
CONSONANT?
NO

I

SIMPLE
FORM

-ING

-ED

(a) smile
hope

smiling
hoping

smiled
hoped

-ing form: Drop the -e,
add -ing.
-ed form: Just add -d.

helping
learning

helped
learned

If the verb ends in two
consonants, just add -ing
or -ed.

raining
heating

rained
heated

If the verb ends in two
vowels + a consonant, just
add -inn or -ed.

stopped
planned

If the verb has one syllable
and ends in one vowel
one consonant, double the
consonant to make the -ing
or -ed form.'

iKo
:onsonants

learn

k o vowels
- One
:onsonant

NO

h e Vowel
- One
:onsonant

YES

(c) rain
heat

ONE-SYLLABLE VERBS

( 4 stop
plan

stopping
planning

lW0-SYLLABLE VERBS

NO
YES

(0 pref+
admit

visited
offered

preferring
admitting

preferred
admitted

If the second syllable of a
two-syllable verb is suessed,
double the consonant.

If the verb ends in a vowel
+ y , keep the y . Do not
change the -y to 4.
If the verb ends in a
consonant + -y, keep the
-y for the -in8 form, but
change the -y to -i to make
the -ed form.

leg
enlww

played
enjoyed

(h)

worrying
studying

worried
studied

study

(i) die
tie

If the first syllable of a twosyllable verb is stressed, do
not double the consonant.

visiting
offering

(g) play
enjoy
WOW

+

dying

wb

died
tied

*Bxceptions: D o not double "w" m "x": may mowing, maurd,j%%,/i+ing,fi*sd

-ing form: Change the -ie
to -y and add -ins.
-ed form: Just add -d.

EXERCISE 7. -ING and -ED forms. (Chart 2-5)
Diremom: Write the -ing and -ed forms of the following verbs. (The simple past/past
participle of irregular verbs is given in parentheses.)
-1NG

1 . start

stavi-iczp]

8. hope

-

' 9. hop

.-

-..,.
-

10. help
1 1 . sleep

,

12. step

t.

(slept)

13. tape
14. tap
15. rain
16. run

(vadwh)

-..- 17. whine
18. win

(WON)

19. explain
20. burn

,

EXERCISE 8. -ING and -ED forms. (Chart 2-5)
rl? Directions: Write the -ing and -ed forms of the following verbs.
1

',I,

-1NG

-BD

1 . open
"

2. begin
3. occur
4. happen

ibe_sawbepd

5. refer
6. offer
7. listen

8. admit
9. visit

10. omit
11. hurry

12. study
13. enjoy
14. reply

15. stay
16. buy

18. tie
rn

a
:
-

0 EXERCISE 9. -ING and I D forms. (Chart 2-5)
Direcn'ms. Write the -in# and -ed forms of the following verbs.

1. lift

--

li#+kq

,

-ED

-ING

-

.

-

1iFted

2. promise
3. slap

4. wipe
1!,:

1'

rl

'

5. carry
6. cry

&I..*!.
'1

-.

7. pray

8. smile.
.

,',

~~~.~

..~

A. ~J

is a nguhr verb when ir means 'not &I
the rmth." L* is an irrtgvlPr w b when it means "pur one's body flat on
a bed or anorher d a c e " : k,&y, toin.

""'Lie
Jr.

9. fail
10. file

11, drag
12, use

13. prefer
14. sign

15. point
16. appear

17. relax
18. borrow
19. aim
20. cram

- .

SIMPLE FORM

SIMPLR PAST

PAST PARTICIPLE

RBGUIAR
VERBS

finish
stop
hope
wait
play
uv

finished
stopped
hoped
waited
played
tried

finished
stopped
hoped
waited
played
tried

IRREGULAR
VERBS

see
make
sing
eat
Put

saw
made
sang
ate
Put
went

seen
made
sung
eaten
Put
gone

go
PRINCIPAL PAPTS OF A VERB

(1) the simple form

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

seeing
making
singing
eating
pu,hg
Wng

English verbs have four principal forms or "parts!' The simple form is the
form that is found in a dictionary. It is the base form with no endings on it
(no final -8, -ed, or -kg).

(2) the simple past

The simple pant form ends in -ed for regular verbs. Most verbs are regular,
but many common verbs have irregular past forms. See the reference List of
irregular verbs that follows in Chart 2-7.

(3) the past participle

The past participle also ends in -ed for regular verbs. Some verbs are
irregular. It is used in perfect tenses (see Chapter 4) and the passive
(Chapter 10).

(4) the present participle

The present participle ends in -ins (for both regular and irregular verbs).
It is used in progressive tenses (e.g., the present progressive and the past

SIMPLE
FORM

awake
be
beat
become
begin
bend
bite
blow
break
bring
broadcast
build
burn
buy
catch
choose
come
cost
cut
dig
dive
do
draw
dream
drink
drive
eat
fan
feed
feel
fight
find
fit
fly
forget
forgive
freeze
9"
we
go
grow
hmg
have
hear
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep
know
lay
lead
leave
lend
let

PAST

SUlPLE
'PAST

PARTICIPLE

awoke
awoken
was, were
been
beat
beaten
became
become
began
begun
..
'idbent
bent
bit
bitten
blew
blown
broke
broken
brought
brought
broadcast
broadcast
built
built
burnedmurnt
burnedmurnt
bought
bought
caught
caught
chose
chosen
came
come
cost
cost
cut
cut
dug
dug
divedldove
dived
did
done
drew
drawn
dreamedldreamt dreamedldreamt
drunk
drank
drove
driven
ate
eaten
fell
~.,,,~wfaUen
fed
fed
felt
felt
fought
fought
? ,
,,found
found
fit
fit
flew
flown
.
Yorgotten
forgot
forgiven
forgave
froze
frozen
gotlgotten
got
Bave
. . . given
went
gone
grown
grew
hung
hung
had
had
heard
heard
hid
hidden
hit
hit
held
held
hurt
hurt
kept
kept
knew
known
laid
laid
led
led
left
left
lent
lent
let
let

,

SIMPLE
FORM

SIMPLE

PAST

PAST

PARTICIPLE

lie
light
lose
make
mean
meet
pay
prove
Put
quit
read
ride
rbg
me
run
say
see
seek
sell
send
set
shake
shave
shoot
shut
sing
sink
sit
sleep
slide
speak
spend
spread
stand
steal
stick
smke
swear
sweep
swim
take
teach
tear
tell
think
throw
understand
upset
wake
wear
weave
weep
win
withdraw
write

lay
liwlighted
lost
made
meant
met
paid
proved
PU!
qut
read
rode
rang
rose
ran
said
saw
sought
sold
sent
set
shook
shaved
shot
shut
sang
sank
sat
slept
slid
spoke
spent
spread
stood
stole
stuck
struck
swore
swept
swam
took
taught
tore
told
thought
threw
understood
upset
wokelwaked
wore
w m
wept
won
withdrew
wrote

lain
liwlighted
lost
made
meant
met
paid
prmdlproven
Put
quit
read
ridden
-g
risen
run
said
seen
sought
sold
sent
set
shaken
shavedlshaven
shot
shut
sung
sunk
sat
slept
slid
spoken
spent
spread
stood
stolen
stuck
struck
sworn
swept
swum
taken
taught
tom
told
thought
thrown
understood
upset
wokenlwaked
worn
woven
wept
won
withdrawn
written

EXERCISE 10. Simple past: Irregular verbs. (Chart 2-7)
~)r&donc
Complete each sentence with the simple past of any irregular verb that makes
sense. There may be more than one possible completion.
1. Maria walked to school today. Rebecca

Avove

her bicycle. Yoko

the bus.

2. Last night I had a good night's sleep. I

3. Ann

her car. Olga

nine hours.

a beautiful dress to the wedding reception.

4. It got so cold last night that the water in the pond
5. Frank was really thirsty. He

four glasses of water.

6. Karen had to choose between a blue raincoat and a tan one. She finally

the blue one.
7. My husband gave me a painting for my b i i d a y . I

it on a wall

(>dinmy office.
1,

..#I,

8. Last night around midnight, when I was sound asleep, the telephone

. It

me up.

9. The sun

at 6:04 this morning and will set at 6:59.

10. I

an e-mail to my cousin after I finished studying yesterday

evening.
11. Ms. Manning

chemistry at the local high school last year.

12. The police

the bank robbers. They are in jail now.

13. Oh my gosh1 Call the police! Someone

my car!

14. TodayVictor has on slacks and a sports jacket, but yesterday he

jeans and a sweatshirt to work.
15. My friend told me that he had a singing dog.

,I

When the dog
i

%,

I.

~,?9r.<6t,,< !,

my hands over my
ears.

;.i,

.'

,;.
,.

,.I

, , ,,

.

,,.A
,(

>

,,

.;
r

,,,

,

I.

',>.

z!>!!,.

'.

',

.,.

16. When I introduced Pedro to Ming, they

hands and greeted each

other.
17. I

the kitchen floor with a broom.

18. A bird

into our apartment through an open window.

19. I caught the bird and

it gently in my hands until I could put it

back outside.

, T 20. The children had a good time at the park yesterday. They

the

ducks small pieces of bread.
21. My dog

a hole in the yard and buried his bone.

22. Ahmed .

his apartment in a huny this morning because he was

late for school. That's why he

to bring his books to class.

- EXERCISE 11. Simple past: Irregular verbs. (Chart 2-7)
w . 1

Directims: Complete each sentence with the simple past of any irregular verb that makes
sense. There may be more than one possible completion.
1. Alex hurt his finger when he was fixing his dinner last night. He accidentally

..*

it with a sharp knife.
?

' 2. I don't have any money in my pocket. I
broke.

I'

, ' , .

'

it all yesterday. I'm flat
...,
..:,.rij.:
i.

3. Ann didn't throw her old shoes away. She

.!'..

them because they

comfortable.
I

1

.

t..~
<

5. Jack

-

!

, ,.

- an interesting article in the newspaper yesterday.
his pocketknife at the park yesterday. This morning he
back to the park to look for it. Finally, he

it in the grass. He was glad to have it back.
6. Mr. Litovchenko was very happy but a little nervous when he

> 1

,J

.<:- .-

.

,,

his

baby in his arms for the first time.
7. I

Jennifer's parents when they visited her. She introduced me to

them.

8. A: Is Natasha still angry with you?

B: No, she

me for what I did, and she's speaking to me again.
Pastllrne
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, 9, I dropped my favorite vase. It fell on the floor and

.

into a

hundred pieces.
10. When I went shopping yesterday, I

some light bulbs and a

cooking pot.
11. The soldiers

the battle through the night and into the morning.
it because I needed the money.

12. I used to have a camera, but I
13. Jane didn't want anyone to find her diary, so she

it in a shoe box

in her closet.
14. I didn't want anyone else to see the note, so I

.

.>:

,I! ?C

and

it into tiny pieces

them in the wastebasket.

15. The children

fj.:

::,!L.

':

pictures of themselves in art class yesterday.

16. I have a cold. Yesterday I

terrible, but I'm feeling better today.

17. Last night I

a strange noise in the house around 2:00 A.M.,

SO

up to investigate.
,

18. Sam ran the fastest, so he
I,

,:

v'

.

,z.:.&,!/

the race.

19. My dog isn't very friendly. Yesterday she

my neighbor's leg.

Luckily, my dog is very old and doesn't have sharp teeth, so she didn't hurt my
neighbor.
{,I'

.

.

20, Steve

on the campfire

to make it burn.
21. When I went fishing yesterday, I
a fish right
away. But the fish was too small to

.,
I,

,
,

..,

.

keep. I carefully returned it to the water.
It quickly
away.

:;i!

37

Amanda
because I

a lie. I didn't believe her
the truth.

.

i

,,;

i

'

- 1
W!%!

I

EXERCISE 12. Simple past. (Charts 2-1

-

2-7)

Directions: Perform the action and then describe the action, using the simple past. Most of
the verbs are irregular; some are regular.
Work in groups or as a class. Only Speaker A's book is open.
Example: Give ( . . . ) your pen.
SPEAKER A (book open): Give Pablo your pen.
SPEAKER B (book closed): (Speaker B petforms the action.)
SPEAKER A (book open): What did you do?
SPEAKER B (bwk dosed): I gave Pablo my pen.
I .>,
8)

>

2
11

/

.;,

1. Give ( . . . ) your dictionary.
Open your book.
Shut your book.
Stand up.
Hold your book above your head.
Put your book in your lap.
Bend your elbow.
Touch the tip of your nose.
Spell the word "happened."
Shake hands with ( . . . ).
Bite your finger.
Hide your pen.
Leave the room.
Speak to ( . . . ).
Tear a piece of paper.
Tell ( . . . ) to stand up.

...

17. Throw your pen to (
).
18. Draw a mangle on the board.
19. 'hn to page ten in your book.
20. Choose a pen, this one or that one.
21. Invite (
) to have lunch with you.
22. Thank ( . . ) for the invitation.
23. Steal (
)'s pen.
24. Sell your pen to (
) for a (penny).
25. Hit your desk with your hand.
26. Stick your pen in your pocketJpurse.
27. Read a sentence from your book.
28. Repeat my sentence: This book is black.
29. Hang your (jacket) on your chair.
30. Take (
)'s grammar book.
31. Write your name on the board.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

.. .
.
. ..

.. .

...

EXERCISE 13. Slmple past: questions and short answers. (Charts 2-1

-

2-7)

Directions; Use the words in parentheses. Give short answers to questions where necessary.

DIAYO& S

1. A: (you, sleep)

B: Yes,

IX i

~

well last night?

P

slept

I (sleep)

2. A: (Tom's plane, arrive)

B: Yes,
3. A:

. It (get)

in at 6;05on the.-dot.
.I'

. I (SW)

Cfe4not)

good.

Tom Sawyer?

. He also (write)
Huckleberry Finn.

'

to class yesterday? '.
home because I

4 . A: (Mark Twain, write)

B: Yes,

very welt.

on time yesterday?

(~0%
go)

B: No

A

-

5. A: (you, eat)

breakfast this morning?

,,

. I (haw, not)

B: No,

enough

time. I was late for class because my alarm clock (ring, not)

0 EXERCISE 14. Slmple past: questions, short answers, and Irregular verbs.
, >,
(Charts 2-1 + 2-7)
2

Directions: Pair up with a classmate.
Speaker A: Ask questions beginning with "LMyou . . . ?" Listen carefully to Speaker B's
answers to make sure he or she is using the irregular verbs correctly. Look at
Chart 2-7 if necessary to check the correct form of an irregular verb. Your
"
'' book is open.
Speaker B: In order to practice using irregular verbs, answer "yes" to all of Speaker A's
questions. Give both a short answer and a long answer. Your book is closed.
Ermple: eat breakfast this morning
SPEAKER A (book open):
Did you eat breakfast this morning?
';YN:
SPEAKER B (book closed): Yes, I did. I ate breakfast this morning.
.iar 1. sleep well last night
2. wake up early this morning
.r .:A .i 3. come to class early today
4. bring your books to class
5. put your books on your desk

.,. . . -:.

,

,

''

ivptnt;

Sm'tch roles.
11. hear about the earthquake
12. read the newspaper this morning
13. catch'a cold last week
, . . 'I
14. feel terrible
15. see a doctor
16. go to a party last night

6. lose your grammar book yesterday
7. find your grammar book
8. take a bus somewhere yesterday

9. ride in a car yesterday
10. drive a car
:

. -.

Switch roles.
21. buy some books yesterday
22. begin to read a new novel
23. fly to this city
24. run to class today
25. write your parents a letter

"\.:

80 CHAPTER 2

'

;<:
':1'

../ I .;,
have a good time
think about me
,-' .:&', 2
meet ( . . . ) the first day of class
shake hands with ( . . . ) when you fist met
himher
-,;. ; . , .
.i- ;
~.
.,_~
17.
18.
19.
20.

-

,I ;,:<,:I
~.
Switch roles.
,,s
f&,.<..:,
, 5 31. make your own d i i e r last night
32. leave home at eight this morning
!i:3,.,. 33. drink a cup of tea before class
15 34. fall down yesterday
35. hurt yourself when you fell down

(1 ;.'c,

.'.<

26. send your parents a letter
27. lend ( . . . ) some money
28. wear a coat yesterday

i

29. go to the zoo last week
30. feed the birds at the park
.

36. break your arm
37. understand the question
38. speak to (
) yesterday

...

39. tell himher your opinion of this class
40. mean what you said

EXERCISE 15. Past time. (Charts 2-1

+

2-7)

Direcrions: Pair up with a classmate.
Speaker A: Tell Speaker B about your activities yesterday. Think of at least five things you
did yesterday to tell Speaker B about. Also think of two or three things you
didn't do yesterday.
Speaker B: Listen carellly to Speaker A. Make sure that Speaker A is using past tenses
correctly. Ask Speaker A questions about hidher activities if you wish. Take
notes while Student A is talking.
When Speaker A finishes talking, switch roles: Speaker B tells Speaker A about hidher
activities yesterday.
Use the notes from the conversation to write a composition about the other student's
- , activities yesterday.

:9

(a) Mary waked downtown
yesterday.
(b) I &fit for eight hours last
night.

THE SIMPLB PAST

4-

The s1MPI.B

PAST is used to talk about an
activity or situation rhar began and ended at a
pardcular time in thepasr (e.g.,yestmiq,
last night,
days ago, in 1999), as in (a)

and (b).
9

THB PAST PROGRESSIVE

,

(c) I sat down at the d i i e r table
8t 6:00 P.M. yesterday. Tom
came to my house at 6:10 P.M.
I was eating dinner when Tom
cum.
(d) I went to bed at 10:OO. The
phone rnng at 11:OO.
I was sloepr'ng when the

The PAST PROGRESSIVB expresses an acriviry
that was in p*og*esr (was occurring, was
happem'nk, at a point of time in the past
(e.g., at 6:10) or at the time of another
action (e.g., when Tom came).

In (c): eating was in progress at 6:lO; eating
was in progress when Tom came.
FORM: wastwere

+ -ing.

phone mng.

(e) When the phone rang, I was sleeping.
(f) The phone rang while I was sleeping.

1 2-9

whon = at that time
while = during that time
(e) and (f) have the same meaning.

FORMS OF THE PAST PROGRESSIVE

STATEMENT

I-She-He-It wus working.
You-We-They were working.

NEGATNE

I-She-He-It was not (wasn't) working.
You-We-They were not (weren't) working.

QUBSTI~

Wu I-she-he-it
Wwe you-we-they

SHORT
ANSWBR

working?
working?

Yes, I-she-he-it was.
No, I-she-he-it wasn't.

Yes, you-we-they were.
No, you-we-they weren't.

EXERCISE 16. Simple past and past progressive. (Charts 2-8 and 2-9)
u(J't -W

Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the simple past or
the past progressive.
1. At 6:00 P.M., Bob sat down at the

table and began to eat. At 6:05,
Bob (eat)

.
..:

,
! K ,~
' .,\

dinner.
2. While Bob (eat)
39,

dinner, AM
(come)
through the door.
dinner.

4. Bob went to bed at 10:30. At 11:OO Bob (skep)

'

"' '

,the phone (rind

5. While Bob (sleep)
I

-

,Bob (sleep)

6. In other words, when the phone (rink,
7. Bob left his house at 8:00 A.M. and (begin)

to walk to class.
to class,

Mrs. Smith.
:
,.-.

.

9. When Bob (see)

I

(stand)

i..-

She (hold)

Mrs. Smith, she
on her front porch.
a broom.

10. Mrs. Smith (wave)
i--------I

she (see)

at Bob when
him.
.

,

EXERCISE 17. Using the past progresslve. (Charts 2-8 and 2-9)
Directions: Perform the actions and answer the questions. Only the teacher's book is open.
Example: A: write on the board
B: open the door
To STUDENT A: Please write on the board. Write anything you wish. (SzudenrA writes on
the board.) What are you doing?
Response: I'm writing on the board.
To STUDENT A: Good. Please continue.
TOSTUDENT B: Open the door. (Student B opens the door.) What did you just do?
Response: I opened that door.
To STUDENT A: (Student A), thank you. You may stop now.
To STUDENT C: Describe the two actions that just occurred, using when.
Response: When (Student B) opened the door, (Student A) was writing on the board.
To STUDENT D: Again, using while.
Response: Whiie (Student A) was writing on the board, (Student B) opened the door.
3.

-

. .. .

!,!:

l.A:writeanoteto(...)

B:knockonthedoor

2. A: walk around the room

B: clap your hands once

3. A: talk to (

. . .)

B: come into the room

4. A: read your book

.

B: ask (Student A) a question

.

t

..,

....I'

.

I/';.-?Y.!

:

,<'

B: tap (Student A)'s shoulder

5. A: look out the window

6. A: whistle

.

,dl:,.

I

,!.I,.

"

.

.

B: leave the room

7. A: look at your watch

B: ask (Student A) a question

8. A: pantomime eating (pretend to eat)
9. A: pantomime sleeping

B: sit down next to (Student A)

B: take (Student A)%grammar book

10. A: pantomime drinking a glass of water

B: come into the room

EXERCISE 18. Present progresslve and past progressive. (Charts 1-1,2-8,and 2-9)
firectionr:
the present progressive and past progressive verbs in the following
pairs of sentences. Discuss their use. What are the similarities between the two tenses?
1. A: Where are Ann and Rob? I haven't seen them for a couple of weeks.
B: They're out of town. They're traveling.
2. A: I invited Ann and Rob to my birthday party, but they didn't come.
B: Why not?
A: They were out of town. They were traveling.
3. A: What was I talking about when the phone interrupted me? I lost my train of
thought.
B: You were describing the website you found on the Internet yesterday.

4. A: I missed the beginning of the news report. What's the announcer talking about?
B: She's describing; conditions in Bangladesh after the flood.
I"./-

5. A:
B:
A:
B:

Good morning, Kim.
Hel10,Tom. Good to see you.
Good to see you, too. On your way to work?
Yup. I'm walking to work today to take advantage of the beautiful spring morning.
A: It certainly is a beautiful spring morning.

6. A: Guess who I saw this morning.
B: Who?
A: Jim.
B: Oh? How is he?
A: He looks fine.
B: Where did you see him?
A: On the sidewalk near the corner of 5th and Pine. He was walking to work.

EXERCISE 19. Present and past verbs. (Chapters 1 and 2)
DirectMns: Complete the sentences with the simple present, present progressive, simple
past, or past progressive.
PARTI. PRESENT TlMB

SITUATION:

.1s s.t i l -.t w

Right now Toshi (sit)

at his desk. He

-

1

his grammar book. His roommate, Oscar, (sit)

(s~Y)
2

at his desk, but he (study, not)
3

d

He (stare)

out the window. Toshi (want)
5

to know what Oscar (look)
TOSHI:

Oscar, what
..

42 CHAPTER 2

(YOU,

at.

7

6

at?

look)
8
I

OSCAR:

I (watch)

the bicyclists. They are very skillful. I
9

(know, not)

how to ride a bike, so I (admire)
10

anyone who can. Come over to the window. Look at
11

that guy in the blue shirt. He (steer)

his bike with one
12

hand while he (drink)

a soda with the other. At the
13

same time, he (weave)

in and out of the heavy street
14

traffic. He (seem)

fearless.
15

~ S H I : Riding a

bike (be, not)

as hard as it (look)
16

17

I'll teach you to ride a bicycle if you'd like.
il

OSCAR:

Really? Great!

TOSHI:

HOWcome you don't know how to ride a bike?*

,!,

,.

.- . .

,

!

1

,.,

-.

-.:

':.,;I

a bike when I (be)

,;,.I ,r. OSCAR: I (have, nevw)
18

L

!

19

a kid. My family (be)

too poor. Once I (try)
20

to learn on the bike of one of my friends, but the other kids
'id1 :>
:

I

21

,

'

..,;

,

all (laugh)

at me. I never (ny)

22

again
23

because I @e)

too embarrassed. But I'd really like to learn
24

:!!:

now! When can we start?

, !>',

PART II. PAST TIME
. .
i:L!.'

. .

. ,
i

_

Yesterday, Toshi (sit)

wms S~ t t t h q

at his desk and (study)

25

his grammar book. His roommate, Oscar,
a

L:

26
J l,

at his desk, but he (stway, not)
27

28

He (stare)

out the window. He (watch)
29

,I,,

30

bicyclists on the street below.

*"How come?" means "Why?" For example, "How come you don't h o w how to ride a bike?"means 'Why don't you
b o w how m ride a bike?"

over to the window. Oscar (point)

Toshi (walk)
31

32

out one bicydist in particular. This bicyclist (sreo)

with one
33

hand whiie he (drink)

a soda with the other. At the same
34

time, he (weave)

in and out of the heavy tratFc. To Oscar,
35

the bicyclist (seem)

fearless.
36

Oscar ([earn, never)

how to ride a bike when he (be)
37

a child, so Toshi (offer)

to teach him. Oscar
39

38

(aWt)

gladly.
40

EXERCISE 20. Verb tense and irregular verb review. (Chapters 1 and 2)
Directiuns: Complete the sentences with the verbs in parentheses. Use the simple past,
simple present, or past progressive.
(1) Once upon a time, a king and his three daughters (rive)

castle in a faraway land. One day while the king (think)

an idea. He Cfm)

had

daughters, he (have)

lived

ina

. .
was thi~knq

about his
Forwwd
a

plan for finding husbands for them.
131

(2) When it (come)

caw

awwkrzced

king (announce)

time for the three daughters to marry, the
his plan. He said, "I'm going to take three jewels to

the fountain in the center of the village. The young men (meet)

nee+*
together there every day. The three young men who find the jewels will become my
daughters' husbands."
(3) The next day, the king (choose)

ruby, and a diamond-and

three jewels-an

(take)

them into the village. He &Id)

them in his hand and (walk)
men. First he (drop)
diamond. A handsome man (pick)
prince (spot)
down to pick it up. The king (be)

emerald, a

among the young

the emerald, then the ruby, and then the
up the emerald. Then a wealthy
the ruby and (berm)
very pleased.
!I

XIhe simple present is used bae because the story is giving the king's exact words in s quorntion. Norise that
quorsdon marks (". !') ace used. See Cban 14-8, p. 420, for more information about quorntiona.

.
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toward the diamond and (pick)

(4) But then a frog (hop)

the diamond to

it up. The frog (bring)
the king and said, "I (be)

the Frog Prince. I (claim)

your third daughter as my wife."
1!

(5) When the king (relo

Prince, she (refuse)

Tina, his third daughter, about the Frog
to marry him. When the people of the land
the news about the frog and the princess, they (laugh)

(hear)

. "Have you heard the news?" the

and (laugh)
people (say)
(6) Tina (feel)

to each other. "Princess Tina is going to marry a frog!"
terrible. She said, "I (be)
to the floor and (sob)

the unluckiest person in the world." She UaU)

. No one (love)
. Her father (understand, not)
her. She (hide)

from her friends and (keep)

her pain in her heart. Every day, she (gmw)
two sisters (have)

sadder and sadder. Her

grand weddings. Their wedding bells (rink,
with joy across the land.

.>..ii

her, she (believe)

(7) Eventually, Tina Gave)

the castle. She (run)

away h m her family and (go)
woods by herself. She (eat)

to live in the

simple food, (drink)

water from the lake, (cut)

her own firewood, (wash)

her own clothes,

the floor herself,
care of all her

her own bed, and (take)

(make)

own needs. But she (be)

very lonely and unhappy.

(8) One day Tina (go)

swimming. The water (be)

deep and cold. Tina (swim)

for a long time and (become)

very tired. While she (swim)
toward the shore, she (lose)

-

back

the desire to live. She (quit)

trying to swim to safety. She (drown)

when the frog suddenly (appear)

and with all his suength

Tina to the shore. He (save)

(Push)
(9) "Why (save,you)

her life.
my life, Frog?"

"Because you (be)

very young and you (have)

a lot to live for."
"No, I (do, not)

," said the princess. "I (be)

the most miserable person in the whole universe."

,:I,,,,* (10) "Let's talk about it,"
-.r
/L

-'

(say)

the frog. And they (begin)

to talk. Tina and the Frog Prince (sit)

:

together for hours and hours. Frog (listen)

. He (telI)
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and (understand)
her about himself and his own

unhappiness and loneliness. They (share)

their minds and hearts.

Day after day, they (spend)

hours with each other. They

,(laugh)

(taw
and (work)

, (play)

together.

(1 1) One day while they

near the lake,Tina (bend)

down and, with great affection, (lziss)

the frog

on his forehead. Poof! Suddenly the frog (cur)
He (take)

into a man!

Tina in his arms, and said, "You (save)

me with your kiss. Outside, I (look)

like a frog, but you (see)

inside and (find)

the real me. Now I (be)

free. An evil wizard had turned me into a frog until I found the love
of a woman with a truly good heart!'

When Tina

outside appearances, she find)

through
m e love.

(12) Tina and the prince (return)

to the castle and (get)

married. Her two sisters, she discovered, (be)
his wife and

very unhappy. The handsome husband (ignore)
(talk, not)

fun of his wife and (giwe)
Frog Prince (live)

to her. The wealthy husband (make)
her orders all the time. But Tina and her
happily ever after.

EXERCISE 21. Past time. (Chapter 2)
Directions: Write a story that begins "Once upon a time,

. . . ."

Choose one:
1. Invent your own story. For example, write about a lonely bee who finds happiness,
a poor orphan who succeeds in life with the help of a fairy godmother, a hermit who
rediscovers the joys of human companionship, etc. Discuss possible story ideas in class.

2. Write a fable that you are familiar with, perhaps one that is well known in your
. culture.
3. Write a story with your classmates. Each student writes one or two sentences at a
time. One student begins the story. Then he or she passes the paper on to another
student, who then writes a sentence or two and passes the paper on-until everyone in the
class has had a chance to write part of the story, or until the story has an ending. This
story can then be reproduced for the class to revise and correct together. T h e class may
want to "publish" the final product on the Internet or in a small booklet.

12-10

EXPRESSING PAST TIME: USING TIME CLAUSES

t
ouse
main clause
(a) I4ffmIfinrrned my work,' ' I wenr w bed. I

main clause
@) I I went to bed I

Afrer Ifinished my work = a time clause*
I went w bed = a main clause*
(a) and @) have the same meaning.
A time clause can
(1) come in •’rant of a main dause, as in (a).
(2) follow a main clause, as in (b).

time clause
Iqfter Ifinishod my work. I

(c) I went to bed 4frsr Ifinished my work.

These words introduce time dauses:

ltfro+
(e) I srayed up until Ifinished my work.

*&!

(f) As soon as Ifinished my work, I went to bed.

i .

-+.

+ :bject

&
and werb = a time clause

In (e): und= "to that time and then no longer"**
In (f): as soon as = "immediately after"

(g) The phone rang while I war watching TV.

(h) When the phone rnw I was watching TV.
;,I ?r!: 1,awJ I lcij:,~
: : ;<! .
,-.$:n
, . . ..:

1

befm
until
as soon as
while
when

(d) Befire I went to bed, I finished my work.

.. .

PUNCTUATION:Put a comma at the end of a time
clause when the time dause comes first in a sentence
(comes in front of the main clause):
time clause + comma + main clause
main clause + NO comma + time clause

In a sentence with a time clause inuoduced by when,
both the time clause verb and the main verb can be
simple past. In this case, the action in the whenclause happened first. In (i): Firsc The phone mng.
Then:I answered it.

(9 When the phone rang, I answered it.

-

(i)

In (i):When two actions are in progress at the same
time, the past progressive can be used in both parts
of the sentence.

Whiie I was doing my homework, my
roommate was wutchingTV.

'A ehurs is a suucture that has a subjen and a wrb.
"Until can alsa be used to say that something d m NOT happen befox a particular rime:I didn't go w bpd wLil Ifbruhed ny wrk.
,a,,.

..>I2

_

>.),,.,

I > , ,

' * "

I

EXERCISE 22. Past time clauses. (Chart 2-10)
Ditectim: Combine the two sentences into one sentence by using time clauses. Discuss
correct punctuation.
1 . Firsc I got home.

Then: I ate dinner.
+

..

After..
After I got home, I are dinner.

...

..

after..
I ate dinner ajier I got home.

OR
OR

2 . First: I unplugged the coffee pot.

Then: I left my apartment this morning.
+ Before..
OR
.. before..

..

.

..

3 . First: I lived on a farm.
Then: I was seven years old.
-t Until
OR
until..

....

...

4 . First: I heard the doorbell.
Then: I opened the door.
+ AS soon as
OR

... as soon as.. ..

. ...

, . ',
:

'

.

5 . First: The rabbit was sleeping.
Then: The fox climbed through the window.
-r While
OR
while
+ When..
OR
when..

....
..

...
...

....

..

6 . First: It began to rain.
' .
Then: I stood under a tree. '
-r When..
OR
when..

,

'

..

'

...

.. ,

.,, .

..

7 . At the same time: I was lying in bed with the flu.
My friends were swimmiig at the beach.
-r While
OR
while

....

...

....

EXERCISE 23. Past time clauses. (Charts 2-1 + 2-10)
Directions: Complete the sentences using the words in parentheses. Use the simple past or
the past progressive. Identify the time clauses.

1. My mother called me around 5:OO. My husband came home a little after that.
[When he (come)

caww

home,] I (talk)

r*r#

takiw.,

to

my mother on the phone.
2. I

@try)

a small gift before I (go)

to the

hospital yesterday to visit my friend.
3. Yesterday afternoon I (go)

to visit the Smith family. When I

there around two o'clock, Mrs. Smith (be)
(get)
in the yard. She (plant)
flowers in her garden. Mr.
Smith (be)
in the garage. He (cork)
on their car. He (change)

the oil. The children (play)
in the front yard. In other words, while Mr. Smith

(change)

the oil in the car, the children (play)
with a ball in the yard.

4. I (hit)

my thumb while I (use)

the hammer. Ouch! That (hue)
5. As soon as we (hear)

the news of the approaching hurricane, we
our preparations for the stonn.

&gin)

6. It was a long walk home. Mr. Chu (walk)

until he (get)

tired. Then he (stop)

and (rest)

until he (be)

strong enough to

continue.
7. While I (lie)

in bed last night, I (hear)

a strange noise. When I (hear)

this strange noise, I (turn)

,.

on the light. I (hold)
and (listen)

my breath

carefully. A mouse (chew)

on something under the floor.
8. I work at a computer all day long. Yesterday while I (look)

at my computer screen, I (start)

to feel a little dizzy, so I
a short

a break. While I (rake)

(rake)
break outdoors and (enjoy)

the warmth of the sun on my

face, an elderly gentleman (come)

up to me and (ask)

me for directions to the public library. After I (relo
him how to get there, he (thank)
me and (go)

on his way. I (sray)

outside until a big cloud (come)

and (cover)

the sun, and then I reluctantly (go)
back inside to work. As soon as I (return)
(notice)

that my computer (make)

a funny noise. It (hum)

loudly, and my screen was frozen.

I (think)

for a moment, then I (shut)

my computer off, (get)

up from my desk, and (leawe)

.I
the sunshine.

to my desk, I

(spend)

the rest of the day in

I
I

(a) I used to live with my parents. Now I live
111 mv own a~artment.
(b) Anneused & be afraid of dogs, but now she
likes dogs.
(c) A1 usedto smoke, but he doesn't anvmore.

1

Used to expresses a past situation or habit that no
longer
- exists at present.

FORM:
used to

+ the simple form of a verb

I

I
+ subject + used to
+ subject + use to)*

(d) Did you used to live in Paris?
(OR Did you use to live in Paris?)

QUESTION FORM: did
(OR did

(e) I didn't used to drink coffee at breakfast,
but now I always have coffee in the morning.
(ORI didn't use to drink coffee.)
(f) I newer used to drink coffee at breakfast,
but now I always have coffee in the morning.

NEGATIVE FORM: didn't used to
(OR didn't use to)*
Didn'tuse(d) to ocnvs infrequently. More commonly,
people use newr to express a negative idea with used to,
as in (f).

*Both forms (spelled used w or use win questions and negatives) are possible. There is no consensus among English language
authorities on which is preferable.

EXERCISE 24. Past hablt with USED TO. (Chart 2-1 1)
Directions: Correct the errors.
--

.
!!

1. Alex used to

live

in Cairo.

Fi
,,I

2. Jane used to worked at an insurance company.
I

3. Margo was used to teach English, but now she works at a publishing company.

4. Where you used to live?
5. 1didn't was used to get up early, but now I do.
6. Were you used to live in Singapore?

7. My family used to going to the beach every wet:kend, but now I don't.

EXERCISE 25. Past habit with USED TO. (Chart 2-1 1)
Directims: Make sentences with a similar meaning by using used to. Some of the
sentences are negatives, and some of them are questions.

1. When I was a child, I was shy. Now I'm not shy.
+

I

hsed t6 be

shy, but now I'm not.

2. When I was young, I thought that people over forty were old.
+

I

I

that people over forty were old.

I

3. Now you live in this city. Where did you live before you came here?
+

?

Where

4. Did you at some time in the past work for the telephone company?
+
for the telephone company?

5. When I was younger I slept through the night. I never woke up in the middle of the
night.
+

I

in the middle of the night, but now I do.

+

I

through the night, but now I don't.

6. When I was a child, I watched cartoons onTV. I don't watch cartoons anymore. Now
I watch news programs. How about you?
-+

I

cartoons onTV, but I don't anymore.

-r

I

news programs, but now I do.

+

What

onTV when you were a little kid?

EXERCISE 26. Past hablt with USED TO. (Chart 2-1 1)
Directiuns: Complete the sentences with a form of used to and your own words.
1. I

hspd t6 vide

did voh hsdd) +a se

2. What time

s,

-

4. Tom

,

JbI

,

1,

doesn't.

.

.
,

. ...,
'

, ,-

,

. .

,

# > ! ; ,t *

,

,

tennis after work every day, but now he
. .
..,
.. ., , .. . ~ ,

,.

5. I
,, ;.

to bed when you were a child?

d t dI t
~ hsrld) to stay w past midnight, but now I often go to bed very
late because I have to study.

3. I

,,

my bicycle to work, but now I take the bus.

,

It

.

,I

, .

breakfast, but now I always have something to

eat in the morning because I read that students who eat breakfast do better in school.
6. 1

interested in

,but

now I am.
7. A: When you were a little kid, what

B: I

after school?

. How about you?

0 EXERCISE 27. Past hablt with USED TO. (Chart 2-1 1)

,

!

:,,,.:

.

,

Directions: Work in pairs. Use used to.
, ,. ..
Speaker A: Ask the given question.
Speaker B: Answer the question, using used to. Then ask Speaker A the same question.

-:'

'

Example: Where did you used to live?
SPEAKER A: Where did you used to live?
SPEAKER B: I used to live in Tel Aviv. How about you? Where did you used to live?
SPEAKER A: I used to live in Manila.
1. What did you used to watch onTV when you were a child, and what do you watch
now?

2. You are living in a foreign country (OR a different city). What did you used to do in
your own country (OR your hometown) that you don't do now?
3. You are an adult now. What did you used to do when you were a chid that you don't
do now?

4. Thiik of a particular time in your past (for example, when you were in elementary
school, when you lived in Paris, when you worked at your uncle's store). Describe a
,{.typical day in your life at that time. What did you used to do?

EXERCISE 28. Past hablt with USED TO. (Chart 2-1 1)
Direcrions: Write about the following topics. Use used to. Try to thiik of at least two or
three differences for each topic.
Topics:
1. Compare past and present clothing. How are they different? .,
(e.g., Shoes used to have butwns, but now t h y don't.)

ni'

'I

2. Compare past and present means of transportation.
S Atlantic Ocean b~ ship, but now peopleflyfrom
(e.g., It used to take months w C ~ ~ Sthe
one continent to another in afew hours.)
3. Compare the daily lives of people fifty years ago to the daily lives of people today.
(e.g., Fifty years ago people didn't use to watch rented mwries on W b u t today people often
watch movies at home for entertainment.)
.

.

4. Compare past and present beliefs.
(e.g., Some people used to believe the sun rewlved around the earth, but now we know that

the earth revolves around the sun.)
.
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3-1

3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Expressing future time: be going
to and wiN
Forms with be going to
Forms with will
Sureness about the future
Be going to vs. will
Expressing the future in time
clauses and $-clauses

Using the present progressive to express
future time
3-8 Using the simple present to express
future time
3-9 Immediate future: using be about to
3-10 Parallel verbs
3-7

EXERCISE 1. Preview: future time. (Charts 3-1 -. 3-6)
Directions: Use the given words to make sentences about the f u ~ r e Work
.
in pairs, in
groups, or as a class.

Examples: I

. . .around four this afternoon.

+ 1'm

you . . . tomorrow?
+ WiU ypu be in class tomonow?
1. I . . .this evening.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.

going to go home aroundfour this a&rkwn. :

the teacher. . . next week?
I . . . probably . . . later today.
what time . . . you . . . tomorrow morning?
you . . .later this (morninglafternoonlevening)?
computers . . . in the future.*
what. . . you. . . this weekend?
I may . . . in a few days.
we . . . after we finish this exercise.
I . . . before I . . . tomorrow.
,

-

*In thajiaum = American Bnglish; infumm = British English.

..hi

!

I .

I ,
; ::,

,'

,

,

i

,!

' '

'

I
I

(a) I a m going to hawe at nine
tomorrow morning.
@) I will h m at nine tomorrow
mornine.
(c) Marie is going to be at the
meeting today.*
(d)
be at the
today.

-

,-) I shall leave at nine tomorrow morning.

1 (f) We shaU leave at nine tomorrow morning.

I

and will are used to expres

I Win

(a) and 01) have the same meaning.
(c) and (d) have the same meaning.
and be going to often give the
same meaning, but sometimes they
express different meanings. The
differences are discussed in Chart 3-5,

n. 67.

The use of shall (with I or we) to express future time is
possible but ulhequent.

'Today, tonipkt, and tkis + mmning,
ewninp, week, nc.,can express present, past, or future time.
PREsm: Sam is in his O . t k l momins.
PAW:
Ann woa in her o
m tk& d n g or righb but now she3$ ar n meeting.
RrmRe: Bob is adng to be in hb o@a
tk& mornins a&? his dpntirt appointment.

13-2.

FORMS WITH BE GOING TO
I

Be going to is followed by the simple form of the
verb, as in (a) and (b).

(a) We are p ' n g w be late.
(b) She's going to come tomorrow.
WCORRBCT: She's aoin.e to comes tornorm.
(c) Am
Is
Are

I
he, she, it
they, we, you

I

(4

He, she, it
They, we, you

I

QUESTION: be

+ suhect + going to
/

going to be late?

am not
is m t
are not

1

going to be late.

NBGATIVB: be

\.

1

+ m t + going to

9

Be going to is more common in speaking and in
informal writing than in formal writing. In informal
speaking, it is sometimes pronounced 'gonna"
Iganal.
"Gonna" is not usually a written form.

(e) "Hurry up! We're gonna be late!"

EXERCISE 2. BE GOING TO. (Charts 3-1 and 3-2)

, .

,

.

Diwctions: Complete the sentences with be going to and the words in parentheses.
1. A: What (you, do)

B: I (work)

care
&rn

2. A: Where (Alex, be)

B: H e (be)
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YO^ "
q o i w"

- t o wbrk

~OIW

t o 40

this afternoon?

on my report.
later tonight?
at Kim's house.

I

.

3. A: (you,finish)

this exercise soon?

B: Yes, I finish)

:

A%>

it in less than a minute.
your sister?

4. A: When (you, call)

her. I (send)

B: I (call, not)

her an e-mail.
5. A: What (Dr. Price, talk)

about in her

speech tonight?

B: She (discuss)

the economy of Southeast

Asia.

EXERCISE 3. BE GOING TO. (Charts 3-1 and 3-2)
Directions: Pair up with a classmate. Use be going to to talk about plans and intentions.
'

:-

.,

..

'

- (NOTE: YOUmay wish

to practice saying "gonna," but also practice enunciating the full

,~.form.)
Speaker A: Ask a question using be going to and the given words. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the question in a complete sentence, using be going to. Your book is
closed.

:fiO;.; i~

:,!t;!~,.,.,!a

.

. .

' . L ~ J - Example:
''
What . do next Monday?
,,. SPEAKER A (book open): What are you going to do next Monday?
..I ,f 1 SPEAKER B (book closed): I'm going to go to my classes as usual.

j;,

I,

, . ..'
,

,

.-

..:.,. .;

Example: watchTV tonight?
SPEAKER A (bwk open): Are you going to watch TV tonight?
1'i:~iiii
SPEAKER B (book closed): Yes, I'm going to watch TV tonight. OR No, I'm not going to
watch TV tonight.
~.
.
,
. ,. ,I
, . ?>,.:
!:,
. , .',
1. where . . go after your last class today?
. . .. . , I
- .
. 2. have pizza for dinner tonight?
3. what
do this evening?
4. when
visit my hometown?
5. visit . sometime in the future?
6. what. . . do this coming Saturday?
..

~

.

,

I

.. .
...
..

Switch mles.
7. what time . go to bed tonight?
8. what . . wear tomorrow?
9. wear your . . tomorrow too?
10. how long
stay in this city?
11. take a trip sometime this year or next?
12. where . go and what . . do?

.

..

.
. ..

..

.

*

,A

EXERCISE 4. Revlew of verb forms: past, present, and future.
(Chapters 1 and 2; Charts 3-1 and 3-2)
Direceions: Complete the dialogue with your own words. The dialogue reviews the forms
(statement, negative, question, short answer) of the simple present, simple past, and be
going to.
Example:
A: I hitchhiked w school yesterday.
B: Oh? That's interesting. Do you hitchhike to school every day?
A: Yes, I do. I hitchhike to school every day.
B: DO you also hitchhike home every day?
A: No, I don't. Etc.
1. A: I

yesterday.

2. B: Oh? That's interesting.

.I

3. A: Yes, I

4. B:
6. B:

B:

yesterday?

.I

yesterday.

you also

yesterday?

.I

yesterday.

9. A: No,]
Are

You

tomorrow?

.I

tomorrow.

you also

tomorrow?

.I

tomorrow.

11. A: Yes,]
12. B:

every day.

YOU

7. A: Yes,I

B:

every day?

.I

7

10.

every day.

you also

5. A: No, I

8.

every day?

YOU

13. A: No,]

EXERCISE 5. Present,past, and future time. (Chapters 1 and 2; Charts 3-1 and 3-2)
Directions: Pair up with a classmate.
Speaker A: Ask Speaker B a question about his or her activities. Use what and the given
time expressions. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the question in a complete sentence. Your book is closed.

Example: this evening
SPEAKER A (book open): What are you going to do this evening?
SPEAKER B (book ciosed): I'm going to get on the Internet for a while and then read.
1. yesterday
2. tomorrow
3. right now
4. every day
5. later today
6. the day before yesterday

Switch roles.
7. tonight
8. the day after tomorrow
9. last week
10. next week
11. every week
,
12. this weekend

r.

-3 FORMS WITH WILL

I

I-You-She-He-It-We-They will come tomorrow.

1
I QUESTION

(

NL!GATNF.

I
I

I-YOU-She-He-It-We-They will not (won't) come tomorrow.

I Will I-you-she-he-it-we-they come tomorrow?
( z::\
-, I-you-she-he-it-we-they {zrt,

SHORT
ANSWER

I'll
you'll

CONTRA~ONS

I

I

she'll
he'll
it'll

W'U
they'll

Willis usually contracted with pronouns in
both speech and informal writing.

Bob + will = "Bob'll"
the teacher + will = "the teacher'll"

I

Will is often contracted with nouns in
speech, but usually not in writing.

'Ronouns are NOT contracTed with helping verbs in short answers.
CORRBCT:
INCORRBCT:

Yas,I win.
Ym,I'U:

EXERCISE 6. Forms with WILL. (Chart 3-3)
Directions: Practice using contractions with will. Write the correct contraction for the
words in parentheses. Practice pronunciation.
1.

(I mI1)

111

2. ( W e d )
3. (You

wile

be home at eight tonight.
do well in the game tomorrow.
probably get a letter today.

4. Karen is collecting shells at the beach. (She mI1)

be home
I,

around sundown.
5. Henry hurt his heel climbing a hill. (He wili)

I

probably stay

home today.
6. (It w i l )

probably be too cold to go swimming tomorrow.

7. I invited some guests for dinner. (They will)

probably get here

around seven.

EXERCISE 7. Forms with WILL. (Chart 3-3)
DireeEias: Read the following sentences aloud. Practice contracting wia with nouns in speech.
1. Rob will probably call tonight. ("Rob'll probably call tonight.")
2. Dinner will be at seven.
3. Mary will be here at six tomorrow.
4. The weather will probably be a little colder tomorrow.
5. The party will start at eight.
6. Sam will help us move into our new apartment.
7. My friends will be here soon.
8. The sun will rise at 6:08 tomorrow morning.

I

-4 S U K E N E S S ABOU.I'l'HE FU.IUKE
100% sure

(a) I wiN be in class tomorrow. OR
I am going to be in class tomorrow.

In (a): The speaker uses will or be going to
because he feels sure about his future activity.
He is stating a fact about the future.

90% sure

@) Po willprobably be in class tomorrow.

In @):The speaker uses probably to say that
he expects Po to be in class tomorrow, but he
is not 100% sure. He's almost sure, but not
completely sure.
Word order with probably:*
(1) in a statement, as in @):
helping verb + probably
(2) with a negative verb, as in (c):
probably + helping verb

OR

Po is pmbably going to be in class
tomorrow.
(c) Anna pmbably won't be in class
tomorrow. OR
Anna probably isn't going to be in
class tomorrow.
Ali mqy come to class tomorrow, or
Ali may not come to class tomorrow.
I don't know what he's going to do.

May expresses a future possibility: maybe
something will happen, and maybe it won't
happen.** In (d): The speaker is saying that
maybe Ali will come to class, or maybe he
won't come to class. The weaker is messing.

(e) Maybe Ali wiN come to class, and
maybe he won't. OR
Maybe Ali is going to come to class,
and maybe he isn't.

Maybe + wilUbe going to gives the
same meaning as mqy. (d) and (e) have the
same meaning.
Maybe comes at the beginning of a sentence.

50% sure

*See Chart 1-3, p. 9, for more information about placement of midsentence advabs such as WbabEy.
**See Chart 7-3, p. 193, for more information about may.

EXERCISE 8. Sureness about the future. (Chart 3-4)
Directions: Discuss how sure the speaker is in each sentence.
1. The bank will be open tomorrow.
+

The speaker is very sure.

2. I'm going to go to the bank tomorrow.

3. I'll probably go to the post office too.

4. I may stop at the market on my way home.
5. Ms. White will probably be in the office around nine tomorrow morning.

6. MI. Wu will be in the office at seven tomorrow morning.
7. Mr. Alvarez may be in the office early tomorrow morning.
8. The sun will rise tomorrow.
9. I'm going to go to the art museum this Saturday, and I may go to the natural history
museum too.

10. Abdul is probably going to come with me.
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EXERCISE 9. Sureness about the future: using PROBABLY. (Chart 3-4)
Directionc For each situation, predict what will probably happen and what probably won't
happen. Include probably in your prediction. Use either &U or be going to.
1. Antonio is late to class almost every day.

(be on time tomorrow? be late again?)
Anwnw pmbably won't be on time tomorrow. He'llprobably be late again.

+

2. Rosa has a terrible cold. She feels miserable.
(go to work tomorrow? stay home and rest?)
3. Sam didn't sleep at all last night.
(go to bed early tonight? stay up all night again tonight?)
4. Ms. Bok needs to travel to a nearby city. She hates to fly.

(take a plane? travel by bus or train?)
5. Mr. Chu is out of town on business. He needs to contact his assistant right away.
(call her on the phone or e-mail her? wait until she calls him?)
6. Gina loves to run, but right now she has sore knees and a sore ankle.
(run in the marathon race this week? skip the race?)

0 EXERCISE 10. Sureness about the future. (Chart 3-4)
Directions: First the teacher will find out some information from Speaker A, and then ask
Speaker B a question. Speaker B will answer using may or maybe if she's simply
guessing or probably if she's fairly sure. Only the teacher's book is open.
Example:
(book open):
(book closed):
TEACHER (book open):
SPEAKER A (book closed):
TEACHER (book open):
SPEAKER B (book closed):
TEACHER

SPBAKBRA

Who's going to visit an interesting place in this city soon?
(SpeakerA raises hislher hand.) I I .
Where are you going to go?
To the zoo.
(Speaker B), how is (SpeakerA) going to get to the zoo?
I have no idea. He may walk, or he may take a bus. Maybe he'll
ride his bike. OR Well, it's pretty far from here, so he'll probably
take a bus.
.i
t

. I

1. Who's going to visit an interesting place soon?
Where are you going to go?
Question to Speaker B: How is (Speaker A) going to get to (name ofplace)?
2. Who is going to stay home tonight?

Question to Speaker B: What is (Speaker A) going to do at home tonight?
,:

.,::!',
.

3. Who's going to go out this evening?
Question to Speaker B: What is (Speaker A ) going to do this evening?
t

.,

*<

4. Who's going to take a trip soon?
Where are you going?
Quesdon to Speaker B: How is (Speaker A) going to get to (name of place)?
5 . (SpeakerA), please tell us three thiigs you would like to do this weekend.

Questia to Speaker B: What is (Speaker A) going to do this weekend?
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EXERCISE 11. Sureness about the future. (Chart 3-4)
Directions: Answer the questions using wiU, be going to, or may. Include e b a b l y or
maybe as appropriate. Work in pairs or as a class.

Example: What will you do after class tomorrow?
+ I'llpmbably go back to my apartment. OR
I'm not sure. I may go to the bookstore.
1. Will you be in class tomorrow?

2. Will (

. . . ) be in class tomorrow?

3. Is ( . . . ) going to be in class a month from now?
4. What will the weather be like tomorrow?

5. Will the sun rise tomorrow morning?

6. Is (

. . . ) going to sit in the same seat in class again tomorrow?

(Switch mles if working in pairs.)
7 . What are you going to do after class tomorrow?
8. What is ( . . . ) going to do after class tomorrow?
9. Will we (do a particular actiwity) in class tomorrow?
10. Who will be the next @cad of state in this country)?
11. How will the Internet change students' lives?
12. How will the Internet change everyone's life?

0 EXERCISE 12. Activity: using WILL, BE GOING TO, and MAY. (Charts 3-1 + 3-4)
Directions: In groups or as a class, use the given topics to discuss the future. The topics
can also be used for writing practice.
1. Clothes: Will clothing styles change much in the next 10 years? The next 100 years?
What kind of clothing will people wear in the year 3000?
2. Education: Will computers replace teachers?

3. Communicatim: Will computers take the place of telephones? Will we be able to see
the people we're talking to?

4. Space: Will we discover other forms of l i e in the universe? Will humans colonize other
planets someday?
5. Environment: What will the earth's environment-its water, air, and land-be like in
100 years? Will we still have rainforests? Will animals live in the wild? Will the sea
still be a plentiful source of food for humans?
6. Music: Will any of today's popular music still be popular 50 years from now? Which
songs or singers will last?

7. TransportaeMn: Will we still use fossil fuels to power automobiles by the end of this
century? Will most automobiles use electric motors in the future? Will cars use other
sources of power?
8. Science: How will genetic engineering affect our food supply in the future?
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1 3-5

BE GOING TO vs. WILL

(a) She i s going to succeed because she works
hard.
(b) She will succeed because she works hard.
(c)

I bought some wood because I am going tn
build a bookcase for my apartment.

(d) This chair is too heavy for you to carry alone.
I'll help you.

Be goins to and will mean the same when they are

( used
to make predictions about the future.
(a) and (b) have the same meaning.

1

Be goins to (but nor will) is used to express a prior
plan (i.e., a plan made before the moment of
speaking). In (c):The speaker plans to build a
bookcase.
Will (but not be going to) is used to express a
decision the speaker makes at the moment of
speaking. In (d):The speaker decides to help at the
immediate present moment; he did not have a prior
plan or intention to help.

EXERCISE 13. BE GOING TO vs. WILL. (Charts 3-1 -. 3-5)
Dimtias: Discuss the italicized verbs in the following dialogues. Are the speakers expressing
(1) plans they made before the moment of speaking, or
(2) decisions they are making at the moment of speaking?

1. A: Did you return Pam's phone call?
B: No, I forgot. Thanks for reminding me. I'll call her right away.
+ Speaker B makes the decision at the moment of speaking.
2. A: I'm going w call Martha later this evening. Do you want to talk to her too?
B: No, I don't think so.
3. A. Jack is in town for a few days.
B: Really? Great! IPgive him a call. Is he staying at his Aunt Rosa's?
4. A: Alex is in town for a few days.
B: I know. He called me yesterday. We're going to get together for a drink after I get
off work tonight.

5. A: Are you leaving?
B: Yes. I'm going to go for a short walk. I need some fresh air.
A: 1% join you.
B: Great! Where should we go?
6. A: I'm gmng to take Mohammed to the airport tomorrow morning. Do you want to
come along?
B: Sure.
7. A: We're going to go to Uncle Jacob's over the holiday. Do you want to come with us?
B: Gee, I don't know. I'U think about it. When do you need to know?
8. A: Children, I have a very special job to do, and I need some help. I'm going to feed
Mr. Whiskers, the rabbit. Who would like to help me?
B: Me!
C: I wiU!
D: Me! Me! I will!
E: I wiU! I will!

EXERCISE 14. BE GOING TO vs. WILL. (Charts 3-1

'".

-+

3-5)

f.;SqDirecrions: Complete the sentences with be going to or d l .
1. A: Why did you buy this flour?

B: I 'M qoihs to

make some bread.

2. A: Could someone get me a glass of water?

B: Certainly. I

11

get you one. Would you like some ice in it?

3. A: Are you going to go to the post office soon?

B: Yes. Why?

,%I.

A: I need to send this letter today.

B: I

mail it for you.

A. Thanks.
4. A: Why are you carrying that box?
mail it to my sister. I'm on my way to the post office.

B: I

5. A: Could someone please open the window?

B: I
A: Thanks.

do it.
'
I

,'"'

,

I

., .',>,,

:

. j .

6: A: What are your vacation plans?

spend two weeks on a Greek island.

B: We

7. A: I have a note for Joe from Rachel. I don't know what to do with it.

give it to him. He's in my algebra class.

B: Let me have it. I

A: Thanks. But you have to promise not to read it.

8. A: Did you know that Sara and I are moving? We found a great apartment on
,.'
T

45th Street.
B: That's terrific. I
1"-4tv1

help you on moving day if you like.

A: Hey, great! We'd really appreciate that.

9. A: Do you have a car?
B: Yes, but I

, , I

.#

sell it. I don't need it now that I live in the city.

10. A: Do you want to walk to the meeting together?

B: Okay. I

meet you by the elevator. Okay?

A: Okay. I

wait for you there.

I

3-6

EXPRESSING THE FUTURE IN TIME CLAUSES AND
IF-CLAUSES

"

In (a) and @): before I go w dass t o m o m is a future
time clause.

I

time clause
(a) [&firs i g o w class w m o m l , ~ ' r ngoing to
eat breakfast.

I

@) I'm going to eat breal$estlb&we I go to class

until
soon M}+mbjectamiverb=atimec~ause
(~b

whh

(c) Befom I g o home wnight, I'm going to stop at
the market.
(d) I'm going to eat dinner at 6:00 tonight.
After I eat dinner, I'm going to study in my
room.
(e) I'll give Rita your message when I see her.
(f) It's rainiig right now. As soon as the min
stops, I'm going to wak downtown.
(g) 1'11 stay home u n d tlre min staps.
(h) Wzilepu're at school w m o m , I'll be at work.

The simple present is used in a future time clause.
Will and be going to are NOT used in a future time
clause.
INCORRECT:
Before I euiU go w class, I'm going w ear
breakfast.
INCORRBCT:
Before I am going w go w class tomorrow,
I'm going w eat breakfast.
All of the example sentences, (c) through (h), contain
future time clauses.

(i) Maybe it will rain tomorrow. Zfit minc
tommnm, I'm going to stay home.

In (i): Zfir rains w m o m is an if-clause.
if + subject and m+ = an if-clause
When the meaning is future, the simple present (not
will or be going to) is used in an if-clause.

EXERCISE 15. Future time clauses and IF-clauses. (Chart 3-6)
Directions: Underline the time clauses and correct any errors in verb use.
o 1.
- &

mv countn, next v m I'm going to finish my graduate

degree in computer science.

2. T h e boss will review your work after she will return from vacation next week.
3. I'll give you a call on my cell phone as soon as my plane will land.

4. I don't especially like my current job, but I'm going to stay with this company until I
will find something better,
3.

I need to know what time the meeting starts. Please be sure to call me as soon as you
will find out anything about it.

1

6. When you will be in Australia next month, are you going to go snorkeling at the Great

Bamer Reef)

,

.

.

.

.

.:;

..
. ...,.

'

,. .. .,

7. If it won't be cold tomorrow, we'll go to the beach. If it will be cold tomorrow, we'll

go to a movie.
..

:

EXERCISE 16. Future time clauses and IF-clauses. (Chart 3-6)

-.

;

.
. ,

.,,

.7

,,

Directions: Use the given verbs to complete the sentences. Give a future meaning to the
sentences.
.,,,;..,q . !
,.
;~, ..
,.* L,~,
, .1
~

.!.

"

,.z.

I

1 . takelread

I I\ V

P

2. renrrnlcall

Mr. Lee

~

the textbook before I
.I.,f.

, .

.

, . .

tab

the h a 1 exam next month.

.

.

,

.

/ I

. /

.

,-

I

I

his wife as soon as he

to the
2

hotel tonight.

'>

',,.I ,,

L

3. cornelbe, not

I

home tomorrow when the painters

paint my apartment. Someone else will have to let them in.

. ,.( r .

. 4 . preparelgo

Before I

to my job interview tomorrow, I

a list of questions I want to ask about the company.
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to

us this coming weekend, we

When Sandra

her to our favorite seafood restaurant.

by the phone until Rosa

I
7. misslwme, not

If Adam

to work tomorrow morning, he

L.

very important meeting.
8. getlbeleat

If Barbara

home on time tonight, we

dinner at 6:30. If she

late, dinner

late.

EXERCISE 17. Future IF-clauses. (Chart 3-6)
Directions: Make sentences about the following possible conditions. Use ifand add your
own ideas. Pay special attention to the verb in the $-clause. Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Give the cue as written in the text. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Use the cue to create a sentence with an $clause. Your book is closed.
Maybe you'll go downtown tomorrow.
B:R If I go downtown tomorrow, I'm going to buy some new clotheslgo to the post
officeletc.

SPBAKER A:
S

P

~

1. Maybe you'll have some free time tomorrow.
2. Maybe it'll rain tomorrow.
3. Maybe it won't rain tomorrow.

4. Maybe the teacher will be absent tomorrow.

Switch roles.
5. Maybe you'll be tired tonight.
6. Maybe you won't be tired tonight.
7. Maybe it'll be nice tomorrow.

8. Maybe we won't have class tomorrow.

Time &uses beginning with until usually follow the main clause.
Usual: I'm going to stay by the phone until Rosa ullr.
.
Possible but
usual:
Untt?
.. , less .
. .-.Rosa calk, I'm going to stay by the phone.
~~
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EXERCISE 18. Future time clauses with BEFORE and AFTER. (Chart 3-6)
Directions: Each item consists of two actions. Decide which action you want to do first.
Use before or afrsr to say what you intend to do. Then perform the actions. Work in
pairs, groups, or as a class. Pay special attention to the verb in the time clause.
1. touch your ear / close your grammar book
+ I'm gmng to close my grammar book beforelafrer I touch my ear. OR
BeforeIAfrer I close my grammar book, I'm going to much my ear.
2. raise your hand, touch your foot
3. sit down, stand up
4. clap your hands, slap your h e e
5. shake hands with (
), shake hands with ( . )
6. scratch your chi, pick up your pen
7. Think of other actions to p e r f i .

...

..

EXERCISE 19. Future tlrne clauses wlth UNTIL and AS SOON AS. (Chart 3-6)
Directions: Listen to the directions; state what you're going to do; then perform the actions.
Work as a class with the teacher as the leader or in groups with one student designated as
.,.
leader. Only the leader's book is open; everyone else has a closed book. . - '
\

.l.d

i

IJf

Example: (Student A), stand up until (Student B) stands up. Then sit down.'
(Stdent A), please tell us what you're going to do.
I(
(Smdent B), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do.
(Student C), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do until (Student B)
stands up.
LEADER: Ali, I'd like you to stand up until Kim stands up, and then sit down. '.
Ali, please tell us what you're going to do.
AU: I'm going to stand up until Kim stands up. Then I'm going to sit down.
LEADER: Kim, please tell us what Ali is going to do.
KIM: He's going to stand up until I stand up. Then he's going to sit down.
LEADER: Maria, tell us what Ali is going to do as soon as Kim stands up.
&I/
MARIA: As soon as Kim stands up, Ali is going to sit down.
Students A and B then perform the actions.

1 . (Student A), sit at your desk until (Student B) knocks on the door. Then get up and
walk to the door.
(Student A), please tell us what you're going to do.
I .
l!dl
(Stdent B), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do.
(Student C), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do as soon as (Student B)
hocks on the door.
2. (Student A), hold your breath until (Student B) snaps hidher fingers. Then breathe
again.
(StudentA), please tell us what you're going to do. ir ,
-.,
(Student B), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do.
(Student C), please tell us what (Student A) is going to do as soon as (Student B)
snaps hisher hgers.
,I"

3 . (StudmtA),
(Sncdsnt A),
(Student B),
(Snrdent C),
bows.

.-.. .

clap your hands until (Student B) bows. Then stop clapping your hands.
please tell us what you're going to do.
please tell us what (Sncdent A) is going to do.
please tell us what (Student A) is going to do as soon as (Student B)

EXERCISE 20. Review of time clauses and IF-clauses. (Ct--'---

'

-+

3)

wntheses. Read

Directions: Complete the sentences by using a form of the a
carefully for time expressions.

a."1,5q+i,

' ?.i.
; .
to bed, he always (bruphy..
%_

: ,:

1. a. Before Tom (go)

:. , ~ $7
. . ,.

'>."

yes

~!.
2:

.

his teeth.

, , ,b. Before Tom (go)

to bed later tonight, he (e-mail)

his girlfriend.
c. Before Tom (go)

to bed last night, he (&ah)

7

t

jSj

:, :,

a- shower.
,i

a shower last night, the phone (rink,

.z. :d. While Tom (take)
e. As soon as the phone (ring)

last night, Tom Cump)

out of the shower to answer it.
up tomorrow morning, he (brush)

f. As soon as Tom (get)
his teeth.

his teeth as soon as he (get)

g. Tom always (brush)

,r-.j
i'

.

.

UP.

( t LY
,

,

,' -.;it ~- f l , ~ i . ,!

'~

3:

"~,.

home from work every hernoon, I usually

2. a. After I (get)

(drink)

a cup of tea.
home from work tomorrow afteynoon, I (drink)

b. After I (get)

a cup of tea.
c. I (have, not)

, .'
.,. ,

any tea until I (get)

home from work tomorrow.
home from work yesterday, I (drink)

d. After I (get)
a cup of tea.
e. While I (drink)
my neighbor (come)

a cup of tea yesterday afternoon,
over, so I (offer)

her a cup of tea too.
f. My neighbor (drop, probably)
tomorrow. If she (come)

over again
1 (make)

a cup of tea for her.
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EXERCISE 21. Writing about the past and the future. (Chapters 2 and 3)
Direcrions: Write two paragraphs. Show the time relationships by using words such as
beforo, aafter, when, while, as soon as, next, then, later, crfter that.

Paragraph 1: a detailed description of your day yesterday.
Paragraph 2: a detailed description of your day tomorrow.

1

USING THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE TO EXPRESS
FUTURETIME

3-7

(a) 'mm is goaiag to come to the party tomorrow.
(b) Tom is coming
to the party tomorrow.
(c) We're going to go to a movie tonight.
(d) We're going
to a movie tonight.
(e) I'm going to stay home this evening.
home this evening.
(f) I'm staying
(g) Ann is going to fly to Chicago next week.
to Chicago next week.
(h) Ann isnying
(i) You've going to &ugh when you hear this joke.
0) ~ C O R R P C B~ :u 're laughing when you hear rhu joke.
~

I

,I;

.

!#>.,::XI

~

.

,

Ine present progressive can be used to express
hture time. Each pair of example sentences has
he same meaning.
Ihe present progressive describes definite phns for
hefuture,pIans that were made before the moment of
peaking.
A future meaning for the present progressive is
indicated either by future time words (e.g.,
tomormu) or by the situation.*

The present progressive is NOT used for predictions
about the future. In (i): The speaker is predicdng a
future event. In (j): The
is nit
possible; laughing is a prediction, not a planned
future event.

Present situation: Lmk! M a y ' s caning. Do you ice her?
Future situation:Aw you phnning w c o r n w rhrpaw? Mory'a roming. So is A h .

*COMPARE:

EXERCISE 22. Using the present progressive to express future time. (Chart 3-7)
Directions: Complete the dialogues with any of the following verbs that make sense. Use
the present progressive if possible. Discuss whether the present progressive expresses
present or future time.
cut
&
drzwe

go
leave
meet

spend
stay
take

PY
1. A: What
B: I

~

V

P

You

daiw

tomorrow afternoon?

ww

961~9

to the mall.

ww

90M9

shopping for some new clothes. How about you?

A: Why?

B: I
!viiipi

What

A: I

YOU

tomorrow afternoon?

to a movie with Tom. After the movie, we
out to dinner. Would you like to meet us for dinner?

I

Heidi at 6:30at the new

B: No, thanks. I can't. I
seafood restaurant on Fifth Street.
2. A: What courses
'

I.

B: I
A. What courses
B: I

I

this year?

YOU

English, biology, math, and psychology.
next year?

YOU

English literature, chemistry, calculus, and history

A: That should keep you busy!

3. A: I
B: Where
A: To San Francisco.
B: How are getting there?

on vacation tomorrow.
?

YOU

or

YOU

your car?

. I have to be at the airport bypwen tomorrow

A: I

morning.

B: Do you need a ride to the airport?
A: No, thanks. I

a taxi. Are you planning to go

somewhere over vacation?

B: No. I

here.

4. A: Stopl Annie! What
",
:

.

.
;;

..'!B:

I

I&

Oh dear!

d

~

...,

,

.

.

c2,,. i ,
.

.,A'

my hair, Mom.

.~

I,
I

.
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5. A: You haven't seen my passport, have you?

B: No. Why?
for Taipei next Monday.

A: I need it because I

B: Oh? How long will you be there?
the first few days with my brother, who

A: A week. I

some

to school there. After that I

old fiiends I went to school with in Australia several years ago. They've invited me
to be their house guest.

B: Sounds like a great trip. Hope you find your passport.

EXERCISE 23. Using the present progressive to express future time. (Chart 3-7)
Di+ectiuns: Pair up with a classmate. Tell each other your plans. Use the present
progressive.

Example: What are your plans for this evening?
SPEAKER A: I'm staying home. How about you?
SPEAKER B: I'm going to a cybercafe to send some e-mails. Then I'm going to the English
Conversation Club. I'm meedng Anna there.
,,'i

What are yourphns . . .
1. for the rest of today?
2. for tomorrow or the next day?
3. for this coming weekend?
4. for the rest of this month?

.',

.,
.,

.

...A

..

.,. ,

,

EXERCISE 24. Writing: using the present progressive to express future time. (Chart 3-7)
Directions: Think of a place you would like to visit. Pretend you are going to take a trip
there this weekend. You have already made all of your plans. Write a paragraph in which
you describe your trip. Use the present progressive where appropriate.

Example: This coming weekend, my friend Gisella and I are taking a trip. We're going to
Nashville,Tennessee. Gisella likes country music and wants to go to some shows.
I don't know anything about country music, but I'm looking forward to going to
Nashville. We're leaving Friday afternoon as soon as Gisella gets off work. (Etc.)
Possible questions ro answer in your paragraph:
1. Where are you going?
r. . ,
2. When are you leaving?
..
. ,
. ,,
3. Are you traveling alone?
.:
4. How are you getting there?
-,.. i
1
5. Where are you staying?
...
.,
. .
6. Are you visiting anyone? Who?
.. , .
, '$ ' .;.. .I
7. How long are you staying there?
., .
8. When are you getting back?

..

,.i,

'

I'

. ...,.

7

3-8 USING THE SIMPLE PRESENT TO EXPRESS

FUTURETIME
The simple present can express future time when
events are on a definite schedule or timetable.
Only a few verbs are used in the simple present to
express future time. The most common are
ambe, &am, start, begin, end,finish, open,

a 7 5 5 tommning.
(a) MS
01) To111a nsw p o scu& nsn week.
(c) The semester ends in rum mow weeks.
(d) There is a meeting at ten tomorrow morning.

close, be.

(e)

IficORRBcT:

I wear my new nrit w the wedding

Most verbs cannot be used in the simple present
to express future time. For example, in (e):The
verb wear does not express an event on a schedule
or timetable. It cannot be used in the simple
present to express funue time.

next week.

CORRECT:
I am wearinglam going m wear my new
suit to the wedding next week.

EXERCISE 25. Uslng present verb forms to express future time. (Charts 3-7 and 3-8)
Directions: Circle the correct possible completions and cross out those that are incorrect.
1. The concert

@ begins
2. I

3. I

I..

:

,,,

!

@ is beginnin&

go&g to begin
;;d

seafood pasta for dinner tonight.
a7meke

-

at eight tonight.

@ am making/am going to make

to school tomorrow morning. I need the exercise.
a. walk

..

!.

at 8: 15 tomorrow morning.

4. The bus

a. leaves
5. I

b. am walking/am going to walk
.-...

,

.,

~.

b. is leavinglis going to leave

I"

:-

the championship game onTV at Jim's house tomorrow.
a. watch

6. The game
a. starts

7. Alex's plane

b. am watchiig/am going to watch
at one tomorrow afternoon.
b. is startingh going to start
at 10:14 tomorrow morning.
I

a. arrives

8. I can't pick him up tomorrow, so he
a. takes

,

I

,

b. is arriving/is going to arrive
the airport bus into the city.

b. is takinglis going to take

I

3-9

IMMEDIATE FUTURE: USING BE ABOUT TO

b a p are packed, and she is wearing her
coat. She is about to leave for the airpon.
(b) Shhh. The movie is about to bepin.

(a) Ann's

I ne mom --oe
awur ro ao somernlng expresses
an activity that will happen in rhe immediate+,
usually within minutes or seconds. In (a): Ann is
going to leave sometime in the next few minutes.

0 EXERCISE 26. Using BE ABOUT TO. (Chart 3-9)
Direcrions: Describe the actions that are about to happen in the pictures. Use be about to.

The chimpanzee is about..

..

EXERCISE 27. Using BE ABOUT TO. (Chart 3-9)
Directions: What are the following people probably about to do? Create pichli'es of them
in your imagination.
1. Jack is holding his camera to his eye. He has his finger on the button.
-t He's about to take a picture.
2. The door is closed. Sally has her hand on the doorknob.
3. Eric is on the last question of the examination.
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I

Nancy has d i i hands from working in the garden. She is holding a bar of soap. She
is standing at the bathroom sink.
5. Ben is putting on his coat and heading for the door.

6. Rita is holding a fly swatter and staring at a fly on the
kitchen table.
7. Mr. Tomko has just checked to make sure the
doors are locked and turned off the lights in the
living room. He's heading toward the bedroom.

EXERCISE 28. Using BE ABOUT TO. (Chart 3-9)
Direcrions: Think of an action to perform. Don't reveal what it is. Get ready to do it, but
just before you perform the action, ask the class to describe what you are about to do.
Perform with a parmer if you wish.
Examples: ( . . . ) walks to the chalkboard and picks up the eraser. The class guesses
correctly that he is about to erase the board.
(

. . . ) and ( . . . ) hold out their hands to each other.

They are about to shake

hands.

Suggestionsfor actions to prepare to pe*form:
1. stand up
2. open the door
3. close the window
4. pick up your pen
5. close your book
6. etc.

EXERCISE 29. Preview: parallel verbs. (Chart 3-10)

,

Directionc Correct the errors.

<". ,
.1t,,

.

~

1. Fifteen years from now, my wife and I will retire and travel-

'

!,, .

-.:

all over the world.

2. I opened the door and invite my friend to come in.

,

...A

--,-.>.3.
, ... .,IfI feel tense, I close my eyes and thinking about nothing at all.
I.,1s
8'.

$'i.
'

Qpi
tr

, >I,
,<:...

.
.'

4: Pete is in the other room. He's listening to music and study for his chemistry exam.

5. It's hot in here. I'm going to open the window and turning on the fan.
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13-10

PARALLELVERBS
unu

v

v

"..b..

his bed landl

L) Jim

n

o
.

D"".,

rrrr

l u r e

.
l
. sir

ru.u A n . cu "2

and. We say that the two verbs are parallel:
v + and v

up his

+

mnm r,,

(b) Ann is cooking diner and (is) trrIkinp on the
phone at the same time.
(c) I ruinstay home and (will) study tonight.
(d) I a m going to stqy home and (am going w)
ah@ tonight.

It is not necessary to repeat a helping verb (an
auxiliary verb) when two verbs are connected by
and.

EXERCISE 30. Parallel verbs. (Chart 3-10)
Directions; Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in parentheses.
1 . When I (walk)

waked

into the living room yesterday, Grandpa (read)

a newspaper and (smoke)

his pipe.

2. Helen will graduate soon. She (move)

(Iwk)

.

for a job after she (graduate)

(d)

3. Every day my neighbor
,+.,:.

to NewYork and

...

me on the phone and (complain)

about the weather.

4. Look at Erin! She (my)

and (laugh)

at the

same time. I wonder if she is happy or sad?
I'm beat! I can't wait to get home. After I (get)
a hot shower and (go)
Yesterday my dog (dig;)
and (bury)

a hole in the back yard
a bone.

I'm tired of this cold weather. As soon as spring (come)
1 (play)

tennis and (jog;)

in the park as often

as possible.
Whiie Paul (cany)

brushes and paint

and (climb)

a ladder, a bird fly)
down and (sit)

on his head. Paul (dmp)
and

(fl)

it all over the ground.

home, I (take)
to bed.

9. When I first (am'w)

in this city and (start)

going to school here, I knew no one. I was lonely and felt that I didn't have a friend in
the world.

T V alone in my room

One day while I (wauh)

sorry for myself, a woman I had met in one of

and IfeeI)

on my door and (ask)

my classes (knock)

me if I wanted to accompany her to the student center. That was the beginning of my
friendship with Lisa King.
Now we (see)

each other every day and usually (spend)
time talking on the phone, too. Later this week we @ormu)
to visit her

her brother's car and (go)
1

.

"

Fall City and (go)

1

a bus to

aunt in the country. Next week we (take)

to a football game. I'm really enjoying our

friendship.

EXERCISE 31. Review: verb forms. (Chapters 1

-t

3)

Directions: Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in parentheses.
1. I usually (ride)

vide

my bicycle to work in the morning, but it (rain)
when I left my house early this morning, so I (take)

,

the bus. After I (am'we)

4!,

IIZJ,.

,

(discoveer)

at work, I

that I had left my briefcase at home.

.'' 2. A: Are you going to take the kids to the amusement park tomorrow morning?
B: Yes. It (qpen)

at 10:OO. If we (leawe)

here at 9:30, we'll get there at 9:55. The kids can be the first ones in the park.
3. A: Ouch!

B: What happened?
A: I (cut)
B: It (bleed)

my fmger.
:,.i i

A: I know!

,'

B: Put pressure on it. I (get)

some antibiotic and a
..

bandage.
A: Thanks.

-

Y

,

.

.

.

to a lecture on Shakespeare tomorrow evening.

4. A: I (go)

Want to join me?
to a movie-Godz11la

B: Nah. Brian and I (go)

Eats the

Earth.
5. A: Your phone (ring)

B: I (know)

A: (you, answer)

it?

B: No.
A: (you, want)

me to get it?

B: No thanks.
to answer your phone?

A: Why (you, want, nor)
I

L

another call from the bill collector. I
B: I (expecr)
have a bunch of bills I haven't paid. I (want, nor)
to talk to her.
A: Oh.

to Eric's wedding

6. A: What (you,wear)

tomomw?

,

B: My blue dress, I guess. How about you?
to wear my new ouffit. I (buy)

A: I (plan)

it just a few days ago. It (be)

a yellow suit
it to you.

With a white blouse. Just a minute. I (show)

it from my closet and (bring)

Wait right here. I (ger)
it out.
7. A: Look! There (be)

B: I @now)
A: What (go)

B: No, I'm not. I (drive)
,

,,, ,A: Ah, look. The police car (pass)
B: Whew!
8. A: (the sun, keep)

eventually)
B: It (burn, eventually)
that (happen, nor)
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a police car behind us. Its lights @ash)
! I (know)

! I (see)

?

on? (you, speed)
the speed limit.

p

u8.

,,: .
a

.-., Iburning forever, or (it, burn,

itself out?
itself out, but
for billions of years.

9. Sometime in the next twenty-five

years, a spaceship with a human
crew (land)
on Mars. I (think)
they &nd)
evidence of some kind of life forms

Someday, however, I (believe)
that humans (make)

contact with other intelligent beings in the

universe.

EXERCISE 32. Review: verb forms. (Chapters 1 + 3)
Directions: Complete the sentences with a form of the verb in parentheses.
(1) Three hundred and fifty years ago, people (make)

clothes. They (haw, not)
There (be, not)

wde

their own

machines for making clothes.
any clothing factories. People (wear)

homemade clothes that were sewn by hand.
(2) Today, very few people (make)

(come)

their own clothes. Clothing

ready-made from factories. People (buy)

almost all their clothes from stores.
(3) The modern clothing industry (be)

international. As a

result, people from different countries often (wear)

similar clothes.

For example, people in many different countries throughout the world (wear)
jeans and T-shirts.
(4) However, some regional differences in clothing still (exist)

For instance, people of the Arabian deserts (wear)

loose, flowing

robes to protect themselves from the heat of the sun. In parts of northern Europe, fur hats
(be)

common in the winter.
(5) In the future, there (be, probably)

fewer and

fewer differences in clothing. People throughout the world (wear)
clothes from the same factories. (we all, dress)

alike

in the future? T V shows and movies about the future often (show)
everybody in a uniform of some kind. What (you, chink)

?
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EXERCISE 33. Error analysis: summary review of present,past, and future time.
(Chapters 1 + 3) ?, . .
Directim: Correct the errors.

.

,

1. I used to kick & my sister's legs.
2. We had a test last week, and I past it.

3. 1not like the food in the United State.

,

4. I use to get up at noon, but now I have to be at work by eight.
5. I study hardly every day, but my english is not be improve.

6. Everyone enjoy these English classes.
..,

7. At the picnic, we sang songs and talk to each other.

-

.

.

\:
.:. ,,

8. I learn the english in my school in hong Kong before I come here.
9. I l i e to travel. I gonna go to new and interesting places all my life

,!,,,110. Now I study at this school and I living with my cousin. I am always meet my friends

in the cafeteria and we talking about our classes.
1 1. When Iwake up in the morning. I am turning on the radio. Before get up.
12. I am live with an American family. They are having four childrens.
13. When I was at the outdoor market. I pointed at the chicken I wanted to buy. The man

was taking it from a wooden cage and kill it without mercy.
8.

14. Every day I wake up when the buds begin to sing. If the weather not to be cloudy, I
'

75

am seeing a beautiful sunrise from my bed.
., 1': 11

.(

-

15. My husband and children they are going to join me after I will finish my English

course.

EXERCISE 34. Error analysis: summary review of present, past, and future time.
(Chapters 1 + 3)
Direeeions: Rewrite the paragraphs. Correct any errors in grammar, spelling, or

punctuation. If you wish, change the wording to improve the expression of the ideas.
1. I want to tell you about Oscar. He my cousin. He comes here four years ago. Before
he came here, he study statistics in Chile. When he leaves Chile to come here. He
came with four friends. They were studying English in Ohio. Then he went to New
york stayed there for three years. He graduated from NewYork University. Now he
study at this school. After he finish his Master's degree, he return to Chile.
2. Long ago in a faraway place, a lonely man move into a new neighborhood. His first
project is his new garden. He begun to work on it right away. He wanting to make a
perfect garden. One day some friendly neighbors and their children visitted the man
in his garden and helpped him with the work. They planting flowers and build a small
bridge across a little stream. AU of them were very happy during they were building
the bridge and work on the garden. The man was especially happy because he's no
longer lonely. While the adults working, some of their children plaied with a ball in the
garden while they were play, one of them step on a flower. Suddenly the man was
getting very angry and tell everyone to leave. All the neighbors leaved and go back to
their own homes. After that, the man builded a wall around his garden and lock the
gate. For the rest of his life, the man sat alone in his gerden every evening and crying.

EXERCISE 35. Review: verb forms. (Chapters 1 + 3)
Ditections: Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in parentheses.
A: Okay, let's all open our fortune cookies.
?

B: What (yours, say)
1

A: Mine says, "An unexpected gift (add)

to your pleasure."
2

Great! (you, plan)

to give me a gift soon?
3
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B: Not that I know of. Mine says, "Your trust in a friend ( p e )
4

well-founded." Good. I (like)

having trustworthy friends.
5

C: This one says, "A smile (mmcome)

a language
6

barrier." Well, that's good! After this, when I (understand, nor)

7

English to me, I (smile, just)

people who (speak)
8

at them!
9

D: My fortune is this: "Your determination (make)

YOU

10

succeed in everything."

, A: Well, it (iook)

like all of us (have)

, L.

;,
,<I1 [I! I:..

-

good luck in the future!

12

11
,':

,"'
.

'

""'

..-",
...
.

0 EXERCISE 36. Future time. (Chapter 3)
Direcrias: Do you believe that some people are able to predict the future? Pretend that
. , you have the abiliry to see into the future. Choose several people you know (classmates,
teachers, family members, friends) and tell them in writing about their future lives.
Discuss such topics as jobs, conmbutions to humankind, marriage, children, fame, and
exciting adventures. With your words, paint interesting and fun pictures of their future
lives.
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T
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I
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U EXERCISE 1. Review and preview: present and past verbs. (Chapters 1,2, and 4)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Some of the
completions review verb tenses studied in Chapters 1 and 2. Some of them preview verb
tenses that will be studied in this chapter: the present perfect and the past perfect.
Discuss the form and meaning of the new tenses.
There may be more than one possible correct completion.
My name (be)

Surasuk Jutukanyaprateep. I (be)

IS

from
2

1

English at this school. I (be)

Thailand. Right now I (~tudy)
3

at this school since the beginning of January. I (arriw)
4

here January 2, and my classes (begin)
5

6

January 6.
here, I (do)

Since I (come)

8

7

many things, and I (meet)

many people. Last week, I (go)
9

to a party at my friend's house. I (meet)
10

11

some of the other students fromThailand at the party. Of course, we (speak)
my English

Thai, so I (practice, mt)
13

12

only people from Thailand at the party.

that night. There (be)
14

.

i'.

...@.?:.
, . . L",

:'*

,

,
-

,.

r::.:

.

y:
..
I

.

However, since I (come)

here, I (meet)
IS

16

a lot of other people, too. I (meet)

people k m Latin America,
17

~

-5.
,+ Africa, the Middle East, and Asia.
I enjoy meeting people from other countries. Before I
,: . ,
,.?
2, ,
..$% came here, I (meet, nam)
, &
:
anyone from the Uluaine
"1 't:
: ',

.;

p-:

18

.:.+$

people from both these places, and they

or B o l i v b & & ~ : $(know)

19

(become)

my friends.
20
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PAST PARTICIPLE
SIMPLE
FORM

SIMPIH
PAST

REGULAR
VERBS

finish
stop
wait

finished
Stopped
waited

IRRFGULAR
VBRBS

see
make

saw
made

5nished

L2z2

The pest participle is one of the principal parts
of a verb. (See Chart 2-6,.a
- 32.)
The past participle is used in the PR~SENT
PERFECT tense and the PAST PERFECT tense.*
The past participle of regular verbs is the same as
the sim~le~ a sform:
t
both end in -ed.
See chart i-7, p. 33, for a list of irregular verbs.

'The past partiaple is also used in rhe passive. See Chapter 10.

EXERCISE 2. Past partlclple. (Chart 4-1)
Directions: Write the past participle.
SIMPLE
FORM

SIMPLE
PAST

PAST
PAKllCIPLE

1. finish

finished

2. see

saw

Fi~ish~A
s
e
e
*

3. go

SIMPLE
FORM

SIMPLE
PAST

11. come

came

12. study

studied

went

13. stay

stayed

4. have

had

14. begin

began

5. meet

met

15. start

started

6. call

called

16. write

wrote

7. fall

fell

17. eat

ate

8. do

did

18. cut

cut

9. know

knew

19. read

read

flew

20. be

wadwere

lo. fly

PAST
PARTICIPLE

(a) I hawefinished my work.
@) The students hawfinished Chapter 3.
(c) J i i has eaten lunch.

STATEMBNT: haeelhas

eaun lunch.
(d) I'wl~u've/~'wlThgy've
(e) She'sIHe's earn lunch.
(f) It's ban cold for the last three days.

corncnox

+ pascpadple

+ hawe = 'w

pmun

+ ha8 = 's*
N E Q A ~ havelhas
:
+ not + pastpaniciph
pronoun

I haw not (hawn't))Jinishedmy work.
(h) Ann has not (hasn't) eaten lunch.
(g)

NEGATIVE CONTRACTION
haw not = haven't

+

has + not = hasn't

-

I

-

hmrolh~~
f su&t

+ put paTti&pb

(i)

Haee youfinwhed your work?
(j) Has Jim eaton lunch?
(k) How long have YOU lived here?

QUESTION:

(I) A: Have you seen that movie?
B: Es,I haw. OR No, I hawn't.
(m) A: Has Jim eaten lunch?
B: Ya, he has. OR No, he hasn't.

SHORT ANSWER: hawlhawn't or hadhasn't
Note:The helping verb in the short answer is not
contracted with the pronoun.
INCORRECT:Ya,I'm. OR Ya,he's.
I

I

cold laday. [It's = It L: It ia cdd todw.1
1e.s been cold since December. [It3 = h has:It h w been cold r i n Decmbn.1
~

*COMPARE: It's

0 EXERCISE 3. Forms of the present perfect. (Chart 4-2)
Direcriom: Complete the dialogues with the words in parentheses. Use the present perfect.

Have YOh evev P ~ + P I Z
seaweed?
havehI+
I (eat, never)
evev @-+em
seaweed.

1 . A: (you, eat, ew)

B: No, I

.

at a big hotel?

2. A: (you, stay, m)

B: Yes, I
lots of times.

. I (stay)

at a big hotel
a movie star?

3 . A: f y o y meet, e w )

B: No, I
a movie star.

.I

(meet, never)

you at your house?

4. A: (Tom, visit, e w )

B: Yes, he
of times.

. He (visit)

me lots

in Mexico?

5 . A. (Ann, be, ever)

B: No, she
Mexico. She (be, not)
coumies.

. She (be, n m )

in
in any Spanish-speaking

The Present Perfect and the Past Perfect 05

Jim has eaten lunch.
PRESENT PERFtiCT, MEANING

Ann hasn't eaten lunch.

#I: SOMETHING HAPPENED BEFORE NOW AT AN UNSPECIFIED TIME.
(a) Jim has already eaten lunch.
(b) Ann hasn't eaten lunch yet.
(c) Haw you ever eaten at that
restaurant?

The PRESENT PERFECT expresses an activity
or situation that occurred (or did not
nonu, at some u n s p e a ~ dtime in
occur) b+
the past.
In (a): Jim's lunch occurred before the
present time. The exact time is not
mentioned; it is unimportant or unknown.
For the speaker, the only important
information is that Jim's lunch occurred
in the past, sometime before now.

(d) Pete has eaten at that
restaurant many times.
(e) I haw eaten there nuice.

An activity may be repeated two, several,
or more times before now, at unspecijied
times in the p a t , as in (d) and (e).

PRESENT PERFECT, MEANING #2: A SINATION BEGAN IN THE PAST AND CONTINUES TO THE PRESENT.

(f) We'w been in class since
ten o'clock this morning.
(g) I hknown Benfor ten
years. I met him ten years
ago. I still know him today.
We are friends.
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.

When the present perfect is used with
since orfor, it expresses situations that
began in the past and continue to the
Present.
In (f): Class started at ten. We are still in
class now, at the moment of speaking.
INCORRECT: !% are in class sfnce ten o'clock
this morning.

EXERCISE 4. Present perfect. (Chart 4-3)
q- Directions: When speakers use the preaent perfect, they often contract haw and has with
nouns in everyday speech. Listen to your teacher say these sentences in normal contracted
speech and practice saying them yourself. Discuss the meaning of the present perfect.

. . . .'y

1. Bob has been in Montreal since lastTuesday. ("Bob's been in
2. Jane has been out of town for two days.
3. The weather has been warm since the beginning of April.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My parents have been active in politics for forty years.
Mike has already eaten breakfast.
My fiends have moved into a new apartment.
My roommate has traveled a lot. She's visited many different countries.
My aunt and uncle have lived in the same house for twenty-five years.

S W L E PAST

(a) Ipniahed my work ~

L W
hours

ago.

PRESENT PHRPECT

(b) I h a w alreadv*lfnished my work.
S W L R PAST

(c) I was in Europe lasryearlrhw years agolin
1999lin 1995 and 1999lwhm I was ten years old.
PRBSBNT PERFBCT

(d) I have been in Europe many timeslsmml timesla
couple of timesloncel(no mention of time).

SULPLB PAST
(e) Ann rws in Miami for nvo weks.
PRESENT PERFBCT

(f) Bob has been in Miami for ~ uwekslsince
,
May fist.
'I

Tor more information about dm+,
.,.

.

In (a): I tinished my work at a specific time in the
past (m hours ago).
In (b): I finished my work at an unspecified time
in the past (sometime before n m ) .
The swLe PAST expresses an activity that
occurred at a specific time (or times) in the past,
as in (a) and (c).
The PRES~NTPERFECT expresses an activity that
occurred at an unsoecified t h e (or times) in the
past, as in @) and id).

In (e): In sentences where for is used in a time
expression, the simple past expresses an activity
that began and ended in the past.
In (f): In sentences withfor or since, the present
perfect expresses an activity that began in the past
and continues to the present.

see Chart 4-8, p. 102.
, .,

EXERCISE 5. Simple past vs. present perfect. (Chart 4-4)
Directions: Discuss the meanings of the verb tenses.

1. All of the verbs in the following talk about past time, but the verb in (a) is different

from the other three verbs. What is the difference?
(a) I haw had several bicycles in my lifetime.
:; , ~ , ,
:- ~%;(li(b)
I had a red bicycle when I was in elementary school.
,
/
(c) I had a blue bicycle when I was a teenager.
(d) I had a green bicycle when I lived and worked in Hong Kong.
.
8

.

,

,

,,...

.

,..

.

r . ~ . . ,

,
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2. What are the diierences in the ideas the verb tenses express?

(e) I had a wonderful bicycle last year.
(0 I'we had many wonderful bicycles.
3. What are the diierences in the ideas the verb tenses express?
(g) Ann had a red bike for two years.
(h) Sue has had a red bike for two years.
4. Who is still alive, and who is dead?
(i) In his lifetime, Uncle Alex had several red bicycles.
(j) In his lifetime, Grandpa has had several red bicycles.

EXERCISE 6. Slmple past vs, present perfect. (Chart 4-4)
Direccdonc Look at the verb in italics. Is it simple past, or is it present perfect? Check the
box that describes whether the verb expresses something that happened at a specified time
in the past or at an unspecified time in the past.

THE PAST

'IHE PAST

.

IY

1. Ms. Parker has been in Tokyo many times. (-*present pefect)

0
0

2. Ms. Parker was inTokyo last week. (+ simple past)
3 . I've met Ann's husband. He's a nice guy.

0

4 . I met Ann's husband at a party last week.

0
0
0

5. Mr. White was in Rome three times last month.
I
.

0

8. I was in Morocco in 2001.

0

9. Mary has never been in Morocco.

0

,.,

~.:i

,

.

6. Mr. White has been in Rome many times. ..
,,,
7. I like to travel. I'w been in more than thirty foreign countries.
5.

10. Mary wasn't in Morocco when I was there in 2001.

EXERCISE 7. Simple past vs. present perfect. (Chart 4-4)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the present perfect
or the simple past.

,.

1. A. Have you ever been in Europe?

B: Yes, I

!:

have

.I

(be)

,?

have beecl

.:

x:.,!

;

in Europe several times.
In fact, 1 (be)
ra
in Europe last year.
! .
.
' .,. :.,:. ~.
2. A: Are you going to finish your work before you go to bed?
a

B: I Cfinish,already*)
have
my work two hours ago.

a l w d y FiclishpA

it. I (Fnirh)

'

hish~d

*In informal spoken English, the simple past is sometimes used with a k a & . Rncticc using the present perfect with
&a&
in tbis exercise.

3. A: Have you ever eaten at Al's Steak House?
B: Yes,

. I (eat)

I

there many times.
there last night.

In fact, my wife and I (ear)

4. A: Do you and Erica want to go to the movie at the Palace Theater with us tonight?

it. We

B: No thanks. We (see, already)

(4

it last week.

5. A: When are you going to write your report for Mr. Goldberg?

it. I (wr~te)

B: I (write, already)
it nvo days ago and gave it to him.
6 . A: (Anmio, haw, em)

a job?

. He (haw)

B: Yes, he

lots of
a job at his

part-time jobs. Last summer he (have)
uncle's waterbed store.

7. A: This is a good book. Would you like to read it when I'm finished?

it. I (reaa~

B: Thanks, but I (read, already)
it a couple of months ago.

?

8. A: What European countries (you, wkir)
B:

I (vbit)

Hungary, Germany, and Switzerland. I

(visit)
Hungary in 1998. 1 (be)
Germany and Switzerland in 2001.

in
iJ,

0 EXERCISE 8. Simple past vs. present perfect. (Chart 4-4)
Directionc Ask and answer questions, using the present perfect and the simple past.
Speaker A: You are the questioner. Ask a question using the present perfect, and then
immediately follow up with a related question that prompts the use of the
simple past. Ask two or three people the same question.
Work as a class with the teacher as Speaker A or in groups with one person selected to be
the leader.

Examplo:
SPBAK~RA:
SPBAKBR B:
SPBAKW A:
SPEAKER B:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKBR C:

mc.

(

. . .),what countries have you been in?

. ,.

:

.,, ,, .,
: ,.

,

,
:

Well, I've been in Norway, and I've been in Peru.
Oh? When were you in Norway?
I was in Norway three years ago.
HOWabout YOU, ( . . . )? What countries have you been in?
I've never been in Norway or Peru, but I've been in . . . . .

.

,

:

.<;.,

..

"

,

..

~

..
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1. What countries have you been in?
When were you in
?

...
2. What cities (in Canada, in the United States, eetc.) have you been in?
When were you in . . . ?
3. What are some of the things you have done since you came to (this city)?
When did you. . . ?
4. What are some of the things we've done in class since the beginning of the term?
When did we. . . ?
5. What are some of the most interesting or unusual thiigs you have done in your
lifetime?
When did you
?

.. .

17 EXERCISE 9. Present perfect. (Charts 4-2

-

4-4)
Direecions: Ask and answer questions using the present perfect. Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Use ewer in the question. E w comes between the subject (you) and the
main verb.*
Speaker B: Give a short answer first and then a complete sentence answer.
mmy times
lots of times
s e m Z times

1
in the complete sentence.

once in my lifstime
I,

LII

Example: be in Florida**
SPEAKER A: Have you ever been in Florida?
SPEAKER B: Yes, I have. I've been in Florida many times. OR
No, I haven't. I've never been in Florida.
1. be in Europe

be in Africa
be in Asia
eat Chinese food
eat Italian food
eat (a certain kind of) food
ride a horse
8. ride a motorcycle
9. ride an elephant

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8

'

,;

Switch roles.
10. be in (name of a city)
11. be in (name of a sratelpwuince)
12. be in love
13. play soccer
14. play chess
15. play a video game
16. walk to (a place in this city)
17. stay up all night
18. buy something on the Internet
. , .. , .

.
,
a

,

:

. i ,

,

,, :"

. , , , : . i .

.:

*In these questions, nur m e m in your Eif.tinra, nr my tirm(r) in your li/r brfonnow.
**When using the present perfect, a speaker might also use the idiom be to (a place): H a w p rusr been to Ph&?
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, ,
Directions: Write the simple past and the past participles. You will use these irregular verbs
in the next exercise (Exercise 1 1).

EXERCISE 10. Irregular verbs. (Chart 2-5)

1. see

saw

see^

2. eat
3. give

4. fall
5. take
6. shake
7. drive

8. ride
9. write

10. bite
1 1. hide

EXERCISE 11. Practicing Irregular verbs. (Charts 2-5 and 4-2

-t

4-4)

Directiuns: In order to practice using the past participles of irregular verbs, ask and answer
questions that use the present perfect. Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Speaker A: Ask a question beginning with "Have you ever . . . ?"
Speaker B: Answer the question, using the present perfect. Add another sentence about
.&%jq
the topic if you wish.
$, :'
.&
.,.
A..~:-u
Example: eat at the student cafeteria
SPBAKER A: Have you ever eaten at the student cafeteria?
SPBAKER B: Yes, I have. I've eaten there many times. In fact, I ate breakfast there this
morning. OR No, I haven't. I usually eat all my meals at home.
1. take a course in chemistry
2. ride in a hot-air balloon
3. write a poem
4. give the teacher an apple
5. shake hands with (
)
6. bite into an apple that had a worm inside
(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
7. drive a semi (a very large truck)
8. eat raw fish
9. hide money under your mattress
10. fall down stairs
11. see the skeleton of a dinosaur

5

'

...
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EXERCISE 12, Irregular verbs. (Chart 2-5)
Direnions: Write the simple past and the past participles.
1. break

8. throw

2. speak

9. blow

3. steal

10. fly

4. get

11. drink

5. wear

12. sing

6. draw

13. swim

7. grow

14. go

0 EXERCISE 13. Practicing irregular verbs. (Charts 2-5 and 4-2 -+ 4-4)
Directions: Ask questions beginning with "Have you ever . . . ?" and give answers.

--

fly a private plane
break your arm
draw a picture of a mountain
swim in the ocean
5. speak to ( . . . ) on the phone
6. wear a costume to a party
7. go to a costume party

1.
2.
3.
4.

-

8:,,.,,

~

(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
8. get a package in the mail
9. steal anything
10. grow tomatoes
11. sing (name of a song)
12. drink carrot juice
13. throw a football
14. blow a whistle

EXERCISE 14. Irregular verbs. (Chart 2-5)
Directim: Write the simple past and the past participles.
1. have

8. lose

2. make

9. sleep

3. build

10. feel

4. lend

11. meet

5. send

12. sit

6. spend

13. win

7. leave

14. hang*

..

*Hanp is a regular verb (hang, h a d , hanged) when is m e m to kill a person by puning n rope around hisher neck.
Hanp is nn irregular verb whm it refers to auspendii a thing on a wall, in a closet, on s hook, etc.

EXERCISE 15. Practlclng lrregular verbs. (Charts 2-5 and 4-2

-

4-5)

DirecEions: Ask questions beginning with "Have you ever . . . 2" and give answers.
lose the key to your house
meet ( . . . )
have the flu
feel temble about something
5. send a telegram
6. leave your sunglasses at a restaurant
7. sit on a cactus

1.
2.
3.
4.

(Switch roles ifwo&ing in pairs.)
8. spend one whole day doing nothing
9. lend ( . . . ) any money
10. sleep in a tent

11. make a birthday cake
12. build sand castles

13. win money at a racetrack
14. hang a picture on the wall

13 EXERCISE 16. lrregular verbs. (Chart 2-5)
Directions: Write the simple past and the past participles.
1. sell

9. think

2. tell

10. teach

3. hear

11. catch

4. hold

12. cut

5. feed

13. hit

6. read

14. quit*

7. find

15. put

8. buy

*Quit can be used as n rrguluverb in British English: pir, quined, quirud.
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EXERCISE 17. Practlclng irregular verbs. (Charts 2-5 and 4-2
Directions: Ask questions beginning with "Have you ever

. . . ?"

-

4-4)

and give answers.

(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

teach a child to count to ten
hold a newborn baby
find any money on the sidewalk
cut your own hair
think about the meaning of life
hear strange noises at night
read Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
feed pigeons in the park

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

tell a little white lie
quit smoking
buy a refrigerator
sell a car
hit another person with your fist
put off doing your homework
catch a fish

EXERCISE 18. Preview: SINCE vs. FOR. (Chart 4-5)
Directions: Complete the sentence "I have been here
expressions.

I have been here

. . . ." Use since
. . orfor with the given

...
two months.

9.

the f i s t of January.

September.

10.

almost four months.

3.

1998.

11.

the beginning of the term.

4.

last year.

12.

the semester started.

5.

two years.

13.

a couple of hours.

6.

last Friday.

14.

fifteen minutes.

7.

9:30.

15.

yesterday.

8.

three days.

16.

about five weeks.

1.
2.

ov

stwe

I

'since eight o'clock.
(a) I have been here

Fince is followed by the mention of a specific
mint in time: an hour, a day, a month, a year,
!tC.
Since expresses the idea rhat something
)egm at a specific time in the past and
:ontinues t o the present.

since 'lkesday.
since May.
since 1999.
since January 3,2001.
since yesterday.
since last month.

,

(b) CORRECT: I hawe lived here since May.*
CORRECT:

(c) I N C O m :
(d) INCORRECT:
(e) INCORRECT:
INCORRPCT:

The present p 4 e c t is used in sentences with
since.
In (c): The present progressive is NOT used.
In (d):The simple present is NOT used.
In (e): The simple past is NOT used.

I have been here since May.
I a m living here since May.
I live here since May.
I lived here since May.
I was here since May.

h4AIN CtAUSE

(present perfect)
(f) I have Hued here
(g) A1 has met many people

SINCE-CLAUSE
(simple past)
since I was a child.
since he came here.

Since may also introduce a time clause (i.e.,
a subject and verb may follow since).
Notice in the examples: The present perfect
is used in the main clause; the simple past is
used in the since-clause.

for ten minutes.
for two hours.
for five days.
for about three weeks.
for almost six months.
for many years.
for a long time.

For is followed by the mention of a length of
time: two minutes, h e hours, four days,
five weeks, etc.
Note: If the noun ends in -8 @ours, days,
weeks, etc.), usefir in the time expression,
not since.

(i) I have lived herefor reuo years. I moved here
two years ago, and I still live here.
(j) I lived in Athensfor myears. I don't live in
Athens now.

In (i): The use of the present perfect in a
sentence withfor + a length of time means
that the action began in the past and
continues to the present.
In (j):The use of the simple past means that
the action began and ended in the past.

'OR

(h) I have been here

*&w connacr: I haw been lirrinp hers r i m Mw. See Chart 4-7, p. 100, for s discussion of the present perfect progressive.

\.

EXERCISE 19. SINCE vs. FOR. (Chart 4-5)
Directions: Complete the sentences.

1. I've been in this building

2. We've been in class

..........

.....

since
{for

~ i o'clock
w
4KIS r z a v ~ i ~ q .
27 r z i ~ 1 ~ 4 e ~

since

.

3. I've been in this city . . . . . . . . . . . . .

{for
since

I

.-., ,
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.

, . ,?
. ~. ~,, b;
-1-

7c

I

5. I've had this book. . . . .
,-~.','. . '
. , .,
.,. . ,
.
1

.. . . . . . . . .
.i

since
{for

,

,,

,,?,,

..,?,',.,,,..

,!.

3

EXERCISE 20. SINCE vs. FOR. (Chart 4-5)
Direcwns: Answer the leader's questions. Only the leader's book is open. Work as a class
or in groups.
8,s
Speaker A: Use since in your answer.
,
,
Speaker B: Usefor.
,. .
I

,,.I
Y,?

"

I",'

:.I,.::

.

,

!

Example: !:dl :.
LEADER (book open):
SPEAKER A (bwk closed):
LEADERTO B (book open):
~ P ~ A K BBR(bwk closed):

..,,.!.

,

8

j.

:2!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I. :

,

How long have you had this book?
I've had this book since (the beginning of the term).
How long has (SpeakerA) had this book?
S/He has had this book for (five weeks).

How long have you been in (this counzrylcity)?
How long have you been at (this school)?
How long have you been up today?
,:,
How long have you known ( . . . )?
,
,:;
, ~.:-'
, ,. :
Where do you live? How long have you lived there?
How long have you had your wristwatch?
Who has a car/bicycle? How long have you had it?
How long have you been in this room today?
Who is wearing new clothes? What is new? How long have you had itithem?
Who is married? How long have you been married?
,,

,

~

,

x

EXERCISE 21. Sentences Ith SINCE-clauses. (Chart 4-5)
Directions: Complete
since-clauses.

fllJY.l

e sentences with the words in parentheses. Put brackets around the

h-vc how^

1. I @ww)

in college.]

i

'C

,

., .,.
, 0 !:~:,,:.,
. .

;

- school.

-

,

..> .

,,,

' - ' . .,.
8 : :;,

,;.:,-.,d .j,'.;#

4. 1 can't wait to get home to my own bed. I (sleep, not)
well since I (leave)

home three days ago.

* E w anw haa the same meaning as h.

'I

om

??,&

tni.a8:

.J:,'i

a child, I (be)

afraid of snakes.

% CHAPTER 4

.

...

.

his major three times since he (start)

3. Ever since I (be)

-

,#.

.,:'

2. Pedro (change)
.'."

weye

Mark Miller [ever since* we (be)

n,

~

I

Ever since Danny (meet)

. Nicole, he (be, not)

able to t h i i about anything or anyone else. He's in love.
6. Otto (have)

a lot of problems with his car ever since he (buy)
it. It's a lemon.

7. A: What (you, eat)

since you (get)
up this morning?

B: I (eat)

a banana and some yogurt. That's all

8. I'm eighteen. I have a job and am in school. My life is going okay now, but I (have)
..

lu':dl'

8

.W',<,

.
,

'=hild. Ever since I Gave)

Inil.(ujn

..

..> +. .,I , , !

- - -. -

a young

home at the age of fifteen, I (take)

2P

<

I

a miserable home life when I (be)

., -

~

care of myself. I (have)

?f,9

some

hard times, but I (learn)

.

h o ~ , f %%I(!
o
?&RY own two

feet.*

., ,

...A

-.

.

!..,!I,!

-,,:.,:,

~

.

.i , .

-

EXERCISE 22. SINCE vs. FOR. (Chart 4-5)

Directions: Describe yourself, orally or in writing, using since, /or, or never with the
present perfect.
E.rv.,.v u ";
.i ;!,:<a<
,:-. , , , . ~ ~ ;

,:

i

)#

in
11 ,.

.

Example: have (a particular kind of watch)
I've had 9 Seiko quartz watch for two years. OR
I've had my Seiko quartz watch sin= my eighteenth birthday.
" p"
Example: smoke cigarslcigarettesla pipe
+ I've never smoked cigarems. OR
+ I've smoked cigarettes since I wm seventeen.

f3snc;

+

.

+

i

1. know fa particular person),

1

,

,:,, . , , .

, .

il.E .I,.

izlr irr

2. live in (this city)r.,:,>.
3. smdy ~ ~ ~'i,
-,r
l i ~ . ;. Ih .

..

,

.

., ,

,t.

.>,

!.,*,,>

,

.

,

.

.'

,

4. be in this clasdat this schooUwith this company

'i.
..

,

.

. ,,

I

,

. ...,:.

-

..lji.

. ..
,

?P,

,

.:

ii.,.

.,

-

.

..4

. . - .

.. .

.

. -.

."

I.%
~

-.
.., , ..

5. have long hairlshort hairla mustache

* y:.-:

6. wear glassedcontact lenses

!

7. have (a parFicular article of ciathink)

8. be interested in (a
. - articular subiectl
- Q*
I; '!tr

!

. .
., ..
.~

n

3;:1 0 1 3

9. be mamed

10. have a driver's license

,!.;'.X!
it : : i r , .
.::I , , # h

..

..!

',-.. . ?
a.

:

,

.,
. ,

,*.,, k . w . l i d

.
.

,:
,.

iiii,

\

'i 8

w,).

.

, .

I

4.
:

:',w;ruur6vX,A I
2

;

:

,

..
;

.

. ,
J

,t
.I

*To"stand on one's own two feet" is an idiom meaning to be able to take care of onmelf and be independent.
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Al and Ann are in their car right now. They
are driving home. It is now four o'clock.
:a) They haw been driwing since rwo o'clock.
3) They haw been drioing for two hours.
They will be home soon.
:c) HOWlong haw they been driving?
:OMPARE

The PFSSENT PERFKT PROGRESSIVEt u b about hcw
l a g an activity has been in progress before now.
Note: Time expressions with since, as in (a), and
for, as in (b),are frequently used with this tense.
STATEMENT: hawlhas + been + i n g
QUESTION FORM:

haveIIurs

+ nrbjecr + been + -in#

the present pmgressive and the wesent perfect progressive.

7
PRBSENT PROGRESSIVE

(d) Po is sitting in class right now.

.

.'>,.I.

Po is sitting at his desk in dass. He
sat down at nine o'clock. It is now
nine-thirty.
(e) Po has been sitting in dass
since nine o'clock.
(f) Po has been aitting in class for
thirty minutes.

6)INCORRBCT:
(i)

CORRECT:

3)

INCORRBCT:

I am knowinglbko.
I hllW knoumYokoM two years.
I have been hnauingBko for nw,
years.

The PRESENT PROGRESSIVE
describes an activity that is in
progress right now,-as in (d). It
does not discuss duration (length
~.
of time).
INCORRECT: fi ha6
sitting in
c h right m.

The PRESENT PBRFBCT
PROGRESSIVEexpresses the
duratioli (length of time) of an
activity that began in the past and
is in progress right now.
INCORRECT: It, is simng in c h s
sirzfe nine o'clodr.

, I,(

verbs (e.g., know, like, cwn,
belag) are not used in any progressive tenses.*
In (i): With non-action verbs, the present perfect is
used with since orfor to express the duration of a
situation that began in the past and continues to the
present.

ClSE 23. Present progressive vs. present perfect progressive. (Chart 4-6)
Directions: Complete the sentences. Use the present progressive or the present perfect
progressive.
1. I (sit)

alv

..

.t .t w

have beph st

stttc~q in class right now. I (sit)

here

since one o'clock.
for the bus.

2. Kate is standing at the corner. She (wait)

for the bus for twenty minutes.

She (wait)

on the phone right now.

3. Scott and Rebecca (talk)

They (talk)

-

.,.; ,.,

on the phone for over an hour.
an exercise. We

4. Right now we're in class. We (do)
,

I
!

.

B: I (work)

on my physics experiment. It's a long

and difficult experiment.
id:
HOWlong &y work)

-

:ri

-.

.-.-,,-

dh

?

5. A: You look busy right now. What (you, do)

G9mx

I

this exercise for a couple of minutes.

(do)

.

- on it?

-B:
-.. I started planning it last January. I (work)

,
mrf
.
*

3

0:

(&I

on it s&se
. :ii Rmq JEk.. ', .if ,.. .
Y U 'r) .&ar~wmJ:.+
,:
.
.,

:

,

8

. . ,
,

,

:

17 EXERCISE 24. present perfect progressive. (Chart 4-6)
,--

D*ecrirms: Answer the questions. Only the teacher's book is open.

ie

;

,,-,, r Example:
~
::::ih$T TEACHER:
.-

Where are you living?
TeRESPONSE: I'm living in an apartment on Fourth Avenue.
. .-TEACHER: HOWlong have you been living there?
RESPONSE: I've been living there since last September.
1. Right now you are sitting in class. How long have you been sitting here?
2. When did you first begin to study English? How long have you been studying

English?
3. 1began to teach English in (year). How long have I been teaching English?

.ada 4. I began to work at this school in (month or year). How long have I been worlring
here?

r'nI

5. What are we doing right now? How long have we been doing it?
6. (

. . . ), I see that you wear glasses.

'-""

-'

How long have you been wearing glasses?

7. Who drives? When did you first drive a car? How long have you been driving?
8. Who drinks coffee? How old were you when you started to drink coffee? How long
have you been drinking coffee?
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l'W3CN

1 I'CKTEC;

1 I'KUtiWSSlVC

VS.

PRESENT PERFECT

The PRESENT PBRFBCT PROGRESSIVE expresses the
duration of prescnt activities rhat a& in
progress, using action verbs, as in (a).

PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

(a) Rita and Josh are talking on the phone.
They have been talking on the phone for
twenty minutes.

--

PRESENT PERFECT

(b)
. . Rita has talked to Tosh on the hone many times
(before now).

The PRESENT PERFECT expresses
(1) repeated activities that occur at unspecined
times in the past, as in @), or

(c) INCORRECT: Rita has been talking to Josh on the
p h a e many times.

(d) Rita has known Josh for two years.
(e) nvcoRRBcT: Rita has been knavittg Josh for two years.

(2) the duration of present situations, as in
(d), using non-action verbs.

(f) I how been h'&g here for six months. OR
(g) I haw Hued here for six months.
01) Al haa been w e r i n g glasses since he was
ten. OR
Al has worn glasses since he was ten.

For some (not all) verbs, duration can be
expressed by either the present perfect or the
present perfect progressive. (f) and (g) have
essentially the same meaning, and both are
correct.
Ofien either tense can be used with verbs that
express the duration of usual o r habitual
activities/situations (things that happen daily or
regularly), e.g., live, wark, teach, smoke, wear glass@
play chess, go w school, wad the same newspaper
every morning, ex.

(i) I've bson going to school ever since I was five
years old. OR
I've gone to school ever since I was five years old.

EXERCISE 25. Present perfect vs, the present perfect progresslve. (Chart 4-7)
Directions: Complete the sentences. Use the present perfect or the present perfect
progressive. In some sentences, either form is possible.
1. A: I'm tired. We (walk)

have bee* wakh_s

for more than an hour.
.-,~,>;!

Let's stop and rest for a while.

B: Okay.
2. A: Is the post office far from here?
have
B: Not at all. I (walk)

.'.

,. / .

,keA

; ,

;

',

,..,
>

$ >

.,

,

,
I

.I

'

Ti

<,

,

,..

there many times.

don't know yet.

??-.,

'

1

'I'

.
1~1i;it

4. A: I (read)
and I still don't understand it!
~~~~~B: Maybe I can help.

this chapter in my chemistry text three times,

5. A: My eyes are getting tired. I (read)
think I'll take a break.

.

B: Why don't we go for a walk?

.
I..>:: ,..
dl$d ~!.>.I:.IP

.

'

.,

,:

,

..
.'

,

1.i ,;,,,

3 ,

,i

,(I,.

for two hours. I
.,
,,
. .
,

r.s.,

,

,'9 v,!,

\!..,z.

., 'L,

.,:, .

:.,;.. !

. . ... . , ,,.:

B: Very much. I (stay)
times. It's my favorite hotel.

t.t!

. ,.

,

6. A: Do you like the Edgewater Inn?
I

,.,

,. .

,

,

:

. .!

1 ,.,:
,

!Lag.j

there at least a dozen
,

,,

:..

.

,

,

"&:"'7: A: The baby's crying. Shouldn't we do'something?

..~,.: .%,t!
. . , , , :(!,

8

;:;

h:~:I \ !
1 ,-!,;,:
8
*~,:,,i<1

~;5ymm

..!''I

:.

6 ;P

,

I

B: He's all right.

1-k.

,

-

,

'

I

I,

--.A: Are you sure? He (cry)
for almost ten
r.: :r'tun;
t ~ n i P, s i
minutes.
,..<i,i!> .:: ,,*:<;,, ii':;t.
. B : Okay. I'll go into his room and see if anything's wrong. . - . -.
,n",ot:i

8. A: Who's your daughter's new teacher?
B: Mrs. Jackson.
:
4 . ..I!

.,

..

;. % . " ,

,,..,

!,.Y,

I,::,.-

,, A .

:

r w :. .

"',

'

. . ., "I
.,y",'

..ai.G:.ao,:!..s*.

q,,i.;!,d

* ,:-..,:.,..i 1

;..

~

',

...
..:

'

':

I...
:,.::,

,;

A: She's one of the best teachers at the elementary school. She (reach)

kindergarten for twenty years.
9. A: Ed (play)
still doesn't have a good backhand.

tennis for ten years, but he

B: Neither do I, and I (play)

tennis for

twenty years.
10. A: Where does Mr. Alvarez work?

E

B: At the power company. He (work)
for fifteen years. He likes his job.
,V k,cd,%A: What about his neighbor, Mr. Perez?
B: He's currently unemployed, but he'll find a new job
A: What kind of job experience does he have?

there
91

t.3.1, 1 t

q9gqC?,,
,.*

Y%:

I-,qU,

.:

7

He (work)
for asmall manufacturing firm,
for the telephone company, and at two of the world's leading software companies.
With all that work experience, he won't have any trouble finding another job.
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(a) The mail came an hour ago.
The mail is uI+~udy
here.

Idea of ulmudy: Something happened before
now, before this time.

@) I expected the mail an hour ago,

Idea of yet: Something did not happen before
now (up to this time), but it may happen in the
future.

but it hasn't come y e t .

Positimr: midEentence.*

h i t i o n : end of senrmce.

(c) It was cold yesterday. It is still cold
today. We still need to wear coats.
(d) I could play the piano when I was a
child. I can still play the piano.
(e) The mail didn't come an hour ago.
The d still hasn't come.

Idea of still: A situation continues to exist from
past to present without change.
Posinbn: m&entence.*

~-

ANYMORE

(f) I lived in Chicago two years ago, but
then I moved to another city.
I don't live in Chicago amymnw.

~

~

Idea of anymore: A past situation does not
continue to exist at present; a past situation has
changed. Arrymoro has the same meaning as
any longer.
Position: end of sentence.

Note: Ahwady is used in afimrrrive sentences.
Yet and a w m & used in negative sentences.
Still is used in either a#wmanbe or negative sentences.
'See Chart 1-3, p. 9. A midscntmce adverb
(1) precedes s simple present verb: It? dl need m urmr mu.
(2) follows am,is, ow,
,,. wn. It is 8tia wid.
(3) comes betmen a helping verb and a msin verb: Bob had already am'wd.
(4) preccdea a negative helping d:
Ann dl h ' l m e .
.: .
(5) f o h w the subject in a qur~tion:Haw yar dm& reen thar m&?

..

<
..

.
,

, j

,,

.

?::P
,

.-

1;

.

.. .

EXERCISE 26. ALREADY, YET, STILL, ANYMORE. (Chart 4-8)
Direetione Complete the sentences with alre~dy,
yet, still,or alTymore.
1. It's 1:00 P.M. I'm hungry. I haven't eaten lunch
2. It's 1:00 P.M. I'm not hungry. I'M

.

ve+
eaten lunch.

3. Eric was hungry, so he ate a candy bar a few minutes ago. But he's
3l!!'lt

--

,J

'1 1

hungry, so he's going to have another candy bar.

4. I used to eat lunch at the cafeteria every day, but now I bring my lunch to school in a

paper bag instead. I don't eat at the cafeteria

5. 1don't have to study tonight. I've

finished all my

homework.

6. I started a letter to my parents yesterday, but I haven't finished it
I'll finish it later today and put it in the mail.

7. 1started a letter to my parents yesterday. I thought about finishing it last night before

I went to bed, but I didn't. I

haven't finished it.*
.

8. A: Is Mary home

?

B: No, but I'm expecting her soon.

,

.

.

.. . . . .,

,*..
,.

.

:4\na

:

, -,I

.>

,%

. ',.

:t:.ot

'

:

LK,y,

LW\
.,

in class? , ;. :i. ./;(;:<,'
B: Yes, she is. Her class doesn't end until 11:30.,b.?:
- + ,, ,:.: 2 '

9. A: Is Mary

,

,

!

<

?

10. A: Has Rob found a new job

B: No. He

>

.

:i,:-i
xi
. !

..

.;,',
i!/

.

.

I .

1

?

. -

,hk:C

A

::

works at the bookstore.

11. A: When is your sister going to come to visit you?

B: She's

here. She got here yesterday.

12. A: Do you

-

B: No, I don't

..., there -

live on Pine Avenue?

. I moved to another apament

closer to school.

EXERCISE 27. ALREADY, YET, STILL, ANYMORE. (Chart 4-8)
Directions: Complete the sentences with your own words.
Example: I

. . . not . . . because I've already . . . .

+
+
+

. -?\-.
-'
4---'
I

&q

., .

I'm not hungry because I've already eaten. OR
I'm not going w gu w the mwrie because I'M already seen it. oh
I don't have w take the English rest because I've already taken it.

...
..

...

1. I used to
,but
anymore.
2. I can't . because I haven't
yet.
3. h e
still. ?
4.
because I've already

. ..

1. a.
b.
2. a.
b.

...

..

...

....

Rachel is taking English classes.
r SE-K 1 4 ~ 1 1 I~
Nadia has beetz taking English classes for two months....,.--_,, , ,
Ann has been in Jerusalem for two years. She likes it there.
Sue has been in Jerusalem. She's also been in Paris. Sb'a been in NewYork and
Tokyo. She's been in lots of cities. She uavels a lot.
I
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3. a.
b.
4. a.
b.
c.
d.
5. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Jack has uisifed his aunt and uncle many times.
Man has been visiting his aunt and uncle for the last three days.
Jack is talking on the phone.
Jack talks on the phone a lot.
Jack has been talking to his boss on the phone for half an hour.
Jack has tulked to his boss on the phone lots of times.
Mr. Woods walks his dog in Forest Park every day.
Mr. Woods has walked his dog in Forest Park many times.
Mr. Woods walked his dog in Forest Park five times last week.
Mr. Woods is walking his dog in Forest Park right now.
Mr. Woods has been waZking his dog in Forest Park since two o'clock.

i t u ,:I.,

,

EXERCISE 29. Verb tenses. (Charts 4-2 -t 4-8)

.

rtv'I ~

,

P

I

I

P. ~ &~

r'not,

I P

Dimdom: Make sentences about your life using the given time expressions. Use the
simple past, present perfect, or present perfect progressive.
13F13X3
rQ
Example: for the last two weeks
itoflamb
U Y I ~ X ~
I'w had a cold for the last two weeks.
-+

1. since I was a child

2.
3.
b ?h6 4.
5.
6.

for a long time
two years ago
so far today
many times in my lifetime
never
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

. . . .n . I
since last ~ u e s d a ~
.d
for a number of years*
.G .t
a week ago today
.d
for the last ten minutes
already . . . ,but . . . yet
still . . . ,but . . . anymore

EXERCISE 30. Review of verb tenses. (Chapters 1

-t

4)

Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses.
1 . A: (you, have)

Do VQUhave

any plans for vacation?

caw ~\ah%iw

B: Yes, I do. I (plan)

to go to Toronto.

A: (you, be, ever)

there before?

B: Yes, I have. I (be)

in Toronto two months ago. My brother

(he)

there, so I (go)

there often.

2. A: Where's Jessica?

B: She (study)
3 . .

:>

2

at the library.

A: When (she, ger)
B: In an hour or so. Probably around five o'clock.

back home?
'i

A: How long (she, study)
library?
B: Since two o'clock this afternoon.
A: (she, study)
B: Not every day, but often.

i

at the

at the library every day?

3. A: Shhh. Irene (talk)

on the phone long-distance.

B: Who (she, talk)
A: Her brother. They (talk)

to?
for almost an hour.

I thiik her brother is in some kind of trouble.
B: That's too bad. I hope it's nothing serious.
4 . A: (pu, know)

Abdullah's new address?

B: Not off the top of my head. But I (have)
computer. When I (get)

it at home in my
home this evening, I (call)

and (give)

you his address.

A: Thanks. Or you could e-mail it to me.
B: Okay. I (do)
5. A: Where's Juan? He (be)

'a

, . ,.:

(, !

that.
absent from class for the last three

h i lately?

days. (anyone, see)

B: I have. I (see)

,

him yesterday. He has a bad cold, so he (be)
home in bed since the weekend. He (be, probably)

:

back in class tomorrow.
glasses?

6. A: How long (you, wear)

B: Since I @e)
A: (you, be)
B: Nearsighted.

ten years old.
nearsighted or farsighted?
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7. A: Let's go to a restaurant tonight.
B: Okay. Where should we go?

A: (you, like)

Thai food?

B: I don't know. I (ear, n m )

any. What's it like?

. , ,A: It's delicious, but it can be pretty hot!
.

,,

B: That's okay. I ( h e )

really hot food.

A: There (be)

a Thai restaurant downtown. I (go)
there a couple of times. The food is excellent.

B: Sounds good. I (be, m)

to a Thai

restaurant, so it (be)

a new experience for me. After we

there, can you explain the menu to me?
(get)
A: Sure. And if I can't, our waiter or waitress can.
?

8. A: (you, smoke)
B: Yes, I do.

?

A: How long (you, smoke)
B: Well, let me see. I (smoke)

since I (be)

seventeen. So I (smoke)
for almost four years.

A: Why (you, start)
B: Because I (be)

a dumb, stupid kid.

A: (you, want)

to quit?

B: Yes. I (plan)
.

.

.

.,

?

to quit very soon. In fact, I (decide)

,..,

to quit on my next birthday. My twenty-first

,,
"!

b i i d a y is two weeks from now. On that day, I (intend)
smoke my last cigarette.

A: That's terrific! You Ifeel)

to

much better after you (stop)

smoking.

B: (you, smoke, ever)

?

A: No, I haven't. I (smoke, never)

a

cigarette in my Me. When I (be)

. .

ten years old, I (smoke)

one of my uncle's cigars. My sister and I (steal)
a couple of his cigars and (go)

behind

the garage to smoke them. Both of us (get)
(haw, not)
B: That's smart.

sick. I

anything to smoke since then.
. ..
,/:
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EXERCISE 31. Error analysis. (Charts 4-1

-

4-8)

Directions: Correct the errors. Most of the errors are in verb usage, but some are
miscellaneous (e.g., capitalization, word order, spelling, agreement, etc.).

stdyi E
s
1. I have b e e n d $nglish for eight year,, ,but I still have a lot to learn.
2. I want to learn English since I am a child.
3. Our class has have three tests since the beggining of the term.

4. I have started the English,classes since three weeks ago and I am learning some
English since that time.

5. I have been thinking about how to improve my English ability since I came here, but I
still don't fmd a good way.
6. All of us has learn many thing since we were children.

I+

.

,

8

A;

'

7. When I was at my sister's house, we had an argument. Since then I didn't talk to her
for three days.
8. Since I was very young, I like animals.
LLI.

9. I have been study english since three and a half month.

10. I like very much the English. Since I was young my father found an American girl to
VL.

teach my brothers and me English, but when I move to another city my father hasn't
find one for five years. Now I'm living here and studying in this English program.
11. I almost die in an automobile accident five year ago. Since that day my life changed
completely.

12. In my country, women are soldiers in the army since the 1970s.
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13. I meet Abdul in my first English class last June. He was friendly and kind. We are

friends since that day.
14. My favorite place in the world is my hometown. I live there for twenty years.

15. My wife and I have been in Italy two weeks ago. We went there to ski.
16. My wife broke her leg while she was skiing in Italy. Now she's home, but she can't

walk without help. A lot of our friends are visiting her since she has broken her leg.
17. 1was busy every day since I arrived at this city.
18. I haven't to eaten any kind of chinese food for a week. I miss it a lot!

EXERCISE 32. Verb tense review. (Chapters 1 + 4)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses.

Dear Adam,

have*'+ wi*eh

Hi! Remember me? (Just a joke!) I (write, not)

1

to you for at least six months, but that's not long enough for you to forget me! I think
about writing to you often, but I (be, mt)

a good correspondent
2

for the last few months. You (hear, nor)

from me for such a
3

long time because I fie)

really busy. For the last few months, I
4

full-time at a shoe store and (go)

(work)
5

6

to school at the local community college to study business and computers. When I (wire)
to you six months ago-last

April, I think-I

7

(go)
8

to the university full-time and (study)

anthropology. A lot
9

of things (happen)

since then.
10

At the end of the spring semester last June, my grades (be)
11

terrible. As a result, I (lose)

my scholarship and my parents'
12

support. I really (mess)

up when I (ger)

those

13

14

bad grades. When I (show)

my grade report to my parents, they
15

to help me with my living expenses at school anymore.

(refuse)

16

that I was wasting my time and their money, so they (tell)

They C f e 4

17

me to get a job. So last June I (start)

working

18

19

at a shoe store: Imperial Shoes at Southcenter Mall. I
20
. .

.,

there ever since.

. ,,~

'

1%'

It (be, not)

a bad job, but it (be, not)
21

22

wonderful either. Every day, I fletch)

shoes from the back room for
23

people to try on, boxes and boxes of shoes, all day long. I (meet)
24

, i j I.

some pretty weird people since I (start)

this job. A couple of
25

weeks ago, a middle-aged man (come)

into the store. He
26

to try on some black leather loafers. I (brink)

(want)

27

the loafers, and he (put)

them on. While

28

29

he (walk)

around to see if they fit okay, he (pull)
30

from his pocket a little white mouse with pink eyes and
31

(start)

talking to it. He (look)

right at the

32

>.,
,*:

'5'

'rl

33

,"George,

mouse and (say)

(you, l i k )

34

35

this pair of shoes?" When the mouse (twitch)
(say)

,"Yes, so do I."

37

,"We'll

and (say)

its nose, the man

36

Then he (turn)

38

to me

take them." Can you believe that!?

39
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Most of the people I meet are nice-and

normal. My favorite customers (be)

people who (knwu)

what they want when they

40

41

(entn;)

the store. They (come)

in, (point)

42

43

at one pair of shoes, politely (tell)

me their
45

44

size, (try)

the shoes on, and then (buy)

them,

46

47

just like that. They (agonize, not)

for a long time over
48

which pair to buy.

I (learn)

one important thiig from working at the
49

shoe store: I (want, not)

to sell shoes as a career. I (need)
50

a good education that (prepare)
51

me for a
52

job that I can enjoy for the rest of my lie. And even though I love studying anthropology,

I (decide)

that a degree in business and computers will
53

provide the best career opportunities.

Now 1 (work)

part-time at the shoe store and (go)
54

to school at the same time. I (want, always)
55

56

to be completely independent and self-reliant, and now I (be)
57

to pay every penny of my tuition and living expenses now.

1 (haw)

58

Ever since I (lose)

my scholarship and (make)
60

59

my parents mad, I (be)

completely on my own. I'm glad to
61

. ,.

:

report that my grades at present (be)

excellent, and right now I
62

(enjoy, really)

1""

my work with computers. In the

63

nc

future, I (continue)

to take courses in anthropology
64

whenever I can fit them into my schedule, and I (~rudy)
65 ,
?

thropology on my own for the rest of my life, but.1 (pursue)

i+,.

<"'
.. " "%._.
..,A

.
.

'

,;.

66

a'careerin business. Maybe there is some way I can combine anthropology, business, and
computers. Who knows?
;d;

,

yi..

.

.,

:.

. - ~ , There.

: . , .!
.,3.:.

I (tell)

., .
'i7

r-

.

,

.

you everything I can think of that is at all
UP a

68

lot during the last six months. I (understand)

that my education
69

I '

I

.'

67

important in my life at the moment. I think I (gm)
.

. ':

my life more difEcult,

is important. Losing my scholarship (make)
70

that I (take,fina&)

but I @elieve)
71

72

charge of my life. It's a good feeling.
Please write. I'd love to hear from you.

Jessica
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EXERCISE 33. Writing: verb tense review. (Chapters 1

-. 4)

Directions: Think of a friend you haven't spoken or written to since the beginning of this
term. Write this friend a letter about your activities from the start of this school term to
the present time. Begin your letter as follows:

.

Dear ( . .),
I'm sorry I haven't written for such a long time. Lou of things have happened since I last
wrote w you.

EXERCISE 34. Writing: verb tense review. (Chapters 1

+

4)

Directions: Write about one (or both) of the following topics.
1. Think of two or three important events that have occurred in your life in the vast vear
or two. In a paragraph for each, briefly tell your reader aboutthese events a& give
your opinions andlor predictions.
2. Thiik of two or three important events that have occurred in the world in the past
year or two. In a paragraph for each, briefly tell your reader about these events and
give your opinions andlor predictions.

(a)

When Ann arrived, Jack wasn't
there. He had lefi.
. f

, (

.
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9 PAST PERFECT-(continued)

.)

:omcno~:

He'd left. I'd left. They'd left. Etc.

I / ~ l s h e l h e l i t l w e+
l ~'d

COMPARE THE PRESENT PERFECT AND THE PAST PERFECT.
PRESENT PERFECT

:d) I em not hungry now. I haue
already eaten.

The PRESENT P E ~ C Texpresses an
activity that occurred before now, ar an
unspecifid time in the past, as in (d).

PAST PERFECT

:e) I was not hungry at 1 : 0 0 P.M.
I had already eaten.

The PAST PERFECT expresses an
activity that occurred before another
time in the past.
In (e): I ate at noon. I was not
hungry at 1 : 0 0 P.M. because I had
already eaten before 1 : 0 0 P.M.

COMPARE THB PAST PROGRB!
PAST PROGRESSIVB

PAST PERPECT

BAND THE PAST PHRFECT.

I (f) I

wat

earjng when Bob came.

(g) I had eaten when Bob came.

The PAST PROGRESSIVEexpresses an
activity that was in progress at a
particular time in the past.
In (f): I began to eat at noon. Bob
came at 12:lO. My meal was in
progress when Bob came.

The PAST PERFECT expresses an
activity that was completed before a
particular time in the past.
In (g): I iinished eating at noon. Bot
came at 1:00 P.M. My meal was
completed before Bob came.
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EXERCISE 35. Past perfed. (Chart 4-9) b'.'+ .. .r,. -. T....- ,.,' *.; ,' . ,
.,,
,:
~.
- .
,.
,
&
;
,
:
.$
D i r e c h c Identify which action took place h t (1st) in the past and which action took
'

~

"

.---

.UL

place second (2nd).
1. The tennis player jumped in the air for joy. She had won the match.

a.

Ist

b.

2vlA

The tennis player won the match.
The tennis player jumped in the air.

2. Before I went to bed, I checked the front door. My roommate had already locked it.

a.

hd

b.

1s

I checked the door.
My roommate locked the door.

3. I looked for Bob, but he had left the building.

,
I

a.

Bob left the building.

b.

1 looked for Bob.

4. I laughed when I saw my son. He had poured a bowl of noodles on top of his head.

!ii

~~

I*.,lI 'i

"4
8

,,:;

a.
b. .

I laughed.

- My son poured a bowl of noodles on his head.

5. Oliver arrived at the theater on time, but he couldn't get in. He had left his ticket at
* \ home.

a.

Oliver left his ticket at home.

b.

Oliver arrived at the theater.

6. I handed Betsy the newspaper, but she didn't want it. She had read it during her

lunch hour.
a.

I handed Betsy the newspaper.

b.

Betsy read the newspaper.

7. After Carl arrived in NewYork, he called his mother. He had promised to call her

as soon as he got in.
a.

Carl made a promise to his mother.

b.

Carl called his mother.

8. Stella was alone in a strange city. She walked down the avenue slowly, looking in shop

windows. Suddenly, she turned her head and looked behind her. Someone had

called her name.
a.

Stella turned her head and looked behiid her.

b.

Someone called her name.

EXERCISE 36. PrgJent perfect VS. past perfect. (Chart 4-9)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the present perfect or the past perfect form of the
verb in parentheses.

has alveady le&

1. A: Oh no! We're too late. The train (leave, already)

B: That's okay. We'll catch the next train to Athens.
2. Last Thursday, we went to the station to catch a train to Athens, but we were too late.

The train (leave, already)

had alveady le&

3. A: Go back to sleep. It's only six o'clock in the morning.

for

B: I'm not sleepy. I (sleep, already)
eight hours. I'm going to get up.

4. I woke up at six this morning, but I couldn't get back to sleep. I wasn't sleepy. I

for eight hours.

(sleep, already)

5. A: 1'11 introduce you to Professor Newton at the meeting tonight.

him.

B: You don't need to. I (meet, already)
6. Jack offered to introduce me to Professor Newton, but it wasn't necessary. I
If

. '

him.

(meet, already)

7. A: Do you want to go to the movie tonight?
B: What are you going to see?
A: Distant Drums.

it. Thanks anyway.

B: I (sec, already)

8. I didn't go to the movie with Francisco last Tuesday night. I (see, already)

it.
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9. A: Jane? Jane! Is that you? How are you? I haven't seen you for ages!

B: Excuse me? Are you talking to me?
A: Oh. You're not Jane. I'm sorry. It is clear that I (make)

a mistake. Please excuse me.
10. Yesterday I approached a stranger who looked like Jane Moore and started talking to
her. But she wasn't Jane. It was clear that I (make)
mistake. I was really embarrassed.

a

EXERCISE 37. Past progressive vs. past perfect. (Chart 4-9)
Dimctions: Circle the correct completion.

1. Amanda didn't need to study the multiplication tables in fifth grade. She
them.
A. was learning
.;, ,
@ had already learned
2. I enjoyed visitingTommy's class. It was an arithmetic class. The students
their multiplication tables.
A. were learning
B. had already learned
3. Whiie I

up the mountain, I got tired. But I didn't stop until I reached the
top.
A. was walking
B. had walked

4. I was very tired when I got to the top of the mountain. I
A. was walking
B. had walked

a long distance.

5. I knocked. No one answered. I turned the handle and pulled sharply on the door, but
it did not open. Someone
it.
A. was locking
B. had locked
6. "Where were you when the earthquake occurred?"
"In my office. I
to my assistant. We were working on a report."
A. was talking
B. had already talked
7. "Ahmed's house was destroyed in the earthquake."

"I know! It's lucky that he and his family
for his parents' home before the
earthquake struck."
A. were leaving
B. had already left
8. We drove two hundred miles to see the circus in Kansas City. When we got there, we
couldn't find the circus. It
town. We
all the way to Kansas City for
nothing.
A. was leaving. were driving
C. was leaving. . had driven
had driven
B. had left
D. had left
were driving

...

..

...

.

EXERCISE 38. Present perfect, past progresslve,and past perfect. (Chart 4-9)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in parentheses.
Use the present perfect, past progressive, or past perfect.
1. When I went to bed, I turned on the radio. While I (sleep)

w o s~l e r p i y

>

somebody tumed it off.

2. You're from Jakarta? I (be, newer)

there. I'd l i e to go

there someday.
3. 1started to tell Rodney the news, but he stopped me. He (hear, already)
it.

4. When Gina went to bed, it was snowing. It (snow, still)
when she woke up in the morning.

5. Rita called me on the phone to tell me the good news. She (pass)
her final exam in English.
6. I couldn't think. The people around me (make)

too

much noise. Finally, I gave up and left to try to find a quiet place to work.
7. Are you still waiting for David? (he, come, nor)

yet? He's really late, isn't he?
8. Otto's back to work today, but was in the hospital last week. He (be, newer)

a patient in a hospital before. It was a new
experience for him.
9. A couple of weeks ago Mr. Fox, our office manager, surprised all of us. When he
walked into the office, he (wear)

a T-shirt and jeans.

Everyone stopped and stared. Mr. Fox is a conservative dresser. Before that time, he

(wear, newer)

anything but a blue or gray suit.

And he (wear, nor)

his jeans to the ofice since

that time. He wore them only that one time.

EXERCISE 39. Verb tense review. (Chapters 1
Directions: Circle the correct completion.

-

4)

Example:
I can't come with you. I need to stay here. I
for a phone call.
A. wait
B. will wait
@ am waiting D. have waited
1. I
my glasses three times so far this year. One time I dropped them on a
cement floor. Another time I sat on them. And this time I stepped on them.
A. broke
B. was breaking
C. have broken D. have been breaking
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2. Kate reached to the floor and picked up her glasses. They were broken. She -on
them.
A. stepped
B. had stepped
C. was stepping D. has stepped

3. Sarah gets angry easily. She
A. has
B. will have

a bad temper ever since she was a child.
C. had
D. has had

4. Now, whenever Sarah starts to lose her temper, she
a deep breath and
to ten.
A. takes
counts
C. took.. counted
B. has taken . . counted
D. is taking
counting

...

.

.

...

5. Nicky, please don't interrupt me. I
to Grandma on the phone. Go play with
your trucks so we can finish our conversation.
A. talk
B. have talked
C. am talking
D. have been talking
6. We
at a hotel in Miami when the hurricane hit southern Florida last month.
As soon as the hurricane moved out of the area, we left and went back home.
A. had stayed
B. stay
C. were staying D. stayed

i

7. Now listen carefully. When Aunt Martha
tomorrow, give her a big hug.
A. arrives
B. will amve
C. arrived
D. is going to amve

8. My cousin
with me in my apartment for the last two weeks. I'm ready for
him to leave, but he seems to want to stay forever. Maybe I should ask him to leave.
A. is staying
B. stayed
C. was staying D. has been staying
9. Mrs. Larsen discovered a bird in her apartment. It was in her living mom. It
into her apartment through an open window.
A. was flying
B. had flown
C. has flown
D. was flown

-

*--

.u

10. The phone rang, so I
, z p A. picked
had said
B. picked
said
;r

.. .
.. .

it up and

EXERCISE 40. Verb tense review. (Chapters 1
Directions: Circle the correct completion.

hello.
C. was picking
D. was picking

-

. . . said
. . . had said

4)
.r

Example:
I can't come with you. I need to stay here. I
for a phone call.
A. wait
B. will wait
@ am waiting D. have waited

1. My mother began to drive cars when she was fourteen. Now she is eighty-nine, and
she still drives. She
cars for seventy-five years.
C. drove
D. has been driving
A. was driving. B. drives
2. In every culture, people
A. wear
B. wore
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jewelry since prehistoric times.
C. have worn
D. had worn

It

;~+$&

when I left the house this morning, so I opened my umbrella. ,$g:
A. rained
B. had rained
C. is raining
D. was raining
.,...!+$

4. Australian koala bears are interesting animals. They
practically their entire lives in trees without ever
coming down to the ground.
A. are spending
C. have spent
B. have been spending
D. spend
.-

5. The teacher is late today, so class hasn't begun yet. After
she
here, class will begin.
A. will get
B. is going to get
C. gets

D. is getting

6. It's raining hard. It
an hour ago and
yet.
A. had started
doesn't stop
C. started
hasn't stopped
B. has started . didn't stop
D. was starting
isn't stopping

.. .
..

;
ttso-iv

...

...

7. Alex's bags are almost ready for his trip. He
for Syria later this afternoon.
...a:
We'll say good-bye to him before he
. . :a;
A. left. went
C. is leaving. . goes 'ti &.. . .
..
B. leaves
will go
D. haslef t . . . w i l l g o r i , ? ; , '

..
. ..

;,>A

.

.

ra\w

.'

8. 1heard a slight noise, so I walked to the front door to investigate. I looked down at
the floor and saw a piece of paper. Someone
a note under the door to my
apartment.
A. had pushed B. is pushing
C. has pushed D. pushed
9. I walked slowly through the market. People
all kinds of fruits and vegetables.
I studied the prices carefully before I decided what to buy.
A. have sold
B. sell
C. had sold
D. were selling

10. I really like my car. I
it for six years. It runs beautifully.
B. have had
C. had
D. have been having
A, have
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a

EXERCISE 1. Preview: asking questions. (Chapter 5)

,..

Diwctions: This exercise previews some of the grammar in this ch&.
that fit the given answers. Discuss question forms.

Example: No, I
-t

.anri&

oz.j;i

QUESTION: D O Y O U like C ~ U ?
ANSWER:
No, I don't. I'm &gik

1. Downtown.
2. No,I

3. Seven-thirty.
4. n o hours.
5. Because I overslept.
6. This one, not that one.
7. Yes, she
8. Mine.
9. My cousin.
10. Five blocks.
11. Once a week.
12. Answering your question.

2 .

. I'm allergic to them.
.

to them.

I

.

I

Create questions

.

.;:,
!a
, !:-I

f.
.

i

c.

s

.

YBS/NO
QUESTION

SHORT ANSWER (+ LONG ANSWER

(a) Do you tiks tea?
@) Did

Es,I I .(I
like tea.)
No, I don't. ( I don't like tea.)
Es,she dtd. (Sue called.)
No, she didn't. (Sue didn't call.)

Sue call?

Ya,I have. (I
have met AlJ
No, I haw&. (Ihaven't met Al.1

(c) Have you met Al?

(d) Is h mining?

1

Es,it w. (It's raining.)

No. it h ' t . (It isn't raininn.)

Es,he will. (Rob will be hen.)
No, he won't. (Rob won't be here.)

Will Rob be here?

e

A yedm quadon is a question that
can be answered by yes or M.
In an atfvmative short answer (yes), a
helping verb is NOT contracted with
the subject.
In (c): INCORRECT:Ya,I'm.
In (d): INCORRHCT: Ya,it's.
In (e): INCOKRBCT: Ya,he'll.
The spoken emphasis in a short
answer is on the verb.

I

EXERCISE 2. Short answers to yeslno questions. (Chart 5-1)
Direceions: In these dialogues, the long answer is given in varentheses. Look at the long
answer, and then write &e aipropria;e yedno
aid short answer to complete each
dialogue. Do not use a negative verb in the question.
1.

,~
J

cClu

D o yak kwbv
B: No,
I Aoh't.

A:

bvOtCZ~v?

(I don't know your brother.)

2. A:

B: Yes,

(Aspirin relieves pain.)

3. A:

B: No,

.,: . . ,

(Snakes don't have legs.)

' I

4. A:

-.

B: No,
5.

A:

.,

(Snakes can't mwe backward.)

,#

B: Yes,
6. A:

(The United States is in North America.)
,

-

i

B: Uh-huh,

(I enjoyed the movie.)

B: Huh-uh,

(I won't be at home tonight.)
:., i

7.

,IL//.,,

.

.

A:-

B: Yes,

-,

,iJ.i

.,

.I

>a

8: yes,

(Paul has left.)

10. A:

B: Yes,

(He left with Kate.)

f

EXERCISE 3. Short answers to yeslno questions. (Chart 5-1)
Dmctions: Work in groups of three.
Speaker A. Whisper the cue to Speaker B. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Ask a yeslno question using the information Speaker A gave you. Your book is
closed.
Speaker C: Give a short answer to the question. Your book is closed.
...
>
:
' .. .
j
Enample: ( . . . ) is wearing jeans today.
:
,.
SPEAKER A @oak open): Rosa is wearing jeans today. (whispered)
,
, ,
SPEAKER B (book closed): ISRosa wear*
jeans today?,.. ..
.. . , . - ,
SPEAKER c (book closed): Yes, she is.
,

-

,

,

.*:,;,t

,

'

'

1

.~

. .,

. . .) has curly hair.
. . .) doesn't have a mustache.
. . . ) is sitting down.
' ,
4. Isn't talking to ( . . . )
1. (
2. (
3. (

.,!Or4

,

.

I

"

~

9 ,,> ,

Switch roles.
9. ( . . ) is wearing earrings.
10. This book has an index.
11. ( . . . )'s grammar book isn't open.
12. G i e s don't eat meat.

.

Switch roles.
5. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) were in class yesterday.
6. This exercise is easy.
7. That book belongs to ( . . . )
8. An ostrich can't flv.

r.,

-- -

*In American English, a form ofdo is usually used when haw is the main verb:
Doyou h m a car?
In British English, n form of da with main w b haw is not necessary:
How you a can'
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) 5-2 YESINO QUESTIONS AND INFORMATION QUESTIONS

I

A yeslno question = a question that can be answered by "yes" or "no."
A: Does Ann liwe in Montrenl!
B: Yo,she does. OR No, she doesn't.
An information question = a question that asks for information by using a question word: where, when,
why, who, whom, what, which, whose, how.
A: -Where does ~ n n l i w ?
B: In Montreal.
(QUES~ON

WORD)

I

PIELPING
VERB

I

sLW6cT
Ann
Ann
Sara
Sara
YOU

YOU
they

hey
Hkdi
Hkdi?
Who
Whac

live
liwe?
studying
studying?
gmduate
graduate?
see
see?

came
happsned

The same subject-verb word
(RESTOF
SENTENCE) order is used in both yeslno and
information questions.
in Montreal?
HELPING VERB f SUBJECT +
MAIN VERB

at the library? (a) is a yeslno question.
@) is an information question.
next year?
In (i) and 0): Main verb be in
simple present and simple past
(am, is, are, was, were)
Jack?
precedes the subject. It has the
same position as a helping verb.
at home?
to dinner?
yesterday?

I

When the question word !e.g.,
who or what) is the subject of
the question, usual question
word order is not used. No
form of do is used. Notice (k)
and 0).

*See Chart 5-4, p. 125, for a discussion of who(m).

EXERCISE 4. Yeslno and lnforrnatlon questions. (Chart 5-2)
Dtrections: Review the patterns of yestno and information questions.
Speaker A: Create a yestno question.
Speaker B: Create an information question using where.

<

I

II

Example: I live there.
SPEAKER A: DOYOU live there?
SPEAKER B: Where do you live?

1. She lives there.

6. They are going to live there.

2. The students live there.

7. John will live there.

3. Bob lived there.

8. The students can live there.

4. Mary is living there.

9.

5. 1was living there.

Jim

has lived there.

10. Tom has been living there.
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W H C K b , W H U, W H E N yU , l J W H A I I I M O

QLIRSTION

A

(a) Where did you go?
(b) Why did you stay home?

!R

Pans.
Because I diddt feel well.*
Seven-thirty.
Around five o'clock.
A quarter past ten.
Seven-thirty.
Last night.
n o days ago.
Monday morning.
In 1998.

(c) What Lims did he come?

I

(d) When did he come?

Where asks about place.
Why ash about wason.

A question with what time asks
about rim on a dock.

A question with when can be
answered by any time expression, as in
the sample answers in (d).

'See Chart 8-6, p 239, for the use of bacause. "Because I didn't feel well'' is an adverb clause. It is not a complete sentence.
In this example, it is the short answer m a question.

EXERCISE 5. Information questions. (Charts 5-2 and 5-3)
Diwctims: Create information questions. Use where, why, when, or what t h e .
1. A:

B: Tomorrow. (I'm going to go downtown tomorrow.)
2. A:
r,,

B: At Lincoln Elementary School. (My children go to school at Lincoln Elementary
3. A:
B: At 1:lO. (Class begins at 1:lO.)
4. A:

B: Four years ago. (I
met the Smiths four years ago.)
5. A:

/

I

B: It's waiting for a mouse. (The cat is staring at the hole in the wall because it's
waiting for a mouse.)

0 EXERCISE 6. Yes/no and information questions. (Charts 5-2 and 5-3)
Directions: Work in pairs to create dialogues. Switch roles after item 6.
Speaker A. Ask a question that will produce the given answer.
Speaker B: Give the short answer, and then give a long answer.

Example: After midnight.
SPEAKER A: What time did you go to bed last night?
SPEAKER B: After midnight. I went to bed after midnight last night.
1. The day before yesterday.
2. Yes, I do.
3. Because I wanted to.
4. At 8:30.
5. Yes, he is.
6. At a grocery store.

7. Tomorrow afternoon.
8. Viet Nam.
9. No, I can't.

10. Because the weather is
11. Yeah, sure. Why not?
12. 1 don't know. Maybe.

. . . today.

0 EXERCISE 7. Questions with WHY. (Chart 5-3)
Directions: Work in pairs to create dialogues. Switch roles after item 4.
Speaker A: Say the sentence in the book.
Speaker B: Ask "Why?" or "Why not?" and then ask the full why-question.
Speaker A: Make up an answer to the question.

Example: I can't go with you tomorrow.
I can't go with YOU tomorrow.
Why not? Why can't you go with me tomorrow?
Because I have to study for a test.

SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:
SPEAKER A:

1. I ate two breakfasts this morning.
2. I don't like to ride on airplanes.
3. I'm going to sell my guitar.
4. I didn't go to bed last night.

5. I'm happy today.
6. I had to call the police last night.
7. I can't explain it to you.
8. I'm not speaking to my cousin.

-4 QUESTIONS WITH W H O , W H O ( M ) , AND W H A T
QUESTION

ANSWER

s
(a) Who came?

o
(b) Who(m)did you see?

s
(c) What happened?

o
(d) What did you see?

s

Someone came.

o
I saw someone.
8

s
Something happened.
8
o
I saw something.

In (a): Who is used as the subject (s) of a
question.
In (b): Who(m)is used as the object (0)in a
question.
Whom is used in formal English. In everyday
spoken English, who is usually used instead of
whom:
FORMAL: Whom did you see?
INFOW:
Who did you see?

What can be used as either the subject or the
object in a question.
Notice in (a) and (c):When who or what is
used as the subject of a question, usual question
word order is not used; no form of do is used:
CORRECT: Who came?
INCORRECT: who did come?

EXERCISE 8. Questions wlth WHO, WHO(M), and WHAT. (Chart 5-4)
Directions: Create questions with who, who@), and what. Write "s" if the question
word is the subject. Write "0" if the question word is the object.

1.

ANSWER

QUESTION
S
~ O W S ?

s
Someone knows.

hlho
0
hlhabd dtd YOIA ask?

2.

0

I asked someone.

3.

Someone knocked on the door.

4.

Sara met someone.

5.

Mike learned something.

6.

Something changed Ann's mind.

7.

Ann is talking about someone.*

EXERCISE 9. Questions wlth WHO, WHO(M), and WHAT. (Chart 5-4)
Directions: Create questions. Use who, whom, or what.

hlhat Aid yoln see?
1. A:
B: An accident. (I saw an accident.)
2. A.
B: An accident. (Mary saw an accident.)

v

WHAT
--

3. A:

.I

.

i'l

7

-

B: Mary. (Mary saw an accident.)

*A preposition may come at the beginning of a question in very formal English:
About whom (NOT who) h Am talking?
In oeryday English,a preposition usually does not come at the beginning of a question.
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5 . A:
B: Mary. (Mary saw John.)

6. A:
B: An accident. (An accident happened.)
7. A:
B. A new coat. (Alice bought a new coat.)
8. A:

B: Alice. (Alice bought a new coat.)
9. A:
B: A map of the world. (I'm looking at a map of the world.)
10. A:

B: Jane. (I'm looking at Jane.)
11. A:
B: The secretary.

(Italked to the secretary.)

12. A:

B: His problems. (Tom talked about his problems.)

'.11114. A:

B: The teacher. (The teacher looked at the board.)
15. A:

B: The students. (The teacher looked at the students.)

.,,;
.,. .

16. A:

B: An amphibian. (A frog is an amphibian.)

,mik

t 7

,

.

,,
,

'1-

.

.

B: An animal that can live on land or in water. (An amphibian is an animal that can
live on land or in water.)
,.,:
.
. : ,,,
.,

,

18. A:

B: Mostly insects. (Frogs eat mostly insects.)
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EXERCISE 10. Questions wlth WHO, WHO(M), and WHAT. (Chart 5-4)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A. Complete each question with who, whom, or what.
Speaker B: Answer the question.
Example:

. . . are you currently reading?

SPEAKER A: What are you currently reading?
SPBAKER B: A novel about a cowboy.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

. . . do you like to read?
. . . do you like to spend a lot of time with?

. . . is your idea of the perfect vacation?
. . . do you like to spend your vacations with?

. . .are the most important people in your life?

Switch roles.
6 . . . . was the most memorable event of your childhood?
7. . . . stresses you out?
8. . . . do you need that you don't have?
9.
10.

i-5

is
are

did
will

. . . would you most like to invite to dinner? The person can be living or dead.
. . . has had the most influence on you in your lie?

SPOKEN AND WRITTEN CONTRACTIONS WITH
QUESTION WORDS

WRlTIBN

WOKBN

is

with question words in speaking. These
contractions are usually NOT written.

(a) "When's he coming?"
"Why's she late?"
(b) "Whar're these?"
" r n ' r e they?"
(c) "Who'd you see?"
"What'd you do?"
(d) "Where'U you be?"
"When'U they be here?"
(e)

Ed?"
"What's that?"
"Who's he?"

(f) Uhere's EA?
Uha+'s *at?

Only contractions with is and where, what, or
who are commonly used in writing.'

Uho's he?

'Conuactions an used in inforrnd writing, such ss letters m frimds or e-milo, but an generally not appropriate in more
forms1 writing, such as in magazine srliclea or reference boob.

0 EXERCISE 11. Spoken contractlons wlth questlon words. (Chart 5-5)
Directions: Listen to your teacher say the following questions in contracted speech, and
practice saying them-yourself.
1. Where is my book?
2. What is in that drawer?
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3. Why is Anita absent?
4. Who is that man?

I

Who are those men?
.:'. : .
i;, 2,. $,:
Where are you going? 'i,
What are you doing?
Where did Bob go last night?
What did you say?
,

6.
7.
8.
9.

'

~. .
10. Why did you say that? i,' . . I-;
11. Who did you see at the party?
12. Where will you be?
13. When will you arrive?
14. Who will meet you at the airport?

EXERCISE 12. Information questions. (Charts 5-2 -t 5-5)

-~

.,

.

'
A ,.

-

1

.,

Directions: Create any appropriate question for the given answer.
Example: Larry.
-t Who is the fax from?
Who(m) did you go to the mrwie with?
Etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yesterday.
A new pair of shoes.
Mr. Soto.
Six-thirty.
To the zoo.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Because I was tired:
A sandwich.
I don't know.
Tomorrow.
My brother.

1'

Y,,

;

.

,

- . ,

,
c

:1

':

.

. . -,.':I+.

EXERCISE 13. Asking for the meaning of a word. (Chart 5-4)
Directions: Ask your classmates for the meaning of each italicized word in the sentences
below. Refer to a dictionary as necessary. Work in groups or as a class.
:I. r

.

Example: It's raining. Perhaps we should take a taxi.
STUDENT A: What does "perhaps" mean?
STUDENT B: "Perhaps" means "maybe."
I..

1. Water is essmriol to all forms of l i e on earth.

2. Why do soap bubblesfloat?

..

.

,.: i:i., ,
--

~

3. I think Carol's mad.
. ,. , . ,
4. Some fish bury themselves in sand on the ocean bottom and live their entire lives
there.
5. Mr. Chan gently put his hand beneath the baby's head. \. ! i . 1 ~ : %..'i ,
>I

6. I grabbed my briefcase and started running for the bus.

7. We walked hand in hand through the orchard.*

i ! I T : ., '
8. Mark and Olivia went to Hawaii on their honymoon.
9. I'm not very good at small talk, so I avoid social situations like cocktail parties.
10. Mr. Weatherbee liked to have hedges between his house and his neighbors' houses. He
planted the bushes close together so that people couldn't see through them.

*To ask far the menaing of a noun, rwo question forms pre common. For example, using the noun "pockt":What
dora " p k a " n u m r ? OR Whet i# apoehst?lWhat arepodau?
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1

QUESTION

(a) Whar doe8 Bob do every morning?
@) What did you do yesterday?
(c) What is Anna doing (right now)?
(d) Whar are you going to do tomorrow?
(e) Whar do you want to do tonight?
(f) What would you like to do tomorrow?
(g) Whor will you do tomorrow?
(h) What ahould I do about my headache?

EXERCISE 14. Using WHAT

ANSWER

He goes w dms.
I went downtown.
She's studying.
I'm going w go rn the beach.
I want w go w a mwie.
I would like to visit Jim.
I'll go downrown.
You should lake an aspirin.

+ a form of DO.

DirecFions: Create questions. Use what
1. A:

uha+ aye yo& d o i y

What + a form of do is used
to ask questions about
activities. Examples of forms
of do: am doing, will do, aw
going to do, did, etc.

(Chart 5-6)

+ a form of do.

right now?

B: I'm studying.
last night?

2. A:

B: I studied.
tomorrow?

3. A:

B: I'm going to visit my relatives.
tomorrow?

4. A:

B: I want to go to the beach.
5. A:

this evening?

B: I would like to go to a movie.
tomorrow?

6. A:

B: I'm planning to stay home and relax most of the day.
7. A.

in class every day?

B: I study English.
(for a living)?*

8. A:

B: I'm a teacher.

..

*What doyov do? has a s p e d meaning. It means: Whar is your ocrup.rin,yourjob? Another way of asking the asme
question: Whm do you &for rr
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:

.

I,

'

5

:

- ;. .

.

::?I

B: He (the police officer) gave me a ticket.
10. A:

.

:,.p
. ,; -."..,3J

-

whg& s t o p p e d ~ o , ~ ~sueeding?
o,r
,"

-

,,

'

,.

..

,

in the winter?

B: It (a bear) hibernates.

11. A: I have the hiccups.

?

.

B: You should drink a glass of water.

.

.

12. A:

">

,.
.,,

?

B: He (Mr.
Rice) is a businessman. He works for General Electric.
,

;. -;,A:

-

..

.L

?
8

;B:She (Mrs. Rice) designs websites. She works for an Internet company.
.. I

EXERCISE 15. Using WHAT

,

+ a form of DO and verb tense teview. (Chart 5-6)

BreccFMns: Work in pairs. Ask a classmate a question. Use what
c

I

.

..

+ do.

s:2iq!:;oJ '.:..:~',.

'.

::

I:<:

I

Example: tomorrow
. . . 1 1 1.
SPEAKER A: What are y ~ g&g
b to do tomorrow? / What do you want to do tokorrow? I
What would vou like to do tomorrow? / Etc.
SPEAKER B: (Answer the question.)
;< ! ,- i ,,Jxj
.c.
,.
Switch roles.
.
,
q
, -- :.
.j
?
A! .
,
i
7. this morning
1. last night
,

t

2. right now
4. this afternoon

.,'

9. on weekends

3. next Saturday

,

,i

.,I

..

10. after class yesterday,,,

.

5. tonight

6. every morning :,

,.I

.,

,,

:,.,

11. after class today

2

..

.',)'

..

(.

f

1

i

, .

12. since you amved in this city
.~ . ~ - .
~
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QUBSTION

What kind of asks for
information about a specitic
type (a specific kind) in a
general category.
In (a):
general category = shoes
specific kinds = boots
sandals
tennis shoes
etc.

ANSWER

(a) What kind q f s h did you buy?
,

@) What kind offnu't do you like best?

I

Boots.
Sandals.
Tennis shoes.
Loafers.
Running shoes.
High heels.
Etc.

Apples.
Bananas.
Oranges.
Grapefruit.
Grapes.
Strawberries.
u Etc.

I

In (b):
general category = h i t
specific kinds = apples
bananas
oranges
etc.

EXERCISE 16. Using WHAT KIND OF, (Chart 5-7)
Direnions: Complete each question. Give other possible answers to the question.

1. A: What kind of

shoes

are you wearing?

looifrrs/vwwiw shodetc

B: Boots. (Other possible answers:

1,

2. A: What kind of

w~oit

B: Beef. (Otherpossible answers:

3. A: What kind of

...

:.

1
:..

do you eat most often?

1

chtckedloiwb/~ork/&-C.
do you like best?

: I , ,

" f ~ , . ,

1

B: Rock 'n roll. (Otherpossible answers:

4. A: What kind of

would you like to have?

B: A Mercedes-Benz. (Other possible answers:

5. A: What kind of

-

:

$ : ~ ~ , : . ' r ,.

do you like to read?

B: Science fiction. (Other possible answers:
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.

)

6. A: What kind of

do you have?

. (Otherpossibb answers:

B:
7. A: What kind of

B:
8. A: What kind of

B:

1

do you like best?

. (Otherpossible answers:
is ( . . . ) wearing?
. (Otherpossibb answers:

)

I

EXERCISE 17. Uslng WHAT KIND OF. (Chart 5-7)
Directim: Find classmates who own the following things. Ask them questions using what

kind of.
Example: a camera
SPEAKER A: D O YOU have a camera?
SPEAKER B: Yes.*
SPEAKER A: What kind of camera do you have?
SPEAKER B: I have a 35-millimeter Kodak camera.

1. a camera
2. a T V

6. a computer
7. a watch
8. a dog
9. a cell phone
10. (use your own words)

3. a bicycle
4. a car
5. a refrigerator

15-8
'

(a)

USING WHICH

May I borrow a pen from you?
Sure. I have two pens. This pen has black ink.
That pen has red ink.
Whichpen do you want? OR
Whichom do you want? OR
Which
do you want?
@) WE: I l i e these earrings, and I like those, too.
BOB: Which (earringaIoms) are you going to buy?
SUE: I f h i k I'll get these.

In (a): Ann uses which (not what) because
she wantsTom to choose.
Which is used when the speaker wants
someone to make a choice, when the speaker
is offering alternatives: this one or that one;
these or those.

(c) JIM: Here's a photo of my daughter's class.
KIM: Very nice. Which one is your daughter?

Which can be used to ask about people as
well as things.

(d)

In (d):The question doesn't involve
choosing from a particular group of items, so
Bob uses what, not which.

TOM:
ANN:

SUE:

BOB:
SUE:

My aunt gave me some money for my birthday.
I'm going to take it with me to the mall.
What are you going to buy with it?
I haven't decided yet.

*It the m m is "no:'

aak mother question fmm rhe lisr.

Which can be used with either singular or
plural nouns.

0 EXERCISE 18. WHICH vs. WHAT. (Chart 5-8)
Directions: Complete the questions with which or what.

\rJh~ch

1. A: This hat comes in brown and in gray.
your husband would prefer?
B: Gray, I thii.

color do you think

A color is it?

2. A: I've never been to Mrs. Hall's house.
B: Gray.

3. A: I have two dictionaries.
one do you want?
8
B: The Arabic-English dictionary, not the English-English one.
, .f

4. A: May I help you? ' ~ '
B: Please.
A:
are you looking for?
B: An Arabic-English dictionary.
A: Right over there in the reference section.
.
. ..
B: Thanks.
. i
5. A:
did you get on your last test?
B: I don't want to tell you. It was an awful grade.

<.. . .

.

,

,

,

,,I./.,,

, .
,.:,
. : .:, ,,r. . : .

2,
I

'

,

>

..

. ,

1

!,

.. . :."
. :i

, I ,-I
,I,

6. A: If I need only half an onion,

I

1 . '

I?

. , -.<I,.
,

..

half should I use and

half should I save?

B: Save the root half. It lasts longer.

EXERCISE 19.

,:!

CH vs. WHAT. (Chart 5-8)
h e ' ' ,h or what.

ich do .I

.

B: That one. (I want that book.)
,

:,.$I+

\rJhak did yok bky whe~yoh we^+ shop
2: A:
B: A book. (I bought a book when I went shopping.)

7'

..

,

B: Sure. I have two.

.~
~-A:

, ,I,

,
.,

>

.%<

*..:3..

?,I<,
,t

'!

Ytl

.r>,,w

3. A: Could I borrow your pen for a minute?

I

pi^??

.

. ,. . ..
. ,,,,

I

,

,.,..,iI'

,

,St

.-hf>el

A

'

,

,

,&,,<,ti

That one. (I would like that one.)

4. A:

B: A pen. (Chris borrowed a pen from me.)

.. .
.

5. A:

, I :.!

, .! . . .~ ,.

l

>I
YV>\,!d

i

, I

I

m l

B: Two pieces of hard candy. (I have two pieces of hard candy in my hand.) Would
you like one?

-

- -- -

-

A: Yes. Thanks.
B:

A: The yellow one. (I'd like the yellow one.)
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I

6. A: Do you like this tie?
B: Yes.
A: Do you like that tie?
B: It's okay.

A:
B: This one. (I'm going to buy this one.)

7. A: Tony and I went shopping. I got some new shoes.

B:
A: A tie. (Tony got a tie.)
8. A: Did you enjoy your trip to Europe?
B: Yes, I did. Very much.

A:
B: Poland, Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Italy. (I visited Poland, Germany,
Czechoslovakia, and Italy.)*
A:

B: Poland. (I enjoyed visiting Poland the most.)

Whose asks about possession.*
Notice in (a):The speaker of the
question may omit the noun
meaning is clear to

QUESTION

COMPARE

(d) Who's that?
(e) Whose is that?

Mary Smith.
Mary's.

Who's and h
e have the same
pronunciation.
Who's = a contraction of who is.
Whose = asks about possession.

'See Charts 6-1 1, p. 173, and 6-12, p. 176, for ways of expressing possession.
'The diffemce between what cmnwy and which coumy in often very amall.
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EXERCISE 20. Using WHOSE. (Chart 5-9)
Directions: Create questions with whose or who. The things near Susan belong to her.
The things near Eric belong to hi. Point to the things and people in the pictures when
you ask some of the questions.

1. A:
b h s e baskehall is
B: Susan's. (It's Susan's basketball.)
2. A:

this?
:

.

Uho is

this?

B: Susan. (This is Susan.)
3. A:
B: Eric's. (It's Eric's notebook.)

il

,

,,

I, /

.,

that?
.,,.-.: ,,& , z ~
..I$'
, . .,

8E~
J

4. A:

B: Eric's. (They're Eric's tapes.)

;.,,,,:,<.
#W~.,P<

5. A:
B: Eric. (That is Eric.)

that?

6. A:
B: Susan's. (They're Susan's clothes.)

those?

7. A:
B: Susan's. (It's Susan's coat.)

that?

8. A:
B: Susan. (Susan is in a gym.)

in a gym?

.

,

..,.; iT.

..

>.

, .,,;a'. ..,.i,E!

.,

. 9. A:

sitting down?

B: Eric. (Eric is sitting down.)

! ,.>

10. A:

longer?

B: Eric's. (Eric's hair is longer than Susan's.)
EXERCISE 21. Using WHOSE. (Chart 5-9)
Directions: Ask and answer questions about possession. Follow the pattern in the
examples. Talk about t h i s in the classroom.

Example: pen
SPEAKER A: Is this your pen? / Is this (pen) yours?
SPEAKER B: No, it isn't.
SPEAKER A: Whose is it?
SPEAKER B: It's Ali's.
Example: pens
SPEAKER A: Are theseYoko's (pens)? / Are these @ens)Yoko's?
SPEAKER B: NO, they aren't.
SPEAKER A: Whose are they?
SPEAKER B: They're mine.
1.
2.
3.
4.

dictionary
books
notebook
papers

5. bookbag
6. briefcase

9. purse
10, calculator
11. things
12. stuff*

7. glasses
8. backpack

U S E 22. Review: information questions. (Charts 5-2 + 5-9)

,

,m
,a

,:

.>:

,._:

Dr'reerionc Work in pairs. Create questions for the given answers. Use any appropriate
question word.
.--..
. .
~

"" Example: I'm reading.
SPEAKER A: What are you doing?
SPBAKBRB: I'm reading.

i

,

1. They're mine.
2. I'm going to smdy.
3. AToyota.
4 . M r . ( ...).
5. It's (
1's.
6. It means "small."

. ..

~-

~

,, .. .

:I

'%>

' )

Switch roles.
7. Jazz.
8. Because I didn't feel good.
9. This one, not that one.
10. ( . . . 1's.
11. A couple of days ago. . '
12. India.
. .. .,

,...

;

,

.,I

.

,,,

'I -'

,

, ,

,,

,

,; .,.
,
.

+.,%,.

/.,, 11

.

:

.

.LL

,

,

.

,: .

,

.,

,

,

*Smfis used in informal spoken English to mean miscellaneous rhings. For example, when a speaker says, "This is my
stuff," the speaker may be referring to pens, pencils, books, papers, notebook, clorhes, etc. mote: 8 W i s a noncount
noun; ir never has a final -6.)
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0 EXERCISE 23. Asking questions. (Charts 5-1 -. 5-9)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Choose any one of the possible answers below and ask a question that would
produce that answer.
Speaker B: Decide which answer Speaker A has in mind and answer histher question. Pay
special attention to the form of Speaker A's question. Correct any errors.
Alternate asking questions. (First Speaker A asks a question and Speaker B answers. Next
Speaker B asks a question and Speaker A answers.)

Example:
What is Maria's favorite color?
SPEAKER B: (Speaker B reviews the list of possible answers below and chooses the
appropriate one.) Pink.
SPEAKER A:

Fbssible answers:
Sure! Thanks!
Call the insurance company.
Next week.
A rat.
Mr. ( . . . I .
Answering your questions.
Cheese.
Mine.
Eight-thirty.
Her husband.

Probably.
The teacher's.
Not that one. The other one.
A Panasonic or a Sony.
Pink.
No, a &end of mine gave them to me a few
days ago.
Historical fiction.
Study, and then watch a movie.
On the Internet.

5-10 USING HOW

(a) How did you get here?

I drove./By car.
I took a taxi./Bv taxi.
I took a bus.& bus.
I flew./Bv olane.
I took a *&n./By train.
I walked./On foot.

How has many uses. One use
of how is to ask about means
(ways) of transportation.

I
(b) How
(c) How
(d) How
(e) How
(f) How
(g) How
(h)How
(i) How

old are you?
tall is he?
hip is your apamnent?
sleepy are you?
hungry are you?
soon will you be ready?
well does he speak English?
pick& can you get here?

'henty-one.
About six feet.
It has three rooms.
Very sleepy.
I'm starving.
In five minutes.
Very well.
I can get there in 30 minutes.

How is often used with
adjectives (e.g., old, b& and
adverbs (e.g., well, quickly).

EXERCISE 24.Using HOW. (Chart 5-10)
Directions: Create questions with how.
1. A:

HOWo l d is y e w d a w h + e v ?

B: Ten. (My daughter is ten years old.)
2. A:
B: Very important. (Education is very important.)
3. A:

B: By bus. (I get to school by bus.)
4. A:
B: Very, very deep. (The ocean is very, very deep.)
5 . A:

B: By plane. (I'mgoing to get to Denver by plane.)

6. A:
B: Not very. (The test wasn't very difficult.)
7. A:

B: It's 29,028 feet high. (Mt. Everest is 29,028 feet high.)*
8. A:
B: I walked. (I walked to school today.)

-11 USING HOW OFTEN
QUESTION

(a) How ofron do you go shopping?

@) How many times a day do you eat?

How many times a week do you go
shopping?
How many times a month do you go
to the post office?
How many times a year do you take a
vacation?

I

Every day.
Once a week.
About twice a week.
Every other day or so.*
Three times a month.

Three or four.
Two.

Other ways of asking how
oJrsn:
a day

Once.

how many times

onceor

'Ewv orhw dny means "Monday yes,Tuesdsy no, Wednesday yes,Thursday no:'

*29,028 feet = 8,848 meters.

How o&n asks about
frequency.

ANSWER

etc.

Or so means "approximately.'

EXERCISE 25. Uslng HOW OFTEN. (Chart 5-1 1)
Direchns: Work in pairs.
Speaker A. Ask a question with how often or how many times a
daylweeklmonthlyear.
Speaker B: Answer the question. (Possible answers are suggested in the list of frequency
expressions.)
Example: eat lunch at the cafeteria
SPBAKER A: HOWoften do you eat lunch at the cafeteria?
SPBAKER B: About twice a week.
PREQUENCY EXPRESSIONS

a lot
occasionally*
once in a while
not v e y ofen
hardly ever
almost nwer
never

1. play cards
2. get on the Internet

3.
4.
5.
6.

)

go out to eat
cook your own dinner
read a newspaper
get your hair cut

every ocher

daylweeklmonthlyear
three times a
ten times a

Switch roles.
7. buy a toothbrush
8. go to a laundromat
9. go swimming
10. be late for class
11. attend a wedding
12. see a falling star

It is 289 m i l e s h m St. Louis to Chicago.*

1

@) It is 289 miles

1-fnnn

st. Louis to chicapo.

Chicago to St. Lo&
to Chicago hwn St. Louis.
I to St. &isfrom Chicago.

The most common way of expressing distance:
It is + distnnce +fromlto + tolfrom
In @): AU four expressions withfrom and to
have the same meaning.

(c) A: Howfar is it from St. Louis to Chicago?
B: 289 miles.
(d) A: Howfar do you live from school?
B: Four blocks.

distance.

(e) How many miles is it from St. Louis to Chicago?
(f) How many kilometers is it to Montreal from here?
(g) How many blocku is it to the post office?

Other ways to ask howfar:
hour many miles
how many kilometers
how many block

*I mile = 1.60 Homerns.
1 kilometer = 00.614 mile.

'Notice: Occasionally is spelled with nu, "c"s but only one "s."
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Howfar is used to ask questions about

EXERCISE 26. Uslng HOW FAR. (Chart 5-12)
Directions Create questions.
1. A:

How G a v is i t to f Kteam h o w New

orleaw?

B: 919 miles. (It's 919 miles to Chicago from New Orleans.)
2. A:

B: 257 kilometers. (It's 257 kilometers from Montreal to Quebec.)
3. A:

B: Six blocks. (It's six blocks to the post office.)

4. A: I had a terrible day yesterday.

B: Whathappened?
A: I ran out of gas while I was driving to work.
B:

before you ran out of gas?

A: To the junction of 1-90 and 480. (I got to the junction of 1-90 and 480.) Luckily,
there was a gas station about half a mile down the road.

EXERCISE 27. Uslng HOW FAR. (Chart 5-1 2)
Directions: Bring road maps of your geographical area to class. In small groups, look at a
map of your area and ask each other questions with how far.

1 5-13
IT

-

-

LENGTH OFTIME: IT

+ TAKB + (SOMEONE)
+ LENGTH +
OF TIME

(a) It takes
(b) It took

Al

-

--

+ TAKE ANDrn
HOW LONG

20 minutes to cook rice.
two hours to driwe to work.

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

How
How
How
How

(g)

How many days will you be in Hong Kong?

long does it take to cook rice? -20 minutes.
long did it take Al to drive to work today? -7ko hours.
long did you study last night? -Four hours.
long will you be in Hong Kong? -Ten days.

It +
is often used wit' ' e
words and an infinitive to express
length o f t h e , as in (a) and (b).
An infinitive = to + the simpleform of
a wet+.*
In (a): to cook is an infinitive.

How long asks about length of
time.

Other ways of asking how long:
minures
hours
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EXERCISE 28. Length of time. (Chart 5-13)
Direcrdons: Create sentences using it

+ take to express length of time.

1. I drove to Madrid. (Length of time: three days)
+ It took me three dayr w driw to Madrid.
2. I walk to class. (Length of time: twenty minutes)
3 . Gino finished the test. (Length of time: an hour and a halfl
4. We will drive to the airport. (Length of time:fony-five minutes)
5 . Alan hitchhiked to Alaska. (Length ojtime: two weeks)
6 . I wash my clothes at the laundromat. (Length of time: two hours)

EXERCISE 29. Length of tlme. (Chart 5-13)
Directions: Use it

+ take.

...

1. How long does it take you to
a. eat breakfast? + It takes me ten minutes w eat breakfast.
b. get to class?
c. write a short paragraph in English?
d. read a 400-page novel?
2. Generally speaking, how long does it take to . .
a. fly &om (name of a city) to (name of a cicy)?
b. get from here to your hometown?
c. get used to living in a foreign country?
d. commute from (name o j a local place) to (name of a localphce) during rush hour?

.

EXERCISE 30. Length of tlme. (Chart 5-13)
Directions: Create questions using how long.

H ~ Wloyi Aid it take y m to Aviw to NPW Yovb?
B: Five days. (It took me five days to drive to NewYork.)

1. A:

A week. (Mr. McNally will be in the hospital for a week.)
3. A:

B: A long time. (It takes a long time to learn a second language.)
4. A:

B: Six months. (I've been living here for six months.)
5. A:

B: Six years. (I lived in Istanbul for six years.)

.

. .
I ;.

..,. ,

.,,.

. :

:

.

-.
,.,.,

6. A.
B: A couple of years. (I've known Nho Pham for a couple of years.)
7. A:
B: Since 1999. (He's been living in Canada since 1999.)

8. A:
For 21 to 30 days, according to psychologists. (A person has to do something
3
consistently for 21 to 30 days before it becomes a habit.)
% '

EXERCISE 31. Length of time. (Chart 5-13)
Directions: Work in groups of three. Only Speaker A's book is open.
Speaker A: Complete the sentence with your own words.
Speaker B: Ask a question about Speaker A's sentence, using how long.
Speaker C: Answer the question. Give both a short answer and a long answer.

Example: It takes me . . . to

....

SPEAKER A: It takes me twenty minutes to walk to class from my aparunent.

SPEAKER B: HOWlong does it take ( h a ) to walk to class from her apartment?
SPEAKER C:

Twenty minutes. It takes her twenty minutes to walk to class from her apament.

.. .

1. It took me
to get to school today.
2. It usually . . .me
to get dressed in the morning.
3. I t . to fly from . . to
4. It . 45 minutes to an hour to . .

..
..

.. .
. ....

..

Switch roles.
5. It . . to change the sheets on a bed.
6. It usually takes me . to eat
7. It took me . this morning.
8. It takes only a few minutes to

.

..

..

. . ..

....

Switch roles.
9. It
to walk from . . . to .
10. It takes
drive
11. It used to take
to
12. In class, it takes us approximately.

.. .

. ..

. ..
....
. . . .. . .

. .to . . . .

I ANSWER

QUESTION

(a) How do you spa11"coming"?
COM-I-N-G.
@) How do you say "yes" in Japanese? Hai.
(c) How do you saylpronounce this
word?

To answer (a): Spell the word.
To answer @): Say the word.
To answer (c): Pronounce the
word.

(d) How are you petting alonp?
(e) How are you doing?
(f) How's it going?

In (d), (e), and (f): How is your
lie? Is your life okay? Do you
have any problems?
Note: (f) is also used in greetings:
Hi, Bob. How'sit going?

(g) How do you feel?

How are you feeling?

@) How do you do?

(&eat.
Fine.
[okay.
So-so.

Temfic!
Wonderful!
Great!
Fine.
Okay.
So-so.
A bit under the weather.
Not so good.
Temble!/Lousy./Awfd!
How do you do?

The questions in (g) ask about
health or about general emotional
state.

How do you do? is used by both
speakers when they are introduced
to each other in a somewhat
formal situation.*

*A: Dr. &k.son, Zti like to innoduceqau w afn'md ofm*1+ Rick Bmwn. Rick, JIir ir my biology pmfasm, Dr. 8 W n .
B: How do you do, M*. Bmum?
C: How do you do, Dr. Enikon? I'm plead to mar: you.
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EXERCISE 32. More questions with HOW. (Chart 5-14)
Direcdas: Close your books. Divide into two teams. Ask a student on the other team how to
spell the word your teacher says. (Alternatively, work in pairs, switching roles after item 9.)
Example: country
SPEAKER A: HOWdo you spell "country"?
SPEAKER B: C-0-N-T-R-Y
SPEAKER A: NO, that isn't right. The correct spelling is C-0-U-N-T-R-Y.
Yes, that's right.
1. together

7. diierent

13. beginning

2. purple

8. foreign

14. intelligent

3. daughter

9. studying

15. writing

4. planned

10. bought

16. occasionally

5. rained

11. people

17. family

6. neighbor

12. beautiful

18. Mississippi

OR

EXERCISE 33. More questions with HOW. (Chart 5-14)
. Directions: Ask your classmates how to say these words in their native languages.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes.
No.

Thank you.
I love you.
:

'

( 8 ;

'

,

:,:

!.

': ,
.. i
EXERCISE 34. More q"est1ons with HOW. (Chart 5-14)
Direcrions: Ask your classmates how to pronounce these words. Work in groups or as a
class.

:, ,

, ,.

A,

,

<

,. Example:
SPEAKER A: HOWdo you pronounce the number 9?
SPEAKER B: (Speakm B pronounces the w d . )
SPEAKER A: Good. OR No, I don't thiik that's right.

'

VSTB.

,..
it.

.

I)"

(1)
zoos

(2)
Sue's

~.
.I:._

' ,
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(3)
shoes

(4)
(5)
chews choose

(6)
chose

(7)

those

(8)
toes

(9)
doze

(10)
dose

EXERCISE 35. Review of HOW. (Charts 5-10
Diremom Complete the questions.

+

5-14)

How & k c \
do you get a haircut?
1. A:
B: About every six weeks, I thinklguess.
2. A:

does it take to get a haircut at Bertha's Beauty

Boutique?
B: Half an hour.
3. A:
is it from the earth to the moon?
B: Approximately 239,000 miles or 385,000 kilometers.
4. A:

times a day do you brush your teeth?

B: At least three.
5. A:
does a snake shed its skin?
B: From once a year to more than six times a year, depending on the kind of snake.

6. A:
is it from your desk to the door?
B: I'd say about four regular steps or two giant steps.
7. A:

times does the numeral 9 appear in the numerals from

1 to loo?
B: 20 times.
8. A:
does a bird's heart beat?
B: It depends on size. A big bird's heart beats more than
300 times a minute. A small bird like a hummingbird
has a normal heart beat of more than 600 beats a minute.
9. A:
volcanoes erupt every year?
B: About 50. But that's just on Earth.
's it going?
10. A:
B: Okay, I guess. What about you? What's new with you?
A: Nothim' much.
11. A: Could you carry this box of books for me?

B: I'd like to, but I have a bad back.
A: Pretty heavy. That's okay. I'll ask Jack to carry it.

is it?

12. A: You blow on your hands to warm them. You blow on your soup to cool it.
Imagine that! Hot and cold from the same mouth.
you explain that?
B: I don't know.
do you explain it?

do
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EXERCISE 36. Review of HOW. (Charts 5-10 + 5-14)
Directions: Create questions for the given answers. Use how in each question.

Example: It's very important.
-* How important is good health?
1. Very expensive.
2. 1took a taxi.

Four hours.
He's nineteen.
In five minutes.
With a knife.
Every day.
Three blocks.
Fie.
10. With two "t"s.
11. It gets below zero.
12. Excellent.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

EXERCISE 37. Review of questions. (Charts 5-1 + 5-14)
Directionc Complete the dialogue with questions. Use any appropriate question words.
Work in pairs or as a class.
A:

ma+a v e yak q o i w t o do

this weekend?

1

B: I'm going to go to
....a baseball game.
. .

7

A: There are two games this weekend.
2

B: The one on Sunday.
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A:

yesterday?
3

B: No, I didn't. I didn't know there was a game yesterday.

?
4

A: Yes, I did, and I really enjoyed it.

B:

to the game alone?
5

A: No.
B:

with you?
6

A: Linda Rivera.

to Sunday's game with?
7

B: A guy I work with named Bob Woo. He's a real fan.
A:

to the stadium from your apartment?
8

B: No, I can't. It's too far.

A:
9

B: Six miles.
A:

get there?
10

* ',>

B: By bus.

A:

get there?

,

11

,

B: Just twenty minutes.
8

A:

start Sunday?

,

.I*L.

A'

$

12

B: One o'clock.

A: I wish I could join you.

to a baseball game?
13

B: About once a month. How about you?

,,*

A: I go to a baseball game as often as I can.
B:

to baseball games?
14

A: Because it's a wonderful game, and it's so much ~%II to be there and watch it in person.

B:

when you go to a game?
15

A: I yell, enjoy the sunshine, eat peanuts, and drink soda.

,,
I

'I

B: That's exactly what I do, too!
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EXERCISE 38. Review of questions. (Charts 5-1 -. 5-14)
Directions: Create questions for the given answers.
Example: I'm reading.
What are you doing?
SPEAKER B: I'm reading.

SPEAKER A:

1. It means "big."
2. Three days ago.
3. Once a week.
4. Okay.
5. By bus.
6. Mine.
7. Nonfiction.
8. B-E-A-U-T-I-F-U-L.
9. The park.
10. Because I . . . .
1 1. 100 (miles/kilorneters).
12. I'm going to study.
13. A bit under the weather.
14. How do you do?
15. l b o hours.
16. Six o'clock.

17. Mary.
18. Blue.
19. Cold and wet.
20. The one on the red chair.
21. Chris's.
22. With two "r"s.
23. Andy and Ed.
24. Five blocks.
25. 1989.
26. Biochemisay.
27. Making questions.
28. Saudi Arabia.
In the Middle East.
Oil.
Riyadh.

0 EXERCISE 39. R d e w of questions. (Charts 5-1 + 5-14)
Directias: Work in pairs. Create dialogues from the given words.
Example: . . . usually get up?
SPEAKER A: What time do you usually get up?
SPEAKBR B: 630.
'I

L

,

. . .h i t . . .like best?
2. . . . is south o f . . . ?
3. . . . times a week do you . . . ?
4. . . . do tomorrow?
5. . . . is it from . . . to . . . ?
6. . . . in this city?
1.

Switch rules.
7.
is sitting . . ?
8.
should I
?
9.
do for a living?
10. . spell "happened"?
11.
take to get to
from the airport?
12.
getting along in your English classes?

. ..
. ..
. ..
..
. ..
...
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EXERCISE 40. Review of questlons. (Charts 5-1 -+ 5-14)
Direchns: I n small groups (or by yourself), make up questions about some or all of the
following topics. What would you like to know about these topics? Share your questions
with your classmates. Maybe some of them can answer some of your questions.

Example: tigers
Questions: How long do tigers usually live? Where do they Live? What do they eat? D o
they kill and eat people? How big is a tiger? Is it bigger than a lion? Can a tiger
climb a tree? D o tigers live alone or in groups? How many tigers are there in
the world today? How many tigers were there one hundred years ago?
Tqpics:
1. world geography
2. the universe
3. the weather

1 5-1.5

4. dinosaurs
5. birds
6. (a topic of your own choosing)

U S I N G HOWABOUT AND WHATABOUT

(a) A: We need one more player.
B: H o w about (what about) Jack? Let's ask
him if he wants to play.
@) A: What time should we meet?
B: How about (what about) three o'clock?

H o w about and what about have the same
meaning and usage. They are used to make
suggestions or offers.
How about and what about are followed by a noun
(or pronoun) or the -ing form of a verb.

(c) A: What should we do this afternoon?
B: How about goang to the zoo?
(d) A: What about asking Sally over for dinner

Note: How about and what about are frequently
used in informal spoken English, but are usually not
used in writing.

(e) A:
B:
(f) A:
B:
A:

How about you? and What about you? are used
to ask a question that refers to the information or
question that immediately p d e d it. In (e): How
a b o u t y d = Are you tired? In (f): Whnt aboutyau) =

next Sunday?
B: Okay. Good idea.

I'm tired. H o w about you?
Yes, I'm tired too.
Are you hungry?
No. What about you?
I'm a little hungry.

Are you hungry?

EXERCISE 41. HOW ABOUT and WHAT ABOUT. (Chart 5-15)
Ditections: Complete the dialogues with your own words.
1. A:

UhaC tiw do YOIA w m t +0

B: How about

lyppt

Fov Ahwv

the ov 6 w - t h i e

A: That's too late for me. How about
B: Okay.

?
?

emh+
"

?

2. A:

B: No,Tuesday's not good for me.
A: Then what about
B: Okay. That's fine.

?

3. A: There's room in the car for one more person. Do you think
.8

would like to go to

_Ir

B:

with us?

can't go with us because
?

A: Then how about
"" B:

'

4. A: Do you like fish?

B: Yes, very much. How about

?

A: Yes, I like fish a lot. In fact, I think I'll order fish for dinner tonight. That sounds
?

good. What about

ZClSE 42. HOW ABOUT and WHAT ABOUT. (Chart 5-15)

,

-

9

*W

,

.

,A$

Bwceions: Complete the dialogues by using How aboutyou? or What about you? and
an appropriate response.
SPEAKER A:

What are you going to do over vacation?
I'm staying here. What about (How about) you? , . . .
SPEAKER A: I'm going to Exas to miit my sister.
SPEAKER B:

,

.<7

1. A: Did you like the movie? '
B: It was okay, I guess
A:

'

....

1,,,.,,

w

.

I

2. A: Are you going to the company picnic?
: B: I haven't decided yet . . .

.;>s)A:

....

..

,:. .. ',,.d~,

3. A: Do you like living in this city?
B: Sort of. . . . .

A:

....

4. A: What are you going to have?
B: Well, I'm not really hungry. I think I might have just a salad
A:

....

5. A: Where are you planning to go to school next year?
B: A small college in California . . .
A:

....

6. A: Are you married?

B:
A:
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EXERCISE 43. HOW ABOUT and WHAT ABOUT. (Chart 5-15)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Read the cue. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Respond by asking a question with how about or what about. Your book is
closed.
Speaker A: Respond to Speaker B's suggestion.

"*,
.
.%am&:
.* p,
.+

.

.

,;

w.i.;

'a

SPEAKBR A:
SPBAK~RB:
SPEAKBRA:

?'

>

I'm looking for a good book to read. Do you have any suggestions?
HOWabout (What about) Tom Sawyer by Mark main? That's a good book.
I've already read it. / Okay. Do you have a copy I could borrow? / Etc.

"

..

. ..

1. I'm glad we're having dinner together this evening, (
). What time should we get
together?
2. I can't figure out what to give my sister for her birthday.
3. I'm hungry, but I'm not sure what I want to eat.
4. We have a whole week of vacation. Where should we go?

Switch mles.
5. 1 need to talk to you on the phone this evening. What time should I call you?
6. Where should we go for dinner tonight?
7. I've already asked ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) to my party. Who else should I ask?
8. Some •’riends are coming to visit me this weekend. They said they wanted to see some
of the interesting places in the city. I'm wondering where I should take them.

:?...::I-

.

=

,

.

,. ,

,$.

EXERCISE 44. HOW ABOUT and WHAT ABOUT. (Chart 5-15)
*
(1

I

I

,

1.

Directions Work in pairs.
Speaker A: The given questions are conversation openers. Glance at a question quickly,
then look up-directly into the eyes of Speaker B-and initiate the
conversation. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer Speaker A's question. Then ask "How about you?" or "What about
you?" to continue the conversation. Your book is closed.
Speaker A: Answer the question. Then continue the conversation by asking related
questions.
Example: What kind of books do you like to read?
What kind of books do you like to read?
SPEAKER B: Mostly nonfiction. I like books about nanue or history. How about you?
SPEAKER A: I like fiction. I read a lot of novels. Mysteries are my favorite. What about
you? Do you ever read mysteries?
SPEAKER B: No, not really. But I like to read poetry. How about you? Do you ever read
poetry?
SPEAKER A: E ~ c .
SPEAKER A:

1. How long have you been living in (this city or counrry)?
2. What are you going to do after class today?
3. What kind of movies do you like to watch?
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Switch roles.
4. D o you come from a large family?
5. What kind of sports d o you enjoy?
6. D o you speak a lot of English outside of class?

15-16

TAG QUESTIONS

(a) You know Bob Wilson,
@) Maris is frum Paris,
(c) Jerry can plqy the piano,

don't you?
h ' t she?
can't he?
(+)

NBGATlVB (-)

(d) Irbu don't know Jack Smith, do you?
(e) Marie isn't from Athens,
is she?
(f) Jerry can't s@eak Arabic,
can he?

I

the end of a sentence. An auxiliary verb is used
in a tag question.
When the main verb is a m a t i v e , the tag
question is negative.
When the main verb is negative, the tag question
is m a u v e .

In using a tag question, a speaker gives his idea while asking a question at the same time. In (g) and (h)
below: I (the sneaker) use a tan auestion because I exvect
. vou
- Ithe
. listener) to ten me that mv information
or my idea is correct:
As with other kinds of auestions, a speaker usualh uses a rising intonation at the end of a ;an auestiom*

--

THE SPEAKER'S IDEA
(g)
(h)

EXPECTED ANSWER

TAE SPEAKER'S QUESTION

I think that you know Bob Wilson.
You know Bob Wilson, don't you?
Yea,I do.
I think that you don't know Jack Smith. You don't h o w Jack Smith, do you? No, I don't.

COMPhRE

(i) A: Do you know Tom Lee? (a yeslno question)
B: Yes, I do. OR No, I don't.
(j) A: You know Tom Lee, don't you? (a rag quesrion)
B: Yes, I do.

In (i):The speaker has no idea. The speaker is
simply looking for information.

In (j):The speaker believes that the listener
knows Tom Lee. The speaker wann to make sure
that his idea is correct.

'Sometimes a FPlling intonation is ursd with rag questions. For example:
A: It's a beautiful day today, im'r it? (w*r*
rather than riring)
B: Yes, indeed. The wearher's ~erfen.
A speaker uses falling inmution for s.r ~ question
g
when he is making an obsuwtion, commmdng on something rather than
maldnp
- sure his information is correct. In the upm~le,
. . the menker is maldna- a comment about the weather m M t e
conversation.
Other eramples: Thm war a gwd m ' e , uwn't it? Mr. Smith ir a gwd turchn, in2 ha? R'r redykor day, ln'r it?

EXERCISE 45. Tag questions. (Chart 5-16)
Directions: Add tag questions and give the expected answers.

1. A: You are a student,
B:

I

oweh t V

Yer! 1 orw

2. A: Ahmed came to class yesterday,
B:

O ~

?

.
?

I

3. A: Pedro was in class too,

B:
?

4. A: Anna will be at the meeting tomorrow,

?

5. A. You can speak Spanish,

B:
6. A: Our teacher didn't give us a homework assignment,

B:
I

?

7. A: You haven't eaten dinner yet,

?

8. A: All birds lay eggs,

B:

EXERCISE 46. Use of auxillary verbs in tag questions. (Chart 5-16)
Directim: Add tag questions.
1. Mr. Adarns was born in England,

wawI t C\P

?
?

2. Flies can fly upside down,

. . . .!:

!

?

3. Po lives with his brother,

. ,

?

4. Mike isn't tmnied,

?

5. You would rather have a roommate than live alone,
6. Janet has a car,

?
?

7. She's had her car for several years,

?

8. She has to get a new license plate for her car,

?

9. If you want to get to work on time, you should leave pretty soon,
?

10. Ms. Boxlight will be here tomorrow,

" '
,,

?

11. You didn't forget to finish your homework,
12. This is your pen,*

! ' .

:,,,,

?
>hi,,

*When rhh or that is used in the Erst part of the sentence, it is used m the tag question: 77id *your book, Gn'I it?
When t h or tb- is used m the &st part of the sentence, Uqr is used in the tag question: Thas am your s h ,
aren't they?
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?

13. That is Ivana's dictionary,
14. Those are your gloves,

?

15. The average lifespan of a horse is more than 40 years,

?

?

And sea turtles can live to be more than 200,

EXERCISE 47. Tag questions. (Chart 5-16)
Directions: Ask and answer tag questions.
Speaker A: Ask a tag question about someone in the room. Ask the person directly or
direct the question to another classmate, as you prefer.
Speaker B: Answer.
Example: You think that someone in this room lives in an apartment.
SPEAKER A: (Maria), you live in an apartment, don't you?
SPEAKER B: Yes, I do. OR No, I don't.
Example: You think that someone in this room doesn't own a car.
SPEAKER A: (Maria), (Ali) doesn't own a car, does he?
SPEAKER B: NO, he doesn't. OR Yes, he does. OR I don't know.

Yac think that someone in this mom . . .
was in class yesterday.
didn't come to class a few days ago.
isn't married.
is from (country).
can't speak (language).
likes to play (name of a sport).
will be in class tomorrow.
can whistle.
knows (name of a person).
has met (name of a person).
wore jeans to class yesterday.
has brown eyes.
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3 S E 48.Summary: creatlng and roleplaying dialogues. (Chapter 5) 6 -::'

:.

in pairs. Together create a long dialogue for one of the following
ent your dialogue to the class. The beginning of the.dialogue
.
is given.
.. .

ogue takes place on the telephone.
A: You are a travel agent.
B: You want to take a nip.
DIALOGUE: A: Hello. K%rIdwide TmlAgency. May Z help you?
B: Yer. Z need to make arrangemenu to go t o . . . .
2.

SmAnoN:
.

.:!:.;:<

.

-'

~L&GUE:
C

..

The dialogue takes place at a police station.
Speaker A: You are a police officer.
Speaker B: You are the suspect of a crime.
A: Where were you at e h e n o'clock on Tuesday night, the 16th of last month?
B: I'm not sure I remember. Why do you want to know, Ofier? ...
A: Etc.
8

>

'

3. s&~no& The dialogue takes place in an office.

DIALOGUE:

Speaker A: You are the owner of a small company.
Speaker B: You are interviewing for a job in Speaker A's company.
A: C m in, come in. I'm ( . . .). Glad to meet you.
,
B: How do you? I'm ( . . .). I'm pleased to meet you.
A: Haveaseat, (. . .).
B: Thank you.
A: So you're interested in working at (make up the name of a company)?
B: Yes, I am.
A: Etc. . . .
i!
,.'
.
>!<I .
. ,.
, .
! : I
,.

,

,

-

:~,i.
A':,..-,

.
:,

'

~

'

'

~

~

,
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EXERCISE 1. Prevlew: grammar terms. (Chapter 6)

Directions: This exercise previews grammar terms used in this chapter. Identify the
italicized word in each sentence as a NOUN, ADJECTIVE, P R E P O S ~ O N ,or PRONOUN.

1w

1. Eric is wearing a new shirt today.

shirt

2. Algeria is in North Africa.

in

3. Steve is in Asia. He is traveling.

he

4 . I'm thirs~y.

thirsty

5. We have class in this mom every day.

room

6. I know my way to Joanna's house.

way

7. The h a m children squealed with joy.

8. I walked to class with Maria.

haPm
with

9. Hawaii has eight principal islands.

islands

10. The hungry man stufFed his mouth with rice.

hungry

1 1. Tokyo is the capital of Japan.

Japan

12. Athens is a beaueiful city.

beauttw

13. My history book is under my desk.

under

14. Do you Wre classical music?

music

15. I can't find my keys. Have you seen them?

them

* . r

;

how
~ve~odtioh
PVORO~AR

~ ~ e c + i v ~
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PRONUNCIATION OF FINAL -SI-ES

I Final -61-es has three different pronunciations: Isl, Id, and lad.
(a)

seats = seatlsl
maps = maplsl
lakes = lake/d

(b)

seeds
srm
holes
laws

(c)

Id is the sound of "s" in "bus." Final 4 is pronounced la1 after voiceless
sounds. Examples of voiceless* sounds: Id, Ipl, I d .

= seedd
= starld
= hole/z/
= lnwld

Id is the sound of "z" in "buzz." Final -8 is pronounced I d after voiced
sounds. Examples of voiced* sounds: Id, Irl, IU, /mi, hl, and all vowel
sounds.

dishes 3 dishlad
matches 3 matchlad
classes = classlad
sizes 3 sizelad
pages = pagelad
judges = judgelad

lad adds a whole syllable to a word. F i -61-ea is pronounced lad
after -& -ch, -s, -z, -&?elk&- munds.

*See Chart 2-4, p. 28, for more infomtion about voiceless and voiced sounds.

EXERCISE 2. Pronunclotion of final 41-ES. (Chart 6-1)
Directions:Write the correct pronunciations and practice saying the words.
1. names = name1 r I

8. hills = hilY

/

14. glasses = glass1

I

2. clocks = clock/ s I

9. cars = cad

I

15. prices = price/

1

16. prizes = prize/

I

I

3. eyes = eye/

10. ways = way/

4. heads = h e a d

/

I

5. boats = boat1

I

6. ribs = rib/

7. lips = lip/

/

11. months = month1
12. eyelashes = eyelash/

13. itches = itch/

1

/

17. faxes = fax/

I

I

18. bridges = bridge/
19. cages = cage1

1

/

I

EXERCISE 3. Preview: plural nouns. (Chart 6-2)
Directions: These sentences have many mistakes in the use of nouns. Underline each
noun. Write the correct plural form if necessary. Do not change any of the other words in
the sentences.
streets
1.Chicapohasbusy-and*.
.Aq,

highways

-

5. Insect don't have nose.

2. Box have six side.

6. Lamb are the offspring of sheep.

3. Big city have many problem.

7. Library keep book on shelf.

4. Banana grow in hot, humid area.

8. Parent support their child.
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9, Indonesia has several active volcano.
10. Baboon are big monkey. They have large head and
sharp tooth. They eat leaf, root, insect, and egg.

-2

PLURAL FORMS OF NOUNS

SINGULAR

PLURAL

To make most nouns plural, add -s.

(a) one bud
one street
one rose

two birdr
two streets
two roses

(b) one dish

two &he8
two m t c h s s
two classes
two boxes

Add -es to nouns endiing in -sh, -ch, -ss, and -x.

(c) one baby
one city
(d) one toy
one key

two babies
two cities
two toys
two keys

If a noun ends in a consonant -y, change they to 8' and
add -es, as in (c).
If -y is preceded by a vowel, add only -s,as in (d).

(e) one knife
one shelf

two knives
two shelvss

If a noun ends in -fe or -f, change the endiing to - w s .
(Exceptions: beliefs, chief, roof, cuffs,dsffs.)

one match
one class
one box

(f) one tomato
one zoo
one zero

.,
' I

+

The plural form of nouns that end in -0 is sometimes - w s
two tomcrtoos
two BOOS
and sometimes -0s.
two zemes/z8+08
-oes: wmawes,potaroes, hemer, echoes
-0s: zoos, radios, studios, pianos, solos, sopmnos, photos, auws,
videos
- w s or -0s:zeroes zeros; mlcanoes volcaolcanos,
wrnadoes/wrnados, mosquiwesrmosquiws

(g) one child
one foot
one goose
one man
one mouse
one tooth
one woman

two children
two feet
two geese
two m e n
two mice
two teeth
two w ~ 1 1 ~ n
two people

Some nouns have irregular plural forms.
(Note: The singular form of people can be persun, woman,
man, child. For example, one man and one child = two
people.)

(h) one deer

two deer
two fish
two sheep
two Q&W.ng
two ~ c i e s

The plural form of some nouns is the same as the singular
form.

two bacto*irr

Some nouns that English has borrowed from other
languages have foreign plurals.

one fish
one sheep
one offspring
one soecies
(i) one bacterium
one c a m s
one crisis
one phenomenon

two cacti
two crises
two phenomena

I7 EXERCISE 4. Plural nouns. (Chart 6-2)
Directions: Write the plural forms of the nouns.
1. one potato, two

~Otfitoes

16. a tax, a lot of

2. a library, many

17. a possibility, several

3. one child, two

18. a thief, many

4. a leaf, a lot of

19. a hero, many

5. a wish, many

20. a goose, a lot of

6. one fish, two

21. an attorney, a few

7. an opinion, many

22. a butterfly, several

8. a mouse, several

23. one category, two

9. a sandwich, some

24. a mosquito, a lot of

10. a man, many

25. one sheep, two

11. one woman, two

26. a wolf, some

12. a flash, three

27. one stitch, two

13. one tomato, a few

28. one foot, three

-,

14. one tooth, two

29. one piano, two

15. one half, two

30. a belief, many

-r

L

6-3 SUBJECTS,VERBS, AND OBJECTS
AnEnglish sentence has a SUBJECT (s) and a VsRB (v).
The SUBJECT is a noun. In (a): sun is a noun; it is the subject of the
verb shines.

8

v

0

Sometimes a VERB is followed by an OBJECT (0).

(c) PPIlntd need water,

(noun) (verb) (noun)

v
0
(d) ~ o bis reading a book.
(noun) (verb)
(noun)
s

The OBJBCT of a verb is a noun. In (c): water is the object of the verb

I

need.
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, "
EXERCISE 5. Subjects, verbs, and objects. (Chart 6-3)
Directions: Identify the subject (s) and verb (v) of each sentence. Also h d the object (0)

of the verb if the sentence has an object.
i'.

V

S

0

8. Most birds build nests.

1. The carpenter built a table.

s v

9. Our guests arrived.

2. Birds fly.
. ~ l eV

.

'

10. Teachers assign homework.

3. Cows eat grass.
C,:.-,l

.:/

.

11. M y roommate opened the window.

4. My dog barked.

12. Jack raised his hand.

5. The dog chased the cat.
13. Irene is watching her sister's children.

6. Steam rises.

.',.

.><I;<?!.?

'

,

.

:!

L,.

i

7. Accidents happen.
.

.
-

..--

'r,y,,-,P

.i:,,.

.

.

.

,:. > b

. . ,.smo.,J

:!

., -

I.

i

.?.I?

' I i

: ~ '

I !

.I

I3 EXERCISE 6. Nouns and verbs. (Charts 6-2 and 6-3)
Directions: Some words can be used both as a noun and as a verb. If the word in italics is
used as a noun, circle n. If the word in italics is used as a verb, circle v. (n. = noun and
v. = verb)

People smile when they're happy.
Mary has a nice smile when she's happy.
Emilv does good
- work.
Emily and Mike wmk at the c a f e t e r i m '
People usually store milk in the refrigerator.
We went to the store to buy some milk.

es

1

The child wkte her name on the wall with a crayon.
People often name their children after relatives.
Airplanes land on runways at the airport.
The ship reached land after seventeen days at sea.

I took a main from NewYork to Boston last week.
I main my dogs to sit on command.
jt,

Alex visiu his aunt wery week.
Alex's aunt enjoys his visirs every week.

EXERCISE 7. Nouns and verbs. (Charts 6-2 and 6-3)
Directions: Use each word in two different sentences. Use the word as a noun (n.)in the
first sentence and as a verb (v.) in the second sentence. Consult your dictionary if
necessary to find out the different uses and meanings of a word.
Example: watch
+

n. I a m wearing a watch.
v. I watched TV a f m dinner last night.

4. phone
5. shop
6. face

1. rain
2. paint
3. tie

.

7. water
8. circle
9. fly

Other common words that are used as both nouns and verbs are listed below. Choose
several from the list to make additional sentences. Use your dictionary if necessary.
centerlcentre*
date
experience
e-mail
fear

fish

1 6-4

garden
mail
mind
place
plant
promise

question
rock
season
sense
shape
smoke

snow
star
tip
trip
value

I

OBJECTS OF PREPOSITIONS
S

V

0

PREP

Many English sentences have prepositional phrases. In
(a): on the desk is a prepositional phrase. A
prepositional phrase consists of a PReposrnoN (PREP)
and an OBJEC~OF A P R E P O S ~ ~ O (O
N OF PREP). The
object of a preposition is a NOUN.

OOFPRKP

(a) Ann put her books on the dark.
(noun)
S v PRBP
OOPPRHP
(b) A leaf feu to the ground.
(noun)

REPERENCE LIST OF PREPOSITIONS

<!. ,:.

about
abm
mss
afrPr
againrt
hng
among
around
Of

before
behind
below
beneath
beside
besides
between
beyond
by

dapite
d m
during

for
fmm
in
inw
like
near

of

" .,;. .; "

on
, : +
out
over
since
through
throughout
ti[l

8.

,
:

.

<.

.

..

to
-rd(sl
under
until
UP
urn
with
within
without

'American Bnglish: mut; Brirish English: unm.
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EXERCISE 8. Subjects, verbs, and objects. (Charts 6-3 and 6-4)
Directions: Identify the subjects, verbs, and objects. Also identify the preposition (PREP)
and the noun that is used as the object of the preposition (0 OF PREP).

s v
o
PREP o cF PREP
1. Sara saw a picture on the wall.
2. Sara looked at the pictures.
3. Emily waited for her friend at a restaurant.

4. The sun rises in the east.
5. Sue lost her ring in the sand at the beach.

6. The moon usually disappears from view during the day.
7. Eric talked to his friend on the phone for thirty minutes.

8. Children throughout the world play with dolls.
9. Astronauts walked on the moon in 1969.
10.

A woman in a blue suit sat beside me until the end of the meeting.

tCISE 9. Preposltlons of place. (Chart 6-4)
DirecFMnc Review prepositions of place* by using the following phrases in sentences.
Demonstrate the meaning of the preposition by some action. Work in pairs, in small
groups, or as a class.
Ezample: above my head
-r I'm holding my hand abwe my head. (The speaker demonstrates this action.)
1. across the room

1 1. below the window

2. against the wall

12. beside my book

3. among my books and papers

13. near the door

4. between two pages of my book

14. far from the door

5. around my wrist

15. off my desk

6. at my desk

16. out the window

7. on my desk

17. under my desk

8. in the room

18. through the door

9. into the room

19. throughout the room

10. behind me

20. toward($ the door

'Repositions of place BIT also called "prepositions of location."
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m

(a) Please be on time in rhefurure.
@) I usually watchTV in the w n i n g .

in
in

+ the past, the present, the futuref

+ the morning, the afternoon, the evening
fa month

(c) I was born in Ocwber.
(d) I was born in 1985.
(e) I was born in the nwntieth century.
(f) The weather is hot in (the) summer.
ON

(g)

I was born on October 31,1985.

on
on
on

01) I went to a movie on Thursday.
(i) I have class on Thursday morninds).

We sleep at night. I was asleep at midnight. at
at
(k) I fell asleep at 9:30 (nine-thirty).
at
(1) He's busy at present. Please caU again.
(j)

AT

+ a date

+ a weekday

+ a weekday morning(s), afternoon(s), evenin&)

+ m,night, midnight

+ "clock time"

+ present, the moment, the present time

--

*Possible in British English: i n f u ~ t v( 7 % bs
~ on r
b infunrn

0 EXERCISE 10. Prepositions of tlme. (Chart 6-5)
Directions: Complete the sentences with in, at, or on. AU the sentences contain time
expressions.
1. We don't know what will happen

iy

the future.

2. History is the study of events that occurred

3. Newspapers report events that happen

the past.
the present.

4. Last year I was a junior in high school.
school.

iy-.<

,

8;

..,p

present, I am a senior in

.,

5. Iam a student

-e ,. !
hi^,'
!;
. ......

i,

,

.. .

.I2

the present time, but I will graduate next month.

6. Ms. Walker can't come to the phone right now. She's in a meeting

the

moment.

7. I usually take a walk
I

the morning before I go to work.

8. Frank likes to take a nap

the afternoon.

9. Our family enjoys spending time together
10. Our children always stay home

night.

11. I ate lunch

noon.

12. Igot home

midnight.

13. I moved to this city

the evening.

September.

14. I moved here

2001.

15. 1moved here

September 2001.

16. 1 moved here

September 3.

17. I moved here

September 3, 2001.
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:

18. I moved here

the fall.

, 19. 1 work

the afternoon, I have an English class.

the morning.

20.

Wednesday, I work all day.

21.

Thursday afternoon, I have an English class.

Thursday, I have an English class.

22. My plane was supposed to leave

7:07 P.M., but it didn't take off until 8:30.

EXERCISE 11. Prepositions of time. (Chart 6-5)
Directions: Supply the appropriate preposition and create a sentence.
Example:
-+

the moment
at the moment
W ' w doing an exercise on prepositions at the moment.

1.

the future

7.

January 1, 1999

2.

present

8.

the twenty-first century

3.

the winter

9.

the evening

4.

January

10.

night

5.

January 1

11.

Saturday morning(s)

6.

1999

12.

six o'clock

the morning

-6 WORD ORDER: PLACE AND TIME
s

v

PLACE

In a typical English sentence, "place" comes before "time,"
as in (a).
INCORRECT: Ann m a d in 1998 to Paris.

TIMB

in 1998.
(a) Ann moved w Paris
We went to a m&e yestmiay.

v

s

o

P

T

(b) We bought a house in Miami in 1995.

I

-

S V P L A C H

(c) In 1998, Ann moved to Paris.
(d) Yesrerdny we went to a movie.

S-VOPT
=
S-V-0-PT
=

Subject-Verb-Object-Place-Time
a basic English sentence structure.

Expressions of time can also come at the beginning of a
sentence, as in (c) and (d). A time phrase at the beginning
of a sentence is often followed by a comma, as in (c).

EXERCISE 12. Word order: place and time. (Chart 6-6)
Diwctions: Create sentences from the given words. Add prepositions as necessary.
Example: Bangkok 1 we 1 February 1 went
+ We wenr ro Bangkok in February.

OR

In February, we went to Bangkok.

1. his uncle's bakery /Alex / Saturday mornings / works

2. the evening I often take / the park / a walk / I
3. arrived / the morning / the airport / my plane / six-thirv
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A singular subject takes a singular verb, as in (a).
A ~luralsubject takes a ulural verb, as in (b).

SINGULAR SINGULAR

(a) The sun
PLURAL

(b)Bids

shines.

Notice: verb

PLURAL

sing.

SINGULAR

live8

singular (shines)
+ -s = plural (binis)

Two subjects connected by and take a plural verb, as in (dl.

SINGUIAR

(c) My brother

+ -8 =

noun

in Jakarta.
, .
,. ~.

PLURAL

PLURhL

(d) My brother and sister

liw

in Jakarta

>

,

<.

.

.

3 '

(e) The gkrraeu over thae unda the windou
by the sink are clean.
(f) The -ation
in those magazines
aboutVietnamese c u l t u ~and customs is
very interesting.

Sometimes phrases come between a subject and a verb.
These phrases do not a&ct the agreement of the subject
and verb.

v
S
(g) T h e is a book on the desk.

mere + be subjat expresses that something exists in a
particular place. The verb agrees with the noun that
follows be.

v

-

+

S

01) There are some books on the desk.
(i) Eoory student is sitting down.
(j) Ewrybody/Bveryone hopos for peace.

Eoory is a singular word. It is used with a smgular, not
plural, noun.
INCORRBCT: 8ve7~,
sdBnt3
Subjects with euey take singular verbs, as in (i) and (0.

(k) PBople in my counuy are friendly.

PBo*

....

is a plural noun and takes a plural verb.

EXERCISE 13. Subject-verb agreement. (Chart 6-7)
Directions: Underline and identify the subject
agreement.

1. e-s
.

-

s

(8)

and the verb (v). Correct errors in

v

o c c d every day of the year.

2. Candles b u m slowly.

ok (no error)

3. My mother speak Spanish.

4. My aunt and uncle speak Spanish.
5. Oscar speaks Spanish and English.

6. The students in this class speaks English very well.
7. Every students in my class speak English well.

8. There are five student from Korea in Mr. Brown's class.
9. There's a vacant aparnnent in my building.
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.
,

1 :

.
. ,.,.:
.

10. Does people in the United States like Chinese food?
,

11. The people in Brazil speaks Portuguese.

, ,.

.

.

,

,

,.''i

.. .:.

e

.

.

..

#

12. There is many diierent kinds of fish in the ocean.
13. The neighbors in the apartment next to mine is very friendly and helpful.
14. Every students in this room have a grammar book.

Words that describe nouns are called adjocziver.
In (a): good is an adjective; it describes the book.

AD] NOUN

1

(b) The tall woman wore a new dress.
(c) The short woman wore an old dress.
(d) neyoung wmna,, wore a
dress,

We say that adjectives "modify"nouns. "Modify"means
"change a Little." An adjective changes the meaning of a
noun by giving more information about it.

(el

Adjectives are neither singular nor plural. They do NOT
have a plural form.

ROS- are beautiful^^^^^^.
INCORRECT: Roses are beautifulsflowen.
I

(f) He wore a white shirt.
INCORRECT:He wore a shin white.
(g) Roses an beautiful.
(h)His shirt was white.

I

Adjectives usually come immediately before nouns, as in
(f).
Adjectives can also follow main verb be, as in (g) and (h).

EXERCISE 14. Adjectives. (Chart 6-8)
Direcriom: Underline and identify the adjectives (ADJ) in the sentences.
1. The students wrote

ADJ

compositions.

2. Deserts are dry.
3. Crocodiles have big teeth.

4. Knives are sharp.
5. Dark places frighten small children.

6. The audience laughed at the funny joke.
7. Sensible people wear comfortable shoes.
8. Steve cleaned the shelves of the refrigerator with soapy water.

9. The local police searched the stolen car for illegal drugs.
10. Before the development of agriculture, primitive people gathered wild plants for food.
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I

EXERCISE 15. Using adjectives with nouns. (Chart 6-8)
Directionr Add adjeaives to the sentences. Choose two of the three adjectives in each
item to add to the given sentence.
Example: hard, heavy, strong
A man lifted the box.
+ A strong man lifred the heacy box.
1 . beaunjiil, saji, red

Roses are flowers.

2. dark, cold, dry

Rain fell from the clouds.

3. empty, e m , hot

The waiter poured coffee into my cup.

4 . easy, blue, young

The girl in the dress was looking for a telephone.

5 . quiet, sharp, soft

Annie sleeps on a bed in a room.

6 . fresh, clear, hungry

Mrs.Fox gave the children some fruit.

7 . dirty, modern, delicious

After we finished our dinner, Frank helped me with the
dishes.

8 . mund, inexperienced, right When Tom was getting a haircut, the barber accidentallv

.,>lZ

,,I

2,

EXERCISE 16: ~djectivesand nouns. (Chart 6-8)
Directions: Don't look at the passage in Part 11on the next page. F i t write the words
asked for in Part I. Don't use the same word twice. Then turn the page and use the
words to complete Part II.
PART I.

Write:

1. an adjective

01 A

2. a name
3. a plural noun

4. a plural noun
5. a singular noun

6. an adjective
7. an adjective
8. a preposition of place
9. an adjective

10. a plural noun
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Write the words on your list in the blanks. Some of your completions might be a
little odd and funny. Read your completed passage aloud in a group or to the rest of the
class.

p m 11.

01 A

One day d a n

girl was walking in the city. Her name was

1

.

She was carrying a package for her grandmother. It

2

,some

contained some

,and
4

3

,among other things.

alan
5

thief stole

As she was walking down the street, alan
6

girl pulled out her cell phone and called

her package. The
7

a nearby building and

the police, who caught the thief
8

renuned her package to her. She took it immediately to her
9

grandmother, who was glad to get the package because she really needed some new

Somenmes words that are usually used as nouns are
used as adjectives. For example,flower is usually a
noun, but in (a) it is used as an adjective to modify
garden. When a noun is used as an adjective, it is
singular in form, NOT plural.

(a) I have aflgarden.
@) The shoe stow also sells socks.
(c) INCORRECT:a & u m garden
(d) INCORRECT:the shou swrs

EXERCISE 17. Using nouns as adjectives. (Chart 6-9)

o.

Direcnbns: Underline and identify the nouns (N). Use a noun in the first sentence as an
adjective in the second sentence.

1. This

N

E(

is about grammar. It's a

q v a ~ w a book*
v

2. My garden has vegetables. It is a

3. The program is on television. It's e
4. The soup has beans. It is

When one noun modifies another noun, the spoken stress is usually on the first noun: aammmar book.
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5. We made plans for our vacation. We made

6. I read a lot of articles in newspapers. I read a lot of
7. The factory makes automobiles. It's an
I

8. The lesson concerned history. It was a
9. The villages are in the mountains. They are

10. Flags fly from poles. Many government buildings have

EXERCISE 18. Using nouns as adjectives. (Chart 6-9)

.I

Direcriuns: Add -8 to the iralicized nouns if necessary.
5

1 . Compute% cannot think. They need human operators.

OK (no change)

2 . Computer operators are essential in today's business world.

,

/$

3. Airplane allow us to travel to all parts of the world.

'f. t
4. Airplane seats are narrow and uncomfortable.

c:
,,
. "
,

~;.

, A

?.f

5. This school has several language programs.

,

,

...- 6. This school teaches several language.
P.

7 . Bicycle have two tires. Automobile have four tires.
- <

8. Bicycle tires are considerably smaller and cheaper than automobile tires.
,. ., ,
.,.J...~

EXERCISE 19. Revlew: nouns. (Charts 6-1 + 6-9)

Directions: These sentences contain many mistakes in noun usage. Make the nouns
PLURAL whenever possible and appropriate. Do not change any other words.
5

1. BiirdAareinteresting.

:

.,I

. / . ,

2. There are around 8,600 kind of bird in the world..
/ I /

,. i

.

4,'

.

,

'

: . ,:

3. Bird hatch from egg. Baby bird stay in their

nest for several week or month. Their parent
,,.
_ I

,

feed them until they can fly.
.
. .
4. People eat chicken egg. Some animal eat

._
.

bird egg.

,

,

:1
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5. Fox and snake are natural enemy of bird. They eat bud and their egg.
6. Some bird eat only seed and plant. Other bud eat mainly insect and earthworm.
7. Weed are unwanted plant. They prevent farm crop or garden flower from growing

properly. Bud help farmer by eating weed seed and harmful insect.
8. Rat, rabbit, and mouse can cause huge loss on farm by eating stored crop. Certain big

bud like hawk help farmer by hunting these animal.
9. The feather of certain kind of bird are used in pillow and mattress. The soft feather from

goose are often used for pillow and quilt. Goose feather are also used in winter jacket.
The wing feather from goose were used as pen from

A

the sixth century to the nineteenthI century,
steel pen were invented.

EXERCISE 20. Review: nouns. (Charts 6-1 + 6-9)
Direcriom: Find the nouns. Make them plural if necessary.

Uhks

W d e l o o k like fish, but they aren't fish. They are mammal. Mouse, tiger,

and human being are other example of mammal. Whale are intelligent animal like
dog and chimpanzee. Even though they live in sea, ocean, and river, whale are
not fish. Fish lay egg and do not feed their offspring. Mammal give birth to live
offspring and feed them.
There are many kind of whale. Most whale are huge creature. The largest
whale are called blue whale. They can grow to 100 foot (30 meter) in length and
can weigh 150 ton (135,000 kilogram). Blue whale are much larger than elephant
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and larger than any of the now extinct dinosaur. The heart of an adult blue whale

RELATIVE SIZES O F A #LUF WHALE.
AND AN AFRICAN ELEPYANT

is about the size of a compact car. Its main blood vessel, the aorta, is large
enough for a person to crawl through.
Human being have hunted and killed whale since ancient times. Aside from
people, whale have no natural enemy. Today many people are trying to stop the
the hunting of whale.

1 6-10

PERSONAL PRONOUNS: SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS

SUBJECT PRONOUNS:
OBJBCT PRONOUNS:

I

we

m

~d

PERSONAL PRONOUNS
you
he, she, it
you
him, her, it

them

@) y t e is my friend. I know h~ well.

A pronoun refers to a noun.
In (a): she is a pronoun; it refers to Kate.
In (b): her is a pronoun; it refers to Kate.
She is a subject pronoun; her is an object pronoun.

(c) Milre has a new blue bicycle.
He bought it yesterday.

A pronoun can refer to a single noun (e.g., Kate) or
to a noun phrase. In (c): it refers to the whole noun
ohrase a new blue bicvcle.

S

(a) Y t e is mamed. Srfs has two children.
0

8

Guidelines for using pronouns following and:
If the pronoun is used as part of the subject, use a
subject pronoun, as in (d). If it is part of the object,
use an object pronoun, as in (e) and (f).
INCORRBCT: Eric and me are goodfrimdr.
INCORRBCT:Ann met Eric and I ar the museum.

(d) kric and Isaregood friends.
0

I

thw

(e) Ann met 'Eric and me'at the museum.
0 of PREP
(f) ~ n walked
n
between kric and me!
SINGULARPRONOUNS:

I

me

PLURALPRONOUNS:

WO

148

you
You

(g) Mike is in class. He is taking a test.

@) The studsnts are in class. Thqv are taking a
test.
(i) Kate and T o m are mamed. They have

he, she,it
they

him, her
Lhsm

Singulnr = one. Mumi = more than one. Singular
pronouns refer to singular nouns, plural pronouns to
plural nouns, as in the examples.

two children.
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EXERCISE 21. Personal pronouns: subjects and objects. (Chart 6-10)
Directions: Circle the correct words in italics.
1. Nick ate dinner with

0

I, me.

I, me.

2. Nick ate dinner with Betsy and
3. I, Me

had dinner with Nick last night.

4. Betsy and I, me

had dinner with Nick last night.

5. Please take this food and give it, them

to the dog.

6. Please take these food scraps and give it, them
7. My brother drove Emily and
we, us

to the dog.

I, me to the store. He didn't come in. He waited for

in the car. W,Us hurried.

8. A: I want to get tickets for the soccer game.
B: You'd better get it, them

-

right away. It, They is, are selling fast.

9. Ms. Lee wrote a note on my test paper. She, Her

wanted to talk to I, me after class.

:g.rllt;;,

10. Between YOU and I, me, I think Ivan made a bad decision to quit his job.;.. .#:,,
, ,
, -<<.
He, H
and I, me see thiigs d
:ntly.
P
. I+.,:.%
.,fkp. .!~,~Trri?":',"it:
.,,.
w... .! & + ~ & : :
I
,'

- :XERCIDirections:
SE -- - ma1 pronouns. (C' t 6-10)
Complete the sentences with she, he, it, her, him, they, or them.
1. I have a grammar book.
2. Tom borrowed my books.

.. . 3.

It

He

Susan is wearing some new earrings.

is black.
returned

thew

yesterday.

look good on

4. Table tennis (also called ping-pong) began in England in the late 1800s. Today

is an international sport. My brother and I played
lot when we were teenagers. I beat
sometimes, but
was a better player and
usually won.
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s v .

a

directly even if you are

5. Don't look directly at the sun. Don't look at

wearing sunglasses. The intensity of its light can injure your eyes.
work in the hive all night long? You

6. Do bees sleep at night? Or do
never see

after dark. What do

do after night falls?
even though

7. The apples were rotten, so the children didn't eat
were really hungry.

8. The scent of perhme rises. According to one expert, you should put
on the soles of your feet.

9. Even though clean, safe water is fundamental to human health, an estimated

. Unsafe water causes

800 million people in the world are still without

contributes to high numbers of deaths in children under

illnesses.
five years of age.

10. Magazines are popular. I enjoy reading

have news

about recent events and discoveries. Recently, I read about "micromachiines."
are human-made machines that are smaller than a grain of sand. One
"the greatest scientific invention of our time."

scientist called

- 1 1 POSSESSIVE NOUNS
-

1

SINGULAR:
(a) I h o w the stuaknt's name.
PLURAL:(b) I know the students' names.
PLURAL:
(c)
. . I know the children's names.
(d) the student
my baby
a man
(e) James
(f) the students
my babies
(g) men
the children

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

COMPARE

(h) Tom's here.
(i) Tom's brother is here.

the student's name
my baby'sname
aman's name
Jamss'umnes's name
the studsnts' names
my babies' names
men's names
the children's names

An apostrophe (') and an -8 are used with nouns to
show possession.
SINGULAR POSSESSIVE NOUN:

A singular noun that ends in -s has two possible
possessive forms: James' OR James's.
PLURAL POSSESSIVE NOUN:

noun

+ -s + aoosnophe ('1

IRREGUIAR PLURAL POSSESSIVE NOUN:

noun + apostrophe (') + -8
(An irregular plural noun is a plural noun that does
not end in -8: children, men,people, m a n . See
Chart 6-2, p. 158.)
In (h): Tom's is not a possessive. It is a conuaction
of Tom is, used in informal writing.
In (i): Tom's is a possessive.
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EXERCISE 23. Possessive nouns. (Chart 6-1 1)
Directions: Use the correct possessive form of the nouns in italics to complete the
sentences.
1. student

SfhdehtIs

One student asked several questions. I answered the
questions.

Many students had questions after the lecture. I answered the

2 . studenn

sthde~ts'

questions.

3. daughter

We have one child, a girl. Our

4 . daughters

We have two children, both girls. They share a bedroom. Our

bedroom is near ours.

bedroom is next to ours.
5. man

Robert is a

6. woman

Heidi is a

7. men

Robert and Thomas are

8. women

Emily and Colette are

.

1
.

.

names.
names.

..,,;-~;

,

,

1 1 . earth

:I,

feelings.

I always look straight into a

r s ,,
.

name.

It's important to be sensitive to other

,!...,,-. $ 9 . people
.. ..

name.

conversation.
The

eyes during a

surface is about seventy percent water.

12. elephant

An

13. teachers

We have class in this building, but all of the

skin is gray and wrinkled.

offices are in another building.
?r
15.

8

,

My grammar

husband is an engineer.

'Iko soldiers, each faceless and nameless to the other, fought to the death
on the muddy river bank. At the end, the victor could not help but admire
his

16. enemies
. ;:.,~,~,.,
.
.,'~
, , . -. .

courage.

Through the years in public office, he made many political enemies. He
made a list of his

names so that he could get

'

revenge when he achieved political power.
17. Chris

Did you add

name to the invitation list?

EXERCISE
24. Possessive nouns. (Chart 6-1 1)
:
.ti

..J"

-.:2,

!>

Directions: These sentences contain mistakes in the punctuation of possessive nouns. Add
apostrophes in the right places.
Y

1. A king s chair is called a throne.
Y

2. Kings chairs are called thrones.
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,
.,:

:

,i

7 ,

,, . -

:

.,

.,

.,

3. Babies toys are often brightly colored.

4. It's important to make sure your babys toys are safe for babies to play with.
5. Someone called, but because of the static on the cell phone, I couldn't understand the

callers words.
6. A receptionists job is to write down callers names and take messages.

7. Newspapers aren't interested in yesterdays news. They want to report todays events.
8. Each flight has at least two pilots. The pilots seats are in a small area called the

cockpit.
9. Rainforests cover five percent of the earths surface but have fifty percent of the

different species of plants.
10. Mosquitoes wings move incredibly fast.
11. A mosquitos wings move about one thousand times per second. Its wing movement is

the sound we hear when a mosquito is humming in our ears.
'72. Elephants like to roll in mud. The mud protects the animals skin from insects and the

13. When we were walking in the woods, we saw an animals footprints on the muddy

path.

0 EXERCISE 25. Review of nouns + SI-ES. (Charts 6-1 + 6-1 1)
Directions: Add 4 - s s if necessary. Add apostrophes to possessive nouns as appropriate.

But+e&ies
1. %eedy are beautiful.
DorviA's
2. Nick is B k d brother.
3. Most leaf are green.

4. My mother apartment is small.
5. Potato are good for us.
6. Do bird have tooth?
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7. Tom last name is Miller.

8. Two thief stole Mr. Lee car.
9. Mountain are high, and valley are low.

10. A good toy holds a child interest for a long time.

11. Children toy need to b e strong and safe.
12. All of the actor name are listed on page six of your program.
13. Teacher are interested in young people idea.
14. Almost all monkey have opposable thumb on not only their hand but also their foot.
People have thumb only on their hand.
I,?

-12 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS AND ADJECTIVES
This pen belongs to me.
(a) It's mine.
(b) It is m y pen.
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

POSSBSSIVB ADJECTIVBS

(c) I have mine.
(d) You have yours.
(e) She has hum.
(f) He has his.
(g) We have ours.
(h)You have yours.
(i) They have theirs.

I have my pen.
You have your pen.
She has her pen.
He has his pen.
We have our pens.
You have your pen.
They have their pens.
I have a book. Its cower
is black.

(i)

(a) and @) have the same meaning; they both show
possession. Mine is a possessive pmnamn; my is a
possessive a k t i v e .

A possessive pronoun is used alone, without a
noun following it.
A possessive adjective is used only with a noun
following it.
INCORR~CT: I h a w mine pen.
..' ,
INCORRECT: 1 h a w W .
.A L ,

.

,. .

its VS. it's:
Sue gave me a book. I don't remember its title.
(1) Sue gave me a book. It's a novel.

In (k): its

their vs. there V S . they're:
(m) The students have theiv books.
(n) My books are over there.
(0) Where are the students? They're in class.

Their, thsre,and they're have the m e
pronunciation, but not the same meaning.
their = possessive adjective, as in (m).
there = an expression of place, as in (n).
they're = they are, as in (0).

COMPARE

Or)

COMPARE
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(NO apostrophe) is a possessive adjective
modifying the noun title.
In (1): It's (with an apostrophe) is a contraction of
it + is.

ClSE 26. Possessive pronouns and adjectives. (Chart 6-12)

8.

Direchns: Circle the correct words in italics.
1. Alice called

0

her, hers friend.

2. Tom wrote a letter to

his, he's mother.

3. Children should obey

his, their parents.

my, mine

4. A: Excuse me. Is this
B: This one is

my, mine.

5. The bird cleaned

its, it's

dictionary or your,yours?

Your,Yours

is on your, yours desk.

feathers with its, it's beak.

6. A: What kind of bird is that?

B: Its, It's

a crow.

7. Paula had to drive my car to work.
Hers, Her had a flat tire.
,,
8. Julie fell off her bicycle and broke

hers, her

9. Fruit should be a part of your,yours

It, They is, are

\

,
--

,:
-.
;

daily diet.

good for you, your.

10. a. Adam and Amanda are married.
:
'

arm.

Their, There, They're

They, Them live in an apamnent building.

apamnent is on the fifth floor.

,

b

,

c. We live in the same building. Our, Ours apartment has one bedroom, but

their, theirs has two.
d. Their, There, They're

sitting

their, there, they're

now because

their, there, they're

waiting for a

phone call from

their, there, they're

son.
11. Alice is a good friend of

me, mine.*

12. I met a friend of you, yours

yesterday.

*Afrimd qf t possessive pronoun (e.g., nfr*nd of mine) is a common expression.
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myself
yourself
hmelf
himself
itself
ourselves
yourselves
themselves

(a) I saw mysogin the mirror.
(b) You (one person) saw yourself.
(c) She saw herself.
(d) He saw h i m e v .
(e) It (e.g., the kitten) saw itself.
(f) We saw ourselues.
(g) You (plural) saw yourselues.
(hl Thev saw themselves.

(i) Greg lives by hinreolf.

(i) I sat by ,yseJfon the park bench.
(k) I enjoyed mysevat the fair.

Reflexive pronouns end in -s@l-selves. They are
used when the subject (e.g., I) and the object (e.g.,
myself) are the same person. The action of the verb
is pointed back to the subject of the sentence.
WCORRBCT: I saw me in the mirror.

By + a reflexwe pronoun = alone. In (i): Greg lives
alone, without family or roommates.
Enjoy and a few other verbs are commonly followed
by a reflexive pronoun. See the list below.

COMMON EXPRBSSIONS WITH RWLEXNE PRONOUNS

b e k in yourself
blame yourself
cut yourself
enjoy yourself
feel sorry for yourself

help yourself
hurt yourself
giwe yourself (something)
inmduce yourself
kill yourself

pinch yourself
be proud of yourself
take care ifyours&
talk to yourself

teach yourself
tellyourself

w
o
k for yourself

wirh yourself (luck)

0 EXERCISE 27. Reflexive pronouns. (Chart 6-13)
Directions: Using a mirror in the classroom, describe who is looking at whom.
Example: (

. . . ) holds the mirror and looks into it.

TEACHER: What is SPVOSdoing?
SPEAKER A: He is looking at himself in the mirror.
TEACHER: What are you doing, Spyros?
I am looking at myself in the mirror.
SPYROS:
TEACHER:
Tell Spyros what he is doing.
SPEAKER B: S p p s , YOU are looking at yourself in the mirror
Example: (
TEACHER:
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. . .) and ( . . . ) hold the mirror and look into it.

What are (Min Sok) and (Ivonne) doing? Etc.

EXERCISE 28. Reflexlve pronouns. (Chart 6-13)
Directias: Complete the sentences with reflexive pronouns.
1. Are you okay, Heidi? Did you hurt

yakvseN

2. David was really embarrassed when he had to go to the job interview with a bandage
on his face. He had cut

while he was shaving.

3. Do you ever talk to

? Most people talk to

sometimes.

4. It is important for all of us to have confidence in our own abilities. We need to believe
in

5. Sara is self-employed. She doesn't have a boss. She works for
6. Steve, who is on the wrestling team, wishes

good luck

before each match.

.I

i

t

.

'

7. There's plenty of food on the table. Would all of you please simply help

to the food?
I

'*,

8. Brian, don't blame

for the accident. It wasn't your fault.

You did everything you could to avoid it.
9. I couldn't believe my good luck! I had to pinch
sure I wasn't dreaming.

to make
.:,

,,,,'

'

.>:,,):,.

10. A newborn puppy can't take care of
11. I know Nicole and Paul have had some bad luck, but it's time for them to stop feeling
sorry for

and get on with their lives.

12. Jane and I ran into someone she knew. I'd never met this person before. I waited for
Jane to introduce me, but she forgot her manners. I finally introduced
to Jane's friend.

EXERCISE 29. Reflexlve pronouns. (Chart 6-13)
Directions: Complete the sentences with any appropriate expression &om th list in
k
Chart 6-13 and reflexive pronouns. Use any appropriate verb tense.
1. The accident was my fault. I caused it. I was responsible. In other words, I

blawed wyselF

for the accident.
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if you're

2. Be careful with that sharp knife! You

not careful.
3. It was the fist day of class. I sat next to another student and srarted a conversation

about the class and the classroom. After we had talked for a few minutes, I said, "Hi.
My name is Rita Woo." In other words, I
to the other student.
4. When I walked into the room, I heard Joe's voice. I looked around, but the only

person I saw and heard was Joe In other words, Joe
when I walked into the room.
5. My wife and I have our own business. We don't have a boss. In other words, we

6. Mr. and Mrs. Hall own their own business. No one taught them how to be small

business managers. In other words, they
everything they needed to know about running a small business.
7. Mr. Baker committed suicide. In other words, he

-

8. 1 climbed to the top of the diving tower and walked to the end of the diving board.
Before I dived into the pool, I said "Good luck!" to myself. In other words, I
luck.
9. Rebecca is home in bed because she has the flu. She's resting and drinking plenty of

fluids. She is being careful about her health. In other words, she

,.::ll-..,l

10. Sometimes we have problems in our lives. Sometimes we fail. But we shouldn't get
discouraged and sad. We need to have faith that we can solve our problems and
succeed. If we
11.

,we can accomplish our goals.

When I failed to get the new job, I was sad and depressed. I was full of self-pity. In
other words, 1

because I didn't get

the job.
12. In a cafeteria, people walk through a section of the restaurant and pick up their food.

They are not served by waiters. In other words, in a cafeteria people
to the food they want.
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- ,. c.

EXERCISE 30. Reflexive pronouns. (Chart 6-13)
Directions: Create sentences with reflexive

Use imaginary situations.

Example: wish myself
+ Last week I took my first lesson in skydiving. B
efore I jumped out of the airplane,
I wished myself good luck.

5. cut himself
6. wish yourself
7. be proud of yourselves
8. blame ourselves

1. talk to himself

.::"...
>:;
,
.

2. hurt myself
3. enjoy themselves
. 4.
. take care of herself

9. feel sorry for myself
10. introduce herself
11. believe in yourself
12. pinch myself
.I

,

_

,:.

:a) There is a large bowl of apples on the table.
Paul is going to ear one apple. If he is still
hungry after that, he can eat anothev apple.
There are many apples to choose from.

Another means "one more out of a group of
simiiar items, one in addition to the one(s)
already mentioned."
Another is a combination of an + other, written
as one word.

3) There are two apples on the table. Paul is going

%other means "the last one in a specific
group, the only one that remains from a given
number of simiiar items."

another apple.
:c) Paul ate one apple. Then he ate another one.
another.
the other a&.
:d) Paul ate one apple. Sara ate
the other.

Another and the other can be used as adjectives
in front of a noun (e.g., a&) or in front of the
word one.
Another and the other can also be used alone as
pronouns.

to eat one of them. Sara is going to eat the
other apple.

[
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EXERCISE 31. Singular forms of OTHER. (Chart 6-14)
Directions: Complete the sentences with mother or the other.

1. There are two buds in Drawing A. One is an eagle.

is a

The othev

chicken.

3. There are many kinds of buds in the world. One kind is an eagle.
a.

kind is a chicken.

b.

kind is a crow.

c.

kind is a sea gull.

d. What is the name of

kind of bud in the world?

4. I have two brothers. One is named Nick.
5. There are five names on this list. One is Adam.

is named Matt.
is Greg.

is Nick.
one of the names is Eric.
name on the list (the last
of the five) is Jessica.
6. It rained yesterday, and from the look of those dark
clouds, we're going to have
rainstorm today.
. , 7. Nicole and Michelle are identical twins. The best way to tell them apart is by looking
at their ears. One of them has pierced ears, and
doesn't.
. .

.-...

,.,.,u2 :;. 8.
.,:.,', j , , ;.,

Of the Hty states in the United States, forty-nine are located on the North American
continent. Where is
located?

9. France borders on several countries. One is Spain.
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is Italy.

1

6-15

PLURAL F O R M S O F OTHER: OTHER(S) vs.
THE OTHER(S)

There are many apples in Paul's kitchen. Paul is
holding one apple.
:a) There are other
apples in a bowl.
(adjective)

3) There are other
(sdjedve)

:c) There are

+ (noun)

ones on a plate.

+ (ones)

others

on a chair.

Other(s) (without the) means "several more out
of a group of similar items, several in addition to
the one($ already mendoned."The adjective
other (without an -s) can be used with a plural
noun (e.g., apples) or with the word ones.
Others (with an -s) is a plural pronounj it is not
used with a noun.
In (c): others = other apples.

(pronoun)

There are four apples on the table. Paul is going
to take one of them.
(d) Sara is going to take the other apples.
(adjective) + (noun)

(e) Sara is going to take

the other ones.

(adjective) + (ones)

(f) Sara is going to take the others.
(pronoun)

The other(s) means "the last ones in a specific
group, the remains from a given number of
similar items."
The other (without an -a) can be used as an
adjective in front of a noun or the word ones, as
in (d) and (e).
The others (with an -8) is a plural pronoun; it is
not used with a noun.
In (f): the others = the other ap@les.
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EXERCISE 32. Forms of OTHER. (Charts 6-14 and 6-15)
Directions: Perform the following actions.
.

.a ., ..:

.,

1. Hold two pens. Use a form of other to describe the second pen.
+ I'm holding m o pens.
One is mine, and the other belongs w Ahmed.
2. Hold three pens. Use a form of other to describe the second and third pens.
3. Hold up your two hands. One of them is your right hand. Tell us about your left
hand, using a form of other.
4. Hold up your right hand. One of the five fingers is your thumb. Using forms of other,
tell us about your index finger (or forefinger), then your middle finger, then your ring
finger, and then your little finger, the last of the five fingers on your right hand.
5. Write two names on the board. Use a form of other in your description of these
names.
6. Write five names on the board and tell us about them, using forms of other in your
descriptions. Begin with "One of the names on the board is . . . ."

0 EXERCISE 33. Plural forms of OTHER. (Chart 6-15)
Directions: Complete the sentences with other($ or the other($.
1. There are many kinds of animals in the world. The elephant is one kind. Some
0Um-s

are tigers, horses, and whales.

2. There are many kinds of animals in the world. The elephant is one kind. Some

kinds are tigers, horses, and whales.
3. There are three colors in the U.S. flag. One of the colors is red.

are white and blue.
4. There are three colors in the US. flag. One of the colors is red.

colors are white and blue.
5. There are four birds in the picture. One is an eagle, and another one is a crow.

birds in the picture are chickens.

6. There are four birds in the picture. One is an eagle, and another one is a crow.

are chickens.
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7. There are four seasons.
Spring
are two.
.$S;>A~ , .
,. and summer
.
&*; .'
.
... I
.
fall and winter.;
:.
:., -.:,*.I
..
>/l
,,

~

,

are
~~

~

. I

.

..

.,.

.

8. Spring and summer are two of the four seasons.

seasons

are fall and winter.
9. There are many kinds of geometric figures. Some are circles.

figures are squares. Still

are rectangular.

10. There are four geometric figures in the above drawing. One is a square.

figures are a rectangle, a circle, and a triangle.
11. Of the four geometric figures in the drawing, only the circle has curved lines.

have straight lines.
12. Birds have different eating habits. Some birds eat insects.

a.

birds get their food chiefly from plants.

b.

eat only fish.

c.

hunt small animals like mice and rabbits.

d.

buds prefer dead and rotting flesh.

13. A: There were ten questions on the test. Seven of them were easy.

three were really hard.
B: Any question is easy if you know the answer. Seven of the questions were easy for
you because you had studied for them.

were hard

because you hadn't studied for them.
like

14. Many people like to get up very early in the morning.

to sleep until noon.
15. A: What do you do when you're feeling lonely?

B: I go someplace where I can be around

people. Even if

they are strangers, I feel better when there are

around

me. How about you?
A: That doesn't work for me. For example, if I'm feeling lonely and I go to a movie

by myself, I look at all
,.

people who are there with their

friends and family, and I start to feel even lonelier. So I my to find
things to do to keep myself busy. If I'm busy, I don't feel lonely.
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SUMMAKY OF FOKMS OF CXl'HEK
Notice that the word others (other +final -s) is
used only as a plural pronoun.
other av~les
the other apples

the other
the others

-

EXERCISE 34. Forms of OTHER. (Charts 6-12 6-16)
Directions: Complete the sentences with correct forms of other: another, other, others,
the other, the others.
1. Jake has only two suits, a blue one and a gray one. His wife wants him to buy
mo).hev

one.

2. Jake has two suits. One is blue, and
3. Some suits are blue.

is gray.
are gray

4. Some suits have two buttons.

suits have three buttons.
have cats. Still

5. Some people keep dogs as pets.

people have fish or birds as pets. Can you name
kinds of animals that people keep for pets?

6. When I was a kid, I had two pets. One was a black dog.
was an orange cat.
7. When I walked into the classroom on the first day, the room was empty. I sat down at

a desk and wondered if I was in the right room. Soon
followed, and

student came and took a seat. Then a few
the room slowly began to fill.

8. My boyfriend gave me a ring. I tried to put it on my ring finger, but it didn't fit. So I

finger.

had to put it on

is on

9. People have two thumbs. One is on the right hand.
the left hand.
10. There are five letters in the word "fresh." One of the letters is a vowel.

are consonants.

11. Smith is a common last name in English.
are Johnson, Jones, Miller, Anderson, Moore, and Brown.
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common names

EXERCISE 35. Forms of OTHER. (Charts 6-12 + 6-16)
Directions Complete the sentences with your own words. Use a form of other in the
blank. If you write the completed sentences, underline the forms of other.

. ..

.

. ..

islare .
Example: I have. . books on my desk. One is
,and
+ I have three books on my desk. One is a grammar book, and the orhers are nzy
dicrionary and a science book.
1. I have two favorite colors. One is

2. Some students walk to school.

. . .,and

is

....

....

one.
. . ,but he was still thirsty, so
4. I speak . . . languages. One is . . . ,and
islare
. . ..
5. Some people . . . ,and
islare . .
6. I have . . . sisters, brothers, andlor cousins. One is . . . ,and
islare . . . .
7. One of my teachers is . . . .
are . . . .
8. . . . and . . . are two common names in my country.
students are from . . . .
9. . . . of the students in my class are from . . . .

3. Ted drank.

10. There are many popular sports in the world. One is

. ...

IS....

are....

0 EXERCISE 36. Error analysis: summary revlew of nouns and pronouns. (Chapter 6)
Directions: Correct the errors.
wishes
1. The fairy godmother told the boy to make three twish7

2. I had some black beans soup for lunch. They were very good.
3. The highways in my country are excellents.
4. My mother and father work in Milan. Their teacher's.

5. Today many womens are miner, pilot, and doctor.
6. My wife likes all kind of flower.

7. We often read story in class and try to understand all the new word. I can't remember
all of it.
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8. There are two pool at the park. One is for childs. The another is for adults only.
9. My brother has an apple's trees orchard.
10. The windows in our classroom is dirty.
11. In addition to the news about the flood, I heard some others importants news this

morning.
12. The population of my hometown in 1975 were about 50,000. Today they are more

than 150,000.
13. I don't like my apartment. Its in a bad neighborhood. Is trash on both side of the
street. I'm going to move to other neighborhood.
14. Every people needs an education. With a good education, people can improve they're

live.
15. Alice when was a child lived in a very little town in the north of Brazil. Today is a very
L

I*'

big city with many building and larges highways.
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C1 EXERCISE 1. Preview: modal auxiliaries. (Chapter 7)
Directions: Complete the sentences with to, if possible. If not, write 0. Discuss the
meanings of the helping verbs in imlics.
A: I've made a terrible mistake! I put the wrong numbers in my report. My report

shows that the company made lots of money, but the truth is we lost money. What am

[d
1

I going to dol? Should I
B: Of course! You haw

tell the boss about the accounting error?
tell her. That error could

get the company
3

2

in big trouble.
be honest about it, but I'm afraid she'll get angry. She

A: I know that I ought
4

fire me. Muld you

might
5

go with me to see her?
6

B: I think you had beaer

do this yourself. You can

do it.

7

I'm sure the boss will

8

understand. You've got
9

go with me. I can't

A: No, you must
11

be brave.
10

face her alone.
12
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THE FVKM OF MODAL AUXILLAKIES

The verbs list4 below are called "modal auxiliaries." They are helping verbs that express a wide range of
meanings (ability, permission, possibility, necessity, etc.). Most of the modals have more than one meaning.

+ THE SIMmE FORM OF A VERB

AUXILIARY

Can, could, may, might, should, had better, m a , d,
and would are immediately followed by the simple
form of a verb.
They are not followed by to.
INCORRECT:
Olga can to speak English.
The main verb does not have a final -s.
INCORRECT:
Olga can speaks English.
The main verb is not in a past form.
INCORWCT:Olga can spoke English.
The main verb is not in its -ing form.
INCORRECT:
Olga can speaking English.

(a) Olga can e e a h English.
@) He couldn't come to class.
(c) It may min tomorrow.
(d) It mipht rain tomorrow.
(e) Mary should study harder.
(f) I had betfor study tonight.
(g) Joe must see a doctor today.
(h) I will be in class tomorrow.
(i) Muld you please close the door?

can
could
may
might
should
had berm
must
will
would

+

+ TO + THE SIMPLE FORM OF A VERB

AUXIXJARY

have to
hawe got to
ought to

To the simpleform is used with these auxiliaries:
haw w, have got to, and ought to.

(j) I haw to study tonight.

(k) I have got to study tonight.
(1) Kate ought to study harder.

EXERCISE 2. The form of modal auxiliaries. (Chart 7-1)
Directions: Add to where necessary. If no to is necessary, write 0 .

1. I have

+o

2. Tom must

go downtown tomorrow.

d

see his dentist.
open the window?

3. Could you please

4. May I

borrow your pen?

5. A good book can
6. I ought

be a friend for life.
go to the post office this afternoon.

7. Jimmy is yawning and rubbing his eyes. He must
8. I have got

go to the post office this afternoon.

9. Shouldn't you

10. Poor Edward. He has
11. Alex! Stop! You must not
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be sleepy.

save a little money for a rainy day?
go to the hospital for an operation.
run into the street when there's traffic!

EXERCISE 3. Error analysis: the form of modal auxiliaries. (Chart 7-1)
Directions: Correct the errors.

1. Can you re help me, please?
2. I must studying for an exam tomorrow.
3. We couldn't went to the party last night.

4. I am have to improve my English as soon as possible.
5. You shouldn't to spend all your free time at the computer.
6. My mother can't speaking English, but she can speaks several other language.

(a) Bob can plqy the piano.
(b) You can buy a screwdriver at a hardware store.
(c) I can meet you atTed's tomorrow afternoon.

1 K'Ll
(d) I cannot

Can expresses abdicy in the present or future.

The negative form of can may be written can't,
cannot, or can not.

understand that sentence.

(e) Our son could walk when he was one year old.

I

The past form of can is could.

I (f) He couldn't waIh when he was six months old. I The negative of could: couldn't or could not.

1

EXERCISE 4. Expressing ability: CAN and CAN'T. (Chart 7-2)
Direczions: Complete the sentences with can and can't.
1. A cat

a

climb trees, but it

I

fly.

2. Afish

walk, but it

swim.

3. A dog

bark, but it

sing.

4. A tiny baby

cry, but it

talk.

store water in a glass jar, but you

5. You
store it in a paper bag.

6. You

drive from the Philippines to Australia, but you
drive from Italy to Ausaia.
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EXERCISE 5. Expressing ability: CAN and CAN'T. (Chart 7-2)
Directions: Interview a classmate about each item in the list below, then make a report
(written or oral) about your classmate's abilities.

Example: read pages that are upside down?
SPEAKER A: uose), can you read pages that are upside down?
SPEAKER B: Yes, I can. Here, I'll show you. OR
No, I can't. OR
I don't know. I'll try. Turn your book upside down, and I'll try to read it.
1. speak more than two languages?

2. play chess?
3. drive a stick-shii car?

4. read upside down?
5. play any musical instrument?
,>>

-<.

.

."
>.

6. do card tricks?
7. oat the top of your head up and down with one hand and

your stomach in a circular motion with the other hand
at the same time?

Switch roles.
8. fold a piece of paper in half more than six times?
9. draw well-for

example, draw a picture of me?

10. cook?
11. walk on your hands?

12. play tennis?
13. program a computer?
14. write legibly with both your right hand and your left hand?

EXERCISE 6. Expressing past ability: COULD and COULDN'T. (Chart 7-2)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences with could or couldn't and your own words.
Example: A year ago I . . . ,but now I can.
+ A year ago I couldn't speak English well, but now I can.

. . . ,but now I can.
2. When I was a child, I . . . ,but now I can't.
3. When I was thirteen, I . . . ,but I couldn't do that when I was three.
4. Five years ago, I . . . ,but now I can't.
1. When I was a baby, I

5. In the past, I
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. . . ,but now I can.

7-3

EXPRESSING POSSIBILITY: MAY AND MIGHT
EXPRESSING PERMISSION: MAY AND CAN

(a) It may min tomorrow.
(b) It mipht min tomorrow.
(c) A: Why isn't John in class?
B: I don'r how. He m,pht ]be sick today.

May and might express possibility in the present or

(d) It may not rain tomorrow.
(e) It m&ht not w i n tomorrow.

Negative: may not and might not. (Do not
contmct may and might with not.)

(f) Maybe it will rain tomorrow.
coMPAR6
(8) Maybe John is sick. ( a d d )
(h) John mqy be sick. (verb)

In (f) and (g): maybe (spelled as one word) is an
adverb. It means "possibly!' It comes at the
beginning of a sentence.
W C O ~ C T :It will maybe rain t o m o m .
In (h): mqy be (two words) is a verb form: the
auxiliary may + the main d be.
I N C O John
~ maybe sick.

(i) Yes, children, you may have a cookie after
dinner.
(i) Okay, kids, you can have a cookie after dinner.

May is also used to give permission, as in (i).
Often can is used to give permission, too, as in (j).
(i) and (j) have the same meaning, but may is more
formal than can.

Q You may not hawe a cookie.
You can't have a cookie.

May not and cannot (can't) are used to deny
permission (i.e., to say "no").

future. They have the same meaning. There is no
difference in meaning between (a) and @).

1"f9v

EXERCISE 7. Expressing posslbliity: MAY, MIGHT, and MAYBE. (Chart 7-3)
Directions: Answer the questions. Include at least three possibilities in the answer to each
question, using may, might, and maybe as in the example.

Example: What are you going to do tomorrow?
+ I don't know. I m a y go downtown. Or I might go to the laundromat.
Maybe I'll study all day. Who knows?

1. What are you going to do tomorrow night?
2. What's the weather going to be like tomorrow?
3. What is (

. . . ) going to do tonight?

4. I'm taking something out of my briefcase/
purse/pocket/wallet. It's small, and I'm holding
it in my fist. What is it?

. . . ) have in her purse?
6. What does ( . . . ) have in his pants pockets?
7. ( . . . ) isn't in class today. Where is hetshe?
5. What does (

8. You have another class after this one. What are
you going to do in that class?
9. Look at the picture. What is the man's
occupation? What is the woman's occupation?
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EXERCISE 8. Ability, possibliity,and permission: CAN, MAY, and MIGHT.
. <.
(Charts 7-2 and 7-3)
Direcfionc Complete the sentences with can, muy, or might. Use the negative as

..

appropriate. Identify the meaning expressed by the modals: ability, possibility, or permission.
1. I

a

I

play only one musical instrument: the piano. I

play a guitar. (meaning expressed by modals: ability)

c
stay up until eight tonight, but you
way w+/ca~(\ot stay up past that time.

2. Tommy, you

(meaning erprssed by modalcpermission)
3. A: What are you going to do this evening?

B: I don't know. I

wav/wiqht

stay home, or I

wav/ntsht
v

go over to Anita's house. (meaning expressed by modals: possibility)
4. A: What are you going to order?

, .. .& I don't know.* I

have the tofu pasta.

5. A: Would you like some more food?

B: No thanks. I

eat another bite. I'm full.

6. A: Is it okay if I have a piece of candy, Mom?

B: No, but you

have an orange.

7. A: Which of these oranges is sweet? I like only sweet oranges.

B: How should I know? I

tell if an orange is sweet

just by looking at it.

you? Here. Try this one. It
be sweet enough for you. If it isn't, put some

sugar on it.
8. May I have everyone's attention? The test is about to begin. If you need to leave the

room during the examination, please raise your hand. You
leave the room without permission. Are there any questions? No? Then you
open your test booklets and begin.
9. A: What channel is the news special on tonight?

B: I'm not sure. It

be on Channel Seven. Try that

one first.
'In informal spoken English "I don't know" is oftm pronounced 9 dunno."
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7-4
a

.

USING COULD TO EXPRESS POSSIBILITY
w u y tan r urcg m ciaasr

B: I don't know. He could be sick.
@) Look at those dark clouds. It could 8tal.t
raining any minute.

.

Loura can mean past aourty. (see Lnart '1-2,
p. 191.) But that is not its only meaning. Another
meaning of could is possibility.
In (a): "He could be sick" has the same meaning as
"He maylmight be sick," i.e., "It is possible that he is
sick."
In (a): could expresses a present possibility.
In @): could expresses a future possibility.

EXERCISE 9. Meanings of COULD. (Charts 7-2 and 7-4)
Directions: What is the meaning of could in the following? Does could express past,
present, or h t u r e time?
1. I could be home late tonight. Don't wait for me for dinner.
could be = maylmight be. It expresser future time.
+

2. Thirty years ago, when he was a small child, David could speak Arabic fluently. Now
he's forgotten a lot.
-' could speak = was able to speak. It expresses past time.

3. A: Where's Alicia?
B: I don't know. She could be at the mall.

4. When I was a child, we could swim in the Duckfoot River, but now it's too polluted.
Today even the fish get sick.
5. A: What's this?
B: I don't know. It looks like a glass bottle, but it cmld be a flower vase.
6. Let's leave for the airport now. Yuki's plane could arrive early, and we want to be there
when she arrives.
7. When I was a kid, I could jump rope really well.
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EXERCISE 10. Expresslng posslblllty: COULD, MAY, and MIGHT. (Charts 7-3 and 7-4)
D&cFMnc Listen to the clues with books closed. Make guesses using could,may, and
might.

Example: is made of metal and you keep it in a pocket
TEACHER:
I'm thinking of something that is made of metal. I keep it in my pocket. What
could it be?
STUDENTS: It could be a pen. It could be some keys. It might be a paper clip. It may be
a small pocket knife. It could be a coin.
TEACHER: ( . . . ) was right! I was thinking of the keys in my pocket.
1. has wheels and a motor
2. is made of plastic and can be found in my purselpocket
3. is brown, is made of leather, and is in this room
4. is flat and rectangular
5. is white, hard, and in this room
6. is played with a ball on a large field
7. has (three) stories* and is made of (brick)
8. has four legs and is found on a farm
9. is green and we can see it out that window
10. is sweet and you can eat it

13EXERCISE 11. Expressing posslblllty: COULD. (Chart 7-4)
Directions: Listen with books closed. Suggest possible courses of actions using could.
Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Example: ( . . . ) has to go to work early tomorrow. His car is completely out of gas. His
bicycle is broken.
-+
He could take the bus to work.
He could take a gas can to a gas smtion,fill it up, and c a r y it home to his car.
He could try to fix his bicycle.
He could get up wey early and walk to work.

Erc.

. . .) walked to school today.

Now she wants to go home. It's raining hard. She
doesn't have an umbrella. She doesn't want her hair to get wet.

1. (

. . .) and ( . . .) want to get some exercise. They have a date to play tennis this
morning, but the tennis court is covered with snow.

2. (

(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
3 . ( . . . ) just bought a new camera. He has it at home now. He has the instruction
manual. It is written in Japanese. He can't read Japanese. He doesn't know how to
operate the camera.

. . .) likes to travel around the world. He is twenty-two years old. Today he is alone
in (name of a ciiy). He needs to eat, and he needs to find a place to stay overnight.
But while he was asleep on the train last night, someone stole his wallet. He has no
money.

4. (

*American Engliah: s w y , rroriss; British English: mmy, smreyl (floors in a house).
Amsricpn and British English: s w r l v , s w h = I&.
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EXERCISE 12. COULD, MAY, MIGHT, and WILL PROBABLY. (Charts 3-4 and 7-2
Directions: Complete the sentences with your own words.

-

.

1. Tonight I could
But I'll probably

. Or I might

-

7-4)

.

Example: I could t o d a y . ( . . ) could -too, but we'll probably I could skip class and go w a mmie today. Pedro could come along too, but
we'llprobably go to class just like we're supposed to.

. But I could

2. Next year, I might
probably

. . . ) may
. HeIShe could also

3. My f i e n d (

Of course, I may

. But 1'11

. I may

this weekend, but I'm not sure. HelShe might
. But helshe'll probably

4. One hundred years from now,
will probably

17 - 5

.

may

could

POLITE QUESTIONS: MAY I, COULD 1, CAN Z
People use may I, could I,* and can

POSSIBLE ANSWERS

(a) May I please borrow your pen?
@) Could I please borrow your pen?

(c) Can I please bormw your pen?

Ito ask polite questions. The

Yes.
Yes. Of course.
Yes. Certainly.
Of course.
Certainly.
Sure. (informal)
Okay. (informal)
Uh-huh. (meaning "yes")
I'm sorry, but I need to
use it myself.

questions ask for someone's permission
or agreement. (a), (b), and (c) have
basically the same meaning.
Note: can I is less formal than m a y I
and could I.
Please can come at the end of the
question: May I borrmu your pen,
please?
Reme can be omitted from the
question: May I bormw yourpen?

I
'
I
n a police question, d

d is NOT the past form of can.

EXERCISE 13. Polite questions: MAY I, COULD I, and CAN I. (Chart 7-5)
Directions: Following are some phone conversations. Complete the dialogues. Use mqv I,
could I, or can I + a verb from the list. NOTE:T h e caller is Speaker B.

I help

leaw

speaklralk

rake

1

1. A: Hello?
B: Hello. Is Ahmed there?
A: Yes, he is.

B:

to him?

A: Just a minute. I'll get him.
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2. A: Hello. Mr. Black's office.
B:

to Mr. Black?

A: May I ask who is calling?

B: Susan Abbott.
A: Just a moment, Ms. Abbott. I'll connect you.
3. A: Hello?
B: Hi. This is Bob.
A: Sure. Hang on.
4. A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

Good afternoon. Dr. Wu's office.
Yes. I'd like to make an appointment with Dr. Wu.
Fine. Is Friday morning at ten all right?
Yes. Thank you.
Your name&. . ,> ..;. ., ,, .: ., .:~-.,
,T.,
.".
.,
i
:..
.

".
.--

,,

-A%'

f

:I.

A: Hello?

'

to Pedro?

i,.,

.

.l

I*.;,)

,8

,

,, '

. %T;$

~. ,

./

,,,

B: Hello.
"-"5:LA: She's not at home right now.
..
, . , i B: No thanks. I'll call later.
.'

' '

,.., ; ,.

I

-...
..

i t

.:

%.>.

you?

.,

- ...

:&AT.,

, >

!'

h . .

.

1.::

k:&.;

-:

<

.,
:,

. ..%.

. ,. "*
.

,::
* .+
.
,

to Emily?
a message?

/./. ,

6. A: Hello?
-rli

B: Hello.
A. She's not here right now.

to Maria?

B: Oh.
a message?
A: Certainly. Just a minute. I have to get a pen.

,

'1!

7. A: Hello?

B: Hello.
to Jack?
A: Who?
B: Jack. Jack Butler.
A: There's no one here by that name. I'm afraid you have the wrong number.
B: Is this 221-3892?
A: No, it's not.
B: Oh. I'm sorry.
A: That's okay.
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EXERCISE 14. Polite questions: MAY I, COULD I, and CAN I. (Chart 7-5)
Directions Ask and answer polite questions. Use m a y I, could I, or can I. Listen to
the cues with books closed. Work in groups or as a class. (Alternatively, work in pairs,
creating somewhat longer dialogues that you then role-play for the rest of the class.)

Example: ( . . . ), you want to see ( . . . )'s grammar book for a minute.
SPEAKER A: MayICouldlCan I (please) see your grammar book for a minute?
SP-R
B: Of course. 1 Sure. I Etc.
SPEAKER A: Thank you. 1 Thanks. I forgot to bring mine to class today.

. . . ), you want to see ( . . . )'s dictionary for a minute.
( . . . ),you are at ( . . . )'s house. You want to use the phone.
( . . . ), you are at a restaurant. ( . . . ) is your waiterlwaitress. You have finished your

1. (

2.

3.

meal. You want the check.
4. ( . . . ),you run into (

. . . ) on the street. ( . . . ) is carrying some heavy packages.

What are you going to say to himher?
5. (

. . . ),you are speaking to ( . . . ), who is one of your teachers. You want to leave class

early today.
6. (

. . . ),you want to use ( . . . )'s calculator during the algebra test. ( . . . ) needs to use

it himselfierself.
7. ( . . . ), you are in a store with your good friend (

. . . ). Your bill is (a certain amount of

money). You have only (a lesser amount of money). What are you going to say to your
friend?

1

7-6 POLITE QUESTIONS: WOULD YOU, COULD YOU,
WIUYOU,CANYOU
. I ) W l d y o u please open the door?
@) Could you please open the door?
(c) Will you please open the door?
(d) Can you please open the door?

Yes.
Yes. Of course.
Certainly. I'd be happy to.
Of course. I'd be glad to.
Sure. (informal)
Okay. (informal)
Uh-huh. (meaning "yes")
I'm sorry. I'd like to help,
but my hands are full.

reople use woum you, coura you,
willyou, and can you to ask polite
questions. The questions ask for
someone's help or cooperation.
(a), (b), (c), and (d) have basically
the same meaning. The use of can,
as in (d), is less formal than the
others.
Note: May is NOT used when you is
the subject of a polite question.
INCORRECT: May yar please open the
&or?
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EXERCISE 15. Polite questions: WOULD/COULD/WILL/CAN YOU. (Chart 7-6)
Directions: Complete the dialogues. Use a polite question with wouldyoulfouldyar,
wil2 youlcan you in each. Use the expressions in the list or your own words.
tell me where the nearestpost ofice iS
turn it down
turn the .volume up

answer the phone for me
open the window
pick some up
say that again

TBACHBR:

It's getting hot in here.

bJok\d/Tok\d/\lJi\l/Ta~

yak

p \ @ a e O P ~ Rthe wihdow?

2.

STUDENT:

d cows@. I'd. be hcwpy to. / Swe. / f t c

TEACHER:

f i a & yak.

/ fiahks.

STUDENT:

You're welcome.

FRIEND A:

The phone is ringing, but my hands are full.

FRIEND B:
FRIEND A:
L,

8

PRIBND B: NO problem.

3. ROOMMATE A: I'm trying to study, but the radio is too loud.

ROOMMATE B:
ROOMMATE A:

ROOMMATE B:

SISTBR:

:

.<,.

.. .
,\

4,',
:Z

!

5.

I

.i>

.

That's okay. No problem.

I'm trying to listen to the news on television, but I can't hear it.

BROTHER:
SISTER:
BROTHER:

Don't mention it.

HUSBAND: Honey,

I'm out of razor blades. When you go to the store,

WIFE:
HUSBAND:

WIFE:

Anythiig else?

'*

"

.--

&$;g?p:$+
...

ERSON A:

PERSON B:
PERSON A:

PERSON B:
PERSON A:

Hi.

"

'

,,

3

.: ,#:

; .

.

s
.

'

.,

Hi. Walabaxitinpundoozit?
Excuse me?
Walabaxitinpundoozit.
I'm sorry, but I don't understand.

7. STRANGERA: Pardon me. I'm a stranger here.

STRANGER B:

STRANGER A:

Well, thanks anyway. 1'11 ask someone else.

EXERCISE 16. Summary: polite questions. (Charts 7-5 and 7-6)
Direcrions: Work in pairs. Create a dialogue for one or more of the following situations.
, The beginning of each dialogue is given. Role-play a dialogue for the rest of the class.
Example:
You're in a restaurant. You want the waiter to refill your coffee cup. You catch
the waiter's eye and raise your hand slightly. He approaches your table.
DIALOGUE: Yes? What can I do for you?
SPEAKER A: Yes? What can I do for you?
SPEAKER B: Could I please have some more coffee?
SPEAKER A: Of course. Right away. Could I get you anything else?
SPEAKER B: NO thanks. Oh, on second thought, yes. Would you bring some cream too?
SPEAKER A: Certainly.
SPEAKER B: Thanks.
snwtmoN:

1.

smAnoN:
DIALOGUE:

You've been waiting in line at a busy bakery. Finally, the person in front
of you is being waited on, and the clerk turns toward you.
Next!

2. SITUATION: YOUare at work. You feel sick. Your head is pounding, and you have a
slight fever. You really want to go home. You see your boss, Mr. Jenkins,
passing by your desk.
DIALOGUE: Mr. Jenkins?
3. SITUATION: Your cousin, Willy, is in the next room listening to music. You are talking
on the telephone. The music is getting louder and louder. Finally, you
can no longer hear your conversation over the phone. You put the phone
down and nun toward the door to the next room.
DIALOGUE: Wl'Uy!

4.

SIlWAnON:
DIALOGUE:

5.

smAnoN:

DIALOGUE:

The person next to you on the plane has finished reading his newspaper.
You would like to read it.
Excuse me.
You see a car on the side of the road with the hood raised and an older
man standing next to it. He looks tired and concerned. You pull over and
get out of your car to walk over to hi.
Do you need some help, sir?
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1 7-7

EXPRESSING ADVICE: SHOULD AND OUGHT TO

snoura
(a) My clothes are duty I {ought

(b) INCORRECT: I should m wash them.

anoura ana ougnr ro nave me same meanmg.
They mean: "This is a good idea. This is good
advice."

(c) INCORRECT: I ought washing them.

FORMS:

wash them.

I

should + simple form of a wrb (no to)
ouzht + to + simple firm of a wrb

I
(d) You need your sleep. You should not
(shouldn't) stay up late.

should + not = shouldn't
(Ought to is usually not used in the negative.)

NEGATIVB:

(e) A: I'm going to be late. What should I do?
B: Run.

QrmsnoN: should + subject + main verb
(Ought to is usually not used in questions.)

(f) A:
B:
(g) A:
B:

The use of maybe with should and ought to
''softens" advice. COMPARE:
In (f): Speaker B is giving definite advice. He is
stating clearly that he believes going home for a nap
is a good idea and is the solution to Speaker A's
problem.
In (g): Speaker B is maldng a suggestion: going
home for a nap is one possible way to solve Speaker
A's problem.

I'm tired today.
You shouldlought w go home and take a nap.
I'm tired today.
Maybe you shouldloughr to go home and
take a nap.

EXERCISE 17. Expressing advice: SHOULD and OUGHT TO. (Chart 7-7)
Directions: Work in uairs.
Speaker A: State the problem.
Speaker B: Give advice using should or ought to. Include maybe to soften the advice if
you wish.
Example: I'm sleepy.
SPEAKER A: I'm sleepy.
SPEAKER B: (Maybe) You should/ought to drink a cup of tea.
1. I'm hungry.
2. I'm cold.
3. 1have a toothache.

4. 1have the hiccups. What should I do?
5. I left my sunglasses at a restaurant yesterday. What should I do?
Switch roles.
6. I'm hot.
7. 1have a headache.
8. Someone stole my bicycle. What should I do?
9. I bought a pair of pants that don't fit. They're too long.

10. I always make a lot of spelling mistakes when I write. I don't know what to do about
it. What do you suggest?
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(a) My clothes are dirty. I ought to
wash them.
Ebytted
(b) You're driving too fast! You'd better slow down.

Had better has the same basic meaning as should
and ought to: "This is a good idea. This is good
advice!'
Had better usually implies a warning about
possible bad consequences. In @):If you don't
slow down, there could be a bad result. You
could get a speeding ticket or have an accident.

(c) You'd better not eat that meat. It looks s~oiled.

NEGATIVE: had bettor not

(d) I'd better send my boss an e-mail right away.

In speaking, had is usually contracted: 'd.

EXERCISE 18. Expressing advice: HAD BETIER. (Chart 7-8)
Directions: In the following, the speaker chooses to use had better. What are some
possible bad consequences the speaker might be thinking of?
1. The movie starts in ten minutes. We'd bener hurry.
+ Posn'ble bad consequences: We'll be late if we don't hurry.
2. You can't wear shorts and aT-shirt to a job interview! You'd bener
change clothes before you go.
3. I can't find my credit card. I have no idea where it is. I guess
I'd better cnll the credit card company.

4. A: My ankle really hurts. I think I sprained it.
B: You'd benerput some ice on it right away.

5. You shouldn't leave your car unlocked in the middle of the city.
You'd better lock it before we go into the restaurant.

I"') ("I

EXERCISE 19. Expressing advice: HAD BETTER. (Chart 7-8)
Directions: Give advice using had bettor. Explain the possible bad consequence if your
advice is not followed. Only the cuer's book is open.
Example: It's raining. I need to go out.
+ You'd better take your umbrella. I
f you don't, you'll get wet.
1. I haven't paid my electric bill.
2. 1 need to be at the airport for a nine o'clock flight tonight.
3. (
) and I want to go out to dinner at (name of a popular restaurant) Saturday night,
but we don't have reservations yet.
4. (
) wants to go to a movie tonight, but sheihe has a test tomorrow.
5. 1don't feel good today. I think I'm coming down with something.*
6 . ( . . ) has a job at (name of a localplace). Sheme has been late to work three times in
the last week. Hermis boss is very unhappy about that.

. ..
...
.

T h e idiom "come down with something" means "get a sickness" like a cold or the Bu.
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-

EXERCISE 20. Expressing advice: SHOULD, OUGHT TO, and HAD BETTER.
(Charts 7-7 and 7-8)
-

q ',,"*

Diwctions: Correct the errors.

kaA

1. You 4 4 better not be late.

2. Anna shouldn't wears shorts into the restaurant.
3. 1 should to go to the post office today.

4. 1ought paying my bills today.
5. You'd had better to call the doctor today.
6. You don't should stay up too late tonight.

7. You'd to better not leaving your key in the door.

,.
.

:

.

8. Mr. Nguyen has a large family and a small apartment. He ought found a new
- apartment.

_:

..=

EXERCISE 21. Giving advice. (Charts 7-7 and 7-8)
Directions: Work in pairs. Complete all of the dialogues. Make the dialogues longer if you
wish by adding more advice, and present one of your dialogues to the class.
One of you is Speaker A, and the other is Speaker B.
Example:
SPEAKER A: I don't feel like studying tonight.
SPEAKER B: Maybe you should
go w a movie instead I take tha night off l etc.
SPEAKER A: I can't do that. I have a big test tomorrow.
SPEAKER B: Well, then you'd better
study tonight whether you feel like it or not I go w
your room and get to work.

....

. . ..

I don't feel good. I think I'm getting a cold.
That's too bad. You'd better . . . .
That's probably a good idea.
You should also . . . .
A: Okay. I will. That's a good idea. And I suppose I'd better not
B: No, you'd better not do that if you're getting a cold.

1. A:
B:
A:
B:
, > I,.

"

'

....

2. A: My English isn't progressing as fast as I'd like. What should I do?
B: You should . . That's really important when you're learning a second language.
' "" A: Do you have any other suggestions?
B: Yes, you ought to
A: That's a good idea.
B: And you shouldn't
A: You're right. Good suggestion.

..

....
....

Switch roles.
3. A. My roommate snores really loudly. I'm losing sleep. I don't know what to do.
B: ~ a ~ you
b should.
e
...
A: I've thought of that, but . . . .
B: Well then, maybe you'd better . . . .
A: Maybe. I guess I really ought to . . . .
B: That's a good idea.
4. A: The refrigerator in my apartment doesn't work. The air conditioner makes so
much noise that I can't sleep. And there are cockoaches in the kitchen.
B: Why do you stay there? You should. . . .
A: I can't. I signed a lease.
B: Oh. That's too bad. Well, if you have to stay there, you'd better . . . .
;. ,.-. A: I suppose I should do that.
.1.
:%.';B: And you also ought to

. . ..

.

;.

I

:

.

..,

'

.

:..

.

.,

,

-.
2
rtc...

:
'

1

. . ..

2.

EXERCISE 22. Glvlng advice. (charts 7-7 and 7-8)
DirecEionr: Give advice using should, ought to, and h a d better. Work in groups of four.
Only Speaker A's book is open. Rotate the open book, using a new Speaker A for each
item.
Example:
(book open): I study, but I don't understand my physics class. It's the middle
of the term, and I'm failing the course. I need a science course
in order to graduate. What should I do?*
SPEAKER B (book dosed): You'd better get a tutor right away.
SPEAKER c (bwk closed): You should make an appointment with your teacher and see if
you can get some extra help.
SPEAKER D (book closed): Maybe you ought to drop your physics course and enroll in a
diierent science course next term.
SPBAKBR A

1. I forgot my dad's birthday yesterday. I feel terrible about it. What should I do?
2. I just discovered that I made dinner plans for tonight with two diierent people. I'm

supposed to meet my fiancbehance at one restaurant at 7:00, and I'm supposed to
meet my boss at a different restaurant across town at 8:OO. What should I do?
3. The boss wants me to finish my report before I go on vacation, but I don't have time. I
might lose my job if I don't give him that report on time. What should I do?

4. I borrowed Karen's favorite book of poems. It was special to her. A note on the inside
cover said "To Karen." The poet's signature was at the bottom of the note. Now I
can't find the book. I think I lost it. What am I going to do?

*Should (not ought w or hod bear) is usually used in s question that eska for advice. The answer, however, can conrain
should, ought w, or hod kaar. For example:
A: My h o u ~ r p h moluxEys die. What should I do?
B: B u l l betterm n book on plum X u should ny w find out why thsy dis. Maybeym ought to [ook on rhr
Inrsrnn and sa #you c a n w rome i&rm&n
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EXERCISE 23. Giving advice. (Charts 7-7 and 7-8)
Directions: Discuss problems and give advice. Work in groups.
Speaker A: Think of a problem in your life or a fiend's life. Tell your classmates about
the problem and then ask them for advice.
Group: Give Speaker A some advice. Use shouldlought tolhad better.
Example:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:
SPEAKER C:
SPEAKER D:
SPEAKER E:

1
I

I can't study at night because the dorm is too noisy. What should I do?
YOUought to study at the library.
YOUshouldn't stay in your dorm room in the evening.
You'd better get some ear plugs.

E~c.

7-9 E X P R E S S I N G NECESSITY: HAVE TO, HAVE GOT TO,
MUST

& 1

haw to
I haw got to study tonight.
@) I'd like to go with you to the movie this

evening, but I can't. I haw to go to a
meeting.
(c) Bye now! I'w got to go. My wife's waiting
for me. I'll call you later.
(d) AU passengers muut present their passports
at customs upon arrival.

same meaning. They express the idea that something is
necessary.
Have to is used much more frequently in everyday
speech and writing than must.
Haw got to is typically used in informal conversation,
as in (c).
Must is typically found in written instructions, as in
(d). It is usually a strong, serious, "no nonsense" word.

(e) Do we have to bring pencils to the test?
(f) Why did he haw to Ieaw so early?

QrresnoNs: Haw to is usually used in questions, not
must or haw got to. Forms of do are used with
have to in questions.

(g) I had to study last night.

The PAST form of haw to, haw got to, and must
(meaning necessity) is had to.

@) I haw to ("hafta") go downtown today.

Usual PRONUNCIATION:
haw to = lhreftal OR / h a
has to = ihsestal OR k s d
(haw) got to = Igadal OR /@fa/

(i) Rita has to ("hasta") go to the bank.
(i) I've got to (L'gotta") snrdy tonight.

EXERCISE 24. HAVE TO, HAVE GOT TO, MUST, and SHOULD. (Charts 7-7 and 7-9)
Directions: Discuss the questions and the meanings of the auxiliaries.
1. What are some things you have to do today? tomorrow? every day?
What is something you had to do yesterday?
What is something you've got to do soon?
What is something you've got to do after class today or later tonight?
What is something a driver must do, according to the law?
6. What is something a driver should always do to be a safe driver?
7. What are some things a person should do to stay healthy?
8. What are some things a person must do to stay alive?

2.
3.
4.
5.
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EXERCISE 25. Summary: expressing advice and necessity. (Charts 7-7 + 7-9)
Direen'm: Read the passage, and then give advice either in a discussion group or in writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill don't know what to do about their fourteen-year-old son, Mark.
He's very intellgent but has no interest in school or in learning. His grades are getting
worse, but he won't do any homework. Sometimes he skips school without
permission, and then he writes an excuse for the school and signs his mother's name.
His older sister, Kathy, is a good student and never causes any problems at home.
Mark's parents keep asking him why he can't be more like Kathy. Kathy makes fun of
Mark's school grades and tells him he's stupid.
AU Mark does when he's home is stay in his room and listen to very loud music.
Sometimes he doesn't even come downstairs to eat meals with his family. He argues
with his parents whenever they ask him to do chores around the house, like taking out
the trash.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill can't stay calm when they talk to him. Mrs. Hill is always
yelling at her son. She nags him constantly to do his chores, clean up his room, finish
his homework, stand up straight, get a haircut, wash his face, and tie his shoes. Mr. Hill
is always making new rules. Some of the rules are unreasonable. For instance, one rule
Mr. Hill made was that his son could not listen to music after five o'clock. Mark often
becomes angry and goes up to his room and slams the door shut.
This family needs a lot of advice. Tell them what changes they should make. What
should Mr. and Mrs. Hill do? What shouldn't they do? What about Kathy? What should
she do? And what's Mark got to do to change his life for the better?
Use each of the following words at least once in the advice you give:
a. should
e. ought to
b. shouldn't
f. have tohas to
c. have got tohas got to
g. must
d. had better

I

7-10

EXPRESSING LACK OF NECESSITY: DO NOT HAVE T O
EXPRESSING PROHIBITION: MUST NOT

(a) I finished all of my homework this afternoon.
I don't h a w to study tonight.
(b) Tomorrow is a holiday. Mary doam't haw
to PO to class.

Don'tl&ssnJt haw to expresses the idea that
something is not necessary.

(c) Children, you must notplay with matches!
(d) We must not use that door. The sign says

Must not expresses prohibition

(DO NOT DO THIS!).

PRIVATE: DO NOT ENTER.

(e)

You mustn't play with matches.

Must + not = mustn't. (Note:The first "t"
is not pronounced.)
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0 EXERCISE 26. Lack of necessity (DO NOT HAVE TO) and prohibition (MUST NOT).
(Chart 7-1 0)
Directions: Complete the sentences with don'tldoesn't have to or must not.

1. You

w&

hot

drive when you are tired. It's dangerous.

Aoh't have t o

2. I live only a few blocks fiom my office. I

drive to work.

3. Liz finally got a car, so now she usually drives to work. She

take the bus.
4. Tommy, you

say that word. It's not a nice word.

5. Mr. Moneybags is very rich. He
6. A: You

work for a living.
tell Jim about the surprise birthday party. Do

you promise?
B: I promise.
.
,

7. According to the rules of the game, one player

:

*

. : A:?.,'

hit or

trip another player.

8. If you use a toll-&

number, you

pay for the phone call.

9. A: Did Professor Adams make an assignment?

B: Yes, she assigned Chapters 4 and 6, but we

read

Chapter 5.
10. A: Listen carellly, Annie. If a stranger offers you a ride, you
get in the car. Never get in a car with a stranger. Do you understand?

B: Yes, Mom.

./..

12. A: Children, your mother and I are going out this evening. I want you to be good.

You must do everything the baby-sitter tells you to do. You

,,

go outside after dark. It's Saturday night, so you

rl

go to bed at eight. You can stay up until eight-thirty. And remember: you
pull the cat's tail. Okay?
B: Okay, Dad.
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EXERCISE 27. Summary: expressing advice, posslblllty,and necessity.
(Charts 7-4 and 7-7 + 7-10)
Directions: Read about each situation and discuss it, orally or in writing. In your
discussion, include as many of the following expressions as possible.

:,A,;

-

,

,

,.

hawe to, not have to
have got to, nor haw to
must, must not

should, shouldn't
ought to
had better, had better not
could

Example: C:arol is just recovering from the flu. She's at work today. She works for a big
company. It's her 6rst day back to work since she got ill. She tires easily and
feels a little dizzy.
SPEAKER A: Carol ought to talk to her supervisor about leaving work early today.
SPEAKER B: I think Carol should go directly home from work, no matter what her boss
says. She's got to take care of her health.
SPEAKER C: I agree. She doesn't have to stay at work if she doesn't feel well, and she
shouldn't.
SPEAKER D: She could explain to her boss that she doesn't feel well yet and see what her
boss says.
SPEAKER E: I think she should stay at work until quitting time. If she was well enough to
come to work, she's well enough to work a full day. Etc.
I

1. Steve is a biology major. Chemistry is a required course for biology majors. Steve

doesn't want to take chemistry. He would rather take a course in art history or
creative writing. His parents want him to become a doctor. He's not interested in
medicine or science. He hasn't told his parents because he doesn't want to disappoint
them.
*,.,.
.
. . . ,. : g!%:&&,..'>&.::,,<i, :,, ~~* , . c;
:
.
v '
&IF%
,

2. Matt and Amy are eighteen years old. They are full-time students. Their parents are
supporting their education. Matt and Amy met five weeks ago. They fell in love.
Matt wants to get married next month. Amy wants to wait four years until they finish
their education. Man says he can't wait that long. Amy loves him desperately. She
thinks maybe she should change her mind and marry Matt next month because love
conquers all.
3. Georgia has just left the supermarket. She paid for her groceries in cash. When she
got her change, the clerk made a mistake and gave her too much money. Georgia put
the extra money in her purse. With her ten-year-old son beside her, she walked out of
the store. Georgia needs the money and tells herself that the store won't miss it.
Nobody needs to know.
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4. This is a story about a rabbit named Rabbit and a frog named Frog. Rabbit and Frog
are good friends, but Rabbit's family doesn't like Frog, and Frog's family doesn't like
Rabbit.
Rabbit's family says, "You shouldn't be friends with Frog. He's too different from
us. He's green and has big eyes. H e looks strange. You should stay with your own
kind."
And Frog's family says, "How can you be friends with Rabbit? He's big and
clumsy. He's covered with hair and has funny ears. Don't bring Rabbit to our house.
What will the neighbors think?"

-11 MAKlNti LUtilLAL LUNLLUSIUNS: MUSX.
(a) A: Nancy is yawning.
B: She must be sleepy.

(b) LOGICAL CONCLUSION:
Amy plays tennis every

day. She must like to play tennis.
(c) NECEssIrY: If you want to get into the movie
theater, you must buy a ticket.
(d) NEGATIVE LOGICAL CONCLUSION: Eric ate
everything on his plate except the pickle. He
must not like pickles.
( 4 PROHIBITION: There are sharks in the ocean near
our hotel. We must not go swimming there.
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In (a): Speaker B is making a logical guess. He
bases his guess on the information that Nancy is
yawning. His logical condusion, his "best guess," is
that Nancy is sleepy. He uses must to express his
logical conclusion.
can exprese
I COMPARE:
a logical conclusion, as in (b).
Must

1

necessity, as in (c).

COMPARE:
Must not can express
a negative logical conclusion, as in (d).
prohibition, as in (e).

0 EXERCISE 28. Making logical conclusions: MUST and MUST NOT. (Chart 7-1 1)
Direchns: Make a logical conclusion about each of the following situations. Use must.

Example: Emily is crying.
+ She must be unhappy.
1. Mrs. Chu has a big smile on her face.
2. Nadia is coughing and sneezing.
3. Rick is wearing a gold ring on the fourth finger of his left hand.
4. Sam is shivering.
5. Mr. Alvarez just bought three mouse uaps.
6. James is sweating.
7. Rita rents ten movies every week.
8. Olga always gets the highest score on every test she takes.
9. Toshi can lift one end of a compact car by himself.

EXERCISE 29. Making logical conclusions: MUST and MUST NOT. (Chart 7-11)
Directions: Complete the dialogues with must or must not.
1. A: Did you offer our guests something to drink?
B: Yes, but they didn't want anything. They

W W w
~ t

be thirsty.

2. A: You've been out here working in the hot sun for hours. You
B: I am.

wkst

be thirsty.

3. A: Adam has already eaten one sandwich. Now he's making another.

B: He

be hungry.

4. A: I offered Holly something to eat, but she doesn't want anything.
B: She

be hungry.

5. A: Brian has a red nose and has been coughing and sneezing.
B: Poor fellow. He

have a cold.

6. A. Fido? What's wrong, old boy?
B: What's the matter with the dog?
A: He won't eat.

B: He

feel well.

7. A: Erica's really bright. She always gets above ninety-five percent on her math tests.
B: I'm sure she's bright, but she

also study a lot.

8. A: I've called the bank three times, but no one answers the phone. The bank
be open today. That's mange.
B: Today's a holiday, remember?
A: Oh, of course!
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9. A: Listen. Someone is jumping on the floor in the apartment above us. Look. Your

chandelier is shaking.
B: Mr. Silverberg
same thing happens every morning.

be doing his morning exercises. The

EXERCISE 30. Maklng logical conclusions: MUST and MUST NOT. (Chart 7-1 1)
Directiom: Make logical conclusions. Use must or must not. Use the suggested
completions andlor your own words.
1. I am at Eric's apartment door. I've knocked on the door and have rung the doorbell
several times. Nobody has answered the door. be ar home? be out somewhere?
+ Eric must not be at home. He must be out somewhere.
2. Jennifer reads all the time. She sits in a corner and reads even when people come to
visit her. L m books? like books better than people? like to & to people?
3. Kate has a full academic schedule, plays on the volleyball team, has the lead in the
school play, is a cheerleader, takes piano lessons, and has a part-time job at the ice
cream store. be busy all the time? haw a lot of spare time?
4. David gets on the Internet every day as soon as he gets home from work. He stays at
his computer until he goes to bed. be a computer addict? have a happy home life?
5. Betsy just talked to Jake on the phone. He asked her to go to a movie. She told him
i n s that she had to study. She has just hung up, and now she's going to get ready for bed
and go to sleep. want to go a movie? be tired?
6. Debbie just got home from school. She slammed the •’rant door, threw her books on
the floor, and ran to her room. Now her parents can hear music through Debbie's
closed door. be upset? want to talk to her parents right now? want to be alone?
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COMMAND

(a) GmemI: Open the door!
Soktier: Yes, sir!
BEQUEST

@) Teacher: Open the door, please.

Student: Okay, I'd be happy to.
DIRECTIONS

I
'

(c) Barbam: Could you tell me how to get to the
post office?
Strangec Certainly. Walk two blocks down
thie street. lbrn left and walk
three more blocks. It's on the
right-hand side of the swet.

Imperative sentences are used to give commands,
make polite requests, and give directions. The
difference between a command and a request lies in
the speaker's tone of voice and the use of please.
Please can come at the beginning or end of a
request:
Open the do06 please.
Please open the door.

The simple form of a verb is used in imperaave
sentences. The understood subject of the sentence
is you (meaning the person the speaker is talking
to): flou) close the window.

(d) CIose the window.
(e) Please sit down.
(f) Be quiet!
(g) Don't walk on the grass.
01) Please don't wait for me.
(i) Don't be late.

NEGATIVE POEM:

Don't

+ the rimple form of a verb
.

O

EXERCISE 31. lrn~erativesentences. (Chart 7-12)

, ,&:: ,?!. ,
.,. .

'

I

Directions: Complete the dialogues with imperative sentences. Try to figure out something
the first speaker might say in the given situation.
1.

THE TEACHER:

THE STUDENT:

2.

THE DOCTOR:
THE PATIENT:

3.

4.

THE CHILDREN:

I,

'

I

(I

6.

THE GENERAL
THE SOLDIER:

Yes, sir! Right away, sir!
Okay, Dad.

A FRIEND:
A

8.

Yes, ma'am.

THE FATHER:
THE DAUGHTER:

7.

I will. Don't worry.

MRS. JONES:

.,*,,.'..~...
5.

All right.

THE MOTHER:

THE SON:

,,;

Okay.

FRIEND:

Why not?

THE W E :

THE HUSBAND:

Okay.
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10.

THE EMPLOYEE:

!
7 9

!

THE BOSS:

'

11

1'11 do it immediately.

THEFATHER:
THB SON:

Okay. I won't.

EXERCISE 32. Imperative sentences. (Chart 7-12)
Directions: Pair up with a classmate.
Student A: Your book is open. Read the directions to Student B.
Student B: Your book is closed. Follow the directions.

s~unm
A to B: Follow these steps to find the answer to a number puzzle.
Write down the number of the month you were born. (For example, write "2" if you
were born in February. Write "3" if you were born in March.)
Double it.
Add 5.
Multiply by 50.
Add your age.
Subtract 250.
In the final number, the last two digits on the right will be your age, and the one or
two digits on the left will be the month you were born.
"'

SmWItch
roles.
STUDENT B

to A: Repeat the directions to the number puzzle to Student A.

..

EXERCISE 33. Writing activity. (Chart 7-12)
Directions: Write about one or more of the following.
Give general advice to people who want to
5. find a job.
1. improve their health.
6. live life fully every day.
2. get good grades.
7.
get married.
3. improve their English.
4. make a good first impression.
8. help preserve the earth's environment.

Example: handle stress
Do you want to handle stress in your life? Here are some suggestions for you to
consider.
Be sure to get daily exercise. You should devote at least half an hour to
physical activity every day.
Don't overload your daily schedule. Learn to manage your time efficiently.
You have to take time for yourself. Don't keep yourself busy doing thiigs
for everyone else from morning until night. Do thiigs that are just for you.
Read, reflect, listen to music, or just do nothing for a period every day.
Don't waste time worrying about things you can't change. Recognize the
things you can't change and accept them. Change only the things you can
change.
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0 EXERCISE 34. Wrlting actlvlty. (Charts 7-1 + 7-12)
Direcchns: One of your friends wants to come to this city, either to go to school or get a
job. Write your friend a letter. Give your friend advice about coming to this city to study
or work.

(a) A: It's hot today. Let'sigo to the beach.

B: Okay. Good idea.
(b) A: It's hot today. Why don't we go to the
beach?
B: Okay. Good idea.

(c) A: I'm tired.
B: Why don'tyou take a nap?
A: That's a good idea. I think I will.

Let's (do somethsnd and why don't we (do
somethink) have rhe same meaning. They are used to
make suggestions about activities for you and me.
Let's = let us.

I

Why don't you (do somezhink) is used to make a
suggestion, to give friendly advice.

EXERCISE 35. Making suggestions wlth LET'S and WHY DON'T WE. (Chart 7-13)
Directions: Make suggestions using kt's and/or why don't we. Work in pairs or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A: What would you like to do today?
SPEAKER B:

Why don't we go for a walk in the park? / Let's go for a walk in the park.

1. Would you like to do this exercise in pairs or as a class?
2. What would you like to do this afternoon?
3. What do you want to do this weekend?
4. Where should we go for d i i e r tonight?
5. Who should we ask to join us for dinner tonight?
6. What time should we meet at the restaurant?

EXERCISE 36. Making suggestions with WHY DON'TYOU. (Chart 7-13)
Directions: Make suggestions using why don't you. Work in pairs or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A:

I'm hungry,

SPEAKER B: Why don't you have a candy bar?

1. I'm thirsty.
2. I'm sleepy.
3. 1have a toothache.
4. It's too hot in this room.
5. I have to take a science course next semester. What should I take?
6. Tomorrow is my sister's birthday. What should I give her?
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EXERCISE 37. Making suggestions with LET'S and WHY DON'T. (Chart 7-13)
Direczions: 'Avo students, books open, will read a dialogue aloud. Listen to the dialogue,
books closed, and then repeat or write down the suggestion(s) you hear in the dialogue.

Exampk:
(Yoko): Are you done with your work?
(Talal): Yes.
SPFAKER A (Yoko): Good. Let's go to the market. I'm hungry for some fresh fruit.
SPBAKBRB (Tidal): Okay.
-+ (repeated or written): Yak0 said, "Lei's 30 ta the wvket."
SPEAKER A

SPBAKBR B

1. A: I'm getting sleepy.

B: Why don't you have a strong cup of tea?
A: I suppose I could.
2. A: Are you busy tonight?
B: No. Why?
A: Let's rent a video.
B: Okay.
3. A: Brrr. I'm cold.
k.. ,.. . B: Why don't you put on a sweater?
A: I don't have a sweater.

4. A: Where do you want to go for lunch?
B: Why don't we go to (name of a local place)?
A: That's too crowded at lunch time. Let's go to (name o j a localplace) instead.
B: Okay.
5. A. I have a headache.
B: Why don't you take some aspirin?
A: I don't like to take aspirin.
B: Why not?
A: It upsets my stomach.
B: Then why don't you Lie down and rest? Sometimes that's all it takes to get rid of a
headache.

6. A: Why don't we go dancing tonight?
B: I don't know how to dance.
A: Oh. Then why don't we go to a movie?
B: I don't like movies.
A: You don't like movies?!
B: No.
A: Well then, let's go to a restaurant for dinner.
B: That's a waste of money.
A: Well, you do what you want to tonight, but I'm going to go to a restaurant for dinner.
And after that I'm going to go to a movie. And then I'm going to go dancing!
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EXERCISE 38. Making suggestlons with LET'S and WHY DON'T WE. (Chart 7-13)
Direcrias: Complete the dialogues. Use kt's or why don't we.
The weather's beautiful today.
Good idea.

hy d o ~ ' w
t e 30 oh a pimic?

I'm bored.
Me too.
Great idea!
Are you hungry?
Yes. Are you?
Yes.
Okay.
What are you going to do over the holiday?
I don't know. What are you going to do?
I haven't made any plans.
That sounds like a terrific idea, but I can't afford it.
Actually, I can't either.
I need to go shopping.
So do I.

I can't go then.
Okay. That's fine with me.

I don't either.
Okay. Good idea.
What time should we leave for the airport?
Okay.

...,

What should we do tonight?
Sounds okay to me.

Let's not.
Okay.

,

,
. , ,

,

.. ,

~

'

..
'

.. .. ..
.'S

,,.,.:,.

,,,>:.:-

instead.
I .st ,.&_

, ,
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EXERCISE 39. Making suggestions with WHY DON'T YOU. (Chart 7-13)
Directions: Work in groups. Make suggestions using why don't you. Speaker A states the
problem, and then others offer suggestions. Only Speaker A's book is open. Rotate the
open book, using a new Speaker A for each item.
Example: I'm at a restaurant with some business clients. I left my wallet at home. I don't

have enough money to pay the bill. What am I going to do?
Okay, here's the situation. I'm at a restaurant with some business customers.
I sell computer parts. I need to impress my clients. I have to pay for dinner,
but I left my wallet at home. I'm really embarrassed. What am I going to do?
SPEAKER B: Why don't you call your office and ask someone to bring you some money?
SPEAKER C: Why don't you borrow the money from one of your customers?
SPEAKER D: Why don't you excuse yourself and go home to get your wallet?
SPEAKER E: Why don't you have a private discussion with the manager and arrange to pay
the bill later?
SPEAKER A:

1. I feel like doing something interesting and fun tonight. Any suggestions?
2. I need regular physical exercise. What would you suggest?
3. An important assignment is due in Professor Black's history class today. I haven't
done it. Class starts in an hour. What am I going to do?
4. I've lost the key to my apartment, so I can't get in. My roommate is at the library.
What am I going to do?
5. My friend and I had an argument. We stopped talking to each other. Now I'm sorry
about the argument. I want to be friends again. What should I do?
6. I work hard all day, every day. I never take time to relax and enjoy myself. I need
some recreation in my life. What do think I should do?
7. I'm trying to learn English, but I'm making slow progress. What can I do to learn
English faster?

.

1-14 STATING PREFERENCES: PREFER, L I K E . . BETTER,

WOULD RATHER

1

+ noun + to + noun
+ -ing verb + to + -ing 4
like + noun + better than + noun

(a) I p r e f e r apples to oranges.
@) I @Y+T
watching TV to studying.

Ner
prefer

(c) I like apples better than oranges.
(d) I like watchingTV better than studying.

like

+ -ing ve& + better than + -ing verb

Muld mther is followed immediately by the
(e) Ann would tnther haw an apple than an
simple form of a verb (e.g., have, visit, live).
orange.
(f) INCORRECT: Ann mi& mrher has an apple.
Verbs following than are also in the simple form.
(g) I'd rather visit a big city than liw there.
(h) INCORRECT:
I'd mther tisir a big city rhan w live there.
INCORRECT:
I'd rather visit a biz ciry rhan 1ivzn.e there.

(i) I'd/h'd/She'dlHe'd/W'dlThey'd rather have
an apple.

Contraction of would

0)

In 0):In a polite question, would mther can be

Muld you mther have an apple or an orange?

=

'd.

followed by or to offer someone a choice.

I

EXERCISE 40. Expresslng preferences. (Chart 7-14)
Directions: Complete the sentences with than or to.

to

1. When I'm hot and thirsty, I prefer cold drinks

hot drinks.

+hwt

2. When I'm hot and thirsty, I like cold drinks better
3. When I'm hot and thirsty, I'd rather have a cold drink

4. I prefer tea

hot drinks.

tC\ow

a hot drink.

coffee.

5. 1like tea better

coffee.

6. I'd rather drink tea

coffee.
fiction.

7. When I choose a book, I prefer nonfiction

8. I like rock-and-roll better

classical music.

9. My parents would rather work

10. Do you like k s h vegetables better

retire. They enjoy their jobs.
frozen or canned vegetables?

11. I prefer visiting my friends in the evening

watching TV by myself.

12. I would rather read a book in the evening

visit with friends.

EXERCISE 41. Expresslng preferences: WOULD RATHER. (Chart 7-14)
Directions: Answer the questions in complete sentences. Work in pairs or as a class.

Example: Which do you prefer, apples or oranges?*
+ I prefer (omnges) m (apples).
Example: Which do you like better, bananas or strawberries?
I like @ananas) betzer than (stmwbmries).
+

Example: Which would you rather have right now, an apple or a banana?
+ I'd mther have (a banana).
1. Which do you like better, rice or potatoes?

2. Which do you prefer, peas or corn?
3. Which would you rather have for dinner tonight, beans or potatoes?
4. Name two sports. Which do you like better?
5. Name two movies. Which one would you rather see?

(Switch roles if working in paiw)
6 . What kind of music would you rather listen to, rock or classical?
7. Name two vegetables. Which do you prefer?
8. Which do you like better, Chinese food or Mexican food?
9. Name two sports that you play. Which sport would you rather play this afternoon?
10. Name two T V programs. Which do you like better?
*Use a rising intonation on the first choice and a falling intonation on the second choice.
Which doymr p+,
a$$de~m m w ?
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EXERCISE 42. Expressing preferences:WOULD RATHER. (Chart 7-14)

Directions: Use would rather . . . than . . . . in your answers. Work in pairs, in small
groups, or as a class.
Wuld -you rather .
live in an apartment or (live) in a house?* Why?
be a doctor or (be) a dentist? Why?
be married or (be) single? Why?
be ugly and intelligent or (be) handsomebeautiful and stupid? Why?
have a car or (have) an airplane? Why?
be rich and unlucky in love or (be) poor and lucky in love? Why?

(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
7 . get on the Internet or read a good book? Why?
8. go to Moscow or (go) to London for your vacation? Why?
9. go to a football game or (go) to a soccer game? Why?
10. go to (name of aplace in this city) or go to (name o f a place in this city)? Why?
1 1 . have six children or (have) two children? Why?
12. be a bird or (be) a fish? Why?

EXERCISE 43. Cumulative review. (Chapter 7)
Directions Each of the following has a short dialogue. Try to imagine a situation in which
the dialogue could take place, and then choose the best completion.
Example: "My horse is sick."
"Oh? What's the matter? You
call the vet."
B. had better
C. may
A. will

1. "Does this pen belong to you?"
"No. It -be Susan's. She was sitting at that desk."
A. had better
B. will
C. must
2. "Let's go to a movie this evening."
"That sounds like fun, but I can't. I -finish a report before I go to bed
tonight."
A. have got to
B. would rather
C. ought to
3. "Hey, Ted. What's up with Ken? Is he upset about something?"
"He's angry because you recommended Ann instead of him for the promotion. You
s
i
t down with him and explain your reasons. At least that's what I think."
A. should
B. will
C. can

'It is possible but not necessary to repeat a preposition after than.
CORRBCT: I'd &live
in inn qommmt than in a houae.
c o r n I'd mrhnliw in an apmmrnr than a h - .
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4. "DoesTom want to go with us to the film festival tonight?"

"No. He -go to a wrestling match than the film festival."
A. could
B. would rather
C. prefers

5. "I did it! I did it! I got my driver's license!"
"Congratulations, Michelle. I'm really proud of you."
"Thanks, Dad. Now -I have the car tonight? Please, please!"
"No. You're not ready for that quite yet."
A. will
B. should
C. may
6. "I just tripped on your carpet and almost fell! There's a hole in it. You -fix
that before someone gets hurt!'
"Yes, Uncle Ben. I should. I will. I'm sorry. Are you all right?"
A. can
B. ought to
C. may
7. "Are you going to the conference in Atlanta next month?"

"I -. It's sort of iffy right now. I've applied for travel money, but who knows
what my supervisor will do."
A. will
B. have to
C. might

8. "What shall we do after the meeting this evening?"
"
-pick Jan up and all go out to d i n e r together."
A. Why don't
B. Let's
C. Should
9. "Have you seen my denim jacket? I -find it."
"Look in the hall closet."
A. may not
B. won't
C. can't

10. "Bye, Mom! I'm going to go play soccer with my friends."
"Wait a minute, young man! You -do your chores first."
A. had better not
B. have to
C. would rather
11. "Do you think that Scott will quit his job?"

"I don't know. H
A, must

e

. He's very angry. We'll just have to wait and see."
B. may
C. will

12. "The hotel supplies towels, you know. You -pack a towel in your suitcase.'
"This is my bathrobe, not a towel."
A. don't have to
B. must not
C. couldn't

13. "I heard that Bill was seriously ill."
"Really? Well, he -be sick anymore. I just saw him riding his bike to work."
A. won't
B. doesn't have to
C. must not

14. "Do you understand how this computer program works?"
"Sort of, but not really. y
o
u explain it to me one more time? Thanks!'
A. Could
B. Should
C. Must
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15. "Did you climb to the top of the Statue of Liberty when you were in NewYork?"
"No, I didn't. My knee was very sore, and I -climb all those stairs."
A. might not
B. couldn't
C. must not
16. "Rick, -work for me this evening? I'll take your shift tomorrow."
"Sure. I was going to ask you to work for me tomorrow anyway."
C. do you have to
B. would you
A. should you
17. "How are we going to take care of your little brother and go to the concert at the same
time?"
"I have an idea. -we take him with US?"
A. Why don't
B. Let's
C. Will

18. "Meet me at Tony's at five. Please! I -talk to you. It's important."
"Is something wrong?"
A. could
B. will
C. must
19. "What are you children doing? Stop! You -play with sharp knives."
"What?"
A. musm't
B. couldn't
C. don't have to
20. "Don't wait for me. I -late!'
"Okay."
B. may to be
A. maybe

C. may be

21. "Mr.
Wells can't figure out how to assemble his daughter's tricycle."
"He -read the instructions very carefully."
A. had better
B. can't
C. would rather
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EXERCISE 44. Review: auxiliary verbs. (Chapters 1 -, 7)
Directions: Complete the sentences with any appropriate auxiliary verb in the list. There
may be more than one possible completion. Also include any words in parentheses.
might
have to
can
could

ought to
should

had betrer

would

Hello?

May ( T o d d / C a d

Hello. This is Gisella Milazzo.

I speak with

Ms. Morgan, please?
Where's the newspaper?

I (nor)

dm't

have it. Ask Kevin.
you rather go downtown today or tomorrow?

Tomorrow.
Stop! You (not)

pick those flowers! It's against the law

to pick flowers in a national park.
Really?

5 . A:

you talk to Amanda yesterday?

B: Yes. Why?
6.

A:

I help you, sir?

B: Yes.

you show me the third watch from the left on the

top shelf?

A: Of course.
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you repeat that? I can't hear you because

7. A: I'm sorry.

my dog

barking.

B: I said, "Why is your dog making all that noise?'
8. A: I don't know whether to turn left or right at the next intersection.

B: I think you

pull over and look at the map.
waiting for us.

9. A: Hurry up. Kate and Greg

B: I

hurrying!

10. A: Andy can't teach his class tonight.

teach tonight! He'll be fired if he doesn't show up.

B: He

touch that pan! It's hot! You'll burn

1 1 . A: Stop! (not)

yourself.

B: Relax. I had no intention of touching it.
12. A: What

you carrying?

YOU

want some help?
you open the door for me, please?

B: It's a box of books.
13. A: Hello?

+
J.

B: Hello.

I please speak to Sandra Wilson?

A: I'm sorry. There's no one here by that name. You

the wrong number.
Nick going to be at the meeting tomorrow?

14. A:

.

B: I hope so.

.

.,;,

.

.

A

15. A: Everyone

work toward

cleaning up the environment.

B: I agree. Life on earth (not)
sunive if we continue to poison the land, water,
and air.

ha\.=

V

Connecting Ideas
CONTENTS
8-1
8-2
8-3
8-4

Connecting ideas with and
Connecting ideas with but and or
Connecting ideas with 80
Using auxiliary verbs after but and and

8-5
8-6
8-7

+

Using and too, so, sither, ndther
Connecting ideas with because
Connecting ideas with own though1

although

EXERCISE 1. Preview. (Chapter 8)
Directions: Add punctuation (commas and periods) and capital letters if necessary. Do not
change or add any words.

1. Butterflies are insects all insects have six legs.
Butte$ies are insects. All insects have six legs.
+

2. Ants and butterflies are insects.

Ok (no change)

3. Ants butterflies cockroaches bees and flies are insects.

4. Butterflies and bees are insects spiders are d i e r e n t from insects.
5. Spiders have eight legs so they are not called insects.
6. Most insects have wings but spiders do not
7. Bees are valuable to us they pollinate crops
and provide us with honey.
8. Some insects bite us and carry diseases.

9. Insects can cause us trouble they bite us carry diseases and eat our food.

.-*li 10. Insects are essential to l i e on earth the plants and animals on earth could not live

,

,

':$!-

...
.

. .

~ ! & '
I4

,. .

,

without them insects may bother us but we have to share this planet with them.

.

11. We have to share the earth with insects because they are essential to plant and
animal life.
12. Because insects are necessary to life on earth it is important to know about them.

18-1. CONNECTING IDEAS WITH AND
When and connects only two words (or phrases)
within a sentence, NO COMMA is used, as in (a).
When and connects three or more items within a
sentence, COMMAS are used, as in @I.*

CONNECTPIG l l ~WITHIN
i ~ A SBKTBNCE

(a)

NO

COMMA:
I saw a cat and a mouse.

(b) COMMAS: I saw a cat, a mouse, and a dog.
CONNBCTING TWO SENTENCES
-

(c> C

O W

I saw a cat. and vou saw a mouse.

I (d) PERIOD:

I

I saw a cat. YOU sawamouse.
(e) INCORRECT:
Z saw a cat,you saw a mouse.

When and connects two complete sentences (also
called independent clauses), a comma is usually
used. as in id.
Wifhout and,two complete sentences are
separated by 8 period, as in (d), NOT a comma.**
A complete sentence begins with a capital letter;
note that You is capitalized in (d).

*In a series of t h m or more items, the comma before and is optional.
hlSO CORRECT: I Saw n Cat) P WlOllsP and 0 &g.
**A "period" (the dot used at the end of a sentence) is called a "full stop" in British English

EXERCISE 2. Connecting ideas with AND. (Chart 8-1)
Direcrions: Underline and label the words (noun, verb, adjective) connected by and. Add
commas as necessary.
ROW

1. My aunt puts

+ROW

& and

R O W 4- R O W

in her tea.
4-

ROW

+

no commas needed

2. My aunt puts d, m,and lemon in her tea. + commas needed
3. The river is wide and deep.

4. The river is wide deep and dangerous.
5. Goats and horses are farm animals.

1

6. Giraffes anteaters tigers and kangaroos are wild animals.

7. The children played games sang songs and ate birthday cake.
8. The children played games and sang songs.

9. My mother father and grandfather went to the airport to pick up my brother and

sister.
10. When he wants to entertain the children, my husband moos like a cow roars like a lion
and barks like a dog.

EXERCISE 3. Connecting Ideas with AND. (Chart 8-1)
Directions: Write sentences for some or all of the topics below. Use and in your sentences.
Example: three things you are afraid of
+ I'm a h i d of heights, poisonous snakes, and guns.

"

&>

++I

.

.,

,

. ..
~.

1..

,

1. your three favorite sports .
L': ' ..~ . d.,. .
,,
, .
' C. ' .,. . ..
.
three adjectives that desc$b= a person whom you admire
3. four cities that you would like to visit
4. two characteristics that describe (name of this ciry)
5 . three or more separate things you did this morning
6. the five most important people in your life
7. two or more things that make you happy
8. three or more adjectives that describe the people in your country
,

-.

.. . ,

'

"'-

EXERCISE 4. Punctuating with commas and periods. (Chart 8-1)
Directions: Add commas and periods where appropriate. Capitalize as necessary.
1. The rain fell the wind blew.
+ The rain fell. The wind blew.
2. The rain fell and the wind blew.
+

The rain fell, and the wind blew.*

3. I talked he listened.

4. I talked to Ryan about his school grades and he listened to me carefully.

*Sometimes the comma is omiltcd when and connects two very shorc independent clauses.
AI-W CORRBCT:nU mix fdl and rha wind b h . (NO COW)
In longer sentences, the comma is-helpful and usual.

5. The man asked a question the woman answered it.
6. The man asked a question and the woman answered it.

7. People and animals must share the earth and its resources.

8. Rome is an Italian city it has a mild climate and many interesting attractions.
9. You should visit Rome its climate is mild and there are many interesting attractions.

10. The United States is bounded by two oceans and two countries the oceans are the
Pacific to the west and the Atlantic to the east and the countries are Canada to the
north and Mexico to the south.
11. The twenty-five most common words in English are: the and a to of I in was that it he
you for had is with she has on a t have but me m y and not.

18-2

CONNECTING IDEAS WITH BUT AND OR

(a) I ewnr to bed but couldn't sleep.
(b) Is a lemon sweet or sour?
(c) Did you order coffee, tea, or milk?

And, but, and or are called "conjunctions."*
Like and, but and or can connect items within a
sentence.
Commas are used with a series of three or more
items, as in (c).

I dropped the vase. = a sentence
It didn't break. = a sentence
(d) I dropped the vase, but it didn't break.
(e) Do we have class on Monday, or is Monday a
holiday?

A comma is usually used when but or or combines

two complete (independent) sentences into one
sentence, as in (d) and (e).**

*More specifically, and, bur, and or are called "coordinating conjuncrions!'
**Except in very formal writing, a conjunction can also come at the beginning of a senrence.
ALSO CORRBCT: Idmpped h e m e . Bur it didn't break.
IE~U
a cat.
I
Andyou sou a mouse.

EXERCISE 5. Connecting ideas with AND, BUT, and OR. (Charts 8-1 and 8-2)
Directions: Add and, but, or or. Add commas if necessary.
1. I washed my shirt

bkt

2. Would you like some water

it didn't get clean.

3. I bought some paper, a greeting card

4. The flight attendants served dinner
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some fruit juice?

bv
9

mtd

some envelopes.

I didn't eat.

5. I was hungry

didn't eat on the plane. The food didn't look

appetizing.
6. I washed my face, brushed my teeth

7. Golf

combed my hair.

tennis are popular sports.

8. Sara is a good tennis player

she's never played golf.

9. Which would you prefer? Would you like to play tennis

golf Saturdav

morning?
did you call Bob?

10. Who called whom? Did Bob call you

EXERCISE 6. Punctuating with commas and periods. (Charts 8-1 and 8-2)
Directions: Add commas, periods, and capital letters as appropriate.

1. Cats are mammals turtles are reptiles.
+ Cats are mammals.
Turtles are reptiles.

,
'

., :
'

.

.,.

I

..~..ir;,:..

I

!,
,.

;,,,<

~

,

,>w.;*;r,.,.zI..

*.

8

.

..
.

,-.

." !.

.

,

.: ,.

*,

&

..

. 2. Cats are m q m $ s but mrtles are reptiles.

. .~ ,

I '~

3. Cows and horses are farm animals but zebras and giraffes are wild animals.

4. Cows and horses are farm animals zebras giraffes and lions are wild animals.
5. Cars use roads trains run on tracks.

6. Cars buses and trucks use roads but trains run on tracks.
7. Most vegetables grow above the ground but some are roots and grow under the

ground corn beans and cabbage grow above the ground but carrots and onions grow
under the ground.
8. Why do people with different ethnic backgrounds sometimes fear and distrust each

other?
9. Nothing in n a n w stays the same forever today's land sea climate plants and animals

are all part of a relentless process of change continuing through millions of years.
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10. Mozart was a great composer but he had a short and difficult life at the end of his lie,

he was penniless sick and unable to find work but he wrote music of lasting beauty
and joy.

8-3 CONNECTING IDEAS WITH SO
(a) The mom was dark, so I turned on a light.

So can be used as a conjunction. It is preceded by a

(b) COMPARE: The room was dark, but I didn't nun
on a light.

But often expresses an unexpected result, as in @).

comma. It connects the ideas in two independent
clauses. So expresses results:
cause: The mom wns dark.
result: I mrned on a light.

EXERCISE 7. S O vs. BUT. (Charts 8-2 and 8-3)
Directions: Add so or but.
1. It began to rain,

SO

2. It began to rain,

bt.+

I opened my umbrella.

I didn't open my umbrella.

3. I didn't have an umbrella,

I got wet.

4. I didn't have an umbrella,

I didn't get wet because I was wearing my

raincoat.
5. The water was cold,

I didn't go swimming.

6. The water was cold,

I went swimming anyway.

7. Scott's directions to his apartment weren't clear,
8. The directions weren't clear,
9. My friend lied to me,
10. My friend lied to me,

George got lost.

I found Scott's aparment anyway.

I still like and trust her.
I don't trust her anymore.

EXERCISE 8. Punctuatlng wCh commas and periods. (Charts 8-1
Directions: Add commas, periods, and capital letters as necessary.

-

8-3)

1. African elephants are larger than Asiatic elephants. E Cephants native to Asia are
easier to train and have gentler natures than African elephants.

2. Asiatic elephants are native to the jungles and forests in India Indonesia Malaysia
Thailand India China and other counmes in southeastern and southern Asia.
3. Elephants spend a lot of time in water and are good swimmers they take baths in rivers
and lakes they like to give themselves showers by shooting water from their trunks.

4. After a bath, they often cover themselves with dirt the dirt protects their skin from the

sun and insects.

5. A female elephant is pregnant for approximately twenty months and almost always has
only one baby a young elephant stays close to its mother for the first ten years of its
life.

-

i w 6. Elephants live peacefully together in herds but some elephants (called rogues) leave the

herd and become mean these elephants usually are in pain from decayed teeth a
i
'
disease or a wound.
*
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EXERCISE 9. Punctuatlng with commas and periods. (Charts 8-1
Directions: Add commas, periods, and capital letters as necessary.
(1)
(2)

+

8-3)

A $ few days ago, a friend and I were driving from Benton Harbor to Chicago.

W $e

didn't experience any delays for the first hour but near Chicago we ran into

(3) some highway construction the traffic wasn't moving at all my •’riend and I sat in the

(4) car and waited we talked about our jobs our families and the terrible traffic slowly the
(5) traffic started to move
(6)

we noticed a black sports car at the side of the road the right blinker was blinking

(7) the driver obviously wanted to get back into the line of traffic car after car passed
(8) without lemng the black sports car get in line I decided to do a good deed so I
(9) motioned for the black car to get in l i e ahead of me the driver of the black car waved
(10) thanks to me and I waved back at h i
(11)

all cars had to stop at a toll booth a short way down the road I held out my

(12) money to pay my toll but the tolltaker just smiled and waved me on she told me that the
(13) man in the black sports car had already paid my toll wasn't that a nice way of saying

(14) thank you?

I

8-4

USING AUXILIARY VERBS AFTER BUT AND AND

(a) I don't like coffee, but my husband does.
@) I like tea, but my husband doesn't.
(c) I won't be here t o m o m , but Sue will.
(d) I've seen that movie, but Joe hasn't.
(e) He isn't here, but she is.*

In (a): does = likes coffee. After but and and, often
only an auxiliary verb is used. It has the same tense

+

affirmative

(f) I don't like coffee, and Ed doesn't either.

+

negative
affirmative

or modal as the-main verb.
Notice in the examples:
negative + but
affirmative + but
negative + and
affirmative + and

(g) I like tea, and Kate does too.
(h) I won't be here, and he won't either.
(i) I've seen that mm'e, and Pat has too.
(j) He isn't here, and Anna isn't either.

+ negative
+

L

*A verb a nor contracted with a pronoun at the end of a sentence after bur and and:
c o m c ~ : . . but she IS.
but she?.
INcoRPSCr:

.
. ..

EXERCISE 10. Using auxlllary verbs after BUT. (Chart 8-4)
Diwctions: Complete the sentences with auxiliary verbs.

1. Debra reads a lot of books, but her brothers

dorz't

2. Sam isn't in the school play this year, but Adam

IS

3. I will be at home this evening, but my roommate

4. Ducks like to swim, but chickens
5. That phone doesn't work, but this one
6. Joe isn't at home, but his parents

.

7. Carl can touch his nose with his tongue, but most people

.

8. Jack has visited my home, but Linda
9. I'm not going to graduate this year, but my best friend
10. My dog crawls under the bed when it thunders, but my cat
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''

17EXERCISE 1 1. Uslng auxlllary verbs after BUT. (Chart 8-4)
Diwctioc Complete the sentences by using the names of your classmates and appropriate
auxiliary verbs.

krrrtfihfi Aoes* I t

1.

Mavia

has long hair, but

2.

k ~ 1 o

doesn't live in an apartment, but

3.

isn't in class today, but

4.

is here today, but

5.

can speak (a language), but

6.

doesn't have brown eyes, but

7.

didn't come to class yesterday, but

8.

will be at home tonight, but

9.

has a mustache, but

10.

Bmis Aoes

has lived here for a long time, but

EXERCISE 12. Using auxlllary verbs after AND and BUT. (Chart 8-4)
Directions: Complete the sentences by adding appropriate auxiliary verbs. Add too and
either as appropriate.
1. Alex goes to college, and his sisters

2. Anna goes to college, but her cousin

Ao too
does* It

3. Hugo doesn't go to college, and his brother
4. Horses are domesticated animals, and camels

5. Lions aren't domesticated animals, and tigers

6. Horses are domesticated animals, but lions
7. Paula didn't go to the picnic, and Jack

8. I work at an airplane factory, and my brother
9. Gray is a dull color, but orange
10. Rita won't be at the party, and Jean
11. Olga was in class yesterday, but Antonio
12. Fatima is in class today, and Pedro

13. I can't sing very well, but my wife

Abesh't e'tthev

S

(a) Sue works, and Tom

so
(b) Sue works, and so

+

+

aux
does
aux
does

+

too.

+

s
Tom.

+

S
(c) Ann doesn't

work, and Joe
NETTHER

(d) Ann doesn't work, and neither

(a) and @) have the same meaning.
Word order:
subject + auxiliary + too
so + auxiliary + subject

TOO

+

am
doesn't
aux
does

+ EITHER

either.

+

S

Joe.

(e) A: I'm hungry.
B: I a m too.
(g) A: I don't eat meat.
B: I don't either.

(f) A:
B:
(h) A:
B:

(i) A: I'm hungry.
B: Me too. (informal)

(j) A: I don't eat meat.

EXERCISE 13. AND

I'm hungry.
So a m I.
I don't eat meat.
Neither do I .

(c) and (d) have the same meaning.
Word order:
subject
auxiliary + either
neither + auxiliary + subject
Note: An affirmative auxiliary is used with
neither.

+

And is usually not used when there are
two speakers.
(e) and (f) have the same meaning.
(g) and (h) have the same meaning.

Me too and me neither are often used in
B: Me neither. (informal) informal spoken English.

+ TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)

Directions: Complete the sentences using the given words. Pay special attention to word
order.

A
Ill, I(

Omar

1. a. too
b. so
2. a. either
b. neithr
3. a.

too

James

Marco has a mustache, and

Ivan

.ImwesAoes too

Marco has a mustache, and
Omar doesn't have a mustache, and
Omar doesn't have a mustache, and
Marco is wearing a hat, and

b. so

Marco is wearing a hat, and

4. a. either

Ivan isn't wearing a hat, and

b. neither

Marco

Ivan isn't wearing a hat, and
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EXERCISE 14. AND

+ TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)

Directions: Complete the sentences by using too, so, either, or neithor. Use the names of
your classmates and appropriate auxiliaries.
1.

Mavia

so is Po / PO i s t o o

is in class today, and

2.

lives in an apartment, and

3.

can't speak Chinese, and

4.

wasn't in class yesterday, and

5.

stayed home and studied last night, and

6.

doesn't have a mustache, and

7.

will be in class tomorrow, and

8.

isn't married, and

9.

has dimples, and

10.

EXERCISE 15. AND

has been in class all week, and

+ TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)

Ditections: Complete by using too, so, either, or ne'ther and the given words.

dokds

1. clouds

Snow is white, and

2. salt

Sugar isn't expensive, and

3. cars

Monkeys have long tails, and

4. gorillas

Human beings don't have tails, and

a

v

5. the teacher I forgot to bring my book to class, and
6. the teacher I was late for class today, and

7. I

You've never* been in Nepal, and

8. penguins

Ostriches can't fly, and

' N e w makes a sentence neganve:
The teacher u m r late, and neither am I. OR I'm not either.
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t o~ o /

SO

are d o k d ~

+ TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)
Directions: Complete the dialogues by agreeing &th Speake; A's idea. Use so or neither.
Use I.

EXERCISE 16. AND

1. A: I'm tired.

6. A: I've never been in Peru.

2. A: I didn't enjoy the movie last night.

7. A: I studied last night.

B:

Nritkrv X i I

B:

3. A: I always have coffee in the morning.

.

.

'
~

q ,;

<

~:L

B:
9. A. I can't speak Hungarian.

A: I don't feel like going to class today.
'

.

8. A: I should study tonight.

B:

I

.,:

. ~..
.. ,

B:

B:

:L$, . .

5. A: I didn't eat brealdast this morning.

10. A: But I can speak English.

EXERCISE 17. SO and NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Say the given sentence. Complete the sentence with your own words if
necessary. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Respond to Speaker A's statement by using so or neithm. Your book is closed.
Example: I'm confused.
SPEAKER A (book open): I'm confused.
SPEAKER B (book closed): So am I.*
Example: F r o 5 don't have tails.
SPEAKERA (book open): Frogs don't have tails.
SPEAKER B (book closed): Neither do human beings.

.,'

! '1

Example: (name of a restaurant) is a good place to eat in (this city).
SPEAKER A (book open): Ivar's Seafood Restaurant is a good place to eat in Seattle.
SPEAKER B (book closed): So is Hong Kong Gardens.

. , , I<,

*?his exercise is desipcd to prscnce the use of ao and -thw in conversational responses. If, however, Spesker B
doesn't want to agm, echo, or support Speaker A's statanat, there are alternative responses. For example:
.: e m u A: I'm confused.
J.,
,
..
!
..
e m u 8: You ue? What's the matter?
a
s ~ m A:u Fmgs don't have tails.
I.
,,
.,,
m
u 8: RcaUy? Is that no? Hmmm. I didn't h o w that. Are you n m ? . i
., , :. : .
s p e h ~ A:
a ~ Ivar's Seafood Restaurant is a good place to eat in Seattle.
s ~ e h B:
w ~Oh? I've n m r eaten there.
. * , . : , , I ::!a,
~1 .., : , 4

.

,

I
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Switch roles.

( c : . ' I;&:

1. I studied last n i h t .

11. San Francisco is a seaport.

'

2. I study grammar every day.

12. Chickens lay eggs.

3. I'm thirsty.

13. I (likeldon't like) the weather today.

4. I'd like (a kind of drink).

14. Swimming is an Olympic sport.

5. I'M never been in (name of a country).

15. Coffee contains caffeine.

6. 1don't like (a kind of food).

16. Elephants can swim.

7.

. . . is a (biglsmall) country.

17. (Name of a country) is'in Africa.

8. Paper burns.

18. I've never had caviar* for breakfast.

9. Snakes don't have legs.

19. Denmark has no volcanoes.

10. I've never seen an iceberg.

20. I'd rather go to (name of a place) than

(name of a place).
.&I!:!.

~.

,.::.;

1 I,!:!

I

'.,

i

EXERCISE 18. TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER. (Chart 8-5)
Directions: Create dialogues (either with a parmer or in writing).
Speaker A: Use the given verb to make a statement (not a question). Your book is open.
Speaker B: React to Speaker A's idea by using too, so, either, or neither in a response.
Your book is closed.

.

Example: would like
SPEAKER A (book open):
I'd like to sail around the world someday.
SPEAKER B (book closed): So would I. OR I would too.**

1,

Example: didn't want
SPEAKER A (book open):
Toshi didn't want to give a speech in front of the class.
SPEAKER B (book closed): Neither did Ingrid. OR Ingrid didn't either.**
..
Switch roles.
I .
, .
1. don't have
7. can fly
.,: r ,
2. can't speak
8. would like
I

3. enjoy
4. isn't going to be

,I?

9. didn't go

..

10. are

5. haven't ever seen

11. is sitting

6. will be

12. wasn't

*Caviar = fish eggs (an expensive delicacy in some cultuns).
*This exercise asks you to use too, m, eithpr, or n e i h in conversational responses. Other responses are, of course,
possible. For example:
sA: I'd like ro sail around the world someday.
SPEAKER B: ?'&I
Why)
,
SpBllKan A: Toshi didn't want to give a speech in h n t of the class.
, . : ' ,
sB: Oh? W h y not?
,,,
.
;. ,

(a) He drank water because he was thirsty.

Because expresses a cause; it gives a reason. Why did he
d r i i water? Reason: he was thirsty.

(b) MAIN cwsa: He dmnk water.

A main clause is a complete sentence:
He drank ware* = a complete sentence.

(c)

An adverb clause is ~ aa rcomplete sentence:
because he was thirsty = NOT a complete sentence.
Because inwduces an adverb clause:
because + subject + verb = an adverb clause.

I.

ADVHRB CLAUSE: because

he was thirsy

. '

MAIN CLAUSE

An adverb clause is connected to a main dause, as in (d)
and (e).*
In (d): main clause + no comma + adverb clause
In (e): adverb clause + comma + main dause
(d) and (e) have exactly the same meaning.

ADVJ3RB CLAUSE

(d) 'He d m k water1 'bscausehe was rhirsy.'
(no comma)
ADVERB CUUSE

MAIN CLAUSE

(e) ' ~ e c a whe
e was thirsty: 'he drank water.'
(comma)
(f) INCORRRCT UV WRITING:
He dm& water. Becauee he war thirsty.

(f) is incorrect in written English: because he was thirszy
cannot stand alone as a sentence that starts with a capital
letter and ends with a period. It has to be connected to a
main clause, as in (d) and (e).

(p)

In spoken English, an adverb clause can be used as the
short answer to a question, as in (g).

CORRBCT IN SPBAKING:

A: W h y did he drink some water?
B: Because he WP. thirnty.

L

'See Chan 2-10, p. 48, for a discussion of other adverb clauses. "Time &uses" are adverb &uses that are introduced by
w h , 4ha;brfom, tnhila, until, and ol soon ol.

EXERCISE 19. Adverb clauses with BECAUSE. (Chart 8-6)
Directions: Combine each pair of sentences in two different orders. Use because.
Punctuate carefully.

1. We didn't have class.
T h e teacher was absent.
+ We didn't have class because the teacher was absent.
+ Because the teacher was absent, we didn't have class.
2. T h e children were hungry.
There was no food in the house.

3. T h e bridge is closed.
We can't drive to the other side of the river.
4. My car didn't start.
The battery was dead.

5. Larry and Patti laughed hard.
The joke was very funny.
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EXERCISE 20. Adverb clauses wlth BECAUSE. (Chart 8-6)
D&ectiom: Add periods, commas, and capital letters as necessary.
1. Jimmy is very young because he is afraid of the dark he likes to have a light on in his

bedroom at night.
Jimmy is very young. Because he is afraid of the dark, he likes to have a light on in his
bedroom at night.
..

+

2. Mr. El-Sayed had a bad cold because he was not feeling well he stayed home from the

office.
3. Judy went to bed early because she was tired she likes to get at least eight hours of

sleep a night.

~!I,

4. Frank put his head in his hands he was angry and upset because he had lost a lot of
,,!,?,?~

ia1i.;.
,

,

.

work on his computer.
1

I

.

,

,

i .

.

..

.'

~.

.

..

,

.

i ,

. . i

,:

1)

EXERCISE 21. BECAUSE and SO. (Charts 8-3 and 8-6)
Directions: Create sentences with the same meaning. Use commas as appropriate.

-. PART I.
-

Restate the sentence, using so.
1. Jack lost his job because he never showed up for work on time.
+ Jack never showed up for wo*
on time, so he lost his job.
2. I opened the window because the room was hot.
3. Because it was raining, I stayed indoors.

I

st1

1

,., 5

Restate the sentence, using because.
, ,
4. Jason was hungry, so he ate.
+ Because Jason was hungry, he ate. O R Jason ate because he was hungry.

PART II.

5. The water in the river is polluted, so we can't go swimming.
6. My watch is broken, so I was late for my job interview.

' "

.

II

:.;

0 EXERCISE 22. Review: conjunctions and adverb clauses. (Charts 8-1 + 8-6)
Directiom: Add commas, periods, and capital letters as appropriate. Don't change any of
, ,
,i
the words or the order of the words.
1. Jim was hot he sat in the shade.
+ Jim was hot.
H e sat in the shade.

5 ,Jim was hot and tired so he sat in the shade.
,
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3. Jim was hot tired and thirsty.

4. Because he was hot Jim sat in the shade.
5. Because they were hot and thirsty Jim and Susan sat in the shade and drank tea.
6. Jim and Susan sat in the shade and drank tea because they were hot and thirsty.

7. Jim sat in the shade drank tea and fanned himself because he was hot tired and thirsty.

8. Because Jim was hot he stayed under the shade of the tree but Susan went back to work.
9. Mules are domestic animals they are the offspring of a horse and a donkey mules are
,

,,)

called "beasts of burden" because they can work hard and carry heavy loads.

10. Because mules are strong they can work under harsh conditions but they need proper
care.

11. Ann had been looking for an apartment for two weeks yesterday she went to look at a11
apartment on F i Avenue she rented it because it was in good condition and had a
nice view of the city she was glad to find a new apartment.

12. The word "matter" is a chemical term matter is anything that has weight this book
your finger water a rock air and the moon are all examples of matter radio waves and
heat are not matter because they do not have weight happiness daydreams and fear
have no weight and are not matter.

(a) Ewen though I was hungry, I did not eat.
I did not eat even though I was hungry.
(b) Although I was hungry, I did not eat.
I did not eat although I was hungry.

Ewen though and although introduce an adverb

COMPARE

Because expresses an expected result.
Ewen thoughlalrhough expresses an unexpected or

(c) Because
I was hungry, I ate.
(d) Even though I was hungry, I did not eat.

clause.
(a) and @) have the same meaning. They mean:
I was hungry, but I did not ear.

opposite result.
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EXERCISE 23. EVEN THOUGH vs. BECAUSE. (Chart 8-7)
Directions: Complete the sentences by using ovon though or because.
1.

f v e +~OIA$I
~

2.

Becawe

the weather is cold, Rick isn't wearing a coat.
the weather is cold, Ben is wearing a coat.

3.

Jane was sad, she smiled.

4.

Jane was sad, she cried.

5.

it was cold outside, we went swimming in the lake.

6.

I like to swim, I joined my friends in the lake.
he has a good voice.

7. People askTony to sing at weddings

he can't carry a tune.

8. George sings loudly

our friends live on an island, it is easy to get there by car

9.

there is a bridge h m the mainland.

EXERCISE 24. EVEN THOUGHJALTHOUGHand BECAUSE. (Charts 8-6 and 8-7)
Directions: Choose the best completion.

1. Even though ostriches have wings,
A. their feathers are large
B. they are big birds
C. they can't fly

'

'L

,L

1
.

2. My brother came to my graduation ceremony although
A. he was sick
.
B. he was eager to see everyone
C. he was happy for me
8 1 bm.
3. Even though I looked in every pocket and every drawer,
A. my keys were under the bed
B. my roommate helped me look for my keys
C. I never found my keys

-.

I-

. Jack hadn't heard or read about the murder wen though
,.

A. he was the murderer
B. it was on the h n t page of every newspaper
C. he was out of town when it occurred

:,

-.

-yi

1.
,;,%

i

. , . . ~,

..,. , , ,
.

,

~.

.

1!

,
.,

5. We can see the light from an airplane high in the sky at night before we hear the plane
lo I,
, because
A. light travels faster than sound
B. airplanes travel at high speeds
C. our eyes work better than our ears at night

..

-.

6. Although ,
he finished the race in first place.
A. John was full of energy and strength
B. John was leading all the way
C. John was far behind in the beginning

-,we stopped at

7. My partner and I worked late into the evening. Even though

our favorite restaurant before we went home.
A, we were very hungry
B. we had finished our report
C, we were very tired
8. Snakes don't have ears, but they are very sensitive to vibrations that result from noise.
Snakes can sense the presence of a moving object even though
A, they have ears
B. they feel vibrations
C, they can't hear

-.

9. In mountainous areas, melting snow in the spring runs downhill into streams and
rivers. The water carries with it sediment, that is, small particles of soil and rock. In

the spring, mountain rivers become cloudy rather than clear because
A. mountain tops are covered with snow
B. the water from melting snow brings sediment to the river
C. ice is frozen water

-.

10. Even though it was a hot summer night, we went inside and shut the windows because

. , I '

. ,,!

A. the rain stopped
B. we were enjoying the cool breeze
C, a storm was coming

,

:.~.:.:?

EXERCISE 25. EVEN THOUGH vs. BECAUSE. (Charts 8-6 and 8-7)
Directions: Answer "yes" or "no," as you wish. Answer in a complete sentence using either
because or own though. Change the wording as you wish. Only the teacher's book is
Example: Last night you were tired. Did you go to bed early?
+ Es, I went w bed early because I was tired. OR
Es, because I was tired, I went w bed before nine. OR
No, I didn't go w bed early men though I was really sleepy. OR
No, even though I was really tired, I didn't go to bed until after midnight.
1. Last night you were tired. Did you stay up late?
2. You are thiity. Do you want (a glass of water)?

3. You're hungry. Do you want (a candy bar)?
4. Vegetables are good for you. Do you eat a lot of them?

5. Space exploration is exciting. Would you like to be an astronaut?
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6. Guns are dangerous. Do you want to own one?

7. (A local restaumnt) is expensivelinexpensive. Do you eat there?

8. (A local delicacy) islare expensive. Do you buy i t h e m ?
9. The (name o f a local) river islisn't polluted. Do you want to swim in it?

10. Who (in this room) can't swim? Do you want to go to (the beacidthe swimming pool)
with ( . . ) and me this afternoon?

.

11. Who loves to go swimming? Do you want to go to (the beachithe swimming pool)
with ( . . ) and me this afternoon?

.

12. What are the winters like here? Do you l i e living here in winter?
13. ( A recent movie) has had good reviews. Do you want to see it?
14. Are you a good artist? Do you want to draw a picture of me on the board?
15. Where does your family live? Are you going to go there (over the next holiday)?

EXERCISE 26. EVEN THOUGH and BECAUSE. (Chart 8-7)
Directions: Complete the sentences with your own words. Pay attention to proper
punctuation.
1. I like our classroom even though
2. I like my home because .
3.
even though I don't . . . . .

.. .

..

.?,,

,t%

. ..

- .,

ri,,l~her;awrT.40n't
..

....

. . ,"

EXERCISE 27. Error analysis. (Charts 8-1

-

5.
6.
7.
8.

. .. .
. ....
.
. .. .

Because we . . . ,we
Even though . . ,we
Even though . . . ,. . because
Because
,I . . ,but . . . because.

.. . .

.. .

8-7)

Directions: Correct the errors in these sentences. Pay special attention to punctuation.
1. Even though I was sick, but I went to work.
+ Even though I was sick, I went to work.
+ I was sick, but I went m work.
,:?rIw,

3

2. Gold silver and copper. They are metals.
3. The students crowded around the bulletin board. Because their grades were posted there.
4. I had a cup of coffee, and so does my friend.

5. My roommate didn't go. Neither I went either.
6. Even I am very exhausted, I didn't stop working until after midnight last night.
7. The teacher went too the meeting, and too of the students did to.

8. Although I like chocolate, but I can't eat it because I'm allergic tq it.

,

,

9. Many tourists visit my country. Warm weather all year. Many interesting landmarks.

10. Because the weather in my country is warm and comfortable all year so many tourists

.

,'

'r

1

visit it in the winter.
'

. . . I .I

, ,

( 8

.

-

11. I like to eat raw eggs for breakfast and everybody else in my family too.

12. A hardware store sells tools and nails and plumbing supplies and paint and etc.*

I

13. Because the war broke out in late September we had to cancel our October trip even
though we already had out passports visas airplane tickets and hotel reservations.
,I.

,l,,

. . >.
;its:.

'
14. Many of us experience stress on our jobs my job is stressful because my workplace is

..i,dmot pleasant or comfortable it is noisy hot and dirty even though I try to do my best
' m y boss is unhappy with my work and always gives me bad performance reports I
need to find another job.
15. I like animals I have a little dog at home her name is Linda she is brown and white.

EXERCISE 28. Punctuating with commas and periods. (Chapter 8)
Directions: Add commas, periods, and capital letters as necessary. (There are four adverb
clauses in the following passage. Can you find and underline them?)
(1)

What is the most common substance on earth? I fi isn't wood, iron, or sand.

T f i e most common substance on earth is water it occupies more than seventy
percent of the earth's surface it is in lakes rivers and oceans it is in the ground and in
the air it is practically everywhere.

*Etc. is an abbrrviation of the Ladn et cetem. It means "and other things of a similar nature:' The word and is NOT
uaed in front of etc.
INCORRKCT: The farmer misos m s , shpep, goas, chickens, and etc.
INCORRBCT: T h e f m m e miser
~
m,sheep, gom, and chickam, stc.
CORRECT: T h e f m r miser coeus, sheep, gom, chirkmr, stc.
Also, mace the spelling: r z . , NOT ccr.
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Water is vital because life on earth could not exist without it people animals and

(2)

plants all need water in order to exist every living thing is mostly water a person's body
is about sixty-seven percent water a bird is about seventy-five percent water most h i t
is about ninety percent water.
Most of the water in the world is saltwater ninety-seven percent of the water on

(3)

earth is in the oceans because seawater is salty people cannot drink it or use it to grow
plants for food only three percent of the earth's water is fresh only one percent of the
water in the world is easily available for human use.

(4)
li,.

from industry and agriculture when people foul water with pollution the quality of all

.,i,;
f'
:

Even though water is essential to life human beings often poison it with chemicals

,,

life-plant

life animal life and human life-diminishes

,_,water so it is essential for people to take care of this important natural resource.

, 3 , , , >

/

life cannot exist without fresh

!
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RClSE 1. Preview of comparisons. (Chapter 9)
Directiuns: Use the given words to make comparisons.

"r..":: .
r:r..~x

,.

"$

",*,.,,.;. .
" ,

. ,
.'

1. short~longlines (Compare the lengths of the lines.)

llne A
line B
line C
line D
llne E
+

+
+
+

Line C is shorter than lines A and B.
B is the longest line of all.
C isn4 as long as A.
(continue w make compa*ons)

2 . happylsad look on his face

MVI D

RICI<

JIM

..

.,.'

.

.-.

large/small country (in total land area)
, ~ _ I

,
.:A, , ,

Brazil: 3,286,488 sq. mi. (8,511,965 sq krn)
Egypt: 385,229 sq. mi. (997,739 sq km)
S p a h 194,897 sq. mi. (504,782 sq km)
Canada: 3,553,303 sq. mi. (9,203,054 sq km)

.... .
,

:,.*C..<:q.'&&,!

.,
i

c

. easy/difficult questions F, ?",.y
W T ,.

:
:
:
i

,

.

.

:

?.

,&,,

-

:.+:.t
. .. , . , , ,
'

"

'

,

EIRST QUESTION:

-,:

. ,~
.<... ..... .
-..
,. V@

What%2 plus 2?
the square root of 937 divided by 16?
THIRD QUESTION: What's 3 times 127?
FOURM QUBSTfON: what's 2 plus 3?

V

,

..
. .s,i*c>

<,

'".~

:

SECOND Q ~ S T I O N :What's

2.

goodhad handwriting
EXAMPLE A:

,d&-

&I&

CY( &&

./

EXAMPLE B:
EXAMPLE C:
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MAKING COMPARISONS WITH A S . . . A S

.

(b) Mike came as auickly as he could.

A s . . as is used to say that the two pans of a comparison
are equal or rhe same in some way.
In (a): as + aajecriw + as
In (b): as + adwrb + as

(c) Ted is 20. Tina is 2 1.
Ted is not as old =Tina.
(d) Ted isn't quite as old asTina.
(e) Amy is 5. She isn't nearly as old as Tina.

Negative form: not as. as.* Quite and nearly are
often used with the negative.
In (d): not quite a s . . as = a small difference.
In (e): not nearly as
as = a big difference.

(f) Sam is just as old as Tina.
(g) Ted is nearly/almost as old as Tina.

Common modifiers of as. . . as are just (meaning
"exactly") and nsarlylalmost.

(a) Tina is 21 years old. Sam is also 21.
Tina is as old as Sam (is).

..

.
...

'Also possible: not s o . . . as: Ted is not so d d c
w Tina
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TINA

SAM

age21

age21

TED

age 2 0

AMY

age 5

EXERCISE 2. Comparisons with AS

. . . AS.

(Chart 9-1)

.

Directions: Complete the sentences with one of the following:
just as
almost aslnot quite as
not nearly as
PART

I.

Compare the fullness of the glasses.

1. Glass 4 is

a\wost as/*&

qlii(te a s

full as glass 2.

2. Glass 3 is

full as glass 2.

3. Glass 1 is

full as glass 2.

~m
U. Compare the boxes.

4. Box B is

big as Box A.

5. Box E is

big as Box A.

6. Box C is

big as Box B.

7. Box E is

big as Box D.

,
I

0 EXERCISE 3. Cornparlsons with AS

. . .AS.

(Chart 9-1)

Directions: Using the given words, complete the sentences with as
verb if appropriate.

,

r , '

. ..as. Use a negative
I<

,, ,

1. a housefly and an ant

A* a*+'sh't
L
(qu.~ t eal s
.

big as

a housefly

2. a lion and a tiger

A lie* i s f&

as

dangerous and wild as
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3. a lake and an ocean

big as
4. honey and sugar

sweet as
5. good health and money

important as
6. adults and children/usually

patient as
7. a galaxy and a solar system

large as
8. monkeys and people

agile in climbing trees as
9. reading a novel and listening to music

In my opinion,

relaxing as

-,
...as and yo& own words.

0 EXERCISE 4. Comparisons with A S . . .AS. (Chart 9-1)
Directions: Complete the sentences by using as
1. I need you right away1 Please come
+

~

. .

'

....

Please come as soon as possible.

2. We can't go any farther. This is
+ This is as far as we can go.

....

3. I can't work any faster. I'm working

4. An orange is sweeter than a lemon. In other words, an orange is not

....

5. A stream is usually much narrower than a river. In other words, a stream isn't

. .. .

6. I had expected the test to be difficult, and it was. In other words, the test was

just

. .. .

7. It's important to use your English every day. You should practice speaking

English . . . .
8. You're only old if you feel old. You are

. . . young . . . .

9. You might think it's easy to do, but it's not quite

10. It takes an hour to drive to the airport. It takes an hour to fly to Chicago. In other

words, it takes

....

.
.
.
.
spoken rather than written. See how many of these phrases you're familiar with by

EXERCISE 5. Comparisons with AS . . AS. (Chart 9-1)
Directions: As
us is used in many traditional phrases. These phrases are generally
completing the sentences with the given words.

J a bear
a bird
a bulllan m
a cat

a feather
the hills
a kite

a mule
a rock
a wet hen

When will dinner be ready? I'm as hungry as

!

a brav

Did Bill really lift that heavy box all by himself? He
must be as strong as
It was a lovely summer day. School was out, and
there was nothing in particular A-' I had to do. I felt
as free as
Marco won't change his
mind. He's as stubborn as

How can anyone expect me to
sleep in this bed? It's as hard as

. . ,

I>

'.,I,

.

Of course I'M heard that joke before! It's as old as
Why are you pacing? What's the matter? You're as nervous as

Thanks for offering the help, but I can carry the box alone. It
looks heavy, but it isn't. It's as light as

When Erica received the good news, she felt as
high as

Was she angry? You'd better believe it!
She was as mad as
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0 EXERCISE 6. Comparisons wlth AS . . .AS. (Chart 9-1)
Direchm: Complete the sentences with your own words.
Example:

. . . not as sharp as . . . .
-*

A pencil pmnt isn 't as sharp as a needle.
A kitchen knife isn't ac sharp as a razor blade.
My mind isn't as sharp in the afternoon as it is in the morning.

. . . just as important as . . . .
. . . not as comfortable as . . . .
. . . not nearly as interesting as . . . .
. . . just as good as . . . .
5 . . . . not quite as dif3cult as . . . .
6. . . . not as quiet as . . . .
7. . . . almost as good a s . . . .
8. . . . not as fiiendly as . . . .

1.
2.
3.
4.

19-2*

....
..

9. . . . not as heavy as
10.
just as nutritious as
11.
as often as I can.
12. . as often as I used to.
13. . as soon as possible.
14. . . not as easy as it looks.
15.
as much as possible.

...
...
..
..
.
...

COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE

(a) "A* is older than "B."
@) "A" and "B" are oZ&r than "C" and "D."
(c) Ed is more generous than his brother.

The comparative compares this to that or these to those.
Form: -er or more. (See Chart 9-3.)
Notice: A comparative is followed by than.

(d) "A," "B," "C," and "D"are sisters. "A" is
the oldest of all four sisters.
(e) A woman inTurkey claims to be the
oldest person in the world.
(f) Ed is the most g s n m Nrson in his

The superlative compares one part of a whole group to
all the rest of the group. Form: -eat or most. (See
Chart 9-3 for fonns.)
Notice: A superlative begins with the.

family.

EXERCISE 7. Error analysis: comparative and superlative. (Chart 9-2)
Directions: Correct the errors.
1. Alaska is large thanTexas.
-r Alaska

is lorger than E m s .

2. Alaska is largest state in the United States.
3. Texas is the larger from France in land area.
4. Old shoes are usually more comfortable to new shoes.

5. I like Chinese food more better than French food.

6. A pillow is more soft from a rock.

7. My brother is 22. I am 20. My sister is 18. I am the youngest than my brother. My
sister is the younger person in our family.

EXERCISE 8. Comparative and superlative. (Chart 9-2)
Directions: Choose five to ten moveable objects (in this room or in the possession of anyone
in this room) and put them in a cenual place. Compare the items using the given words and
your own words. Use both the comparative (-erlmore) and the superlative ( - e s h o s t ) .
Example: big/small
SPEAKER A: Omar's pen is bigger than Anya's ring.
SPEAKER B: Sergio's calculator is smaller than Kim's briefcase.
SPEAKER C: The biggest thing on the table is the briefcase.
SP-R
D: E ~ c .

1. biglsmall
2. softihard
3. lightheavy

4. cheaplexpensive
5. etc.

9-3 COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE FORMS OF
ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
COMPARATIVB

SUPERLATIVB

ONE-SYLLABLB
ADJECTIVES

old
wise

older
wiser

the oldest
the wisest

-er and -8st are added.

TWO-SYLLABLE
ADJ'RCIIVES

famous
pleasant

more famous
more pleasant

the most famous
the most pleasant

For most two-syllable adjectives,
more and most are used.

busy

busier
prettier

the busiest
the prettiest

-Er and -est are used with twosyllable adjectives that end in y.
The y is changed to 4 .

clever

cleverer
more dever
gentler
more gentle
friendlier
more fiendly

the cleverest
the most clever
the gentlest
the most gentle
the friendliest
the most friendly

Some two-syllable adjectives use
either -wl-mt or morelmost:
able, angty, clever, common, cruel,
friendly, gentle, handsome, narrow,
pleasant, polite, quiet, simple, sour.

gentle
friendly

mpcnws
wmi m e OR
MORB SYLLABLE3

I
I

For most one-syllable adjectives,

I

i m p o e t more important the most important Mom and most are used with
fasc~nann~
- more fascinatina the most fascinatinn lona adiectives.

-

- 1

I

'

good
bad

better
worae

the best
the worst

Good and bad have irregular
comparative and superlative
forms.

-LY ADVERBS

carefully
slowly

more carefully
more slowly

the most carefully
the most slowly

Map and most are used with
adverbs that end in -ly.*

ONE-SYLLABLE
ADVHRBs

fast
hard

faster
harder

the fastest
the hardest

The -ur and -mt forms are used
with one-syllable adverbs.

well
badly
far

better
worse
farther/furtheri*

the best
the worst
the farthestT~rthest

ADJECTIVES

IRREGULAR
ADVERBS

1

*Exception:wrb is both an adjective and an adverb. Forms: sarlhr, ea&f.
*Borhpbrther and&&
are used to compare physical distances:I orrlksdfarthmlfunhnr h mynyf*ind did. F w t h w (but
notfiarthm) can also mean "additional":I nredfunhm+marion.

EXERCISE 9. Comparative and superlative forms. (Charts 9-2 and 9-3)
Directim: Give the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives and
adverbs.
1. high

8. dangerous

2. good

9. slowly

3. lazy

10. common

4. hot*

11. friendly

5. neat*

12. careful

6. late*

13. bad
14. far

EXERCISE 10. COI..,-.-..

.--. ,-. .-~rts9 - -nd 9-3)
Direccionc Complete the sentences with the correct comparative form (-el-or)
given adjectives.

I

,.

clean
confusing

...

dangernus

dark

1. Oranges are

S\UP&PV

funny
PreV

of the

Jsweet
wer

than lemons.

're.
1

'

2. Iheard a little polite laughter when I told my jokes, but everyone laughed loudly when

Janet told hers. Her jokes are always much

than mine.

3. Many more people die in car accidents than in plane accidents. Statistics show that

thanflying in an

driving your own car is

t

airplane.

,

I

4. Professor Sato speaks clearly, but I have trouble understanding Professor Larson's

lectures. Her lectures are much
Sato's.

than Professor

-*,,>A

5. Bobby! How did you get all covered with mud? Hurry and take a bath. Even the

floor is

than you are.

*Spelling notes:
When a one-syllable sdiecdve ends in one vowel + a conso-t, double the consonant and add -erl-est.
Example: sod, aaddw, add-t.
When an adjective ends in rwo vow& + a consonant, do NOT double the consonant:cool, cooler, coolest.
When an adjective ends in -e, do NM double the cansonant: wide, widor, widest.
+

6. A: Why does wet sand look

than dry sand?

B: Because wet sand reflects less light.

7. A: The moon is full tonight. There's not a cloud in the sky. Look at the
moonlight on the lake. It makes the water sparkle. Have you ever seen a
sight than this?

B: No. It's beautiful.
8. If a cat and a duck are out in the rain, the cat will get much
than the duck. The water will simply roll off the duck's feathers but will soak into the
cat's hair.

EXERCISE 11. FARTHER and FURTHER. ( C h a r t 9-3)
Directions: Complete the sentences with farther andlorfirthor. Use both if possible.
1. Ron and his friend went jogging. Ron ran two miles, but his friend got tired after one
mile. Ron ran

2. If you have any

fa v t h ~ v / f h v t h ~ v
fhvtk~v

3. Paris is

than his friend did.
questions, don't hesitate to ask.

north than Tokyo.

4. I gave my old computer to my younger sister because I had no
use for it.

5. I like my new apartment, but it is

away from school

than my old apartment was.

6. Thank you for your help, but I'll be fine now. I don't want to cause you any
trouble.
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0 EXERCISE 12. Comparatives. (Charts 9-2 and 9-3)
Directions: Choose any appropriate adjective from the list (or any adjective of your own
choosing) to make comparisons between the given items. Use the comparative form
(morel-or) .

btight
e V
enjuyable
fast

flexible
heavy
relaxing
shallow

short
thick
thin
wide and deep

1. traveling by air \ traveling by bus
+ Tmveling by air is faster rhan traveling by bus.
Traveling by air is easier rhan tmveling by bus.
Etc.
2. a pool \ a lake
i

3. an elephant's neck \ a giraffe's neck
.,.. .4-r
?
. ."
--i,u ,

4. sunlight \ moonlight

&

L

5. iron \ wood

, ~ \.

, .,

6. walking \ running
7. a river \ a stream

7@<
5, ,

, ,*?>
.-.

8. rubber \ wood

..

.

.t
."

i

:.

..

..
*
:

8

b.z ,~

-7

..

.

' <.:
< +. .
*.

.

~

9. nothing \ sitting in a garden on a quiet summer day
10. a butterfly's wing \ a blade of grass

0 EXERCISE 13. Comparatives. (Charts 9 - 2 and 9-3)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Ask the given question. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the question. Begin your response with "Not really, b u t at
least . . . !' Your book is closed.
Example:
(book open): Is the mayor of this city famous?
SPEAKER B (bwk closed): Not really, but at least helshe is more famous than I am.

SPEAKER A

13,

1. Is a mouse big?

Switch roles.
7. Is the floor clean?

2. Is this room large?

8. Is a pen expensive?

3. Is your desk comfortable?

9: Is this book heavy?

4. Is an elephant intelligent?

10. Is blue a bright color?

5. Was the last exercise easy?

11. Is (name of a city) close to (name of this city)?

@) I'm older than he is.
(c) I'm older than him. (informal)

In formal English, a subject pronoun (e.g., he) follows
than, as in @). In everyday, informal spoken English, an
object pronoun (e.g., him) often follows than, as in ( c )

(d) He works harder than I do.
(el I arrived earlier than zhar did.

Frequently an auxiliary verb follows the subject after
than. In (d): than I do = than I w k .

(f) Ann's hair is longer than Kate's.
(g) Jack's apartment is smaller than mine.

A possessive noun (e.g., Kate's) or pronoun (e.g., mine)

(a) I'm older than my brother (r).

r

may follow than.

EXERCISE 14. Completing a comparative. (Chart 9-4)
Direcrirms: Complete the sentences. Use pronouns in the completions.
1. My sister is only six. She's much younger than

I AW

OR

imfmmallv) I

M ~

.

2. Peggy is thirteen, and she feels sad. She thinks most of the other girls in school are far
more popular than

3. The children can't lift that heavy box, but Mr. Ford can. He's stronger than

4. Jim isn't a very good speller. I can spell much better than
5. I was on time. Jack was late. I got there earlier than
6. Ted is out of shape. I can run a lot faster and farther than

7. Isabel's classes are diEcult, but my classes are easy. Isabel's classes are more ditficult
than

. My classes are easier than

8. Our neighbor's house is very large. Our house is much smaller than

. Their house is larger than

EXERCISE 15. Comparative and superlative forms. (Charts 9-3 and 9-4)
Diiections: As a class or in smaller groups, divide into two teams. Each team will try to
score points.
SCORING:

(1) One point for the correct meaning of the given adjective.
(2) One point for the correct compamtive and superlative forms of that adjective.
(3) One point for a clear sentence with the comparative or superlative form.
The teams should prepare for the contest by discussing the words in the list, looldng them
up in the dictionary if necessary, and making up possible sentences.

Example: dependable
LEADER: What does "dependable" mean?
TEAM:
"Dependable" means "responsible, reliable, trustworthy." For example, it
describes people who do their jobs well every day.
LEADER: Yes. That's one point. Now, comparative and superlative forms?
TEAM: more dependable than, the most dependable of all
LEADER: Correct. That's another point. And a sentence with one of those forms?
TEAM:
Vegetables are more dependable than f i t .
LEADER: What? That doesn't make any sense. No point.
TEAM:
Adults are more dependable than children.
LEADER: Good. One point. Your total points as a team: three.
List of adjectives for the leader to h o s e jbm:
1. absent-minded
8. confusing
2. active
9. cute
3. attractive
10. dangerous
4. bright
11. delightful
5. calm
12. dim
6. clever
13. easy
7. common
14. flexible
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

fresh
friendly
heavy
hectic
high
humid
intelligent

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

pleasant
polite
soft
sour
straight
wild
wonderful

MODIFYING COMPARATIVES

I

(a) Tom is very old.
@) Ann drives u w carefully.

Rry often modifies adjectives, as in

in

m).

and adverbs, as

(c) INCORRECT:
Tom is very older than I am.
INCORMCT:
Ann drives very more carefuuy
than she used to.

Rry is NOT used to modify comparative adjectives and
adverbs.

(d) Tom is muchla lotlfar older than I am.
(e) Ann drives much/a lotlfclr more
than she used to.

Instead, much, a lot, or far are used to modii

(f) Ben is a little (&it) older than I am I OR

Another common modifier is a tittlela little bit, as in (f).

comparative adjectives and adverbs, as in (d) and (e).
carewy

(informauy)me.

EXERCISE 16. Modifying comparatives. (Chart 9-5)
Directions: Add very, -h,

1. It's hot today.

+ It's

a lot, or far to these sentences.
very hot today.

2 . It's hotter today than yesterday.

+ It's

muchla lotlfar hotter today than yesterday.

3. An airplane is fast.

4. Taking an airplane is faster than hitchhiking.
5. Learning a second language is difficult for many people.
6. Learning a second language is more difficult than learning chemistry formulas.
7. You can live more inexpensively in student housing than in a rented apartment.
8. You can live inexpensively in student housing.

MORB THAN ONE SYLLABLE

(a) A pen is loss expensive than a book.
(b) A pen is not as expensiwe as a book.

The opposite of -er/more is expressed by loss or not as
as. (a) and @) have the same meaning.

.. .

. ..

Loss and not as
as are used with adjectives and
adverbs of more than one syllable.

..

ONE SYLLABLB

(c) A pen is not as large as u book.

Only not a s . as (NOT loss) is used with one-syllable
adjectives or adverbs, as in (c).

1 (d) INCORRECT:A pen is less large than a book. I

I

EXERCISE 17. LESS . . .THAN and NOT AS . . . AS. (Chart 9-6)
Direcrions: Circle the correct answer or answers.

-ambitious -my niece.
. ..
@ not as . . . as
My nephew is -old -my niece.
A. less . . . than
@) not as . . . as

1. My nephew is
@less
than
2.

3. A bee is -big -a bird.
A. less . . than
B. not as . . . as

.
- . My brother is -interested in planning for the future -I am.
;. . , , 4.
A. less . . .than
B. not as . . . as
~,,':j,.:.#~
.
. !
.;

.,-,. :-~
-,c.
'

.''.if

5. I a m A. less

good at repairing things -Diane is.
than
B. not as
as

...

...

6. Some students are -serious about their schoolwork -others.
A. less
than
B. not as . . . as

...
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0 EXERCISE 18. MORE/-ER, LESS, and NOT AS

. . . AS.

(Charts 9-1 -+ 9-6)

Directions: Use the words in the given order to make comparisons using one of the
following:
morel-er . . . than
less. . . than
not as . . . as
1. France \ large \ Brazil

Fmnce isn't as large as Brazil.
a river \ big \ a stream
+ A river is bigger than a stream.
metal \ flexible \ rubber
+ Metal is lessjlexible than rubber. OR Metal isn't as jlexible as rubber.
sidewalk \ wide \ road
arithmetic \ difficult \ advanced algebra
a hill \ high \ a mountain
bottled water \ clear and clean \ river water . ,,;
,;.,?+ .
" . , *!,
cold, wet weather \ pleasant \ warm weather
sitting in an easy chair \ comfortable \ sitting on a park bench
hiking along a path \ dangerous \ climbing a mountain peak
toes \ long \ fingers
toes \ useful \ fingers
toes \ long or useful \ fingers
fingers \ long and useful \toes
+

2.
3.

4.

:
l'i.

'

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

0 EXERCISE 19. MORE/-ER, LESS, and AS . . .AS. (Charts 9-1

...

+

-..
, .,..~

I.

'

,.

!

,

.

..

:

9-6)

Directions: Compare the following. Use (not) crp
crs, less, and more/--. How many
points of comparison can you thiiof? Work in pairs, on teams, or as a class.
Example: trees and flowers (big, colo&i, useful, etc.)
+ Trees are bigger thanjlowers.
Trees are mrely as colo@l asflowers.
Flowers are less useful than trees.
Flowers aren't as sturdy as trees.
Trees are more important to clean air qmlig than Powers.
1. the sun and the moon
2. children and adults

1 9-7

3. two restaurants in this city

4. two famous people in the world

UNCLEAR COMPARISONS

UNCLEAR

(a) Ann likes her dog better than her husband.

Sometimes it is necessary to complete the idea
following than in order to make a comparison
clear.

CLEAR

(b) Ann likes her dog better than her husband does.
(c) Ann lies her dog better than she does her husband.

In @): dues means "lies the dog."
In (c): does means "likes."

EXERCISE 20. Unclear comparisons. (Chart 9 - 7 )
Directione The following are unclear comparisons. Discuss the possible meanings by
creating clear comparisons.
1. UNCLEAR: I know John better than Mary.
-+ I know John better than Mary does. OR I know John better than I do Mary.
2. UNCLEAR: Sam likes football better than his wife.
3. UNCLEAR: Frank helps me more than Debra.
4. UNCLEAR:
I pay my plumber more than my dentist.

19-8

USING MORE WITH NOUNS

(a) Would you like some more coffee?
@) N~~everyone is here, I expect more peopbto
come later.

In (a): coffee is a noun. When more is used with
nouns, it often has the meaning of additional. It is
not necessary to use than.

(c) There are more people in China than there
are in the United States.

More is also used with nouns to make complete
com~arisonsbv addiiz than.

(d) Do you have enough coffee, or wodd you like
some mom?

When the meaning is clear, the noun may be
omitted and mom used by itself.

1

1

EXERCISE 21. Comparatives with nouns, adjectives, and adverbs.
(Charts 9 - 2 , 9 - 3 , and 9 - 8 )

2

-

:

,

,

-.
. .

'"

il
. , . ..>
,,

Directions: Use -er or more and the words in the list to complete the sentences. Discuss
whether the words are nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, and review how comparatives are
formed. When do you use -er, and when do you use more?
happily
happiness
happy

Jbright
Jbrightly
doctors

1. A city has

information
mistakes
quick

wove +va@kc

2. Sunlight is much

responsibilities
responsible
responsibly

salt
Jtraflc

than a small town.

bvishtev

than moonlight.

3. Did you know that a laser burns billions of times
light at the sun's surface?

4. There is
encyclopedia than (there is) in a dictionary.
5. 1used to be sad, but now I'm a lot
used to be).
6. Unhappy roommates or spouses can live together
they learn to respect each other's differences.

wove bviqhtlv

than the

about geography in an
about my life (than I
if

7. She's had a miserable life. I hope she finds
in the future.
on the last test than

8. I made
one, so I got a worse grade.

0 did) on the f i s t

9. My daughter Annie is uustworthy and mature. She behaves much
than my nephew Louie.
at home and in

10. A twelve-year-old has
school than a nine-year-old.

about doing his homework than
. .G,-,.. - '

11. Mysonis
his older sister is.
.&., .. ,.~:i$
'
'?2. A rabbit is

,;

'.

s

-

than a turtle.

,

..

.,.hr

.

.

I. .

13. This soup doesn't taste quite right. I think it needs just a little
to ueat

14. Health care in rural areas is poor. We need
people in rural areas.

I

I

--

(a) Because he was afraid, he walkedfaster and
@) Life in the modern world is becoming more

Repeating a comparative gives the idea that
something becomes progressively greater, i.e., it
increases in intensity, quality, or quantity.

and more complex.

EXERCISE 22. Repeating a comparatlve. (Chart 9-9)
Directions: Complete the answers by repeating a comparative. Use the words in the list.
angry
big
coldIwarm

discouraged
Jfasr

good

1. When I get excited, my heart beats
2. When you blow up a balloon, it gets

hard
long
loud

weak
wet

F a s t e v ar\A Fasi-ev

.

every day.

3. My English is improving. It is getting
4. As the ambulance came closer to us, the siren became

5. She sat there quietly, but during all that time she was getting

. Finally she exploded.
6. The line of people waiting to get into the theater got
7. I've been looking for a job for a month and still haven't been able to find one. I'm

getting
with each passing day.

8. The weather is getting
9. As I continued walking in miserable weather, it rained

. By the time I got home, I was

I got
completely soaked.

10. As I continued to row the boat, my arms got
until I had almost no strength left in them at all.

(a) The harder you study, the more you will learn.
@) The more she studied, the more she learned.
(c) The warmer the weather (is), the bettor I
like it.
(d) A:
B:
(e) A:
B:

A double comparative has two parts; both parts
begin with the, as in the examples. The second
part of the comparison is the result of the first part.
In (a): If' you study harder, the result will be that
vou will learn more.

Should we ask Jmny and Jim to the party too? The more, the merrier and the sooner, the
better are two common expressions.
Why not? The more, the merrier.
In (d): It is good to have more people at the party.
When should we leave?
The soonor, the bettor.
In (e): It is good if we leave as soon as we can.

EXERCISE 23. Double comparatives. (Chart 9-10)
Dirictiuns: Complete the sentences with double comparatives (the morel-er
morel-er).

...the

1. If the fruit is fresh, it tastes good.

T ~ FPv ~ c h ~ r

+

the fruit (is),

t h e bewev

it tastes.

2. We got close to the fire. We felt warm.
+
we got to the fire,

we felt.

3. If a knife is sharp, it is easy to cut something with.
t.

. ?i

a knife (is),

it is to

cut something.
<,_

i -

'

<1

-

4. The party got noisy next door. I got angry.
+

I had a terrible time getting to sleep last night. My neighbors were having a loud
party.
it got,
Finally, I banged on the wall and told them to be quiet.

I got.

5. If a flamingo eats a lot of shrimp, it becomes very pink.
-+

a flamingo eats,

The
the
'c. ~..

it gets.
~.

, . ; ,

.

- .

-. .... .
~

,.~..<

..

-'

-. . .
,.T"
".

-

6. She drove fast. I became nerwus.
-* Erica offered to take me to the airport, and I was grateful. But we got a late start,
so on the way she stepped on the accelerator. I got more
uncomfortable. The ,$& '.2;$'%*j?&g'd~*~
k.' - ' , + , .,
,*y&,qp.
'43,
*~
.,

..

:

.
. ,
. . ,,V'.
He thought about his family. He became homesick.
.-t Pierre tried to concentrate on his studying, but his mind would drift to his family
and his home. The .
1L,,.
, , , . .. . t . i
,:
, . , . , A

, .. 7.

,
ii

,

...

. r L.J

."f'

,;>

,

. , , $,,

8. We ran fast to reach the house. The sky grew d a d .
';x+ A storm was threatening. The

....

,I,,:.

'

3

.:y\,,,

.,t

),.

,.,, . . ,Y

+

.

, I '
,

.

. .
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USING SUPERLATIVES

(a) l o ~ y o1s one ox rm mrgesz crnsa m me
world.

(b) David is the most generous person I have

ever known.

(c) I have three books. These two are quite good,
but this one is the best (book) ofall.

In (a): superlative + in a place (zhe world, zhis dm,
my family, the corpomrion, etc.).
In (b): superlative + adjective clause.*
In (c): superlative + o f d l .

(d) I took four final exams. The final in accounting

The least has the opposite meaning of the most.

(e) Ali is one of the best studsnts in this class.
(f) One of the best students in this class i s Ali.

Notice the pattern with one of:
one of

+ PLURAL noun (+ SINGULARverb)

*See Chapter 12 for more information about sdjecdve clauses.

EXERCISE 24. Superlatives. (Chart 9-1 1)
Direcriom: Complete the sentences with superlatives and the appropriate preposition,
in or of.
1. Jack is lazy. He is

the l b l i l ~ ~ t

student

the class.

IR

h e mest RCWOW bF

2. Mike and Julie were nerwus, but Amanda was

all.

3. Costa Rico is beaunjW. It is one of
counaies

the world.
scores

4. Scott got a bad score on the test. It was one of
the whole school.

planet from the

5. Pluto is far from the sun. In fact, it is
sun

our solar system.
cook

6. There are a lot of good cooks in my family, but my mom is
all.

7. Alaska is big. It is

state

8. My grandfather is very old. He is

the United States.
person

the

town where he lives.

9. That chair in the corner is comfmable. It is
chair

the room.

10. Everyone who ran in the race was exhausted, but I was
all.
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EXERCISE 25. Superlatives. (Chart 9-1 1)

,
~

.

.

.,If ,.,,
+:

%,

LX&cdons: Use the given phrases to complete the sentences with superlatives.'
big bird
clean air
Jdeep ocean
high mountains on earth

1. The Pacific is

::. -.,
L:$

..

.:

.t .
- ,

long river in South America
popularforms of enrenainmenr
three common street names
two great natural dangers

the A c e ~ e s ocemR
t

.

8.

;

in the world.

.+i'

:

2. There is almost no air pollution at the South Pole. The South Pole has

in the world.
are in

3.

the Himalayan Range in Asia.
4. Most bids are small, but not the flightless North African ostrich. It is

in the world.

ships are fog and icebergs.
6. One of

throughout

the world is the motion picture.

in the United

7.

States are Park, Washington, and Maple.
is the Amazon.

8.

EXERCISE 26. Completing superlatives with adjective clauses. (Chart 9-1 1)
Dimtiom Complete the sentences with an appropriate superlative followed by an adjective
clause.
1. I have had many good &ces.
Of those, my vacation to Honduras was one of.
-* the best azperiences I have ewer had.
,.
2. Sally has had many nice times, but her birthday party was one of.

3. I've taken many d@kult courses, but statistics is one of.

.. .

...

,

,

4. I've made some bad mutakes in my lie, but lending my cousin money was one of.
5. We've seen many beaunjid buildings in the world, but the Taj Mahal is one of. . . .
6. A: How do you think you did on the exam this morning?
, !
,i
B: I think I did pretty well. It was an easy test. In fact, it was one of. . . .
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EXERCISE 27. Uslng ONE OF wlth superlatives. (Chart 9-1 1)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Give the cues. (Listen carefully to Speaker B's answer, making sure s h e is
using a plural noun foUowing one ox) Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the questions in complete sentences, using one of plus a superlative.
Your book is closed.
(I

Exam&:
SPFAKRR A

(book open): You have known many interesting people. Who is one of them?
One of the most interesting people I've ever known is
(Ms. Lee). OR (MS. Lee) is one of the most interesting people
I've ever known.
- -

-

SPEAKER B (book closed):

1. There are many beautiful countries in the world. What is one of them?
2. There are many famous people in the world. Who is one of them?
3. What is one of the best movies you've seen recently? And have you seen any bad
movies? What is one of them?
4. What is one of the most exciting things you've ever done?
5. You know many wonderful people. Who is one of them?

Switch roles.
6 . Think of some happy days in your life. What was one of them?
7. There are a lot of interesting animals in the world. What is one of them?
8. Who is one of the most important people in the history of your country?
9. You have had many good experiences. What is one of them?
10. There are many important people in your life among your family, friends, teachers,
co-workers, and others. Who is one of these people?
,

.:

EXERCISE 28. Superlatives. (chart 9-1 1)
Directions: Use superlatives of the given words and your own words to complete the
sentences.

...

...

....

1 . bad
is the
movie I
"Sea Monsters"is the worst movie I've ever seen.
+

2 . popular

The

. . . sport in . . .is . . . .

3. large

The

. . . city in . . . is .

4. good

. . . is the . . . restaurant in . . .

5 . interesting

. . . is one of the . . . people I . . . .

6 . valuable

The

7 . important

The three

8. serious

The

. . . thing I . . .is
. . . things in life are

. . . problems in . . . today are . . .

EXERCISE 29. Revlew: comparatives and superlatives. (Charts 9-1

9-1 1)
Direcdonc Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Ask a question that uses either a comparative or a superlative.
Speaker B: Answer the question. Use complete sentences.

.'
1111.

,

-+

Example: what . . . sweet
SPEAKERA: What is sweeter than sugar?
SPEAKER B: Nothing is sweeter than sugar.
Example: who is . . . wonderful
SPEAKER A: Who is the most wonderful person you've ever known?
SPEAKER B: That's a hard question. Probably my mother is the most wonderful person
I've ever known.
:<

!::I! I,>, . ,

,::.:

-

, , . :'

.. .
.. .
...

'

I

.

.

1. what is
important
2. who is
famous
3. what is
good
4. what is . . . bad
5. whose hair is . long
6. what is
interesting

. ..

..

, , . . :

'

Switch roles.
.'
! ,.
7. which car is . . . expensive
8. what country is . . . near .
9. what is . . dangerous
10. who is . . . old
.
11. what is . . . beautiful
12. who is . . . kind
..,, .,
,

i'

I.

,

,

, , !,

.

,,

.

, :

,

.

>,,:'.
,

zc;

:

'

'

,.

,

9r,::.: 8

EXERCISE 30. Review: comparatives and superlatives. (Charts 9-1 + 9-1 1)
Directionc Compare the items in each list using the given words. Use as. . . as, the
comparative (-er/mo*e), and the superlative (-est/most). Discuss the topics orally or in
writing.

Example: streets in this city: wide \ m r n m \ busy \ dangerous
+ First Avenue is widsv than Market Street.
,Il,E .8': 3:1:>9.:.*,:
Sewnd Avenue is nearly as w i d e as First Avenue.
First Avenue is narrower than Interstate Highway 706 -.,L'
. A ~ ' ~ ', 'C
.i2x.;
T h e busiest street is Main Street.
Main Street is Mer than Market Street.
i.. L . I
T h e most dangerous street in the cily is Olive Boulevard. ,,
(','.

1. a lemon, a grapefruit, and an orange:
sweet \ sour \ large \ small
2. three different books in the classroom:
thin \fat \ interesting \ useful \good \ bad

3. a kitten, a cheetah, and a lion:
weak \pave@ \ wild \gentle \fact

4. air, water, and wood:
h e a y \ light \ important to human life
5. boxing, soccer, and golE
dangerous \ sa$ \ excirifig \ boring
6. the food at (three places in this city where you have eaten):
delicious \ appetizing \ inexpensive \good \ bad
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EXERCISE 31. Revlew of comparatlves and superlatives. (Charts 9-1 + 9-1 1)
firechons: Complete the sentences. Use any appropriate form of the words in parentheses
and add any other necessary words. There may be more than one possible completion.
1. Lead is a very heavy metal. It is (he-)

the heavieqt

It is one of (heazy)

gold or silver.

heaviev t h a ~

4

metals

all.
cats.

2. Dogs are usually (friedy)
3. One of ifnmous)

volcanoes

the

world is Mount Etna in Sicily.
a bicycle.

4. A car has two (wheels)

5. Mrs. Cook didn't ask the children to clean up the kitchen. It was (easy)

to nag them to do it.

for her to do it herself

6. Duck eggs and chicken eggs are different. Duck eggs are (large)
yellow

chicken eggs. Also, the yolk of a duck egg is (dark)
the yolk of a chicken egg.

7. The volcanic explosion of Krakatoa near Java in 1883 may have been (loud)

noise

recorded history. It was heard 2,760

miles (4,441 kilometers) away.
j:,,,

. ,

.

,

,

piece of equipment for

8. (important)

birdwatching is a pair of binoculars.

9. Although both jobs are important, being a teacher requires (education)
being a bus driver.

10. The Great Wall of China is (longl
ever been built.

structure that has

11. Howard Anderson is one of (delightful)

people I'M ever met.
Itried, (impossible)

12. (hard)

it seemed to solve the math problem.
13. Perhaps (common)

conversation

topic of everyday
the world is the weather.

14. World Cup Soccer is (big;)

sporting event

the world. It is viewed on TV by (people)

any other

event in sports.
15. Human beings must compete with other species for the food of the land. (great)

competitors we have for food are insects.
16. When the temperature stays below freezing for a long period of time, the E i e l Tower

becomes six inches (fifteen centimeters) (short)
17. Have you ever been bothered by a fly buzzing around you? (easy)

way to get a fly out of a room is to darken the room and turn on a
light somewhere else.
18. Young people have (high)

rate of automobile accidents

all drivers.
19. The wall of a soap bubble is very, very thin. A

human hair is approximately ten
thousand times (thick)
the wall of a soap bubble.
LU.

dnglish has approximately 600,000 words.
Because of the explosion of sciensc discoveries
and new technologies, there are (words)
in English
in any other language.
I,

.I

21. You'd better buy the tickets for the show soon. (long)

wait, (dzfiult)
good seats.

YOU

it will be for you to get

22. N o animals can travel (fast)

birds. Birds are (fast)
animals

all.

23. Most birds have small eyes, but not ostriches. Indeed, the eye of an osmch is (large)
its brain.

24. (great)

variety of buds

a single area can be

found in the rainforests of Southeast Asia and India.

25. It's easy to drown a houseplant. (houseplants)
from too much water

die

not enough water.

(a) John and Mary have the same books.
@) John and Mary have simikar books.
(c) John and Mary have d-nt
books.
(d) Their boob are the same.
(e) Their books are similar.
(f) Their books are d w m n t .

The same, similar, and d g m t are used as
adjectives.
Notice: the always precedes same.

(g) This book is the same as that one.
(h) This book is m'milar to that one.

Notice: the same is followed by as;
similar is followed by to;
diffmnt is followed b y m . *

(i) This book is ~t~
0)

that one.

She is the same age as my mother.
My shoes are the wme sise as yours.

A noun may come between the same and as, as
in 0).

(k) My pen is like your pen.
0) My pen and your pen are dike.

Notice in (k) end 0):
noun + be like + noun
noun and noun + be alike

(m) She looks like her sister.
It looks like rain.
It sounds tike thunder.
This materialfeels l i b silk.
That anolls Eke gas.
s salt.
This chemical t ~ t e like
Stop acting like a fool.
He seems like a nice fellow.

In addition to following be, like also follows certain
verbs, primarily those dealing with the senses.
Notice the examples in (m).

(n) The twins look alike.
We think alike.
Most four-year-olds act
8.
My sister and I tdk alike.
The linle boys are dressed ahke.

Alike may follow a few verbs other than be.
Notice the examples in (n).

*In informal spech, native spenlicrs might use thm instead ofEnglish, d e n s the comparison is completed by a clause:I haw

:

after -t.
@

difirent &ru&

F
-

is considered correct in formal

new than I used w h.

EXERCISE 32. THE SAME, SIMILAR, DIFFERENT, LIKE, and ALIKE. ( C h a r t 9-12)
Directions: Complete the sentences with as, to, from, or 0 if no word is necessary.
to

1. Geese are similar

ducks. They are both large water birds.

as

2. But geese are not the same

ducks. Geese are usually larger and have

longer necks.
3. Geese are different

how

,$
,$

4. Geese are like

exactly alike

ducks.
ducks in some ways, but geese and ducks are not

.

5. An orange is similar

a grapefruit. They are both citrus fruits.
a grapefruit. A grapefruit is usually

6. But an orange is not the same
arger and sourer.
in orange is different
8. An orange is like

a grapefruit in some ways, but they are not exactly

alike
9. Gold is similar

silver. They are both valuable metals that people use

for jewelry. But they aren't the same

. Gold is not the same color
silver in cost. Gold is

silver. Gold is also different
more expensive than silver.

..,
~.

,nil:..;.
.

.A,.)<

...-

.
:

;

,,

,

.

'

10. Look at the two zebras. Their names are Zee and Bee. Zee looks like
Bee. Is Zee exactly the same

Bee? The panern of the stripes on each

zebra in the world is unique. No two zebras are exactly alike
though Zee and Bee are similar

each other, they are diierent

each other in the exact pattern of their stripes.

. Even

EXERCISE 33. THE SAME, SIMILAR, DIFFERENT, LIKE, and ALIKE. (Chart 9-12)

''
:I

Directions: Compare the figures. Complete the sentences using the same (as), similar
like, and alike.

. (to),Werent (fkma),

1. All of the figures are

each other.

siwilav t6

2. Figure A is

' "

Figure B.

.

3. Figure A and Figure B are

r,

.

,,

4. A and C are

D.

5. A and C are

6. C is

A.

:

:, ,

..:,

,;,~,,li>;
:?

EXERCISE 34. THE SAME, SIMILAR, DIFFERENT, LIKE, and ALIKE. (Chart 9-12)
Directions: Compare the figures. Work in pairs or groups.

,

EXERCISE 35. THE SAME, SIMILAR, DIFFERENT, LIKE, and ALIKE. (Chart 9-12)
Directions: Use the same (as), M I a r (to), d @ m t (jhm), like, and alike in the
sentences. There may be more than one possible response in some of them. Use whatever
response sounds best to you.
1. Jennifer and Jack both come from Rapid City. In other words, they come from

the s a w
town.
2. This city is tkr s a w as / sil*\ilavt o / like

my hometown. Both are quiet

and conservative.
3. You and I don't agree. Your ideas are

mine.

4. Eric never wears

clothes two days in a row.

5. Ants are fascinating. An ant colony is

a

well-disciplined army.
6. In terms of shape, cabbage looks

lettuce. But cabbage and

lettuce don't taste
7. A male mosquito is not

size

a female

mosquito. The female is larger.
8. I'm used to strong coffee. I think the coffee Americans drink tastes

,.,

dishwater!

r

i

9. "Meet" and "meat" are homonyms; i.e., they have

pronunciation.
10. The pronunciation of "caught" is

the pronunciation of

''cot."
11. "Flower" hii"

pronunciation
yours.

12. My dictionary is
13. Trying to get through school without

studying is

w i n s to

go swimming without getting wet.
14. A crocodile and an alligator are

in appearance.
15. If it looks

quacks
walks
(a humomus saying)
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a duck,
a duck, and
a duck, it is a duck.

.-

. -.tq&'.n .

.,

,
,$ ?. F :.py..r . .a ,,..,
,.. ., . . ..
Direcrias: Do you have sayings in your language that are similar o or &e s ' a e a s ttie
following English proverbs?
. ,.,.
,
>
1. Don't count your chickens before
-r~
.
.,s 4
- The early bird gets the worm.
Too many cooks spoil the broth.
4. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
5. A stitch in time saves nine.
6. When in Rome, do as the Romans do.
7. Birds of a feather flock together.
8. A rolling stone gathers no moss.

EXERCISE 36. Making cornparlsons. (Chapter 9)

,

,

:

~ ~

,

-"

EXERCISE 37. Making comparisons. (Chapter 9)
Direceiom: Write a composition based on one of the following topics.
' .!. Compare and contmst:

.,:.. .

d .
., .

.I

1. being single and being mamed.
2. cities you have lived in or have visited.
3. diierent schools you have attended.
4. your way of lie before and after you became a parent.
5. yourself now to yourself ten years ago.
6. your country now to your country 100 years ago.
%
,
7. life today to life 100 years h r n now.:;.
d,i ,d'..::
.
P.rp
8. two sports.
9. the seasons of the year.
10. food in two countries.
b:,

.-;$?
+
:

:.;

.

,
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CONTENTS
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5

Active sentences and passive sentences
Form of the passive
Transitive and intransitive verbs
Using the by-phrase
The passive forms of the present and
past progressive
10-6 Passive modal auxiliaries

Using past participles as adjectives
(stative passive)
10-8 Participial adjectives: -ed vs. -ing
past participle
10-9 Get + adjective;get
10-10 Using be usedlaccustomed to and
g e t usedlaccustomed to
10-1 1 Used to vs. be used to
10-12 Using be supposed to
10-7

+

(a) and (b) have the same meaning.

(a) ~ c mThe
: mouse a& the cheese.

@) PASSIVE: The cheese rws eaten by the mouse.
PASSIVE

ACTIVE

ACTIVE:

S

mailed

0
I the package.1

/ \

PASSIVE:

S
(d) 1 The package

by

was mailed

+0

ibyBob.l

In (c): The object in an active sentence becomes the
subject in a passive sentence.

In (d): The subject in an active sentence is the object
of 6y in the byphrase in a passive sentence.

BE

Corn
Sara
(c) The report

+

PAST PARTICIPLE

is

grown

was

w+ed

will be

written

by farmers.
by the news.
by Mary.

Form of all passive verbs:
be + past panin'ple
Be can be in any of its forms: am, is, are, was, were,
has been, have been, will be, etc.
PASSIVE

ACTTVE

I

1
sucpLe

PReSBNT

I Farmers

grow

corn.

r

SIMPLE PAST

The news suwrissd Sara.

PRESENT PERFECT

Jack has mailed the letter.

FUTURE

Mr. Lee willplan the meeting. r
Sue is going to write the report.

,

Corn is grown by farmers.

I

Sara was surprised by the news.

I

The letter has been mailed by Jack.

-

The meeting will be planned by Mr. Lee.
The report ia going to be written by Sue.

EXERCISE 1. Active vs. passive. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2)
Directions: Change the active verbs to passive verbs. Write the subject of the passive sentence.

1.

SIMPLE PRESENT

I

helped

(a) The teacher helps me.

(a)

(b) The teacher helps Jane.

(b) -lahC

(c) The teacher helps us.

(4

by the teacher.

(a) The teacher helped me.

(a)

by the teacher.

@) The teacher helped them.

b)

by the teacher.

(a) The teacher has helped Joe.

(a)

by the teacher.

(b) The teacher has helped us.

(b)

by the teacher.

(a) The teacher will help me.

(a)

by the teacher.

(b) The teacher is gmng to help Tim.

(b)

by the teacher.

ow

is h ~ l p r d

by the teacher.
by the teacher.

2. SIMPLE PAST

3. PRESENT PERFBCT

4. mrruRB

d

.,
, ' ,.' ,

,

yI

',!.. .
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EXERCISE 2. Form of the passive. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2).

..

~ i r e n i o & Change the verbs to the passive. Do not change the tense.
,

1

, ~ ' . < .'.>
,~ .

BE

+

was

PAST

:I,

PARTXCIPLE

wailed

1. Bob mailed the
package.

The package

2. That company
employs many
people.

Many people

by that company.

3. That company
has hired Sue.

Sue

by that company.

by Bob.

4. The secretary is
going to fax the
letters.

The letters

by the secretary.

5. A college student
bought my old car.

My old car

by a college student.

6. MIS. Adams will
do the work.

7. MI. Fox washed
the windows.

The work
The windows
,

i.i!.>.ima

EXERCISE 3. Active vs. passive. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2)
' '':

' ,

, -

*>i

Directions: Change the sentences from active to passive.
1. Ms. Hopkins invited me to dinner.
-t I was invited to dinner by Ms. Hopkins.

*ii.~2

2. Thomas Edison invented the phonograph.
3. Water surrounds an island.
4. A plumber is going to fix the leaky faucet.

5. A doctor has examined the sick child.

6. A large number of people speak Spanish.
7. Helicopters fascinate children.

8. Shakespeare wrote Hamlet.
9. This news will amaze you.
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by MIS.Adams.
by Mr. Fox.

EXERCISE 4. Actlve vs. passive: question forms. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2)
Directions:Change the active sentences to passive sentences that have the same meaning
and tense.
\

"-\,"a

Ac-

PASSIVE

. .r
1. (a) The news surprised John.

1 0 h w& s w ~ v i s e d

by the news.
by the news?

Urve v o k S ~ P V ~ S P A

(b) Did the news surprise you?

2. (a) The news surprises Erin.

by the news.
by the news?

(b) Does the news surprise you?

3. (a) The news will shock Steve.

by the news.

@) Will the news shock Pat?

by the news?

4. (a) Liz signed the petition.

by Liz.

(b) Did Ryan sign it?

by Ryan?
PETITION

We, thl undmslonad, b l i w that the hw-

n 3206 T m S t m if

en hlmxic bulldlng. WI b i i that
~ It ahwld not be danmyed in ---x to
build a fn.fwdrpuunnt at the l&n.

5. (a) Bob has signed the petition.

1

I/

by Bob.

(b) Has Jim signed it yet?

by Jim yet?
by Sue.

6. (a) Sue is going to sign it.

by Carol?

(b) Is Carol going to sign it?

EXERCISE 5. Actlve vs. passlve. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2)
Directions: Change the sentences from active to passive.
1. A thief stole Ann's purse.

+

..

Ann's purse was smkn by a thief.

'

2. Did a cat kill the bird?
3. My cat didn't kill the bird.

4. Do a large number of people speak French?

,
.,.,

,

,

'

;<*fX.,'', ,

~;
\,,, , ,

.!

,

.

:

.

. ~,,.

!

,;,!':.,. , ~ <

, .,!
!

.-:'?'..

.

'

.., , . .

:

..-.,L, ..., r.;

,

5. Is the janitor going to fix the window?
6. Will a maid clean our hotel room?
,,

7. Does the hotel provide clean towels?

., ..,>.

,,: .,.,,

.. . .,

'

/ I I'

8. Sometimes my inability to understand spoken English frustrates me.
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EXERCISE 6. Active vs. passive. (Charts 10-1 and 10-2)
Directim: Change
- the passive sentences to active. Keep the same tense. Some of the
sentences are questions.

1. Was the riot stopped by the police?
+D
id the police srqp the riot?

2. My suitcase was inspected by a customs officer.
3. Love and understanding are needed by all children.
4. Were you taught to read by your parents?

5. I was taughqto read by my parents.

6. Are we going to be met at the train station by your cousin?

7. Have the plans for the new hospital already been drawn by
,.I

'It

the architect?

8. The bear was chased up a tree by a dog.

(a)

T

R
8

A

N

Bob
Mr. Lee
A cat

~

~

0

maikd
signed
killed

the lemr.
the check.
the bird.
An innansiriw verb is a verb that is not followed by an

Co) -sS

An accident

Kate
I

v
happened.
came
slept

agree
appear
arrive
become
come

(c)

A rranritive verb is a verb that is followed by an object.
An object is a noun or a pronoun.

~

v

object.
to our house.
well last night.

die

exist

fan
f
l
m
go

happen
lawh
live
occur
min

rise

seem
sit
sleep
sneeze

stand
StqY
talk
wait
walk

TRANsmVERBs
ACTIVE: Bob mailed the letter.

Only aansitive verbs can be used in the passive.

INTRANSrnEVBBsS

An intransitive verb is NOT used in the passive.

PASSIVE:
The lener was m a U by Bob.

(d)

ACTIVE:
An accident happened.
PAS^: (nor possible)
(e) INCORRBCT: An accident was happened.

'To find out if a verb is transitive or inuansitiw, look in y o u dictionary. The usual abbrcviationa are v.t. (mnsitive) and v.i.
(intransitive). Some verbs have both rrmitive and inrransitive uaes. For example:
rransitive: Sncdmu smdy bwh.
inrransitive: Studsnn rmdy.
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!CISE 7. Transltlve vs. Intransitive verbs. (Chart 10-3)

$

Direcrions: h & & g the verbs and identify them as transitive
Change the sentences to the passive if possible.
;, . i i > ; r ~ ~i s I.,,

.. . ...
v.1.
.

1. Jack d

;,>?-;,."

.

.A

L

.

,,.

k d to school yesterday. (no change)
,

v.k

,ti P i

, ,

,I:;

.,

.
I

. , . j

2. Susie bEnbP the window.
.!, .
-t The window was broken by Susie.
~ ,.,,,.

I

3. We stayed in a hotel.

4. The leaves fell to the ground.
,. ; $,:

.

"'

~

5. 1 slept at my friend's house last night.
6. An accident happened at the corner of Third and Main.

,

Did the Koreans invent gunpowder?

,. ., :

i "

?

In the fairy tale, a princess kissed a h g .
%. $!-.,

;
"

,

.

>,*
$~.
.

q@>,

,:'L&

7 .*p:,y

.I

I . '

1 ;

_

., 'L

'AIDS = a disease (Auto Immune Deficiency Syndrome).
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(a) T h s swearer was made by by aunt.

The by-phrase is used in passive sentences when it is
important to know who performs an action. In (a): by m~
aunt is important information.

@) My sweater was made in Korea.

Usually there is no by-phrase in a passive sentence.
The paasive is used when it is not known or not
important to h o w exactly who performs an action.
In @):The exact person (or people) who made the
sweater is not hown and is not important to how, so
there is no by-phrase in the passive sentence.

(c) Spanish is spoken in Colombia.
(d) That house was built in 1940.
(e) Rice is g r m in many countries.
(f) My aunt is very skillful. She made this
sweater.
(g)

- I like your sweaters.
-Thank& This sweater was ma& by my
aunt. That sweater was made by my
mother.

Usually the active is used when the speaker h o w who
performed the action, as in (0, where the focus of
attention is on my aunt.
In (g), the speaker uses the passive ma by-phrase
because he wants to focus attention on the subjects of the
sentences. The focus of attention is on the two sweaters.
The by-phrases add important information.

EXERCISE 8. The Byphrase. (Chart 10-4)
Directions: Change the sentences from active to passive. Include the by-phrase only if
necessary.
1. Bob Smith built that house.
+ That house was built by Bob Smith.

2. Someone built this house in 1904.
-t This house was built in 1904. (Someone = unnecessary)

.

3. People grow rice in India.
4. Do people speak Spanish in Peru?

5. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.
6. When did someone invent the first computer?
7. People sell hammers at a hardware store. People use them to pound nails.

8. Someone will list my name in the new telephone directory.
9. Charles Darwin wrote The Origin ojSpecies.
10. Someone published The Orion of Species

in 1859.
11. Has anyone ever hypnotized you?

12. Someone has changed the name of this
street from Bay Avenue to Martin Luther
King Way.

EXUCISE 9. The BY-phrase. (Chart 10-4)
Directions: Underline the passive verbs. Discuss use of the passive. If a by-phrase is
included, discuss why.
to Bob's apamnent around eleven o'clock.
1. The mail is usually
The passive is used because it is unknown exactly who delivers the mail.
That's a pretty picture.
Yes. It w s drawn by my eight-year-old son.
The passive is used with a by-phrase. The focus of attention is on the picture. The
by-phmse includes important information. The active muld also be use& "Yes. My
eight-year-old son drew it!'
3. Our classroom building was built in the 1950s.
4. Coffee is grown in Brazil.

5. A: These tomatoes are delicious!
B: Yes. They taste so much better than the ones you can get in the grocery store.
These tomatoes were grown by my uncle in his greenhouse.
6. Airplane travel is unpredictable. Yesterday Anna's flight was delayed for seven hours.
That's a long time to spend in an airport waiting for your plane to leave.
7. We can't go to the school play tonight. All the tickets have already been sold.

8. "Thailand" means "land of the free." The country of Thailand has never been ruled
by a foreign power.
9. One of the most significant inventions in the history of civilization was the wheel. It
was invented around five thousand years ago. It allowed people to pull things in carts
instead of carrying everything on their backs or in their arms.
%:a'

10. The invention of the printing press changed the world because it allowed many people
instead of few to have copies of books. It was invented by Johannes Gutenberg around
3
1440. Before that, books were copied by hand. Writing books by hand was a slow
process.
' )
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EXERCISE 10. Active vs. passlve. (Charts 10-1 -r 10-4)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb (active or passive) in
parentheses.

awived

1. Yesterday our teacher (am'w)

2. Our morning paper (read)

five minutes late.
by over 200,000 people every day.

3. Last night my favorite TV program (interrupt)

by

a special news bulletin.
4. That's not my coat. It (belonk)

to Louise.

5. Our mail (detiwr)

before noon every day.

.

6. The "b" in "comb" (pronounce, not)

silent.

.

. I .,. . ,. I , . .
~

7. A bad accident (happen)

on Highway 95 last night.

8. When I (arriw)

-.

.-,:,

i

at the airport yesterday, I (meet)

., . , . b ymy cousin and a couple of her friends.

,;,

:,

1

ti

i:

It is

#.I -. ..
,

about Margaret's divorce. I (surprise)

9. Yesterday I (hear)

.r

by the news. Janice (shock)

2 : ~ .

10. A new house (build)

next to ours next year.
this composition last week. That one (wire)

11. Roberto (write)

by Abdullah.
12. Radium (discov,er)

by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898.

13. At the soccer game yesterday, the winning goal (kick)

by Luigi. Over 100,000 people ( a m d )

the soccer game.

14. A: Do you understand the explanation in the book?

B: No, I don't. I (conjke)

by it.

15. A: Where are you going to go to school next year?

B: I (accept)
Colleg
16. A: I

IJ

., ' .

thhk football is too vioient.

B: I (agree)
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by Shoreline Community

with you. I (prefer)

baseball.

17. A: When &ur bike, sted)

?

B: Two days ago.
your electric bill yet?

18. A: (~ou,pay)

B: No, I haven't, but I'd better pay it today. If I don't, my electricity (shut ofl
by the power company.
19. A: Did you hear about the accident?

?

B: No. What (happen)

A: A bicyclist (hit)
B: (the bicyclist, injure)

I

A: Yes. Someone (call)

!..:

;:

by a taxi in fiont of the dorm.
?
an ambulance. The bicyclist (take)
to City Hospital and (treat)

:,I

;:...:,,,

.

in the emergency ward for cuts and bruises.
B: What (happen)

to the taxi driver?

A: He (awest)

for reckless driving.

B: He's lucky that the bicyclist (kill,not)

20. The Eiffel Tower (be)

(visit)
year. It (design)

.. ,::-:
'

.

in Paris, France. It
by millions of people every

Eiffel (1832-1923). It (erect)

!,

in 1889 for the Paris exposition. Since that time, it
(be)
the most famous landmark
in Paris. Today it (recognize)
by people
throughout the world.

.. .
. . - . . - . .."%>\
~

. .~
.

*.
i

::

'

;I:

.

.

:.,;

,

,

.('

:

.,

f

.

!

5

,

,

I, .

I

,

~

I

!.I!.

j
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EXERCISE 11. Active vs. passlve. (Charts 10-1

-

10-4)

Directions: Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in parentheses.
ehiovs

Almost everyone (mjoy)

visiting a zoo. Today zoos are

"I ,

around 3500 years ago

common. The first zoo (establish)
2

by an Egyptian queen for her personal enjoyment. Five hundred years later, a Chinese
a huge zoo to show his power and wealth.

emperor (establish)
3

for the purpose of studying animals.

Later zoos (establish)
4

Some of the early European zoos were dark holes or dirty cages. At that time, people
by the bad conditions and the mistreatment of

(disgust)
5

by scientific

the animals. Later, these early zoos (replace)
6

institutions where animals (study)

and ( k W

7

in good condition. These research centers fiecome)
9

8

the fist modern zoos.
that

As early as the 1940s, scientists (understand)
10

many kinds of wild animals faced extinction. Since that time, zoos (try)
! 4'
'A

,r

11

to save many endangered species, but relying on zoos to save

species such as the rhinoce~os& not enough. In the 1980%the number of rhinos in the
world (reduce)

,,

1

from 10,000 to 400. Many rhinos (kilo

.

12

.

.

.

1

i

.

by poachers, but many also (die)
L&.
'-

13

in
14

captivity. Zoo breeding programs for rhinos have not been successful. The best method of
to leave them in their natural habitat. By 1999,

conservation (be)
15
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there (be)

more than 13,000 rhinos again living in the wild. These
16

rhinos (save)

from extinction by the strong conservation
17

methods of local communities, government agencies, and private landowners. Wildlife
biologists still fear that some subspecies of the rhino in Africa and Indonesia (become)
extinct in the near future. Some scientists (believe)
18

that half of all animal species in zoos will also be in danger of
19

extinction by the middle of this century.
Because zoos want to treat animals humanely and encourage breeding, today animals
in large, natural settings instead of small cages.

(Put)

20

They (watch)

carefully for any signs of disease and (feed)
21

a balanced diet. Most zoos (have)
23

22

specially trained veterinarians and a hospital for animals.
They also have specially trained keepers. Food (prepare)

in
24

the zoo kitchen. The food program (design)

to satisfy the
25

animals' particular needs. For example, some snakes (feed)

only

26

once a week, while some birds (feed)

several times a day. Today zoo
27

animals (treat)

well, and zoo breeding programs are important
28

in the attempt to save many species of wildlife.

I

10-5

I

. , :. l , i ,

J,'

THE PASSIVE FORMS OF THE PRESENT AND
PAST PROGRESSIVE
AcTNJ3

PASSNE

The secretary is copying some
letters.
Someone is building a new
hospital.

(a) Some letters are being
copiod by the secretary.
(b) A new hospital is being
built.

The secretary w a s eopyr'ng
some letters.
Someone was buddtnp- a new
hospital.

(c)

Some letters wsrs bdng
copied by the secretary.
(d)
. . A new hos~italwas beim
built.

Passive form of the present progressive:

are

EXERCISE 12. Passive forms. (Chart 10-5)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the correct passive forms of the present and past
progressive.

1. Mr. Rice is teaching our class today.
-r

IS b e ~ w
tahsht

Our class

by Mr. Rice today.

2. Someone is building a new house on Elm Street.
+

Anew house

on Elm Street.

3. The Smith Construction Company is building that house.
-t

That house

by the Smith Construction Company.

4. We couldn't use our classroom yesterday because someone was painting it.
-t

We couldn't use our classroom yesterday because it

5. Someone is organizing a student trip to the art museum.
-t

A student trip to the art museum

6. Dogs usually wag their tails while people are petting them.
-r

Dogs usually wag their tails while they

7. Many of the older people in the neighborhood were growing vegetables to help with
3 n the war effort.
If:

-_

-r

by many of the older people in the

Vegetables
neighborhood to help with the war effort.

8. According to one scientific estimate, we are losing 20,000 species of plants and
animals each year due to the destruction of rainforests.
-*

According to one scientific estimate, 20,000 species of plants and animals
each year due to the destruction of rainforests.

I10-6

PASSIVE MODAL AUXILIARIES

LCTrYE MUUAL

LUXlLURlES

Bob uriU mail it.
Bob can mail it.
Bob should mail it.
Bob ought w mail it.
Bob must mail it.
Bob has w mail it.
Bob may mail it.
Bob might mad it.
Bob could mail it.
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PASSIVE MUUAL AUXLUAIUW

(MODAL
+ B6

It
It
It
It
It

It
It
It
It

+ PAST PARTICIPLE)

will be mailed
can be mailed
should be masled
ought to be mailed
muat be mailed
has to be mailed
may be mailed
might be mailed
could be mailed

by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.
by Bob.

modal + be + pastpa&pIe
(See Chapter 7 for information about
the meanings and uses of modal
auxiliaries.)

FORM:

EXERCISE 13. Passive modals. (Chart 10-6)
Directimrr: Complete the sentences by changing the active modals to passive modals.

1. Someone must send this letter immediately.
I

+

This letter

wkst be seht

immediately.

2. People should plant tomatoes in the spring.
+

Tomatoes

in the spring.

3. People cannot control the weather.

:

+

The weather

4. Someone had to fix our car before we left for Chicago.
+

Our car

before we left for Chicago.

5. People can reach me at 555-3815.

-

,

6. You can find flowers in almost every part of the world.
+

Flowers

in almost every part of the world.

7. Someone ought to wash these dirty dishes soon.
+

These dirty dishes

soon.

8. People may cook carrots or eat them raw.
I

+

Carrots

or

raw.

9. If the river floods, water could destroy the village.
+

The village

if the river floods.

10. You must keep medicine out of the reach of children.
+

Medicine

You shouldn't pronounce the "b" in "lamb."

People can wear some watches underwater.
-+

Some watches

:

underwater.
-

out of the reach of children.
!,,,;I

;,,- ,

., .

EXERCISE 14. Active vs. passive. (Charts 10-1 + 10-6)
DitecFMns: Complete the sentences with any appropriate tense, active or passive, of the
verbs in parentheses.

lived

In prehistoric times, huge herds of horses (live)

throughout the

1

Americas. But then, for some unhown reason, they (disappear)
2

completely from North and South America. Even though the early horses ( d l )
out in the Americas, they (survive)

in Asia.
4

3

Long ago, horses (domesticate)*

by central Asian
5

nomads. At first, horses (use)

in war and in hunting, and oxen
6

for farming. Later, horses also (become)

(use)

7

8

farm animals.
Horses (reintroduce)

into the Americas by
9

Spaniards early in the fifteenth cennuy. Spanish explorers (cume)

in
10

ships to the New World with their horses on board. When the explorers (return)
some of their horses

to Spain, they (leave)
11

12

behind. These (dewellop)

into wild herds. Native American
13

tribes in the western plains (begin)

to use horses around 1600. Wild
14

horses (capture)

and (tame)

for

15

use in war and in hunting.

16

81

In the 1800s, there were several million wild horses in North America. By the 1970s,
that number had become less than 20,000. The wild horses (hunt)
17
k

.$.

~

.<\

principally for use as pet food. Today in the United

and (kill)
18

States, wild horses (protect)

by law. They (can kiU, not)
19

for sport or profit. What is your opinion?
20

(wild h o r s , .
.
protect)
d

by law?

,Ls."

21

-*

,
+
-

.h,

*People domesticate (tame) snimals,

y;

"'

EXERCISE 15. Active vs. passive. (Charts 10-1

-

-

10-6)

Directions: All of the sentences in the following passage are active. Some of the sentences
should be passive because it is unknown or unimportant to know exactly who performs
certain actions. Change sentences t o the passive as appropriate. Discuss your reasons for
making changes and for not making changes.

-

-.

:

(1) Cheese has been a principal food throughout much of the world for thousands of years.

y- i f

wade
in Asia around four thousand years ago. (3) Today

(2)

people eat it in almost all the countries of the world. (4) Pwple can eat it alone, or they may eat
it with bread. (5) People can melt it and add it to noodles or vegetables. (6) People can use it as
part of a main course or as a snack. (7) Throughout most of the world, cheese adds enjoyment ,,
'I

.,

and nutrition to many people's daily diets.
~

,.

(8) Cheese is a milk product. (9) Cheesemakers make most cheese from cow's milk, but they

r

c h make it from the milk of goats, camels, yaks, and other animals, including zebras. (10) Some

,

...

kinds of cheese, such as cheddar, are common in many parts of the world, but you can find other
,;..<, : ,
..
., ,
,,%"

kinds only in small geographical areas.

>.%$ 1

. , . , ,. :.,
'

, . ..;...

i

(1 1) Cheesemakers produce cheese in factories. (12) They have to treat the milk in special
ways. (13) They must heat it several times during the process. (14) At the end, they add salt, and
\'Y

they pack it into molds. (15) They age most cheese for weeks or months before they package and

:Zuo
1%)

,

sell it. (16) They usually sell cheese to stores in large round pieces that they seal in wax.
.,-.' (17) You can see these big rounds of cheese in food stores like delicatessens. (18) I like
'i',
>:

\,t!

cheese and buy it often. (19) I don't know all the names of different kinds of cheese. (20) Often
1 .

I,i . / I

, .
~

~

I can't pronounce the foreign name of the cheese I want. (21) When I go to the delicatessen
.
. .

near my apartment, I simply point to a kind of cheese that looks good to me. (22) I hold my
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thumb and forefinger wide apart if I want a lot of cheese or close together if I want just a little.

(23) Frank and Anita, who work behind the cheese
counter at the deli, always seem to give me just the
right amount.

(N)
I'm glad cheese is nutritious

because it's one of my favorite kinds of food.

I lo-i

USING PAST PARTICIPLES AS ADJECTIVES
(STATIVE PASSIVE)
W
.' E-

88

(a) Paul is
(b) Paul is
(c) Paul is
88

(d) Paul is
(e) Paul is
(f) Paul is

Be can be followed by an adjective. The adjective
describes or gives information about the subject of the
sentence.
Be can be followed by a past participle (the passive
form). The past participle is often like an adjective. The
past participle describes or gives information about the
subject of the sentence. Past participles are used as
adjectives in many common, everyday expressions.

YWW.

tall.
hu*gry.
f

PAST PARTICIPLE

rnarrkd.
tired.
frightened.

(g) Paul is married to

Susan.

Often the past participles in these expressions are
followed by particular prepositions + an object.
For examole:
ma-d
is followed by to (+ an object)
excited is followed bv about ( T an obien)
~
,
prepared is followedbyfor (jen object)

01) Paul was excited about the game.
(i) Paul d l be prepandfor the exam.

SOME COMMON BXPRESSIONS WITH BE

1. be acquainted (with)
2, be h d (with, by)
3. be bmken

4. be closed
5. be composed of
6. be crowded (with)
7 . be devoted (w)
8. be disappointed (in, with)
9. be d i m e d @am)
10. be done (with)
11. be drunk (on)
12. be engaged (w)

~

+ PAST PARnCIPLB
be excited (about)
be exhausted @m)
be finished (with)
be frghened (of, by)
be gone @m)
be hurt
be intemted (in)
be imwlved (in, with)
be located in, south of, etc.
be lost
be made of
24. be married (to)
13.
14.
15.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

*I'm tlrcd ofrhe cold weather. = I'm hnd enough cdd iwarhrr. I w n t rk wanther m pr warm.
I'm -from
working hard all day = I'm axhourtad &came I d e d hard OU day.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 1.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.

be opposed (w)
be pleased (m'th)
be prepared Cfor)
be qualified (fm)
be related (w)
be satisfied (with)
be scared (of, by)
be shut
be spoiled
be ternfid (of, by)
be tired (of,,fmm)*
be worried (about)

~

~

EXERCISE 16. Statlve passlve. (Chart 10-7)
Directim: Complete the sentences with the appropriate form of the verbs in italics.
Include prepositions as necessary. Use the simple present.
1 . scare

Most children

are s c a v ~ d
4

loud noises.

2 . interest

Jane
3 . disappoint My parents

ecology.
me because of my

low grades.
4 . please

My boss

my work.

5 . saris&

I

6 . mawy

Tony

Sonia.

7 . relate

Alice Jones

Anna Jones. They're first

my progress in English.

cousins.
This is the last item in this exercise. We

this

exercise now.

EXERCISE 17. Statlve passive. (Chart 10-7)

,

K,

Directions: Complete the sentences with the expressions in the list. Use the simple
present.
~.. ., ; I

be broken
be composed
be mwded
be disappointed

be sarisjied
be scared
be spoiled
Jbe worried

be located
be lost
be made
be qual$ied

, c.V~tn~,
;. ,!.;'j
.;,

1. Dennis isn't doing well in school this semester. He

2. My shut
:I?t

>!

,,!

!

is w o w i e d
;

grades.

,

.,..

1,;

<,, 'JY
. ..;
:

1

about his

:

, l i

of cotton.

3. I live in a three-room apartment with six other people. Our apartment
.. I ' I!!:. . I . .

4. Vietnam

in Southeast Asia.

I

..1 ,, ;i
i,
. i .::

, . . :.r.:- ,
5. I'm going to go straight to bed tonight. It's been a hard day. I

6. Excuse me, sir, but I

:

;
"

I t !

. Could you please tell me how to get

to the bus station from here?
7. My tape recorder doesn't work. It
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8. Holly and I are sisters. We

to each other.

9. We leave a light on in our son's bedroom at night because he

of the dark.
not

10. Alice thinks her boss should pay her more money. She

with her present salary.

. I had promised to take them to

11. The children

the beach today, but now we can't go because it's raining.
12.

with Mrs. Novinsky? Have you

YOU

ever met her?
13. According to the job description, an applicant must have a Master's degree and at least
't;!;

five years of teaching experience. Unfortunately, I

not

for that job.

. I'm not going to

14. This milk doesn't taste right. I think it
jI~[rn~idrink
it
,. a
.

I

j,,,

--I

,,,kc,.-

,,,,
..
,

15. Water

of hydrogen and oxygen.
,

, . '

,,

,,..

EXERCISE 18. Statlve passive. (Chart 10-7)

,

Directions: Complete the sentences with appropriate prepositions.

!

K'.'',
'

1. The day before a holiday, the food stores are usually crowded

a

wifh

last-minute shoppers.
2. Are you qualified

that job?
them.

4. Our dog runs under the bed during storms. He's temfied

6. Are you prepared

7. 1'11 be finished
8. Jason is excited

9. Ms. Brown is opposed
10. Jane isn't satisfied

new one.

,

.r-

3. Mr. Heath loves his family very much. He is devoted

5. My sister is married

,

thunder.

a law student.
the test?
my work in another minute or two.

.)

going to Hollywood.
the new tax plan.
her present apamnent. She's looking for a
, ST,> I

her health.

11. Janet doesn't take good care of herself. I'm worried

12. I'm tired

this rainy weather. I hope the sun shines tomorrow.

13. In terms of evolution, a hippopotamus is related

many extracurricular activities.

14. The students are involved
15. Are you acquainted

a horse.

this author? I think her books are excellent.

16. When will you be done

your work?

17. I'm starving! Right now I'm interested

only one thing: food.

18. The children want some new toys. They're bored
19. Sam is engaged

their old ones.

his childhood sweetheart.

20. Our daughter is scared

dogs.

21. You've done a good job. You should be very pleased

yourself.

EXERCISE 19. Stotive passive. (Chart 10-7)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Begin the item. Don't lower your intonation. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Finish the item with a preposition + .vomeone or something.
Speaker A: Decide whether B has used the correct preposition. (Refer to Chart 10-7,
p. 292, if necessary.) Repeat the entire item, emphasizing the preposition.

Example:

(book open): I'm worried . . . .
SPEAKER B (book closed): . . . about something.
SPEAKER A (book open): Right. I'm worried about something.
SPEAKER A

1. I'm
2. I'm
3. I'm
4. I'm
5. I'm
6. I'm
7. I'm
8. I'm
9. I'm

interested . . . .
mamed . . . .
scared . . . .
related . . . .
disappointed . . . .
qualified . . . .
satisfied . . . .
prepared . . . .
acquainted. . .

Switch roles.
10. I'm opposed. . . .
11. I'm frightened . . . .
12. I'm excited . . .
13. I'm engaged . . . .
14. I'm exhausted . . . .
15. I'mtired ....
16. I'm finished . . . .
17. I'mdone.. . .
18. I'm involved . . . .

.

Repeat the exercise. Use only the past participles as cues, and make your own sentences.

Example: worried
SPEAKER A: worried
SPEAKER B: The students are womed about the next test.

EXERCISE 20. Stative passive. (Chart 10-7)
Directims: Complete the sentences with the words in italics. Use the passive form, simple
present, or simple past. Include prepositions where necessary.

w a s closed

1. close

When we got to the post office, it

2. make

My earrings

3 . diworce

Sally and Tom used to be married, but now they

4 . relate

Your name is Tom Hood.

ave W

e&

.

gold.

YOU

Mary Hood?

. I think I'd better throw it out.

5. sped

This fruit

6. exhaust

Last night I

,so I went straight to bed.

7. involve

Last week I

a three-car accident.

8. locate

The University of Washiigton

9. drink

Ted

Seattle.

. He's making a fool of himself.

10. interest

I

1 1. dew$

Linda loves her job. She

12. lose

What's the matter, little boy?

13. tern&

Once when we were swimming at the beach, we saw a shark. All of us

learning more about that subject.

,,T-(
-"Ii

14. acquaint
15. qualt&

her work.
?

YOU

Sue's roommate?

YOU

-.

.

I didn't get the job. The interviewer said that I
it.

16. disappoint My son brought home a report card with all D's and F's. I can't

him.

understand it. I

17. do

At last, I

my homework. Now I can go to bed.

.,~?Xi3

18. crowd
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There are too many students in our class. The classroom

19. shut

It's starting to rain.

all of the windows

! Did you take it?

Where's my wallet? It

10-8

PARTICIPLAL ADJECTIVES: -ED

n

(b)

-ING

The past pamciple (-ed)* and the present participle

Indian art intmetn me.
)

VS.

I am interested in Indian art.
~CORRECT:I am interesting in Indian art.
Indian art is inteksting.
intererted.

INCORRECT:Indian a n is

(-ink) can be used as adjectives.
In (a): The past participle (interested) describes how a
person feels.
In (b): The present participle (interestink) describes the
cause of the feeling. The cause of the interest is
Indian art.

The news surprised Kate.
(c) Kate was a r w e d .
(d) The news was arrpridng.

In (c): surprised describes how Kate felt.
The past participle carries a passive meaning: Kate was
surprised by the news.
In (d): the news was the cause of the surprise.

(e) Did you hear the mrprkng news?
(f) Roberto fixed the h k e n window.

Like other adjectives, participial adjectives may follow be,
as in examples (a) through (d), or come in front of nouns,
as in (e) and (f).

* T h e past pardciple of regular verbs ends in -ed Some verbs have irregular forms. See Chart 2-6, p. 32.

EXERCISE 21. Participial adjectives. (Chart 10-8)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the -ed or -ing form of the verbs in italics.
1. Greg's classes interest him.

a. Greg's classes are
b. Greg is an

~htevestwi
"
thtevested
smdent.

2. Emily is going to Australia. The idea of going on this trip excites her.
a. Emily is

about going on this trip.

b. She thinks it is going to be an

trip.

3. I like to study sea life. The subject of marine biologyfascinares me.
a. I'm

by marine biology.

b. Marine biology is a

subject.

4. Mike heard some bad news. The bad news depressed him.
a. Mike is very sad. In other words, he is
b. The news made Mike feel sad. The news was

5. The exploration of space interests me.

a. I'm

in the exploration of space.

b. The exploration of space is

to me.

6. The nation's leader stole money. The scandal shocked the nation.

a. It was a

scandal.

e

nation soon replaced the le-Am.

7. I bought a new camera. I read the directions twice, but I didn't understand them.

They conbed me.
a. I was

.

when I aied to understand the directions.

hey were

directions.

8. I spilled my drink on the dinner table. This ernbarrussedme.

a. I was very

9. Jane's classes bore her.

when I spilled my drink.

. .

:, I !

,

'

..

.,.

a. Jane's classes are
b. Jane is a

.
,

..,
>:,I , i

mdent.

,

,:,.

8.

.,

.: ,

~ ! ,,~ : .,,,

10. An article in the newspaper surprised Mrs.Perez.

a. It was a very
b. Mrs. Perez was very

I i

article to her.
when she read it.
!.!.*

11. The loud noise frightened the children.

a. It was a
b. The
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:

sound.
children ran into their house.

.

EXERCISE 22. Participial adjectives. (Chart 10-8)
sDrecrions: Complete the sentences with the appropriate -ed or -ing form of the words in
italics.

J*IC

Julie was walking along the edge of the fountain outside her office building. She was with
her co-worker and friend Paul. Suddenly she lost her balance and accidentally feN in.

-

embarrass Julie was really

.

2. embarrass Falling into the
Her friend Paul was
shock

,,,i.:

r.

showk

5 . surprise

It was a

,

. ,

:

,

,

.:

.

The people around the office building were very
.-~
~

:

I

.

,

when they saw Julie in the fountain.
I.!-

.,,

q,r,,

sight.

6 . surprise

It was a

7 . depress

The next day Julie was

'

3

.

sight.

.",i

because she thought she

had made a fool of herself.
When she fell into the fountain, some people laughed at her. It was a
experience.
9 . interest
i,:

s

10.. interest

Her friend Paul told her not to lose her sense of humor. He told her it was
just another
He said that people would be
how she fell into a fountain.

experience in life.

:.

in hearing about
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EXERCISE 23. Participial adjectives. (Charts 10-7 and 10-8)
DimFMm: Complete the sentences with an -ed or -ing adjective and the boldface noun.
spoileA ckilAve~.

1. If you spoil children, they become
2. If a door rewolpws, it is called a

VP\IO\V~W~

door,

3. If someone steals a car,it is a
4. If people crowd into a mom, it is a

5. If costs nie, they are
6. If a danger exists, it is an

7. If you dry h i t , it becomes
8. If you plan an event, it is called a
9. If a committee plans something, it is called a
10. If water is boiling, we call it

-

11. If a person i s mirsing, we call him or her a
12. If you

vegetables, they are called

13. If the weatherfreeses things, it is called

14. If you break your pencil, you have a

0-9
GET

GET + ADJECTIVE; GET + PAST PARTICIPLE
+ ADJECTNE

(a) 1 a m getting hungry. Let's eat.
(b) Eric got nervous before the job interview.

Get can be followed by an adjective. Get gives the idea
of change-rhe idea of becoming, beginning to be,
mowing to be.
In (a): I'm getting hungry. = I wasn't hungry before, bur
MW I'm bem'nninz to be h m m .
--

I
GBT + PAST PARIICIPLB
(c) Ismgetting tirPd L& stop working.
(dl Steve and Rit.pot m ' o d last month.
-

GET

-

+ ADJECllVH

get angry
get bdd
get big
get busy
get close
get cold
get dark
Pdiny
ser d w

Sometimes get is followed by a past participle. The past
participle after get is like an adjective; it describes the
subject of the sentence.
GET f PAST PARITCU'LE

get dry
getfat
gel
get hot
get hungry
get inmestud
get tars
get nerww
get old

w

get quiet
get rich
get se*MtlS
gcr sick
get sleepy
gel thirsty
get well
get w t

get acquainted
get arrested
get bored
get confused
ger crowded
get diwxed
get done
get dwsed

get drunk

get engaged
ger excited
get finished
get frighnned
get hurt
get inmsted
get invited

get involsd
get killed
get lost
get married
gst scared
get sunburned
get tired
get umrried

EXERCISE 24. GET

+ adjectlve/past partlclple. (Chart 10-9)

Directions: Complete the sentences. Use each word in the list only one time.

cold

1. In winter, the weather gets
2. In summer, the weather gets

3. This food is delicious, but I can't eat any more. I'm getting

4. 1think I'll go to bed. I'm getting

. I (

- 5. Let's stop working and take a break. I'm getting
6. Sam is wearing one brown sock and one blue sock today. He got
...IK,+F,

-,

m a hurry this morning and didn't pay attention to the color of his socks.

,,,,

and

7. This work has to be done before we leave. We'd better get

stop wasting time.
55v3

8. 1didn't understand Jane's directions very well, so on the way to her house last night I

. I couldn't find her house.

got

,.;y , ,

9. It's hard to work in a garage and stay clean. Paul's clothes always get

from all the grease and oil.
I??

10. Don't waste your money gambling. You won't ever get

,> .T!

1 . i !if h'i 6.

that way.

11. Mr. Anderson is losing some of his hair. He's getting
12. Was it a bad accident? Did anyone get
?

;*m

13. Calm down! Take it easy! You shouldn't

1 m - j get so

. It's not

good for your blood pressure.
14. When I turned around and around in a
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.

15. I don't feel very good. I think I'm getting
, . ;; ;
: '
i

Maybe I should see

.I

a doctor.

16. My friends got

at the party Saturday night, so I drove them
,
, ? , '
home in my car. They were in no condition to drive.
,

EXERCISE 25. GET + adjective/past partlclple. (Chart 10-9)
Directions: Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of get and the words in the list.
:

thirsty

, ,,.

1. When I stayed out in the sun too long yesterday, I

.!

.

.

.II .,-

'

Jsunburn

i

,;.!!

'

96t skhbknted

2. If you're sick, stay home and take care of yourself. You won't

if you don't take care of yourself.
;
3. Jane and Greg are engaged. They are going to
h m now.

- 4.

a year

Sarah doesn't eat breakfast, so she always
ten-thirty.

by ten or

..

,. ,

; jrbin 5. In the winter, the sun sets early. It .
earlier.

outside by six or even

6. Put these socks back in the dryer. They didn't
first time.

.

,

~

11

7. Let's stop working for a while. I'm
m u ir:.r/

the

-

. I need to rest.

8. Sue has to vacate her apartment next week, and she hasn't found a new place to live.

She's

,>.

9. Sitara always

after she eats salty food.

,%0. Toshiro was in a temble car wreck and almost

5.

t~

:

alive.

&i

Y
,

/

I,

.$p,++;
L.r
lll,l
"I

\

,.

.

W,!!? ,i

I

:,

. He's lucky
. .

I

.YI

.

.

,

I

.

:

!1

r.

I

. Can I

1 1. The temperature is dropping. Brrr! I'm
borrow your sweater?

.-

.,., i . < d ? q

12. We were in a strange city without a map. It was easy for us to
We had to ask a shopkeeper how to get back to our hotel.

13. Did you
clap and yell when they won?
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when your team won the game? Did you

14. Good restaurants
seat because there are so many people.

around dinner time. It's hard to find a

15. When little Annie
to bed.

,her father gave her a bottle and put her

16. I left when Ellen and Joe began to argue. I never
other people's quarrels.

in

I

10-10 USING BE USED/ACCUSTOMED T O AND
GET USED/ACCUSTOMED TO
(a) I a m used to hot weather.
(b) I a m accustomed to hot weather.

(a) and @) have the same meaning: "Living in a hot
climate is usual and normal for me. I'm familiar with
what it is like to live in a hot climate. Hot weather isn't
strange or differentto me."
Notice in (c) and (d): to (a preposition) is followed by the
-ing form of a verb (a gerund).

(c) I am used to living in a hot climate.
(d) I am accustomed to living in a hot climate.
(e) I just moved from Florida to Siberia. I
have never lived in a cold climate before,
but I a m potting used to ( a w t o m e d
to) the cold weather here.

In (e): I'm gemng used tolmustomed to = something is
beginning to seem usual and normal to me.

0 EXERCISE 26. BE USED/ACCUSTOMED TO. (Chart 10-10)
Direceions: Complete the sentences with be used to, a5irmative or negative.
1. Juan is from Mexico. He
cold weather. .
:
q.

is wed t o
.

A

,

'

iw't wpA t o

hot weather. He
,

.,

'8.

.

,

'

,, .

2. Alice was born and raised in Chicago. She

,

,

living in a big

city.

3. My hometown is NewYork City, but this year I'm going to school in a town with a
living in a small town. I

population of 10,000. I
living in a big city.

I.

4. We do a lot of exercises in class. We

,I{<

doing exercises.

Complete the sentences with be acfustomsd to, affirmative or negative.
NOTICE: accustomed is spelled with two "c"s and one "m."

5. Spiro recently moved to Canada from Greece. He
eating Greek food. He
foodu

~ i : j r ; - t i c: r i : ;

.-..:.I,

-

I

~SR
t

,:

IS

accwtoweA t o

,!:

eating Canadian
:r,

6 . I always get up around 6:00 A.M. I
early. I

arcwtowed t o
..

; i : . ~ : j . .

;,

getting up
sleeping late.

I

7. Our teacher always gives us a lot of homework. We

GM

having a lot of homework every day.
8. Young schoolchildren rarely take multiple choice tests. They

$ 1 '

taking that kind of test.

-

ni

...,...

EXERCISE 27. BE USED/ACCUSTOMED TO. (Chart 10-10)
Directions: Talk about yourself. Use be usedlacmtomed to.

Example: cold weather
-t I am (OR I am not)
ed 1 a c c u s m d to cog
1. hot weathe

,&>.
A

...

.

;,.:.:$
~
I

7. getting up early

!V

1 mi Y

,

&rl

K

u.

.,.>"

:,e ,,,b.+?,,,, ~ . .

4.r
J .

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ri*

1

. a

-).:

l : ' :

cold weather
living in a warm climaLG
living in a cold climate
living in a big city
living in a small town

5. sleeping late
. .
! s ~ l ~ ~ > t. :
9. eating a big breakfast
10. drinking coffee in the morning
,. .. ., ,<!.-,,;a C,I,'.\ ,:
1 1. (a kind ofl food
L - c xt,..,tk.,,
:L.>, . kt,Z,
..

--

12. being on my own*,

b!'.
n:: i::.,,'
.,', ? , .~>.%
.!.,irb,>

,v:'

EXERCISE 28. 1

8

,,>

.,.

:USTOMEDTO. (Chart 10-10)

,<

.

;,,.

-

,.:,i,;;;,inxr,;r :.:,

:.<. ..;

i. .~. ~

:

I
-

,
~

!

,

.

is,;.

. .*

-

---

Directim: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Pose the question. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the question in a complete sentence. Your book is closed.

.

~.
,:I.:
: ,.
..
;.
,:I

' ,!

. . ~

..;".

Example:
SPEAKER A

2

SPEAKER B

A,,.'

.

(book open): What time are you accustomed to getting up?
"[
(book closed): I'm accustomed to getting up (at 7:30).
:.,.w t i ,

1. What time are you used to going to bed?

!

>.,

!,

, ,,~,:',K.,,

2. Are you accustomed to living in (name of this city)?
P 62:

3. Are you used to speaking English every day?

.:,.2r!+,

,,

:pi:.
'

I;<

,i

i:,rrrmmoit .i!:.

4. Do you live with a roommate or do you live alone? Are you accustomed to that?
5. What are you accustomed to eating for breakfast?

Switch d m .
r
. :. . mi !: o G .j:<' .I
6. What kind of food are you accustomed to eating?
7. What time are you accustomed to getting up? ,3 :!: . , . . T . , , . . -;.
-,l! .,r3;qrnta 1
,
.
,)LP.i13%1 i >l'r:-l.,'
8. Are you accustomed to living in a big city or a small town?

--.

'iii.

~ v rnrn?.
r

?

9. Our weather right now is (hot/coldihumid~cold)and (wetldryfetc.] Are you used to
this kind of weather?

10. Are you used to speaking English every day, or does it seem strange to you?

*m be on me's m n is an idiom. It means to k away kom one's family and mponsible for oneself.
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EXERCISE 29. GET USEDIACCUSTOMED TO. (Chart 10-10)
Directions: Discuss or write about one or more of the following topics.
1. James graduated from high school last month. Three days after graduation, he got
married. The next week he started a job at a paint store. Within two weeks, his life
changed a lot. What did he have to get used to?
2. Jane is going to leave her parents' house next week. She is going to move in with two
of her cousins who work in the city. Jane will be away from her home for the first time
in her life. What is she going to have to get accustomed to?
3. Think of a time you traveled in or lived in a foreign country. What weren't you used
to? What did you get used to? What didn't you ever get used to?

4. Think of the first day of a job you have had. What weren't you used to? What did you
get used to?

I used to live in Chicago, but now I live in

Tokyo.

INCORRECT:

INCORRBCT:

I ued to living in Chicago.
I am used U) I& in a big city.

(b) I am used to living in a big city.
*NOm

In (a): Used to expresses the habitual past (see Chart
2-1 1, p. 52). It is followed by the simple form of a
verb.
In (b): be w e d to is followed by the -kg form of a
verb (a gerund).*

In both wed to (habitual past) and be w e d to,the "d" is not pronounced in w d .

EXERCISE 30. USED TO vs. BE USED TO. (Chart 10-1 1)
Directions: Add an appropriate form of be if necessary. If no form of be is needed, write
8 in the blank.
1. I have lived in Malaysia for a long time. I
2. I

d

nw

used to warm weather.

used to live in Finland, but now I live in France.

3. I

used to sitting at this desk. I sit here every day.

4. I

used to sit in the back of the classroom, but now I prefer to sit in

the front row.
5. When I was a child, I

used to play games with my friends in a big

field near my house after school every day.
6. It's hard for my children to stay inside on a cold, rainy day. They

used to playing outside in the big field near our house. They play there almost
every day
7. A teacher

used to answering questions. Students, especially good

students, always have a lot of questions.

8. People

used to believe the world was flat.
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0 EXERCISE 31. USED TO vs. BE USED TO. (Chart 10-1 1)
Diwctioionc Complete the sentences with used to or be used to and the correct form of the
verb in parentheses.
1. Nick stays up later now than he did when he was in high school. He (go)

:

IASCAt o
'

to bed at ten, but now he rarely gets to bed before

46

midnight.

2. I got used to going to bed late when I was in college, but now I have a job and I need

my sleep. These days I (go)

a w wed t o q a i w

to bed around ten-thirty.

3. I am a vegetarian. I (eat)

meat, but now I

eat only meatless meals.
4. Ms. Wu has had a vegetable garden all her life. She (grow)

her own vegetables.

-

.

,

.&.~

~.,+g:"+<Y
1..+

.,.

.

::

Oscar has lived in Brazil for ten years. He (ear)
Brazilian food. It's his favorite.
6. Georgio moved to Germany to open his own restaurant. He (have)
B.

a small bakery in Italy.

.

7. I have taken the bus to work every day for the past five years. I (mke)

the bus.
8. Juanita travels by plane on company business. She (go)

by train, but now the distances she needs to travel are too great.

EXERCISE 32. USED TO vs. BE USED TO. (Charts 2-9 and 10-11)
Directions: You are living in a new place (country, city, aparnnent, dorm, etc.) and going to
a new school. What adjustments have you had to make? Write about them by completing
the sentences with your own words.
1. I'm getting used to

....

2. I'm also getting accustomed to

....
4. 1haven't gotten used to . . . .
5. I can't get used to . . . .
3. I have gotten accustomed to

6. Do you think I will ever get accustomed to

7. I used to
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. . . ,but now . . . .

.. .?

I

10-12

1

USING BE SUPPOSED TO

(a) MlKe as supposed to cau me tomorrow.
(IDEA:1 expect Mike to call me tomorrow.)
(b) We are supposed to write a composition.
(IDEA:The teacher expects us to write a
composition.)
(c) Alice wos supposed to be home at ten,
but she didn't get in until midnight.
(IDEA:Someone expected Alice to be home
at ten.)

He supposed to IS used to t a ~ kabout an aconty or event
that is expected to occur.
In (a):The idea of is supposed to is that Mike is
expected (by me) to call me. I asked him to call me. He

idea that an expected event did not occur, as in (c).

17 EXERCISE 33. BE SUPPOSED TO. (Chart 10-12)
Directions: Create sentences with a similar meaning by using be supposed to.

1. The teacher expects us to be on time for class.
+ We are sumsed ro be on time for class.
2. People expect the weather to be cold tomorrow.

3. People expect the plane to arrive at 6:OO.
4. My boss expects me to work late tonight.

5. I expected the mail to arrive an hour ago, but it didn't.

EXERCISE 34. BE SUPPOSED TO. (Chart 10-12)
Directions: Correct the mistakes.
to

1. I'm supposed A call my parents tonight.

2. We're not suppose to tell anyone about the surprise.
3. You don't supposed to talk to Alan about the surprise.
4. My friend was supposing to call me last night, but he didn't.

5. Children supposed to respect their parents.
6. Didn't you supposed be at the meeting last night?

1

EXERCISE 35. BE SUPPOSED TO. (Chart 10-12)
&mtions: Identify who is supposed to do something.
1. TOM'S BOSS: Mail this package.
TOM: Yes, sir.
Tom is supposed to mail a package.
+

2. MARY: Call me at nine.
ANN: okay.
3. MS. MARTINEZ: Please make your bed before you go to school.
JOHNNY: Okay, Mom.
4. MR. TAKADA: Put your dirty clothes in the laundry basket.
SUSIE: Okay, Dad.

5.

Bobby, pick up your toys and put them away
BOBBY: Okay, Mom.
MRS. WILSON: Annie, please hang up your coat.
ANNIE: Okay, Mom.

6.

DR. KET~LE: YOUshould

7.

PROF. THOMPSON:

MRS. WILSON:

take one pill every eight hours.
PATIENT: All right, Dr. Kettle. Anything else?
DR. m m : Drink plenty of fluids.

STUDENTS:

Read the directions carefully, and raise your hand if you have any
questions.
(TI0 reSp0flse)
, ,

I..

I

,

1

EXERCISE 36. BE SUPPOSED TO. (Chart 10-12)
Direcrimrs: Create sentences with be suMosed to by combining the subjects in Column A
with the ideas in Column B. Use the simple present.
Example: Visitors at a zoo are not supposed to feed the animals.
Column A
1. Visitors at a zoo
2. Doctors
3. Employees
4. Air passengers
5. Theatergoers
6. Soldiers on sentry duty
7. Children
8. Heads of state
9. A dog
10. People who live in apartments

Column B
A.
B.
JC.
D.
E.
E
G.
H.
I.

listen to their parents
buckle their seatbelts before takeoff
not . feed the animals
not . . . talk during a performance
be on time for work
obey its trainer
,
'I
pay their rent on time
care for their patients
not . . . fall asleep
J. be diplomatic

..

EXERCISE 37. BE SUPPOSED TO. (Chart 10-12)
Direcn'w: Thii of t h i s the following people are or were supposed to do. Use be
supposed to.

Example: a good friend of yours
+ M y friend Ji Ming is supposed to he& me paint my apartment this weekend.
Beniw was supposed w go w dinner with me last K4dnesdaJI, but he forgot.
Nadia is supposed to call me tonight.
1. a good friend of yours

2.
3.
4.
5.

your roommate or spouse*
children
a student in your English class
your English teacher

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

the leader of your country
one or both of your parents
one of your siblings or cousins
yourself

(...I

0 EXERCISE 38. Wrltten. (Chapters 1 + 10)
Directions: In writing, describe how a particular holiday is celebrated in your country.
What is done in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening? What are some of the
things that people typically do on this holiday?
NOTE: Many of your sentences will be active, but some of them should be passive.

EXERCISE 39. Error analysis. (Chapter 10)
Directions: Correct the errors.
Example: I am agree with him.
+ I agree with him.
1. An accident was happened at the corner yesterday.
2. This pen is belong to me.

3. I am very surprise by the news.
4. I'm interesting in that subject.

5. He is marry with my cousin.
6. Thailand is locate in Southeast Asia.
7. Mary's dog was died last week.

8. Were you surprise when you saw him?

'If you have neither a roommate nor s spouse, invent one or simply skip to the next irem.
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9. When I went downtown, I get lost.
10. Last night I very tire.

1 1 . The bus was arrived ten minutes late.
12. I am disagreed with that statement.
13. Our class is compose h m immigrants.

14. 1 am not acustomed to cold weather.
15. We're not suppose to have pets in our apartment.
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CountlNoncount Nouns
and Articles
CONTENTS
11-1
11-2
1 1-3
1 1-4
11-5

11-6
117

Nouns that can be count or noncount
Using units of measure with noncount
nouns
11-8 Guidelines for article usage
11-9 Using the or 0 with names
11-10 Capitalization

A vs. an
Count and noncount nouns
Noncount nouns
More noncount nouns
Using seuorrrl, a lot of,
manylmuch, and a fewla little

EXERCISE 1. Preview: using A and AN. (Charts 11-1 and 11-2)
Direczions: Add a or an as necessary.
a
1. Inever wear A hat.
eh

2. We had

A

easy test yesterday.

3. Irarely put salt on my food.

Ok (no change)

4. Jack has wallet in his back pocket.

5. We had good weather for our picnic yesterday.
6. There was earthquake inTurkey last week.
7. Ball is round object.

8. Linda likes to wear jewelry.
9. Anna is wearing ring on her fourth finger.
10. My father enjoys good health.
11. Simon Bolivar is hero to many people.
12. I called Jim by the wrong name. It was honest mistake.
13. Ihad unusual experience yesterday.

14. Ann had unique experience yesterday.
15. Ioften ask my parents for advice.

(a) I have a pencil.
(b) I live in an apartment.
(c)
. . I have a smaU aoarn
(d). I live
.. in an old build
.

.. ..:

' Aapartment).
and an are used in front of a singular noun (e.g., pencil,
They mean "one."
If a singular noun is modified by an adjective (e.g., small, old), a
or an comes in front of the adjective, as in (c) and (d).
A is used in front of words that begin with a consonant (21, c, d,f,
g, etc.): a boy, a bad day, a car, a cute baby.
An is used in front of words that begin with the vowels a, e, i,and
0: an apartment, an angry man, an elephant, an empty mom, erc.

(e) I have an umbrella.
(f) I saw an ugly picture.
(g) I attend a uniuersity.
(h) I had a unique experience.

For words that begin with the letter u:
(1) An is used if the u is a vowel sound, as in an umbrella, an
uncle, an unusual day.
(2) A is used if the u is a consonant sound, as in a university,
a unit, a usual event.

(i) He will arrive in an hour.
(j) Newyear's Day is a holiday

For words that begin with the letter h:
(1) An is used if the h is silent: an hour, an honor, an honest
person.
(2) A is used if the h is pronounced: a holiday, a hotel, a high
point.

EXERCISE 2. A vs. AN. (Chart 11-1)
Directions: Write a or an in the blanks.
1. A mistake
2. - abbreviation

3. - dream

-interesting dream
5. - empty box
6. -box

4.

- uniform
8. - union
9 . -untrue story
10. -urgent message
11. -universal problem
12. -unhappy child
7.

13. - hour or two
14. -hole in the ground
15. - hill
16. - handsome man
17. - honest man
18. - honor

EXERCISE 3. A vs. AN. (Chart 11-1)
Direcrions: Define the given words in complete sentences. Begin each sentence with a or
an. Refer to a dictionary if necessary.
Example: indecisive person
+ A n indecisive person is a person who can't make u p his mind.

1. astronaut

6. camel

11. hourly wage

2. microscope

7. umbrella

12. horn

3. enemy

8. unicorn

13. unlit hallway

4. ferry

9. onion

14. utensil

5. absent-minded person
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10. honeymoon trip

15. orchard

)
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11-L

F
NONCOUNT

SINGULAa

a
one

0
some

PLWL

chair
chair

cham

0*

two
some

furniture
furniture

chairs
chairs

0
0

4 count noun:
(1) can be counted with numbers: one chair, two
chairs, ten chairs, etc.
(2) can be preceded by aian in the singular: a
chair.
(3) has a plural form ending in -s or -es: chairs.**
A noncount noun:
(1) cannot be counted with numbers.
INCORRECT: onefurniture
(2) is NOT immediately preceded by alan.
WCORRECT: a furniture
(3) does NOT have a plural form (no fmal-s).
INCORRECT: furnirures

-

**See Chart 1-5, p. 13, and Chart 6-1,p. 157, for the spelling and pronunciation of -,I-er.

.,

EXERCISE 4. Count and noncount nouns. (Chart 11-2)
. Directions; Correct the mistakes. Some sentences contain no errors. Use some with the
'r:
'4

n

,'' noncomt nouns.

1. I bought one chair for my apartment.

Ok (no change)

SOW

2. I bought*

furniture for my apartment.*

3. I bought four chairs for my apartment.
4. 1bought four furnitures for my apartment.

5. I bought a chair for my apartment.
6. I bought a furniture for my apartment.

7. I bought some chair for my apartment.

SOME FURNITURE

TWO C M I R S

SOME C M / R S

8. I bought some furnitures for my apartment.

I h h r a o n u b m i h r w for my aparmmt. OR I h h z f i r n i t u w f m
p. 326, for more information about the use of 0 and

*CORRBCT:

-.

n?y

aparmnr. See Chart 11-8,
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EXERCISE 5. Preview: count and noncount nouns. (Charts 11-2 and 11-3)
Directions: Write alan or some in the blanks. Identify count and noncount nouns
L.

sowe

1. I often have

fruit

&uit for dessert.

banana for dessert.

banana

+

(COUnt) noncount

3. I got

letter today.

lener

+

count noncount

4. I got

mail today.

mail

+

count noncount

ring

+

count noncount

jewelry

+

count noncount

2. I had

a

5. Anna wears

ring on her left hand.

jewelry today.

6. Maria is wearing

7. I have

homework to finish.

homework

+

count noncount

8. 1have

assignment to finish.

assignment

+

count noncount

information

+

count noncount

question

+

count noncount

9. I needed

information.

10. I asked

question.

INDIVIDUAL PARTS = THE WHOLE

(Count Nouns)
postcards
bills

Noncount nouns usually refer to a whole group
of things rhat is made up of many individual
parts, a whole category made up of different
varieties.
For example,furniture is a noncount noun; it
describes a whole category of things:
chairs, tables, beds, etc.

@Ioncount Nouns)

mail

INDIVIDUAL PARTS = THE WHOLE

I chairs

II

tables
beds
etc.

\

/

Mail,fruit, and jewelry are other examples of
noncount nouns that refer to a whole category
made up of individual parts.

bracelets
necklaces
L
SOME W M O N NONCOUNT NOUNS: WHOLE G R O W S W

A. clothing
equipment
food
fruit
furniture
jewelry
mail
money
scenqy
smff
rnflc
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E UP OP INDIVIDUAL PARTS

B. homework
housework
work

E, gmmmar

C. adwice
information

E Arabic
Chinese
English
German
Indaesian
Spanish
Eu.

D. history
literature
music

slang
wcabulary

G. corn
dirt
frour
hair

w
rice

salt
sand
war

EXERCISE 6. Count and noncount nouns. (Charts 11-2 and 11-3)
Directions: Add final -81-es if possible. Otherwise, write a slash (I) in the blank.
1. I'm learning a lot of pammm/ .
2. We're studying count and noncount noun-.
3. City streets usually have a lot of traffic -.

4. The streets are full of automobile-.
5. We enjoyed the scenery-

in the countryside.

.

6. Nepal has high mountain -

7. 1have some important information-

for you.

8. I have some important fact -for you.
9. Olga knows a lot of English word-.

10. Olga has learned a lot of new vocabulary

.

11. The children learned a lot of new song12. I enjoy listening to music

in nursery school.

.

13. Can you give me some suggestion14. Can you give me some advice-

15. I like to read good literature

?
?

.

16. I like to read good n o v e l .
17. I had sand-

in my shoes from walking on the beach.

18. Florida is famous for its white sand b e a c h .

1.11-4 MORE NONCOUNT NOUNS
SOLIDS and SEMI-SOLIDS
bread meaz
chalk paper
b u m beef
ghss
soap
cheese chicken
gold
wothpasre
ice
fih
tm
wwd

(a) U Q ~ S

coffee soup
mJk rea
oil
water

GASES

air
pollution
smog
smoke

(b) THINGS THAT OCCUR IN NATURE
d e r
darkness
thunder
rain
light
lightning
snow
sunshim
~p

experience

gnm0&

happines

health
WP

-

hones@

ig~rance
knmlodge
luck

patience
progress

rime
violence

*Anabsmcdon is an ides. It has no phyaicd form. A person cannor touch it.
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EXERCISE 7. Count and noncount nouns. (Charts 11-2 + 11-4)
Directions: Add final-sl-os if possible. Otherwise, write a slash (I) in the blank.
1. I made some mistake

2. In winter in Alaska, there

on my algebra test.

(@, are) s n o w on the ground.

3. Alaska has a lot of cold weather-.

4. We have a lot of storm-

in the winter.

5. There (is, are) some chalk-

in this classroom.

6. Be sure to give the new couple my best wish -.
7. I want to wish them good luck

8. Thunder9. Gold-

-.

and lightning -can be scary for children and animals.
(is, are) expensive. D i a m o n d (is, are) expensive too.

10. I admire Prof. Yoo for her extensive knowledge
11. Prof. Yoo has a lot of good idea-

and strong opinion -.

12. Teaching children to read requires patience

13. Doctors take care of patient

of organic farming methods.

.

.

14. Mr. Fernandez's English is improving. He's making a lot of progress 15. Automobiles are the biggest source of pollution16. Engineers build bridge

water

-.

in most cities.

across river -and other body -of

\

EXERCISE 8. Noncount abstractlons. (Chart 11-4)
Directions: Complete the sentences in Column A with words from Column B. The
completed sentences will be common sayings in English.

mob: Ignorance is bliss.
+
:
B
L
~
~
~
s
~
("Ignorance is bliss" is a saying. It means: If you know about problems, you have
.
to worry about them and solve them. If you don't know about problems, you can
avoid them and be happy [blirs = happ~~ness].
Do you agree with this saying?)
Column B

Column A

A. the best teacher.

1. Ignorance is

Time is Laughter is Beauty is Knowledge is -

2. Honesty is

B. the best medicine.

3.

C. power.

4.

5.
6.

7. Experience is

-

,

.

.

JD. bliss.

,.

G. the best policy.

t1

q

,

,

:

1.

.

.:

E. in the eye of the beholder.
F. money.

,

.:;
'

-:;
,

,

.

"

:/,.;,
~
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,

,

.4

-- -~

~

,':...

,
;

,.

~

(

- -..-- JSE 9. Noncount abstractions. (Chart 11Directim: In groups or by yourself, complete the
ouns are usually noncount. To find out if a
ictionary or discuss it with your teacher.)
, ,,

a. Name four good qualities you admire in a person.

pahewe

1.

...~,

3.

,

..

4.

2.

b. Name bad qualities people can have.

c. What are some of the most important things in life?
1.

9666 ba1i-h

.'y?

,

a

3.

d. Certain bad conditions exist in the world. What are they?

hw?ev

1.

3.

i

ia,..,: t.

l ,,

+ 1 1-4'1
Erections: Choose one of the given topics. Make a written list of the
things you see.
,,.<.

EXERCISE 10. Count and noncount nouns. (Charts 11-1

Example: You're sitting in your office. List the things you see.
Written:
two wirrdows
,
, . ,

.',

..
,I;:~,~,:,;
; ,. , ,

three desk lawps
a l o t OFbooks-avouhd 50 books abokt Ey$ish grawnv

&tce cquipw~t-n ~acirrtoskcowphte, a pripriev, a phobcopy
wnchirre
typical oNke shpplies-n stapler, paper clips, pew, perrcils, a vulev
s o w photogvaphs

, : ,

,

'

I,

:I,,I,.

.

.,! :

"

etc.
1. Sit in any room of your choosing. List the things you see (including thiigs other
people are wearing if you wish).
2. Look out a window. List the things and people you see.
3. Go to a place outdoors (a park, a zoo, a city street) and list what you see.
4. Travel in your imagination to a room you lived in when you were a child. List
everything you can remember about that room.
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11-5

I

USING SEVERAL, A LOT OF, MANYIMUCH, AND A
FE W l A LITTLE

COUNT

I

NONCOUNT

0

I

I

I

I Several is used only with count nouns.

I

@) a lot of chairs

a lot of furniture

A lot of is used with both count and noncounr nouns.

(c) many chairs

much furniture

Many is used with count nouns.
Much is used with noncount nouns.

(d) a feu, chairs

a little furniture

A f i is used with count nouns.
A little is used with noncount nouns.

EXERCISE 11. SEVERAL, A LOT OF, and MANYJMUCH. (Charts 11-1 + 1 1-5)
Directions: Correct the mistakes. Some sentences contain no errors. One sentence
contains a spelling error.
S O W

1. Jack bought +eved furniture.
2. He bought several chairs. O k (no change)
3. Ted bought a lot of chairs.
4. Sue bought a lot of furniture, too.

5. Alice bought too much furniture.
6. She bought too much chairs.

7. Dr. Lee bought a few furniture for his new office.
8. H e bought a few chairs.

9. H e has several new furnitures in his office.

10. H e has several new chairs in his office.

11. There is d o t of desk in this room.
12. There are a lot of furnitures in Dr. Lee's office.

EXERCISE 12. HOW MANY and HOW MUCH. (Charts 11-1

11-5)
Direczions: Create questions with how many or how much. Use the information in
parentheses to form Speaker A's question.
+

1. A: How
w m y childveh d o the ~illevshave
B: Three. (The M i e r s have three children.)

?

2. A: How
w~ch
MOWY does .lake wake
B: A lot. (Jake makes a lot of money.)

?

3. A: How
B: Eleven. (There are eleven players on a soccer team.)
4. A: How

l',',~,!,,

on a soccer team?

'

to do tonight?

B: Just a little. (I have just a little homework to do tonight.)
5. A: How
B: A lot. (There are a lot of apples in the baskets.)

in the baskets?

6. A: How
B: A lot. (There is a lot of fruit in the baskets.)

in the baskets?

7. A: How
B: Ten. (There are ten provinces in Canada.)

in Canada?
,ti!

..

::
52:

8. A: How
before you moved to Japan?
-.
B: Just a little. (I knew just a little Japanese before I moved to Japan.)
9. A: How
in the world?
B: Approximately 22,000. (There are approximately 22,000 kinds of fish in the
world.)

10. A: How
B: A lot. (You should buy a lot of cheese.) It looks really good.
11. A: How
B: Two cups. (I drink two cups of coffee every day.)

?

every day?

12. A: How
in the chalk tray?
B: Several pieces. (There are several pieces of chalk in the chalk tray.)
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EXERCISE 13. MANY vs. MUCH. (Charts 11-1 + 11-5)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Using the cues, ask a question using how much or how many. You are
looking for the answer to "x." Your book is open.
Speaker B: Listen carefully for the correct use of much and many. Answer the question.
If you don't know the answer, guess. Sometimes Speaker A is given the
correct answer and can tell you how close you are to the correct answer. Your
book is closed.

Example: water: You drink x every day.
A (book open): How much water do you drink every day?
SPEAKER B (book closed): I try to drink at least six glasses of water every day.
SP-R

Example: page:There are x in this chapter. (Answer: 32)
SPEAKER A (book open): How many pages are there in this chapter?
SPEAKER B (book closed): I don't know. I'd guess there are about thirty.
SPEAKER A (book open): Very close! There are 32 pages in this chapter.
tea:
word:
money:
bone:
5. tooth:
6. mail:

You usually drink x every day.
There are x in the title of this book. (Answer 4)
A pencil costs x.
There are x in the human body. (Answer 206)
The average person has x. (Answec 32)
You got x yesterday.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Switch roles.
7 . sugar:
8. language:
9. English:
10. people:
1 1 . human being:
12. butterfly:

You put x in your tea.
You can speak x.
Had you studied x before you started attending this class?
There were x on earth 2,000 years ago. (Answer: around 250 million)
There are x in the world today. (Answer: around six billion)
You can see x in one hour on a summer day in a flower garden.

EXERCISE 14. A FEW vs. A LIlTLE. (Charts 11-1 + 11-5)
Directions: Complete the sentences by using a few or a little and the given noun. Use the
plural form of the noun when necessary.
REMINDER:

Use a few with a count noun: afew songs.
Use a little with a noncount noun: a little music.

a little m w i c

1 . music

I feel like listening to

2. song

We sang

3. help

Do you need

4. pepper

My grandfather doesn't use extra salt, but he always puts

ol

f e w s6h9s

tonight.
at the party.
with that?

on his hard-boiled egg
5 . thing

I need to pick up
way home from work tonight.

at the market on my

6 . apple

I bought I bought

8. advice

I need

9. m o n q

If I accept that job, I'll make

-

.. ,'.

.,.* .

at the market.

.

more
in her pocket.

Annie put

11 . friend

12. rain

.

* ,.:. .,.;

I

7 . fruit

10. coin

.

at the market.*

came by last night to visit us.
It looks like we might get

today.

I think I'll take my umbrella with me.
13. Fwnch

,but I don't

I can speak

know

any Italian at all.
14. hour

..

_., 15. worhpaste

Ron's plane will arrive in

more

Tommy, put just

on your

toothbrush, not half the tube!
16. chicken

I'm still hungry. I think I'll have

more

When I was a child, we raised

in

our backyard.

a little chicken

I a little chlcken I

a blq chicken

I a lot of chicken

a few chickens

I

I

a lot of chickens

' I bought a fmapples. = I bought a small number of apples.
I bought a lid* apple. = I bought one apple, and it wes small, not large.
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11 1 -6

NOUNS THAT CAN BE COUNT OR NONCOUNT

ylure a xew nouns can oe useu as eirner counr or noncounr nouns. oxamplev ur UUUI
usages for some common nouns follow.

USED AS A COUNT NOUN

USED AS A N O N W W NOUN

NOUN

uuunr mu nuncounr

ghs

(a) Windows are made of glass.

(b)

I drank a glass of water.
(c) Janet wears glasses when she reads.

hair

(d) Rita has brown hair.

(e) There's a hair on my jacket.

iron

(f) Iron is a metal.

(g)

light

(h) I opened the curtain to let in some

(i) Please nun off the lights (lamps).

paw

(j)

I pressed my shirt with an iron.

&ht.

I need some paper to write a letter.

(k) I wrote a papev for Professor Lee.
(l)
I bought a paj~er(a newspaper).

I

(m) How much tim do you need to finish (n) How many times have you been in Mexico?

1 (0)

I work

fib 1
II
II

I have some wonk to do tonieht.

I (D) That ~aintineis a wonk of art.

1
I

I

(t) She drew a picture of a ch*hn/a&h.

chicken1

(s) I ate some chickdamnefish.

ex@-

(u) I haven't had much ex@enhce
(v) I had many interesting expwknces on my
with m m p u m (l don't have m u d
trip. (Many interesting events happened
to
knowledge or skill in using computers.) (
me on my trip.)
~

EXERCISE 15. Nouns that can be count or noncount. (Chart 11-6)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the given words. Choose words in parentheses as
necessary.

1. chicken

Joe, would you like (a, some)

2. chieken

My grandmother raises

3. time

It took a lot of

4.

.......

5. paper

-----
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ckicbe~s

for dinner tonight?

in her yard.

to write my composition.

I really like that movie. I saw it three
Students in Prof. Young's literature class have t o write a lot of

.,..

6. paper

322

sowe chickeh

Students who take thorough lecture notes use a lot of

I
I

- ..-

.

>Yk, '.

iwi .

.

7. paper

;*,: *k&.&&'.*L:~?
8

,,

.

The New York Times is (a, some) famous

.~, c.

.;,

:!~:

.

8 . work

,

'

Rodin's statue of "The Thiiker" is one of my favorite
of art.

9. work

to do tomorrow at my

I have a lot of
office.

10. light

If

I they) can
accidentally (get, gets) in a darkroom, (&

ruin photographic negatives.
11. light

on the ceilings of

There (is, are) a lot of fluorescent
the school building.

,and Sara has curly

12. hair

Erin has straight

13. hair

Brian has a white cat. When I stood up from Brian's sofa, my black slacks
were covered with short white

14. glass

I wear

15. glass

In some countries, people use

because I'm nearsighted.
for their tea; in other

countries, they use cups.
16. glass

Framed paintings are usually covered with

to protect

them.

17. iron

(is, are) necessary to animal and plant life.

18. iron

(is, are) used to make clothes look neat.

19. experience

Grandfather had a lot of interesting

in his

long career as a diplomat.

20. experience You should apply for the job at the electronics company only if you have a
lot of

in that field.
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USING UNITS 0 1 : IM~<ASUIIII
WITH NONCOUN?' NOUNS

( L ~II nau

sume rea.

@) I had two cups of tea.

(c) I ate some toast.
(d) I ate one piece of toast.

lo menuon a speclnc quanury or a noncount noun, speaKers use
units of measure such as m cups of or me piece ojf A unit of
measure usually describes the container (a cup of, a bowl of), the
amount (a pound of, a quart of),* or the shape (a bar of soap, a
sheer of paper).

'Wdght measure: ow pound = 0.45 kilograms/hilos.
liquid measure: one quam = 0.95 litreafliters;four quaw = one gallon = 3.8 liues~liters.

EXERCISE 16. Units of measure with noncount nouns. (Chart 11-7)
Directions: What units of measure are usually used with the following nouns? More than
one unit of measure can be used with some of the nouns.

YOUare going to the store. What are you going to buy? Choose from these units
of measure.

PART I.

1 bag

both

1. a

cadav

2. a

box

bm

can * (tin)

of olives
of crackers

3. a

of mineral water

4. a

of jam or jelly

5. a

of tuna fish

6. a

of soup

7. a

of sugar

8. a

of wine

9. a

of corn

10. a

of peas

11. a

of flour

12. a

of soda pop

13. a

of paint

14. a

of breakfast cereal

*a can in Amaican English = a tin in British English.
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jar

1

You are hungry and thirsty. What are you going to have? Choose from these
units of measure.
.,

p m 11.

3

bowl

.

mP

15. a

chp/dass

16. a

bowl

glass

piece

slice

of green tea

23. a

of beer

of cereal

24. a

of noodles

17. a

of candy

25. a

of mineral water

18. a

of bread

26. a

of popcorn

19. a

of apple pie

27. a

of cheese

20. a

of orange juice

28. a

of rice

21. a

of soup

29. a

of strawberries

22. a

of cantaloupe

and ice cream

EXERCISE 17. Wrltlng actlvlty: count and noncount nouns. (Charts 11-1

-

11-7)

Directions: In several paragraphs, describe the perfect meal. Use your imagination. If you
use the name of a dish that your reader is probably unfamiliar with, describe it in
parentheses. For example:
Illy

goisg t o i w g i s e F 6 r yo& the pedect weal. I aly 6s a tevvace

high as a hillside i s Nepal. Uhes 1 look o~+, 1 s e e show-carppeA w h s t a i r s
i s the A i s t a s c e . The valley below is h a z y asA b e a h t i $ d . I'm w i t h m y
&esAs 01ga a s A Robevto. The table has a while tablecloth asA a

vase 04 bhhe Flowevs.

Illy

g o i v t o eat a11 oF lyy Favovite kisAs 4 4ooA.

Evst the w a i t e v is goisg t o b v i v escavgots. (Escargots eve s s a i k

cooked i s bht+ev asA s e a s o s e A w i t h gavlic asA athev hevbs.) Etc.
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h

11-8 GUIDELINES FOR ARTICLE USAGE
USING A OR

0 (NO

ARTICLE)

,., A dog makes a good pet.

@) A banana is yellow.
(c) A m c i l contains lead.

o
z

USING A OR SOME

A speaker uses a with a singulcount noun when s h e is maldng
a generalization.

(j) I saw a dog in my yard.

[k) Mary ate a banana.
:I) I need a p c i l .

In (a): The speaker is talking
about any dog, all dogs, dogs in
general.

II

(d) 0 Dogs make good pets.
(e) 0 Bananas are yellow.

A speaker uses no article ( 0 )
with a plural count noun when
s h e is making a generalization.*
In (d):The speaker is talking
about any dog, aU dogs, dogs in
general.

[m) I saw some dogs in my yard.
:n) Mary bought some
bananas.
(0) Bob has somopencils in his
pocket.

Note: (a) and (d) have the same
meaning.

(

I (g) 0 Fruit is good for you.

A speaker uses no article ( 0 )
with a noncount noun when s h e
is making a generalization.
In (&:The speaker is talking
about any fruit, all fruit, fruit in
general.

$) I bought some&uit.
:q) Bob drank some coffee.

:r) Would you like to listen to
some music?

*Sometimes a speaker uses pn nrprrssion of quantity (e.g., ahnost dl,most, some) when she makes s gcncralhation:
Almm dl dogs ntalrr gwd pnr. Most dog, a
n
.
Smne &@ h a w shon hait.
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USING THE

A speaker uses a with a singular
count noun when s h e is talking
about one thing (or person) that
is not specific.

In (j): The speaker is saying, "I
saw one dog (not two dogs, some
dogs, many dogs). It wasn't a
specific dog (e.g., your dog, the
neighbor's dog, that dog). It was
only one dog out of the whole
group of animals called dogs!'

A speaker often uses some* with
a plural count noun when s h e is
talking about things (or people)
that are not specific.
In (m):The speaker is saying, "I
saw more than one dog. They
weren't specific dogs (e.g., your
dogs, the neighbor's dogs, those
dogs). The exact number of
dogs isn't important (two dogs,
five dogs); I'm simply saying that
I saw an indefinite number of
dogs."
A speaker often uses some* with
a noncount noun when s h e is
talking about something that is
not specific.

In (p):The speaker is saying, "I
bought an indeiinite amount of
fruit. The exact amount (e.g.,
two pounds of fruit, four
bananas, and two apples) isn't
important. And I'm not talking
about specific fruit (e.g., that
fruit, the fruit in that bowl.)"

Did you feed the dog?
I had a banana and an
apple. I gave the banana
to Mary.
(u) The pencil on that desk is
Jim's.
(v) The 8un is shining.
(w) Please close the door.
(x) Mary is in the kitchen.
(s)
(t)

Did you feed the dogs?
I had some bananas and
(2)
apples. I gave the
bana?zas to Mary.
(aa) The pencib on that desk
are Jim's.
(bb) Please turn off the lights.
(y)

-

..

.

(1) singular count nouns: the
dog.

(2) plural count nouns: the
dogs.

(3) noncount nouns: thefiuit.

A speaker uses the (not a, 0, or
aomo) when the speaker and the
Listener are thinking about the
same specific person@)or
thin&).
In (s): The speaker and the
listener arc thinking about the
same specific dog. The listener
knows which dog the speaker is
talking about: the dog that they
own, the dog that they feed every
day. There is only one dog that
the speaker could possibly be
talking about.

In (t): A speaker uses the when
s h e mentions a noun the second
time.
First mention:
I had a banana
Second mention:
I gave the banana . . . .
In the second mention, the
listener now knows which banana
the speaker is talking about: the
banana the speaker had (not the
banana John had, not the banana
in that bowl).

. .. .

(CC) Thefruit in this bowl is
ripe.

(dd) I drank some coffee and
some milk. The c&e was
hot.
(ee) I can't hear you. The
is too loud.
(ff) The air is cold today.

*In addition to somr,a speaker might use d ,
a&,
with a noncoun; n0.m. (See Chart 11-5, p. 318.)

. . L C-.
..
. .I

The is used in front of

a lot of, ex., with n p l m l count noun, or a El*,

a lo: of, a,,

,
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EXERCISE 18. Count and noncount nouns. (Chart 11-8)
Dkcti012~:Discuss Speaker A's use of articles in the following dialogues. Why does
Speaker A use a, some, the, or O? Discuss what both Speaker A and Speaker B are
thinking about.

DIALOGUE 1:

_ch

L A dog makes a good pet.
lIALOGUE 4:

B: I agree.

L:

r: Dogs make good pets.

B: I agree.

L:

lIALoGUE 7:

r: Fruit is good for you.

828 CHAPTER 1 1

I saw a dog in my yard.
lUUK;UE 5:

I saw some &gs in my yard.

IIALOGUE 8:

B: I agree.

,: I ate somefruit.

L:

Did you feed the dog?

B: Yes.

B: Oh?

L:

Did vou feed the d m ?

B: Yes.

B: Oh?

h:

Zkfrvit in this bowl is ripe.

B: Oh?

B: Good.
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EXERCISE 19. THE vs. AIAN. (Chart 11-8)
Directions: Here are some conversations. Try to decide whether the speakers would
probably use the or dun. Are the speakers thinking about the same objects or persons?

& party last night?

1. A: Did you have a good time at

B: Yes.

A: So did I. I'm glad that you decided to go with me.
2. A: What did you do last night?

B: I went to

party.

A: Oh? Where was it?

-car?
No. But I have -bicycle.
Do you need -car today, honey?

3. A: Do you have

B:
4. A:

B: Yes. I have a lot of errands to do. Why don't I drive you to work today?
A: Okay. But be sure to iil1

5. A: I bought

-car up with gas sometime today.

-table yesterday.

B: Oh? I didn't h o w you went shopping for furniture.
6. A: Have you seen my keys?

-table next to -front door.
Is Mr. Jones -graduate student?
No. He's -professor.
Where's -professor?

B: Yes. They're on
7. A:

B:
8. A:

B: She's absent today.

:

9. A: Would you like to go to

-zoo this afternoon?
;.:

B: Sure. W h y not?
10. A: Does San Diego have

-zoo?

B: Yes. It's world famous.
11. A: Let's listen to

-radio.

B: Okay. I'll turn it on.
12. A: Does your car have

B: Yes, and

330
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-radio?

-CD player.

13. A: Did you lock

-door?

B: Yes.

A: Did you check -stove?
B: Yes.

A: Did you close all -windows downstairs?
B: Yes.

A. Did you set

alarm?

B: Yes.

A: Then let's turn out -lights.
B: Goodnight, dear.
A: Goodnight, dear.

14. A: Where's Dennis?
B: He's in -kitchen.
15. A: Do you like your new apartment?

B: Yes. It has -big kitchen.

EXERCISE 20. Uslng A or 0 for generalizations. (Chart 11-8)
Directions: Write a or 0 in the blank before each singular noun. Then write the plural
form of the noun if possible.

1.
2.

Singular Subjects

Plural Subjects

A bird has feathers.

Bivds have Featthevs.

C #om is nutritious.

-milk is white.
4. - flower is beautiful.
5 . -water is a clear liquid.
6. -horse is strong.
7. - jewelry is expensive.
8. - soap produces bubbles.
9. - shirt has sleeves.
3.
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EXERCISE 21. Using THE for specific statements. (Chart 11-8)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the given nouns. Use the for specific statements.
Do not use the for general statements.
1 . flowers

2 . mountains

a.

The Flowevs

in that vase are beautiful.

b.

flowrvs

are beautiful.

a.

are beautiful.

b.

in Colorado are beautiful.

a.

3. water

consists of hydrogen and oxygen.

b. I don't want to go swimming today.

is

too cold.

4. information

a.

in today's newspaper is
alarming.

b. The Internet is a widely used source of
a.

5 . health

is more important than money.

b. Doctors are concerned with

of their

patients.

6 . men

a.

women
3

than
):.

., .;-,;.*.
-!4,. ,~

7. problnns

generally have stronger muscles

b. At the party last night,

;. .

of the room, and

sat on one side
sat on the other.

a. Everyone has
b. Irene told me about

she had with her

car yesterday.
8 . happiness

a. I can't express

I felt when I

heard the good news.
b. Everyone seeks
9 . vegetables

a.

are good for you.

b.

we had for d i i e r last
night were overcooked.

10. gold

a.

is a precious metal.

b.

in Mary's ring is 24 karats.

EXERCISE 22. Using THE for specliic statements. (Chart 11-8)
DirectMns: Add the if necessary. Otherwise, use 0 to show that no article is necessary.
1. Please pass me

tkpbutter.

2.

Bvutter is a dairy product.

3.

air is free.

4.

air is humid today.
windows are closed. Please open them.

5. A:
B: Okay.

windows are made of

6.

glass.
children require a lot of time and attention.

7. As every parent knows,

children?

8. A: Frank, where are

B: Next door at the Jacksons'.
paper is made from

9.

trees or other plants.

10.

paper in my notebook is lined.

11.

nurses are trained to care for sick and injured people.
nurses were wonderful.

12. When I was in Memorial Hospital,

13. I'm studying

English. I'm studying
grammar in this chapter isn't easy.

14.

plants. Some food, such as

15. All of our food comes from
.. . . (

fruit and

. I

vegetables, comes directly from

,:,..

(

~

;'

grammar.

plants.

meat, comes indirectly from

Other food, such as

I . , ! /

plants.
plants in my

16. I'm not very good at keeping houseplants alive.

,

-:

apartment have to be tough. They survive in spite of me.

EXERCISE 23. Using THE for second mention. (Chart 11-8)
Direcrions: Write alan, some, or the in the blanks.
, I

1. I had A banana and A apple. I gave

theapple.

banana to Mary. I ate
2. I had

bananas and

bananas to Mary. I ate
3. I have

desk is hard.

the

apples. I gave tkp

theapples.
desk and

bed in my room.

bed is hard, too, even though it's supposed to be soft.
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4.. I forgot to bring my things with me to class yesterday, so I borrowed
A

'11

pen and

paper from Joe. I returned

pen, but I used

paper for my homework.
5. A: What did you do last weekend?

B: I went on

picnic Saturday and saw

movie

Sunday.

A: Did you have fun?
B:

picnic was fun,but

6. Yesterday I saw

movie was boring.

dog and

was chasing

cat.

cat.

mouse.

cat was chasing

mouse ran into

hole, but

cat couldn't get into

hole was very small.
ran up

dog

tree.

hole, so it

dog med to climb

,too, but it couldn't.

tree
'

.I
8

7: I bought

bag of flour and

cookies.

sugar was okay, but I had to return

When1 opened
_ I t

8

sugar to make
flour.
little bugs in it. I took

flour, I found

it back to the people at the store and showed them
gave me

little bugs. They

new bag of flour.

new bag didn't have any

bugs in it.
princess fell in love with

8. Once upon a time,

prince.
prince, who lived in

princess wanted to marry
distant land. She summoned

prince to show him her love.

things to
"3

messenger took
silk to

messenger to take

jewels and
prince.

robe made of yellow and red
princess anxiously awaited

messenger's return. She hoped that
tokens of his love. But when
jewels and

prince would send her
messenger returned, he brought back
beautiful silk robe that

princess had sent. Why? Why? she wondered. Then
x C t , her:
prince already had
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messenger told
wife.

0 EXERCISE 24. Summary: AIAN vs. 0 vs. THE. (Charts 1 1-1 + 11-8)
Directionc Write alan, 0, or the in the blanks.
1. Ihave A window in my bedroom. I keep it open at night because I like

3 k L window is above my bed.
Kathy bought -radio. She likes to listen to -music when she studies.

fresh air.
2.

3. A: Would you please turn -radio down? -music is too loud.

B: No problem.

-good book is -friend for -life.

4.

5. Last week I read

-book about -life of Gandhi.

6. A: Let's go swimming in -lake today.

B: That sounds like -good idea.

-lake is a body of -water that is smaller than

7.

than
/A

-sea but larger

-pond. -ocean is larger than -sea.

.L.

8. During our vacation in Brazil, we walked along -beach in front of our hotel

- -=.rand
looked at
,.

-ocean.

-water is essential to human life, but don't drink -water in the Flat
River. It'll W you! -pollution in that river is terrible.
10. People can drink -fresh water. They can't drink -seawater because it
9.

contains -salt.

- - 11. Ted, pass -salt, please.

And -pepper. Thanks.

-different geography.
Japan is -island nation.

different countries have

12.

-peninsula.

Italy is located on

13. A: How did you get here? Did you walk?

B: No, I took -taxi.
> ,

14. There are some wonderful small markets in my neighborhood. You can always get
. . ... .... - . , . . .

-fresh fish at Mr. Rico's fish market.

tn!,',.

,;

15.

, #

,!

~,
i

-good food keeps us healthy and adds -pleasure to our lives.
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16. A: Well, are you ready to leave?
B: Anytime you are.
A: Let me take just one last sip of coffee. I've really enjoyed this meal.

-fish. And service was exceptionally good. Let's leave -waiaess -good tip.

B: I agree. -food was excellent-especially

A: Yes, let's do that. I usually tip around fifteen percent, sometimes eighteen percent.

Does that sound about right to you?

17. A: We're ready to go, kids. Get in

-car.

B: Just a minute! We forgot something.
A: Marge, can you get

-kids in

-car, please?

',

B: Just a minute, Harry. They're coming.
4 1

il.

!i

18. In ancient times, people did not use -coins for money. Instead they used

-shells,

-beads, or -salt. The first coins were made around

2600 years ago. Today, most money is made e o m -paper. In the future,
maybe we'll use only -plastic cards and there will be no paper money.

1Q

4: Can I have some money, Dad?

-. .

..

' j

B: What for?

*'%;ye

.3' ?A.i

T;-:.T
,

. ,.,,/*I
,
. , ... ,
& , "k! '6 , .;.:

.. .

,,

. ., ,

'

.'

.<f'

r

.,

+

9

.., --.,

'

.Q&,

A: I want to go to the movies with my friends and hang around the mall.

-trees, you know.
-farmer grows -crops. -

B: What you need is a job! -money doesn't grow on

-sick people.
architect designs -buildings. -artist creates -new ways of
looking at -world and -life.

20. A doctor cures

21.

-earthquakes are -rare events in central Africa.

22. My city experienced

-earthquake recently. I was riding my bicycle when

-earthquake occurred.

-ground beneath me trembled so hard that it

shook me off my bike.
23. A: I saw

,

-good program onTV last night.

,~

,

..

B: Oh? What was it?

,

A: It was -documentary about wildlife in Indonesia. It was really interesting.
,,. .
,.
.:..
.
. . ,
,.. .
Did you see it too?
. .
,

B: No, I watched

-old movie.

,

,

L

1t wasn't very good. I wish-I'd known about

-documentary. I would have watched it.
24.

-modern people, just like their ancestors, are curious about -universe.
Where did -moon come from? Does -lie exist on other planets?
What is -star? How large is -universe? How long will -sun
continue to bum?

EXERCISE 25. Preview: using THE or 0 with names. (Chart 11-9)
Direct-:

Complete with the or 0.

I would like m k n m more about. . .
1.

tC\e Amazon River.

2.

&Korea.

.

I

I

,

6.

Australia.

7.

Mississippi River.

3.

Mexico City.

8.

Red Sea.

4.

Indian Ocean.

9.

Lake Michigan.

5.

Ural Mountains.

10.

Mount Fuji.
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1

11-9 USING THE OR 0 WITH NAMES

-

, ..-...-. .....

rrrr.6.

I know 0 Doctor Smith.
0 President Rice has been in the new

I) He lives in 0 Eu*ope.

The is NOT used with the names of continents.
He lives in the Eu-.

0 Asia is the largest continent.
Have you ever been in 0 Africa?

INCORFSCT:

) He lives in 0 Fmnce.

The is NW used with the names of most countries.
He l i w in the France.

0 Brazil ia a large country.
Have you ever been in 0 Thailand?
(d) He lives in the Unifed Stater.
The Netherlands is in Europe.
Have YOU ever been in the PhiliWna?

INCORFSCP

The is used in the names of only a few countries, as in the
examples. Others: the Czcch Republic, the UnitedArab
Emimtes, the Dominican Republic.

(e) He lives in 0 Paris.
0 New York is the largest city in the
United States
Have you ever been in 0 Istanbul?

The is NOT used with the names
INCORRECT: He likes in the Paris.

(f) The Nile River is long.
They crossed the Pac& Ocean.
The W o w Sea is in Asia.
(g) Chicago is on 0 Lake Michigan.
0 Lake Titicaca lies on the border
between Peru and Bolivia.

The is used with the names of rivers, oceans, and seas.

(h)We hiked in the Alps.
The Andes are in South America.
(i) He climbed 0 Mount Evmst.
0 Mount Fuji is in Japan.

The is used with the names of mountain ranges.

of cities.

The is NOT used with the names of lakes.

The is NOT used with the names of individual mountains.

EXERCISE 26.Using THE or 8 with names. (Chart 11-9)
Direcriom: Complete with the or 0.
1.

&Rome is in

2.

The Rhine River flows through

d

Italy.

.-; ,,.

,d

3.

Moscow is the capital of

4.

Yangtze is a famous river.

5.

Atlantic Ocean is smaller than

6.

Rocky Mountains are located in

Germany.
Russia.
Pacific.
Canada and

United States.
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7.

Doctor Anderson is a good physician.

8.

LakeVictoria is located in

CHAPTER 11

Africa.

. .

,

Capitalize = use a big letter, not a
small letter.

CAF'rTALIZE

1. The first word of a
sentence

(a) We saw a movie last night.
It was very good.

3. The names of ~ e o ~ l e @) I met George Adams yesterday.
3. Titles used with the

names of people
4. Months, days, holidays

(c) I saw Donor (Dr.) Smith.
Do you know Professor (Prof.)
Alston? ~- -

I saw a doctor.

(d) I was born in April.
Bob arrived last Monday.
It snowed on Thankspivine Dav.

NOTE: Seasons are not capitalized:

(e) He lives in Chicago.
She was born in California.
They are from Mexico.
Tibet is in Asia.

COMPARE

spring, summer,falllaunrmn, winter

5. The names of places:

city
statdprovince
country
continent

She lives in a city.
She lives in New York City.

ocean
lake
river
desert
mountain

They crossed the Atlantic Ocean.
Chicago is on Lake Michigan.
The Nile River flows north.
The Sahara Desert is in Africa.
We visited the Rocky Mountains.

They crossed a river.
They crossed the Yellow River.

school
business

I go to the University of Florida.
I work for the General Electric
Company.

I go to a university.
I go to the University of Texas.

street
building
park, zoo

He lives on Grand Avenue.
We have class in Ritter Hall.
I went jogging in Forest Park.

We went to a park.
We went to Central Park.

6. The names of courses

7. The titles of books,

articles, movies

8. The names of languages

and nationalities
9. The names of religions

10. The pronoun "I"

COMPARE

COMPARE

COMPARE

(f) I'm taking Chemistry 101 this
term.

I'm reading a book about
psychology.
I'm taking Psychology 101 this

(g) Gone with the Wind
The Old Man and the Sea

Capitalize all other words except
articles (the, alan), coordinating
conjunctions (and, bur, or), and
short prepositions (with, in, at, etcJ.

@) She speaks Spanish.

We discussed Japanese customs.

Words that refer to the names of
nations, nationalities, and
languages are always capitalized.

(i) Buddism, Christianity, Hinduism,
Islam, and Judaism are major
religions in the world.
Talal is a Moslem.

Words that refer to the names of
religions are always capitalized.

(j) Yesterday I fell off my bicycle.

The pronoun "I" is always
capitalized.
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EXERCISE 27. Capitalization. (Chart 11-10)
~ i t k t i o n s Add
:
capital letters where necessary.
,>.

T

1. We're going to have a test next fuesday.
2. Do you know richard smith? he is a professor at this university.
3. I know that professor smith teaches at the university of arizona.
4. The nile river flows into the mediterranean sea.
5. John is a catholic. ali is a modem.
6. Anna speaks french. she studied in france for two years.

7. I'm taking a history course this semester.
8. I'm taking modern european history 101 this semester.

9. We went to Vancouver, british columbia, for our vacation last summer.
10. Venezuela is a spanish-speaking country.
11. Canada is in north america.*
12. Canada is north of the united states.
13. The sun rises in the east.
14. The mississippi river flows south.
7 '

,

'
-

15. The amazon is a river in south america.
16. We went to a zoo. We went to brookfield zoo in chicago.
17. The title of this book is fundamentals of english grammar.

..,

18. I enjoy studying english grammar.
19. On valentine's day (february 14), sweethearts give each other presents.
20. I read a book entitled the cat and the mouse in my aunt's house.

*When nmth, m t h , e&, and west rder to the direction on a compass, they are not capiJapan is east of Chino.
When they are part of a geographical name, they are capitalized:Japan u in the Far East.
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EXERCISE 28. Capitalization. (Chart 11-10)
Directions: Capitalize as necessary.
G

(1) Jane @ o d d is a famous scientist. She became famous for her studies of

chimpanzees in tanzania.
(2) Even though she was born in the heart of london, england, as a child she was

always fascinated by animals of all sorts. Her favorite books were the jungle book, by
mdyard kipling, and books about tarzan, a fictional character who was raised by apes.
(3) Her dream from childhood was to go to afiica. After high school, she worked as a

secretary and a waitress to earn enough money to go there. During that time, she took
evening courses in journalism and english literanue. One of her favorite poets was t. s.
eliot. She saved every penny. She put her wages under the carpet in her mother's living
room until she had enough money for passage to africa.
(4) In the spring of 1957, she sailed through the red sea and southward down the

african coast to mombasa in kenya. Her uncle had arranged a job for her in nairobi with a
british company. When she was there, she met louis leakey, a famous anthropologist.
Under his guidance she began her lifelong study of chimpanzees on the eastern shore of
lake tanganyika.
(5) Jane goodall lived alone in a tent near the lake. Through months and years of

patience, she won the trust of the chimps and was able to observe them at close hand. Her
observations changed forever how we view chimpanzees-and

all other animals we share

the world with as well.
(6) As a young woman, jane couldn't afford to go to a university. She never received

an undergraduate degree, but later in her life she received a Ph.D. from cambridge
university and became a professor at stanford university. She has written several books.
One of them is my friends, the wild chimpanzees. She works tirelessly on behalf of
endangered species and in support of the humane treatment of animals in captivity.
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EXERCISE 29. Error analysis. (Chapter 11)
Directims: Correct the mistakes.

s

1. Lions are wild animal A.

2. There are a lot of informations in that book.
3. The oil is a natural resource.
4. I was late because there were too many traffics.
',.

5. I drank two waters.
6. Our teacher gives us too many homeworks.

7. Nadia knows a lot of vocabularies.
8. I had a egg for breakfast.
9. There is many kind of trees in the world.

,

,. ,

10. I'm studying the english.
11. My cousin living in United State.
12. Only twelve student were in class yesterday.
13. I need some advices.
14. We all have a few problem in the life.

'/I

15. There were no job, and people didn't have much moneys.
16. I don't know anything about farm animals except for chicken.
17. When I am a children, my family had a big farm with the Horses.
18. I live with two friend. One is &om the chile, and the other is from the Saudi Arabia.
19. I think the english is' difficult language.
20. W e n people use a lot of slangs, I can't understand them.
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112-1

-

ADJECTIVE CLAUSES: INTRODUCTION
ADJECTIVE CLAUSES

An adjective modifies a noun. "Modify" means to
change a little. An adjective describes or gives
information about the noun. (See Chart 6-8,

An adjective clause* modifies a noun. It describes
or gives information about a noun.

p. 166.)

An adjective usually comes in front of a noun.

adjective

(a) I met a I kind

'

+

An adjective clause follows a noun.

noun

adjective clause

'msn.'
m n

+

(d) I met a'man'
m n

(e) I met a 'man'

adjective clause

lwho is a famous poet.'

+

adjective clause
1 who lives in Chicago.1

*GRAMMARTERMINOLOGY

(1) I met a man = an independent clause; it is a
complete sentence.
(2) He 6

' in ~Chicago = an independent clause; it is a
complete sentence.

(3) who live. in W c a g a = a dependent clause; it is
NOT a complete sentence.
(4) I m o f a m a n U h h o l i ~ ~ d i n C h i c g ~ ~ = a n
independent c l a u ~+ a dependent clause; a complete
sentence.

'I

A clnuse is a suucmre that has a subject and a verb.
There are two h d s of clauses: i n d e p m d m t and
dependent.
An independent &we is a main clause and
can stand alone as a senrence.
. A dependent clause cannot stand alone as s
sentence; it must be connected to an independent
clause.

112-2

USING WHO AND WHOM IN ADJECTIVE CLAUSES

) The man is friendly.

iSZ*q;i:.nl.
,.,:.,

,.

?.,

,:

(b) The man

He lives next to me.
&o

.,
?>+:

@.;!

rn

.h

1
q
,
"

7v-

:

k'

-.,.

,.

,

K.:

~,,<.

who lives next to me

In (a): He in a subject pronoun. He refers to W e
man."
To make an adjective clause, change he to who.
Who is a subject pronoun. Who refers to "the
man."
In @):An adjective clause immediately follows the
noun it modi6es.
INCORRECT:The man b friendly who lives next to me.

who liwes next to me is friendly.

. .

In (cl: him is an obiect Dronoun. Him refers to
"th; man:
To make an adiective clause. chanee
- him to whom.
Whom is an object
Whom refers to "the man."
Whom comes at the beginning of an adjective
clause.

(c) The mag was friendly.

.

In (d): An adjective clause immediately follows the
noun it modifies.
INCORRECT: The man was friendly whom I mer.

(d) The man whom I met was friendly.

EXERCISE 1. AdJectlveclauses with WHO and WHOM. (Charts 12-1 and 12-2)
Direcrions: Combine the two sentences into one sentence. Make "b" an adjective clause.
Use who or whom.
1. a. D o you know the people?
b. They live in the white house.
+ Do you know the people who live in the white house?

2. a. The woman gave me some information.
b. I called her.
-t The woman whom I calkd gave me some information.

',.

3. a. The police officer was friendly.

4. a. The waiter was friendly.

b. She gave me directions.

b. H e served us dinner.

5. a. The people were very nice.

b. I met them at the party last night.

6. a. The people have three cars.

b. They live next to me.

7. a. The man talked a lot.

b. I met him on the plane.

8. a. The man talked a lot.

b. He sat next to me.

9. a. Three women walked into my office.

10. a. I talked to the women.
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b. I didn't know them.

b. They walked into my office.

'

0 EXERCISE 2. Adjective clauses with WHO and WHOM. (Charts 12-1 and 12-2)
Directbas: Complete the sentences with who or w h a . Put parentheses around the
entire adjective clause. Identify the subject and verb of the adjective clause.
5

(

who

(

whow

1. The children

v

live down the street in the yellow house) are

always polite.
2. The children

3. The people

4. I know some people

5
v
we watched in the park) were feeding ducks in a pond.

we visited gave us tea and a light snack.
live on a boat.

!,I

..

.,

.

6. I saw the people

7. My mother is a person

.

l ~ l i . .

.

5. I talked to the woman

.

was sitting next to me.

,:

.' ~ . , i ' i
,

..

.

,

were playing football at the park.
I admire tremendously.

8. Marie and Luis Escobar still keep in touch with many of the students

they met in their English class five years ago.
9. People

listen to very loud music may suffer gradual hearing loss.

10. At the supermarket yesterday, one of the store employees caught a man

had put a beefsteak in his coat pocket and attempted to walk out without paying.
11. The couple

I invited to dinner at my home were two hours late. I

thought that was very rude. They didn't call. They didn't have an excuse. They
didn't apologize. I'll never invite them again.
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EXERCISE 3. Adjectlve clauses wlth WHO. (Charts 12-1 and 12-2)
Directions: Insert who where it is necessary.
who
1. The man A answered the phone was polite.

2. I liked the people sat next to us at the soccer game.
3. People paint houses for a living are called house painters.

4. I'm uncomfortable around married couples argue all the time.
5. Whiie I was waiting at the bus stop, I stood next to an elderly gentleman started a

conversation with me about my educational plans.

EXERCISE 4. Adjective clauses wlth WHO. (Charts 12-1 and 12-2)
Directionc Complete the sentences in Column A with the adjective clauses in Column B.
Consult your dictionary if necessary.

Example: A Bostonian is someone . . . .
'
+ A Bostonian is someone who l i w in Boston..

~,

!,,...

,
,:

Column A
1. A Bostonian is someone . . . .
2. A pilot is a person . . .
3. A procrastinator is someone . . .
4. A botanist is a scientist . . . .
5. An insomniac is somebody . . . .
6. A revolutionary is someone . . . .
7. A misanthrope is a person . . . .
8. A meteorologist is a person . . . .
9. A jack-of-all-trades is someone . . . .
10. An expert can be defined as a
person.. . .

.

,

.

'.

%

Column B
A. who has trouble sleeping.
B. who seeks to overthrow the government.
C. who flies an airplane.
D. who studies weather phenomena.
JE. who lives in Boston.
E who hates people.
G. who always puts off doing things.
H. who knows a lot about a little and
a little about a lot.
I. who has many skills.
J. who studies plants.

,

EXERCISE 5. Adjective clauses wlth WHO. (Charts 12-1 and 12-2)
Directions: Complete the sentences with your own words. Consult your dictionary if
necessary.

.. .
....
. .. .

1. A baker is a person who .
makes bread, cakes,pies, etc.
2 . A mechanic is someone who
3. A bartender is a person who
4. A philatelist is someone who . . . .
5. A spendthrift is somebody who
6. An astronomer is a scientist who
7. A carpenter is a person who . . . .
8. A miser is someone who

.. . .
. .. .

. . ..
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12-3

U S I N G W H U , W H U ( M ) , A N U ].HA1 IN A U J C G I I V C

CLAUSES
of an adjective clause.
(b) and (c) have the same meaning.

(a) The man is friendly.

8

v

@) The man who lives next to me is friendly.
(c) The man that l i w next w me is friendly.
S v
(d) The man was friendly. I met

0
S v
(e) The man who(m) I met
I met
(f) The man that
(g) The man 0
I met

A subject pronoun cannot be omitted:
INCORRECT: The man lives next to me isjGndly.
CORRECT: The man wholthat lives next w me i.;
friendly.

In addition to who(m),* that can be used as the
object in an adjective clause.
(e) and (f) have the same meaning.

An object pronoun can be omitted from an adjective
clause. (e), (f), and (g) have the same meaning.
In (g):The symbol "0"means "nothing goes here."

was friendly.
was friendly.
was friendly.

*The pamtheses around the "m"in urho(m) indicate that (especially in everyday conversation) d o is often used as an
object pronoun instead of the more formal dm.

EXERCISE 6. Adjective clauses with WHO, WHO(M), and THAT. (Chart 12-3)
Directions: Complete the sentences using who, who(m), and that. Write 0 if the
pronoun can be omitted.

1. T h e woman
2. The man

whofwd / ha+ / $
who / +ha+

3. The people
4. The students

I met last night was interesting.

answered the phone was polite.
Nadia is visiting live on Elm Street.
came to class late missed the quiz.

5. The man

married my mother is now my stepfather.

6. T h e m a n

my mother married is now my stepfather.

7. D o you know the boy

is talking to Anita?

8. I'M become good friends with several of the people

I met in my

English class last year.

9. The woman
10. The woman

I saw in the park was feeding the pigeons.
was feeding the pigeons had a sackful of bread

crumbs.
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2-4 U S l N t i W H I C H ANIJ 1 . H A l . I N A I J J E t i ~ I ~ l VCEL A U S E S
(a) The river is polluted.

flo;

h u b the town.

which
that

s

(b) The river
(c) The river

In (a):To make an adjective clause, change
it to which or that. It, which, and that
all refer to a thing (the river).
(b) and (c) have the same meaning.

v

which flows through the town
that flows through the town

(d) The books were expensive. I bought

is polluted.
is polluted.

When which and that are used as the
subject of an adjective clause, they CANNOT
be omitted.
INCORRBCT: The riwrflows through town is
polluted.

m

Which or that can be used as an object in
an adjective clause, as in (e) and (f).

1 ,: I
them.

An object pronoun can be omitted from an
adjective clause, as in (g).
(e), (f), and (g) have the same meaning.

which

0

(e) The books
(f) The books
(g) The books

S

V

Who and whmn refer to people. Which
refers to things. That can refer to either
people or things.

which I boughf were expensive.
that I bought were expensive.
0
I bought were expensive.

EXERCISE 7. Adjective clauses with WHO, WHO(M), WHICH, and THAT.
(Charts 12-3 and 12-4)
Directions: Combine the two sentences into one sentence. Make "b" an adjective clause.
Give all the possible forms.
b. I took it.
The pill which I wok made me sleepy.
+ The pill that I wok made me sleepy.
+ The $4
0 I wok made me sleepy.

1. a. The pill made me sleepy.
+

2. a. The soup was too salty.

b. I had it for lunch.

3. a. I have a class.

b. It begins at 8:00 A.M.

4. a. I know a man.

b. He doesn't have to work for a living.

5. a. The information helped me a lot.
6. a. The people waved at us.

b. We saw them on the bridge.

7. a. My daughter asked me a question.
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b. I found it on the Internet.

b. I couldn't answer it.

8. a. The woman predicted my future.
b. She read my palm.
9. a. Where can I catch the bus?
b. It goes downtown.

10. a. All of the people can come.
b. I asked them to my party.

EXERCISE 8. Adjective clauses wlth WHO and THAT. (Charts 12-3 and 12-4)
Directions: Complete the definitions that begin in Column A with the information given in
Column B. Use adjective clauses with who or that in the defmitions.* Consult your
dictionary if necessary.

Example: A hammer is a tool . . . .
A hammer is a tool that is used to pound nails.
+

Column A
1. A hammer is a tool

Column B
A. She or he leaves society and lives
completely alone.

....

2. A barometer is an instrument
3. Plastic is a synthetic material

....

....
5. A puzzle is a problem . . . .
6. A vegetarian is a person . . . .
7. Steam is a gas . . . .
8. A turtle is an animal . . . .
9. A hermit is a person . . . .
4. An architect is someone

J B . It is used to pound nails.
C. It forms when water boils.

D. It is square at the bottom and has
four sides that come together in a
point at the top.
E. He (or she) designs buildings.
E It measures air pressure.

10. A pyramid is a structure

G. It can be shaped and hardened to form
many useful things.

H. It is difficult to solve.
I. He or she doesn't eat meat.

J. It has a hard shell and can live in
water or on land.

""

;; , ?$ *NOTE:In usual Usage, one pattern is ofien favored over another.

.q,;
-

. ,

.:

(1) An aubiect pronouns:
who is more commonly used rhan that (A doctor ir somone who takes care ofsick people);
h t is more commonly used rhan which (A pnd ir an imnumenr that ir used for wiring).
'(2) Object pronouns are usually omitted.

.
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EXERCISE 9. Adjective clauses. (Charts 12-1

-

12- 3)

Directions: In groups or pairs, provide definitions for the words listed below. Consult your
dictionaries if necessary.
Example: A telephone directory is a book . . . .
-t A relephone directory is a book that lists telephone numbers.
1. A dictionary is a book

....
3. Buds are creatures . . . .
2. A nurse is someone

4. A key is a piece of metal
5. A prisoner is a person

....

.

6. A giraffe is an animal .

...

7. Photographers are people

...

....
9. An adjective is a word . . . .
10. A friend is a person. . . .
8. A hero is a person

EXERCISE 10. Object pronouns In adjective clauses. (Charts 12-3 and 12-4)
DirectMns: Cross out the incorrect pronouns in the adjective clauses.
<I

1. The books I bought +em at the bookstore were expensive.
2. I like the shirt you wore it to class yesterday.
3. Amanda Jones is a person I would like you to meet her.

4. The apartment we wanted to rent it had two bedrooms.
5. My wife and I are really enjoying theTV set that we bought it for ourselves last week.
6. The woman you met her at Aunt Martha's house is a pharmacist.

7. Anna has a cat that it likes to catch buds.

8. The birds that Anna's cat catches them are very frightened.
9. Yesterday, Anna rescued a bird that the cat

had brought it into the house. When she
set it free, it flew away quickly.
, ,

i,,

Y

EXERCISE 1 1. Adjective clauses wlth WHO, WHO(M), WHICH, THAT, and 0.
(Charts 12-3 and 12-4)
Directions: Write the pronouns that can be used to connect the adjective clauses to the
main clause: who, who(m), which, or that. Also write 0 if the pronoun can be omitted.

m

Example: The manager

I

I

fired Tom is a difficult person to work for.

.,

:,

I mailed to my sister was heavy.

1. The box

.I

2. The people

msat in the stadium cheered for the home team.
.

.

m1 hangs in Paul's office has pictures of wildlife.
3. The calendar
~~..
..:&

;

I

5. The people
,~
.

,.'

. . ,
,

\

u

'

*,.*:

j '

4. The teenagers counted the money

i,! h T .

:

,

:., , .

they earned at the car wash.

my brother called didn't answer their phone.
,,
, . ,
.
. .
*.
,I!

.\%,

,

?

.

,

:

.>7,,.!

!. ,

!

.:

-'?I+
>

'-

..

:$
,

,

0 EXERCISE 12. Identifying adjective clauses. (Charts 12-3 and 12-4)
Direceions: Underline the adjective clause. Circle the noun it modifies.

1. I lost t h e e 1borrowed from mv ro o m .
2. The food we ate at the sidewalk cafe was delicious.

8

,

.

..

,",

,,

,

.

.

1.

.,,: .:/,

.'

.,!.

. .,
,s , ,

.

.

.

,

$.

3. A storekeeper is a person who owns or operates a store. ,',.

;

4. The bus I take to school every morning is usually very crowded.

.

,.. : ~ i :

5. Pizza that is sold by the piece is a popular lunch in many cities and towns throughout

the world.
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6. ' h o hundred years ago, people on ships and in coastal towns greatly feared the pirates

who sailed the South China Sea and the Gulf of Thailand.
7. The earth receives less than one-billionth of the enormous amount of heat the sun

produces. The rest of the sun's energy disappears into outer space.
Piranhas are dangerous fish that can tear the flesh off an animal as large as a horse in a
few minutes.
The heart of education is in a culture's literature. People who read gain not only
knowledge but also pleasure. A person who does not read is no better off than a
person who cannot read.
Cedar waxwings are gray-brown birds that live in most
parts of North America. If you see a crested bird that
is a little larger than a sparrow and has a band of yellow
across the end of its tail, it may be a cedar waxwing.

EXERCISE 13. Review: adjective clauses. (Charts 12-1

-

12-4)

Direcriom: Answer the questions in complete sentences. Use any appropriate pattern of
adjective clause. Use the with the noun that is modified by the adjective clause.
1.

.

One phone wasn't ringing.
The other phone was ringing.
QvEsnoN: Which phone did Sam answer?
+ Sam answered fhe phone that evas ringing.
Which phone didn't he answer?
QUBSTION:
1*a->1 I
_ . -t He didn't answer the phone that wasn't ringing.

..

4

>.;:!!,..

We ate some food from our garden.
We ate some food at a restaurant.
QUESTION: Which food was expensive?
-+ T h e f w d w e a u . . . .
QuEsnoN: Which food wasn't expensive?

. , ..,
,

,

.

,-y,!
>*, j!:
1:

) :.:

:> .:

*.:

,:i '..

,

.

;. ..,,'

.: I 'UO
One student raised her hand in class.
Another student sat quietly in his seat.
QUESTIONS:
One of them asked the teacher a question. Which one?
Which one didn't ask the teacher a question?
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-.,

.,i

,'
r/..l

,,

.

.:?

,
,'A

:

4.e:
...
Ti' .
-.
'$7

i. ,

_

.,

. .,

Q

6.

-

,,

..

8

.

,..;

"

5.

-

.

.
One girl won the foot race. '. - , j;. .
. .. .>.
. . ..
The other girl lost the foot race.
. . .,
. Q U E S ~ ~ - ~W
- . i c h girl is happy? Which girl isn't happy?
' ;~
! i.
'.

4.

".
?.

.

i

,.

.

.,'
" -2

One man was sleeping.
Another man was listening to the radio.
~ I O N S One
:
of the men heard the news bulletin about the earthquake in China.
Which one did? Which one didn't?

One person bought a (make ofcar).
Another person bought a (make of car).
Q u E s n o N : Which person probably spent more money than the other?

.

7.

Amanda bought some canned vegetables at a supermarket.
Tom picked some fresh vegetables from his grandfather's garden.
QUESTION: Which vegetables probably tasted fresher than the others?

8.

One young musician practiced hours and hours every day.
The other young musician had a regular job and practiced only in the evenings and
on the weekends.
Q u E s n o N s : Which musician showed a great deal of improvement during the course
of a year? Which one didn't show as much improvement?

9.

4

.

One city provides clean water and a modem sewer system for its citizens.
Another city uses its rivers and streams as both a source of water and a sewer.
QUESTIONS: Which city has a high death rate from infectious diseases such as typhoid
and cholera? Which one doesn't?

.
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1

12-5

SINGULAR AND PLURALVERBS IN ADJECTIVE
CLAUSES

(a) I know the man who i s sitting uver there.

In (a):The verb in the adjective clause (IS) is
singular because who refers to a singular noun,
man.

@) I know the people who are sining over there.

In @):The verb in the adjective clause (are) is
plural because who refers to a plural noun, people.

EXERCISE 14. Subject-verb agreement in adjective clauses. (Chart 12-5)
Directions: Circle the correct word in parentheses. Underlie the noun that determines
whether the verb should be singular or plural.
1. A saw is a ypp! that @are)

used to cut wood.

2. Hammers are tools that (is, are) used to pound nails.

3. I recently met a woman who (Ziw, lives) in Montreal.
4 . Most of the people who (Zive, l i w ) in Montreal speak French as their first language.

5. I have a cousin who (works, work) as a coal miner.
6. Some coal miners who (works, work) underground suffer from lung disease.

7. A professional athlete who (play, plays) tennis is called a tennis pro.
8. Professional athletes who (play,pl&

tennis for a living can make a lot of money.

9. Biographies are books which (teh, teU) the stories of people's lives.

10. A book that (t&, rel) the story of a person's life is called a biography.

11. I talked to the men who (was, were) sitting near me.
12. The woman that (was, were) sitting

in front of me at the movie was
wearing a big hat.
.

1

.

. _ I

~.s

; ,

,

..

8

.
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.

(e) The man

whom

/ Lmp 2

(f) The chair is hard.

Obj.

to

him.

I talked

) The man was helpful.

(b) Theman
(c) The man
(d) The man

PREP

was helpful.
was helpful.
was helpful.

I talked to
I talked to
I talked to

1

Z talked

In very formal English, a preposition comes
at the beginning of an adjective clause, as in
(e) and (j). The preposition is followed by
either whom or which (not that or who),
and the pronoun CANNOT be omitted.

was helpful.
I

PREP

Obj.

in

it.

I am sitting

1

Whom, which, and that can be used as
the object of a preposition in an adjective
clause.
REMINDER: An object pronoun can be
omitted from an adjective clause, as in (d)
and (0.

@), (c), (d)>and (e) have the same
meamg.

(g), (h), (i), and (j) have the same meaning.
The chair
(h) The chair
(i) The chair
(g)

which I am sining in
that Z am sifting in
0 I am sining in

is hard.
is hard.
is hard.

PREP Obj.

is hard.

EXERCISE 15. Prepositions In adjective clauses. (Chart 12-6)
Directions: Combine the two sentences in each pair. Use "b" as an adjective clause. Give
all the possible forms of the adjective clauses, and underline them.
1. a. The movie was interesting.
b. We went to it.
+ The movie which we went to was interesting.
+
The movie that we went ta was interesting.
+
The movie 0 we went to was interesting.
+ The movie $0 which we went was interesting.
2. a. The man is over there.

b. I told you about him.

3. a. T h e woman pays me a fair salary.

4. a. Alicia likes the family.
5. a. The picture is beautiful.
6. a. I enjoyed the music.

b. I work for her.

b. She is living with them.
b. Tom is looking at it.

b. We listened to it after d i n e r .
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EXERCISE 16. Prepositions in adjective clauses. (Chart 12-6)
~ & e c h n s :Add an appropriate preposition to each sentence.* Draw parentheses around

the adjective clause.
1. I spoke

t6

a person. The person (I spoke

2. We went

) was friendly.

ta

a movie. The movie we went

3.. We stayed

was very good.

a motel. The motel we stayed

was clean

and comfortable.
4. We listened

a new CD. I enjoyed the new C D we listened

5. Sally was waiting

a person. The person Sally was waiting

never came.
6. I talked

a man. The man

whom I talked was helpful.

7. I never found the book that I was looking
8. The bank I borrowed money

charges high interest on its loans.

9. The news article we talked

in class concerned a peace conference.

10. One of the subjects I've been interested

for a long time is global

economics.
11. The interviewer wanted to h o w the name of the college I had graduated
12. Oscar likes the Canadian family

13. The man I was staring

whom he is living.
started to stare back at me.

14. Organic chemistry is a subject that I'm not familiar
15. My sister and I have the same ideas about almost everything. She is the one person

whom I almost always agree.
16. The person

whom you speak at the airline counter will ask to see your

passport and ticket.
17. What's the name of the person you introduced me

at the restaurant

last night? I've already forgotten.
18. My father is someone I've always been able to depend

when I need

advice or help.
19. Look. The sailor you waved

is walking toward us. Now what are you

going to say?
20. Your building supervisor is the person

you have any problems with your apartment.
*See Appendix 2, p. 463,for a list of prepwition combinarions.
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whom you should complain if

EXERCISE 17. Review: adjective clauses. (Charts 12-1
Directions: Work in pairs.

-

12-6)

Speaker A: Read the cue aloud to your partner.
Speaker B: Combine the sentences, using the second sentence as an adjective clause.
Practice omitting the object pronoun (whom, which, that). Look at your book
only if necessary.
Speaker A: If Speaker B's information is correct, respond with "yes" and repeat the
information.

Example:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:
SPEAKER A:

The taxi was expensive. I took it to the airport.
The taxi you took to the airport was expensive.
Yes. The taxi I took to the airport was expensive.

1. The plane leaves at 7:08 P.M. I'm taking it to Denver.
2. The university is in NewYork. I want to go to it.
'

.

.

;!

, :.

..,.,.;

,

3. I met the people. You told me about them.
4. The bananas were too ripe. My husbandwife bought them.

5. The shirdblouse is made of cotton. The teacher is wearing it.
6. The market has fresh vegetables. I usually go to it.

Switch roles.
7. 1couldn't understand the woman. I talked to her on the phone.
8. The scrambled eggs were cold. I had them for breakfast at the cafeteria,
9. I had a good time on the trip. I took it to Hawaii.

10. The doctor prescribed some medicine for my sore throat. I went to him yesterday.
11. The cream was spoiled. I put it in my coffee.
12. The fast-forward button on the tape recorder doesn't work. I bought it last month.
13. I'm going to call about the want ad. I saw it in last night's paper.

EXERCISE 18. Review: adjective clauses. (Charts 12-1 -t 12-6)
Directions: Underline the adjective clauses in the following passages. Circle the nouns that
the adjective clauses modify.

1. Frogs are small, tailless

.-

,

,

2. Flowers that bloom year after year are called perennials. Flowers that bloom only one
season are called annuals.
3. Flamingos are large pink birds that have long legs and curved bills.
4. A fossil is the remains of an animal or plant that lived in the past.
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5. A: Who's that boy?

B: Which boy? Are you talking about the boy who's wearing the striped shirt or the
boy who has on the T-shirt?
A: I'm not talking about either one of them. I'm talking about the boy who just

waved at us. Look. Over there. Do you see the kid that has the red baseball cap?

B: Sure. I know him. That's A1 Jordan's kid. His name is Josh or Jake or Jason. Nice
kid. Did you wave back?

6. Hioki is f b m Japan. When he was sixteen, he spent four months in South America. He

stayed with a family who lived near Quito, Ecuador. Their way of Life was very dierent
from his. At first, many of the t h i i they did and said seemed strange to HiroK: their
eating customs, political views, ways of expressing emotion, work habits, sense of humor,
and more. He felt homesick for people who were like him in their customs and habits.
As time went on, Hiroki began to appreciate the way of life that his host family
followed. Many of the things he did with his host family began to feel natural to h i .
He developed a strong bond of friendship with them. At the beginning of his stay in
Ecuador, he had noticed only the things that were diierent between his host family
and himself. At the end, he appreciated the many things they had in common as
human beings despite their differences in cultural background.

7. Many of the problems that exist today have existed since the beginning of recorded

history. One of these problems is violent conflict between people who come from
different geographical areas or cultural backgrounds. One group may distrust and fear
another group of people who are different from themselves in language, customs,
politics, religion, andlor appearance. These irrational fears are the source of much of
the violence that has occurred throughout the history of the world.
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I
I

1

12-7

USING WHOSE IN ADJECTIVE CLAUSES

(a) The man called the police.

wmse- snows possession.
In (a): His car can be changed to whose car

was stolen.

His car

1

to make an adjective clause.
In @): whose car was stolen = an adjective
clause.

whose car

@) The man whose ca+ was stolen called the police,

c

1 o w a girl

1

d o s e -er

1

In (c): Her bwther can be changed to whose
brother to make an adjective clause.

is a movie star.

(d) I know a girl whose brother is a movie star.

I

In (e): Thkr house can be changed to whose
house to make an adjective clause.

(e) The people were kiendly. We bought
whose house
(f) The people whose house we bought were friendly.

'Whose and A ' s have the same pronunciation but NOT the same meaning.
Who's = who ir.. Who's (Who is) your teacher)

EXERCISE 19. WHOSE In adjective clauses. (Chart 12-7)
Direceions: Combine the two sentences into one sentence. Make "b" an adjective clause.
Use whose.
S m A n o N : You and your friend are at a party. You are telling your friend about the
people at the party.

1. a. There is the man.
b. His car was stolen.
There is the man whose car was stolen.
+

2. a. There is the woman.

b. Her cat died.

3. a. Over there is the man.

4. a. Over there is the woman.
5. a. There is the professor.
6. a. That is the man.

b. His daughter is in my English class.
b. You met her husband yesterday.

b. I'm taking her course.

b. His daughter is an astronaut.
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...
,

~

...

:&, +.
,

b. I borrowed her camera.

a. That is the girl.

,

d

. &$&$ 8. a. There is the boy.

b. His mother is a famous musician.

9. a. They are the people.

10. a. That is the couple.

.-.. .

, ,- i.

..,.
.

b. We visited their house last month.
b. Their apartment was burglarized.

EXERCISE 20. WHOSE in adjective clauses. (Chart 12-7)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Read the cue aloud.
Speaker B: Combine the sentences. Use whose. Look at your book only if necessary.
Speaker A: If Speaker B's information is correct, say "yes" and repeat the sentence.
Example:
The people were very kind. I stayed at their house.
SPEAKER B: The people whose house you stayed at were very kind.
SPEAKER A: Yes, the people whose house I stayed at were very kind.

SPEAKER A:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The man called the police. His car was stolen.
The woman was sad. Her cat died.
The man is friendly. His daughter is in my English class.
The professor gives hard tests. I'm taking her course.
The man is very proud. His daughter is an astronaut.
The girl is a good friend of mine. I borrowed her camera.
The people were very nice. I visited their house.

Switch mles.
8. I have a fkiend. Her brother is a police officer.
9. I have a neighbor. His dog barks all day long.
10. 1like the people. We went to their house.
11. I thanked the woman. I borrowed her dictionary.
12. The woman shouted "Stop! Thief!" Her purse was stolen.
13. The man is famous. His picture is in the newspaper.
14. I know a girl. Her family never eats dinner together.

EXERCISE 21. Review: adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Which of the following can be used in the blanks: who, who(m), which, that,
whose, andlor 0 7
1. The people
2. The lamp

who / +he+
wkch / the+ /

d

moved into town are Italian.

I bought downtown is beautiful but quite

expensive.
3. Everyone

came to the audition got a part in the play.

4. Ms. Laura Rice is the teacher

5. Flowers

class I enjoy most.
grow in tropical climates usually have vibrant

colors.
6. The man

I found in the doorway had collapsed from

exhaustion.
7. I like the people with
8. I have a friend
9. The camera
10. Students

I work.
father is a famous artist.
I bought has a zoom lens.
have part-time jobs have to budget their time

very carefully.
11. The person to

you should send your application is the

Director of Admissions.
12. Flying squirrels

live in tropical rainforests stay in the

trees their entire lives without ever touching the ground.
13. The people

window I broke got really angry.

Monkeys will eat eggs, grass, fruit, birds, snakes, insects, nuts, flowers, leaves, andi frogs.
Monkeys will eat almost anything

they can find.
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I read at the doctor's office had an

15. A: A magazine

you ought to read. It's about the

article

importance of exercise in dealing with stress.
deals

B: Why do you thiik I should read an article
with exercise and stress?

A: If you stop and think for a minute, you can answer that question yourself. You're

under a lot of stress, and you don't get any exercise.
I have at work doesn't bother me. It's
B: The stress
just a normal part of my job. And I don't have time to exercise.
job is as

A: Well, you should make time. Anyone

stressful as yours should make physical exercise part of their daily routine.

EXERCISE 22. Written: adjectlve clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Imagine that you are in a room full of people. You know everyone who is there.
I (your reader) know no one. Tell me who these people are. Write your description of
these people. Practice using adjective clauses.
Begin your composition with: I'm glad you came to the party. Let me tell you about the
people who are here. The woman who . . . .
1:

EXERCISE 23. Review: adjectlve clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Speaker A: Write the main sentence on the board or on a piece of paper for Speaker B to
refer to. Give the cue.
Speaker B: Use Speaker A's information to add an adjective clause to the main sentence.
MRT I.

MAIN SBNTENCB: The man was nice.

Example:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:

I met him yesterday.
The man (whom/that/8) you met yesterday was nice.

1. He helped me yesterday.
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9. (

. . . ) went to a movie with him last night.

2. I spoke to him on the phone.

10. He gave me diredons to the post office.

3. I called him.

11. ( . . .)roomedwithhim.

4. He answered the phone.

12. He visited our class yesterday.

5. I introduced you to

13. We visited his house.

hi.

6. I had dinner with him last week.

14. He helped us at the hardware store.

7. He opened the door for me.

15. I borrowed his pen.

8. 1told you about him.

16. I met him at the party last night.

CHAPTER 12

PART XI.

MAIN SENTENCE: DOYOU OW the woman?

Example:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:

1.
2.
3.
4.

(

She is standing over there.
DO you know the woman wholthat is standing over there?

. . . ) is talking to her.

Her car was stolen.
( . . . ) is going to marry her.
(
) is talking about her.
5. She is waving at us.

.. .

PART III.

6. Her apartment was burglarized.
7. She works in that office.
8. She is sitting over there.
9. My brother is engaged to her.
10. Her son was arrested by the police

MAIN SENTENCE (written on the board): The movie was good.

Example:
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:

I saw it yesterday.
The movie whichlthat you saw yesterday was good.

1. I went to it.
2. I watched it onTV last night.
3. ( . . . ) told me about it.

4. It was playing at (name of a local theater).
) saw it.
5. (
6. It starred (name of an actorlactress).

...

EXERCISE 24. Review: adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Use the given information in the list to complete the sentences using adjective
clauses. Omit the object pronoun from the adjective clause if possible.
Their specialty is heart surgery.
/James chose the color of paint for his bedroom walls.
Its mouth was big enough to swallow a whole cow in one gulp.
You drink it.
It erupted in Indonesia recently.
His son was in an accident.
They lived in the jungles of Southeast Asia.
They have been used countless times before in countless ways.
I slept on it in a hotel last night.
1. The color of paint

.larw~schose Fov KISbedvaow w d s

was

an unusual blue.
2. The man

called an

ambulance.

3. My back hurts today. The mamess
was too soft.
4. A volcano

killed six

people and damaged large areas of rice, coconut, and clove crops.
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5. Doctors and nurses

are some of the best-trained medical personnel in the world.

6. Early human beings hunted animals for food, including chickens. Originally, chickens

. At

were wild birds

some point in time, humans learned how to domesticate them and raise them for food.
7. In prehistoric times, there was a dinosaur

8. Every glass of water

has molecules

EXERCISE 25. Review: adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Underline the adjective clauses in the following passage. Circle the noun that
each adjective clause modifies. Work in pairs or groups.
There are ten adjective clauses in the passage (including the one in the first
sentence). Can your team find all of them?

0

(1) Parents are eople who ~rovidelove. care. and education for children. Parents
may be defined as the principal people who raise a child. These people may or may not
have physically produced the child. Many children are brought up by relatives or other
caring adults when their biological parents, through death, disability, or uncontrollable
circumstances, are not present to care for them. The role of any parents,
biological or not, is to take care of their children's emotional, physical,
and social needs.

(2) Children need love and affection to grow strong emotionally. It
is important for all children to have at least one adult with whom they
can form a loving, trusting relationship. A strong bond with adults is
essential from birth through adolescence. For example, babies who are
not picked up frequently and held lovingly may have slow physical and mental growth even
though they receive adequate food and exercise. Youngsters who are raised in an
institution without bonding with an older person who functions as a parent often have
diiculty forming trusting relationships when they are adults.
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(3) In addition to love, children need physical care. Babies are completely dependent

upon adults for food, shelter, and safety. Children who are denied such basics in their
early lives may suffer chronic health problems and feelings of insecurity throughout their
lifetimes. One of the greatest responsibilities that parents have is to
provide for the physical well-being of their children.
(4) Children's education is also the responsibility of the

parents. Girls and boys must learn to speak, dress themselves, eat
properly, and get along with others. They must learn not to touch
fire, to look carefully before they cross the saeet, and not to use
Y

violence to solve problems. The lessons that parents teach their children are numerous. As
children get older and enter school, teachers join parents in providing the education that
young people need in order to become independent, productive members of society.

EXERCISE 26. Adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Underline the adjective clause and complete each sentence with your own
words.

1. One of the things I like best

is* hot a ~ spicy
d
Food.

2. One of the places I want to visit someday
3. One of the people I admire most in the world

4. Some of the cities I would like to visit

ave*

5. Some of the places I hope to visit someday
6. One of the cities I would like to visit while I'm in this country
7. One of the programs my roommate likes to watch on TV

8. One of the subjects I would like to know more about
9. Some of the things I like most in life
10. One of the best books I've ever read

11. One of the hardest classes I've ever taken
12. One of the most fascinating people I've ever met

+

*One of the +plum1 noun (+ odjectiw dowe) dngular wrb.
SOW of h p h d MM (+ OdkZdCW C ~ Y I A ) + fl~lvrd4 .

+
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EXERCISE 27. Written: adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Direeuons: Complete the sentences with your own words.
1. My friend told me about a man who

.

2. I have a friend whose . . .
3. 1 returned the book that . . .
4. The person who .
5. The people I . . . .
6. The movie we

.. .

....

.

....

...

7. The people whose
.
8. Do you know the woman that
9. The book I . . .
10. The person to whom.
11. OneoftheplacesI. . . .
12. Some of the things I . . . .

.

...?

...

EXERCISE 28. Error analysis: adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Directions: Correct the mistakes.
1. The book that I bought

if at the bookstore was very expensive.

2. The woman was nice that I met yesterday.
3. The people which live next to me are friendly.

4. I met a woman who her husband is a famous lawyer.
5. D o you know the people who lives in that house?
6. The professor teaches Chemistry 101 is very good.

7. 1wrote a thank-you note to the people who I visited their house onThanksgiving Day.
8. The people who I met them at the party last night were interesting.
9. I enjoyed the music that we listened to it.
10. The man was very angry who's bicycle was stolen.
11. A clock is an instrument measures time.
12. The apple tree is producing h i t that we planted it last year.
13. Before I came here, I don't have the opportunity to speak to people who their native

tongue is English.
14. One of the thing I need to get a new alarm clock.
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15. The people who was waiting in line for tickets to the game they were happy and
excited because their team had made it to the championship series.

..

.

,

29. Adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)

~AEKC~I~E

Directions: Discuss one or more of the following topics in groups or as a class. Practice

':.?<,

-':;qusing adjective clauses in your sentences as much as possible (but not every sentence

. .m

,1.' . '+

needs to have an adjective clause).
Example:
What are the qualities of a friend?
A friend is someone you can depend on in times of wuble.
SPEAKER C: A friend is a person who accepts you as you are.
SPEAKER D: Friends don't talk about you behind your back.
SPEAKER E: I agree. A friend is someone you can trust with secrets.
SPEAKER F: E ~ c .
SPEAKER A:
SPEAKER B:

1. What is your idea of the ideal roommate?

(Suggested beginning: An ideal roommate is someone who

I?,

',1

2. What kind of people make good leaders?
(Good leaders are people who
) :: , .
..,.

'*;.
.

.. ,
..
.kc<' ~L,

".,

,' <.:$&

. . ..

. .. .

-.

41

.

"'

3: What are the qualities of a good neighbor?
(A p o d neighbor ti a person who
)

....

4. What kind of people make good parents?
(People who . . )

..

5. What is your idea of the ideal classroom?
(Students need a classroom that . . . . )
6. What are the qualities of a good boss and a bad boss?
(A good boss ti someone who
,but a bad boss . . . )

...

.

EXERCISE 30. Adjective clauses. (Chapter 12)
Direchns: Write a few sentences on one (or more) of the topics in Exercise 29 andlor the
following topics. Practice using adjective clauses in some of your sentences.
Addirional topiw:
1. The qualities of the ideal wifehusband.
2. The qualities of the ideal apartment.

3. The qualities of a good student.
4. The qualities of a good teacher.

5. The qualities of a good novel.
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13-1 Vcrb
gerund
13-2 Go + -ing
- 3 Verb + infinitive
13-4 Verb + gerund or infinitive
13-5 Preposition + gerund

1 13-1
I I

I

VERB
verb
enjoy

Using by and with to express how something is
done
13-7 Using gerunds as subjects: using i t + infinitive
It + infinitive: using for (someone)
3
13-9 Expressing purpose with in order to and for
13-10 Using infinitives with too and enough
13-6

+ GERUND

gerund

walking in the park.

A gerund is the -in# form of a verb. It is

used as a noun. In (a): wdking is a
gerund. It is used as the object of the
verb eniw.

The verbs in the list are followed by
gerunds. The list also contains phrasal
@) I enjoy working in my garden.
verbs (e.g., put off) that are followed by
(c) Ann finished studying at midnight.
gerunds.
The verbs in the list are NOT followed by
(d) It stopped raining a few minutes ago.
to + the simple form of a w b (an
(e)
David quit smoking.
infinitive).
(f) Would you mind opening the window?
INCORRECT: I enjiy 20 walk in the park.
I N C O R ~ T : Bob finished w study.
n (g) e I postponed doing my homework.
INCORRECT: I'm thinking w go w
01) Iput d d o i n g my homework.
Hawaii.
(i) Keep (on)working. Don't stop.
See Chart 2-5, p. 29, for the spelling of
-ing verb forms.
(j)
I'm considering going to Hawaii.
(k) I'm thinking about going to Hawaii.
(1)
They discussed getting a new car.
(m) They talked about getting a new car.

COMMON VERBS POUOWBD BY GERUNDS

&W

finish
8

9

quiz
mind
~
~
put off
keep (on)
consider
think about
discuss
tolk about

(n) I c-dered

not going to class.

Negative form: not

+ gerund

EXERCISE 1. Verb

+ gerund. (Chart 13-1)

Directions: Complete the sentences by using gerunds. Add a preposition after the gerund it
necessary.

qoiw t o / visifiw

1. It was cold and rainy yesterday, so we postponed

the

zoo.

2. The Porters' house is too small. They're considering

thto

/VCR~W

a bigger house.

3. We discussed

Colorado for our vacation.

4. When Martha finished

the floor, she dusted the furniture.
their homework.

5. Sometimes students put off

around

6. We had a blizzard yesterday, but it fmally stopped

10:00 P.M.
7. Iquit

comic books when I was twelve years old.

8. I'm thinking about

a biology course next semester.

9. Beth doesn't like her job. She's talking about

a different job.
10. I enjoy

sports.

1 1. I'm considering

NewYork City.

12. A: Are you listening to me?

B: Yes. Keep

. I'm

listening.

13. A. Do you want to take a break?

for another hour

B: No. I'm not tired yet. Let's keep on
or SO.
14. A: Would you mind

the window?

B: Not at all. I'd be glad to.
15. A: I'm thinking about not

the meeting tomorrow.

B: Really? Why? I hope you decide to go. We need your input.
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EXERCISE 2. Verb

+ gerund. (Chart 13-1)

Directions: Complete the sentences in the dialogues. Use the expressions in the list or your
own words. Be sure to use a gerund in each sentence.
buy a new car
do m~ homework
do things
get a Toyota
go to rhe zoo on Saturday
help him

Jrain
read a good book
repeat that
smoke
tap your fingernails on the table
try

1. A: Would you like to go for a walk?

B: Has it stopped

vai~i~q*

?

A: Yes.

B: Let's go.
2. A: I've been having a lot of trouble with my old Volkswagen the last couple of months.

It's slowly falling apart. I'm thinking about
B: Do you think you'll get anothervolkswagen?
A: No. I'm considering
3. A: What do you usually do in your free time in the evening?

B: I enjoy
4. A: Good news! I feel great. I don't cough any more, and I don't run out of breath

when I walk up a hill.
B: Oh?

A: I quit
B: That's wonderful!
5. A: I've been working on this math problem for the last half hour, and I still don't

understand it.
B: Well, don't give up. Keep

. If at first you don't succeed,

try, try again.

T h e obien following atop is a gerund, NOT an infinirive. INCORRECT: It r-d
w win. But in special circumstances,
stop em be followed by an infinitive of purpose: in o h to (see Chart 13-9,p. 391). W h 5 I rwr uwlking d m the
hall, I dmppPd wy pen. I stopped to Qick it up. = I sto-d
walking in mdor to@'&
iz up.
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6 . A: Are you a procrastinator?

B:

A what?

A: A procrastinator. That's someone who always postpones
B: Oh. Well, sometimes I put off

7. A: What are you doing?
B: I'm helping Teddy with his homework.

,could you help me in the

A: When you finish

kitchen?
B: Sure.
8. A: Could you please stop doing that?
B: Doing what?

. It's driving me crazy!

A: Stop

9. A: Do you have any plans for this weekend?

B: Henry and I talked about
10. A: I didn't understand what you said. Would you mind
?

B: Of course not. I said, "Three free trees."

EXERCISE 3. Verb

+

gerund. (Chart 13-1)
Directions: Complete the sentences in Column A by using a verb from Column B and your
own words. Use the verbs in Column B only once.
Example: I often postpone + write
+ I often postpone writing thank you nores, and then I hawe to apologize for sending
them late.
Column A
1. I often postpone
2. 1 enjoy.

Column B

. .. .

...

.
4. Would you mind . . . .
5. I finished. . . .
6 . I'll never stop . . . .
3. I'm considering. . .

7. Do you ever think about
8. You should keep

....

....

9. Sometimes I put off. . . .

buy
close
do
eat
exercise
finish
give
go
help
learn
leave

listen
love
make
open
play
take
teach
try
visit
watch
Jwrite
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1")

u.u

y u u gu m u p p m m a ysarsluilyr

(b) I wont swimming last week.
(c) Bob hasn't gonefishing in years.
C O W O N EXPRESSIONS WITH GO

go boating
go bowling
go camping

I

w ~b ~ u u u w c uoy a gerunu m cerraln iulomarlc
expressions about activities.
Notice: There is no to benueen go and the germ?
INCORRECT: Didyou go to rhoppiw?

+ -ING

go dancing
go firhing
go hiking

go jogging
go running
go sailing

go (window) shopping
go sightseeing
go (ice) skating

go (watey) skiing

go skydiving
go swimming
I

EXERCISE 4.

GO

+ -ING. (Chart 13-2)

Directions: Answer the questions. Use the expressions with go

+ -ing listed in Chart 13-2.

1. Ann often goes to the beach. She spends hours in the water. What does she like to
do?
+ She likes to go swimming.
2. Nancy and Frank like to spend the whole day on a lake with poles in their hands.
What do they like to do?
3. Last summer Adam went to a national park. He slept in a tent and cooked his food
over a fire. What did Adam do last summer?
4. Tim likes to go to stores and buy things. What does he like to do?
5. Laura takes good care of her health. She runs a couple of miles every day. What does
Laura do every day? (NOTE: There are two possible responses.)
6. On weekends in the winter, Fred and Jean sometimes drive to a resort in the
mountains. They like to race down the side of a mountain in the snow. What do they
like to do?
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7. Joe likes to take long walks in the woods. What does Joe like to do?
8. Sara prefers indoor sports. She goes to a place where she rolls a thirteen-pound ball at
some wooden pins. What does Sara often do?
9. Liz and Greg know all the latest dances. What do they probably do a lot?
10. TheTaylors are going to go to a little lake near their house tomorrow. The lake is
completely frozen now that it's winter. The ice is smooth. What are theTaylors going
to do tomorrow?
11. Alex and Barbara live near the ocean. When there's a strong wind, they like to spend
the whole day in their sailboat. What do they like to do?
12. Tourists often get on buses that take them to see interesting places in an area. What
do tourists do on buses?
13. Colette and Ben like to jump out of airplanes. They don't open their parachutes until
the last minute. What do they like to do?
14. What do you like to do for exercise and fun?

1 13-3

VERB

+ INFINITIVE
Some verbs are followed by an infinitive:
+ the rimpb form of a verb.

(a) Tom o&md to lend me some money.
(b) I've decided to buy a new car.

AN I N F I N ~ I V E
= to

(cl I've decided not to keeo mv old car.

Negative form: not

+ infiniriwe.

COMMON VERBS FOLLOWED BY m I W S

want
need
would like
muld love

hope
expect
plan
intend
mean

EXERCISE 5. Verb

decide
promise
offer
agree
refuse

seem
appear
premd
form

learn pow)
try

(can't) a m d
(can't) wait

+ infinitive. (Chart 13-3)

Directions: Complete the sentences by using infinitives. Add a preposition after the
infinitive if necessary.

1. I'm planning

to

40

t o / t o visit / k0 $ 1 +-0
~

2. I've decided
3. Jack promised not
4. I forgot

5. I would like

a new apartment.
late for the wedding.
some rice when I went to the grocery store.
the Grand Canyon.
Arizona.

6. My husband and I would love
7. I need

8. What time do you expect

Chicago next week.

my homework tonight.
Chicago?
Gerunds and lnflnltlves
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a ball game on TV after dinner tonight.

9. I want

10. You seem

in a good mood today.
asleep, but she wasn't. She was only pretending.

11. Susie appeared
12. Susie pretended

asleep. She pretended not

when I spoke to her.
a house.

13. The Millers can't afford

a doctor when he grows up.

14. George is only seven, but he intends
me a little money.

15. My friend offered
16. Tommy doesn't like peas. He refuses

them.

17. My wife and I wanted to do different things this weekend. Finally, I agreed
a movie with her Saturday, and she agreed
the football game with me on Sunday.
18. I hope

all of my courses this term. So far my grades have

been pretty good.
19. I try

class on time every day.

20. Ican't wait

my family again! It's been a long time!
you.

2 1. I'm sorry. I didn't mean

when I was around six or

22. I learned (how)

seven.

113-4

VERB

+ GERUND OR INFINITIVE

(a) It began raining.
(b) It began to min.

Some verbs are followed by either a gerund or an
infinitive. Usually there is no difference in meaning.
(a) and @) have the same meaning.

COMMON VERBS POLLOWHD BY EITHER A GERUND OR AN

begin
start
conrinue

like*
low*

hate
can't stand

L h and 1- can be followed by either a gerund or an infinitive:
I like goin& go w w i e s . I h phy+tg/w plny e h .
Wuld like and vroukfiwe are followed by infinitives:
I w u l d M e to go to n movis might. Iii low to play a game ofchrrs r@ht now.

+COMPARE:
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+ gerund or infinitive. (Charts 13-3 and 13-4)

EXERCISE 6. Verb

Directions: Use the given words to create sentences with gerunds and infinitives.

+

1. start snow around midnight
+ It started snming around midnight. It started to s n m around midnight.
2. continue work even though everyone else stopped
3. like + get a lot of e-mails from my friends
4. love + go to baseball games
5. hate + talk to pushy salespeople
6. can't stand + wait in lines for a long time

+

EXERCISE 7. Verb

+ gerund or infinitive. (Charts 13-3 and 13-4)

Diwctions: Discuss what you like and don't like to do. Use the given ideas to make
sentences that begin with words from this list.
I like
Ilowe
I enjw

I don't like
Ihafe
I can't stand

I don't mind

1

1. cook
-r I like to cook / I like cooking 1 I hare to cook / I hate cooking / I don't mind cooking / I
don't enjoy cooking, etc.
2. live in this city
3. wash dishes
4. fly
5. wait in airports
6. read novels in my spare time
7. eat a delicious meal slowly
8. speak in front of a large group
9. play cards for money
10. drive on city streets during rush hour
11. go to parties where I don't know a single person
12. listen to the sounds of the city while I'm trying to get to sleep
13. visit with friends I haven't seen in a long time
14. get in between two friends who are having an argument
15. travel to strange and exotic places

EXERCISE 8. Gerunds vs. infinitlves. (Charts 13-1

-

13-4)

Directions: Complete the sentences with the infinitive or gerund form of the words in
parentheses.
1. I need (study)

+a S t d v

tonight.

2. I enjoy (cook)

coobihq

fancy meals.
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3. Ellen started (talk)

t o talk / t a k k

about her problem.

4. Bud and Sally have decided (get)

married.

5. We finished (eat)

around seven.

6. I like (meet)

new people.

7. My roommate offered (help)

me with my English.

8. I'd just begun (warch)

a movie on TV when the phone rang.

9. Please stop (crack)

your knuckles!

10. Did you remember Cfeed)

the cat this morning?

11. I won't be late. I promise (be)

on time.

12. I'm considering ( m m )

to a new apartment.

13. Some children hate (go)

to school.

14. I forgot (lock)

the door when I left my apartment this

morning.
15. I don't mind (live)

with four roommates.

16. Shhh. My roommate is trying (take)

a nap.

17. My boss refused (give)

me a raise, so I quit.

18. The company will continue Fire)

new employees as long as

new production orders keep (come)

in.

19. That's not what I meant! I meant (say)
20. I want (go)

just the opposite.

(shop)

this

afternoon.
2 1. Alex seems (want)

(go)

(sail)

this weekend.
22. My wife can't stand (sleep)

in a room with all of the

windows closed.
23. Sam's tomato crop always failed. Finally he quit (wy)

(gmw)
24. I enjoy (be)
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tomatoes in his garden.
a teacher.

EXERCISE 9. Gerunds vs. infinitives. (Charts 13-1 + 13-4)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Student A: Read the cues. Your book is open.
Student B: Complete the sentences with either to go or going
Your book is closed.
Example:
(book open):
(book dosed):
STUDENT A (book open):
STUDENT B (book h e d ) :

STUDENT A

STUDENT B

1. I expect
2. I like

I expect . . . .
to go (to Mack's Bar and Grill for dinner tonight).
I like . . . .
to go (to Hawaii). OR going (to Hawaii).
Switch roles.
13. I enjoy.. . .
14. Idon't need . . . .
15. I'm going to try. . . .
16. I hate . . . .
17. I love . . . .
18. My friend and I discussed
19. I've decided . . . .
20. Sometimes I put off. . . .
21. Yesterday Iforgot . . . .
22. 1 can't wait. . . .
23. My friend and I agreed
24. Would you mind . . . .

....

....

. . ..
.
..
....
.. .
. ..

+ the name of a place.

3. I would like
4. I enjoy . . .
5. I'dlove..
6. I promised
7. I can't stand.
8. 1 intend.
9. I am thinking about . . .
10. Are you considering
11. I've always wanted
12. I can't afford . . . .

.
....
. .. .

...

-

EXERCISE 10. Gerunds vs. infinitives. (Charts 13-1 13-4)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences with a form of the words in parentheses.
1. I want (stay)

t o stav

2. I want (relax)

home tonight.
tonight.

3. I want (stay)

home and (relax)*

tonight.
4. I want (stay)

(go)
5. I enjoy (get)
6. I enjoy (watch)

,and

home, (relax)
to bed early tonight.
up early in the morning.
the sunrise.

7. Ienjoy (get)

up early in the morning and (watch)
the sunrise.

When in6nitives arc connected by and, it is not necessary to repeat to.
Example: I need to atmy home a d (w) shrdy m'ght.
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up early in the morning, (wareh)

8. I enjoy (get)

to the

the sunrise, and (Zisten)
birds.

their old

9. Mr. and Mrs. Brown are thinking about (sell)
a new one.

house and (buy)

to NewYork City, @nd)

10. Kathy plans (mm)

a new life.

a job, and (start)

your apartment yet?

11. Have you finished (paint)

to the shopping mall tomorrow and (buy)

12. Steve needs (go)
winter clothes.

to an expensive restaurant and (have)

13. Do you enjoy (go)
a gourmet dinner?

in a smoke-illled room.

14. Most nonsmokers can't stand (be)

abroad until the political situation improves.

15. Let's postpone (go)
16. The children promised (st@)

(make)

SO

much noise.
his job and (gg)

17. Kevin is thinking about (quit)
back to school.

for Chicago onTuesday and (recur)

18. Linda plans (leaw)
on Friday.

the d i i e r dishes until the next

19. I often put off (wash)
morning.
20. Don't forget (unplug)

the coffeepot, ( a m off)
all the lights, and (lock)

the door

before you leave for work this morning.
21. Sometimes when I'm listening to someone who is speaking English very fast, I nod my
head and pretend (understand)
22. After Isabel got a speeding ticket and had to pay a big fine, she decided (stop)
over the speed limit on

(driw)
interstate highways.
23. I've been trying (reach)

Carol on the phone for the last

three days, but she is never at home. I intend (keep)
until I finally get her.
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(W)

EXERCISE 11. Gerunds vs. infinitives. (Charts 13-1

-

13-4)

Directions: Create sentences from the given words. Use I. Use any tense. Work in pairs,
in groups, or as a class.
Example: want and go
+ I want to go (to New York City next week).

1. plan and go
2. consider and go
3. offer and lend
4. like and visir
5. enjoy and read
6. intend and get
7. decide and get
8. seem and be
9. put off and write
1 0. forget and go
1 1. can't afford and buy
12. n y and learn
13. need and learn
14. would love and take
15. would like and go and swim

16. promise and come
1 7. finish and study
18. would mind and help
19. hope and go
20. think about and go
2 1. quit and try
22. expect and stay
23. stop and eat
24. refuse and lend
25. agree and lend
26, postpone and go
27. begin and study
28. continue and walk
29. talk about and go
30. keep and n y and i m p m e

EXERCISE 12. Gerunds vs. infinitives. (Charts 13-1 + 13-4)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the correct form, gerund or infinitive, of the words
in parentheses.
A: Have you made any vacation plans?

t6 40

B: I was hoping (go)

to an island off the Atlantic coast, but my

1-

wife wanted (drive)

down the Pacific coast. We've decided
2

(compromise)

by going to neither coast. We've
3

agreed @ad)

a place where both of us want
4

(go)
5

A: So where are you going?
B: Well, we've been considering (go)

fish)

11-

7

6

Canada. We've also discussed (take)

a train across central and
8

western Canada. We've also been talking about (renr)

a sailboat
9

and (go)

10

(sail)

11

in the Gulf of Mexico.
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A: Have you ever thought about (sray)

home and (relax)
12

?
13

B: That's not a vacation to me. If I stay home during my vacation, I always end up doing
all the chores around the house that I've put off (do)

for the past
14

year. When I go on a holiday, I like (visit)

new places and (do)
15

new things. I enjoy (see)

parts of the

16

17

world I've never seen before.
A: What place would you like (visit)

the most?
18

B: I'd love (go)

(camp)

in New Zealand. My

19

20

wife loves (camp)

in new places too, but I'm afraid she might
21

refuse (go)

to New Zealand. She doesn't like long plane flights.
22

A: Why don't you just pick a spot on a map? Then call and make a hotel reservation.

B: Neither of us can stand (spend)

two whole weeks at a
23

luxury hotel. I don't mean (say)

anything bad about big hotels,
24

more adventurous vacations.

but both of us seem (like)
25

A: Well, keep (think)

about it. I'm sure you'll figure out a
26

really great place for your vacation.

B: We'll have to stop (think)

about it sometime soon and
27

make a decision.
A: I can't wait find)

out where you decide (go)
28

29

I'll expect (hear)

from you when you make a decision. Don't
30

forget (call)

me.
31

B: Hmmm. Maybe we should go (ski)

in Switzerland. Or perhaps
32

we could go (waterski)

on the Nile. Then there's the
33

in the Andes. Of course, we'd

possibility of going (hike)
34

probably enjoy (swim)

off the Great Barrier Reef of
35
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Australia. And we shouldn't postpone (explore)

the
36

Brazilian rainforest much longer. Someday I'd really like (climb)
37

to the top of an active volcano and (look)
maybe we could

1 13-5

inside the crater. Or
38

....

PREPOSITION

+ GERUND

(a) Kate insisted on coming with us.
@) We're excited about going to Tahiti.
(c) I apologizedfor being late.

m

A pre
on is followed by a gerund, not an infinitive.
In (a). L LLS preposition (on) is followed by a gerund
(cornink).

COMMON ULPReSSIONS WITH PREPOSITIONS FOLLOWED BY GERUNDS

be afiaid of (doing something)
apologizefor
believe in
dream about
be excited about
feel like

fo@e (someone)/or
be good at
insist on
be interested in
look forward to
be nerwus about

plan on
be responsiblefor
stop (someone)from
thank (someone)for
be tired of
worry aboutlbe worried about

EXERCISE 13. Preposition + gerund. (Chart 13-5 and Appendix 2)
Directions: Complete the sentences with a preposition and the given words.

1. I'm looking forward
2. Thank you
3. I'm worried
4. Are you interested
5. I apologized
6. Are you afraid
7. Are you nervous

+ go to the zoo
+ open the door

-t

I'm looking forward to going to the zoo.

+ be late for the concert

+ go to the museum with us
+ be late

+ fly in small planes
+ take your driver's

test
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8. We're excited
9. Jack insisted
10. Annie dreams
11. I don't feel
12. Please forgive me
13. I'm tired
14. I believe
15. Let's plan
16. Who's responsible
17. The police stopped us
18. Jake's not very good

+ go to a soccer game
+ pay the restaurant bill

+ be a horse trainer someday
+ eat right now
+ not call you sooner

+ live with five roommates
+ be honest at all times
+ meet at the restaurant at six

+ clean the classroom
+ enter the building

+ cut his own hair

EXERCISE 14. Preposition + gerund. (Chart 13-5 and Appendix 2)
Direchns: Work in pairs.
Speaker A. Complete the sentence with a preposition and "doing something."
Speaker B: Ask a question about A's statement. Begin with "What ." and end with
"doing."
Speaker A: Answer the question in a complete sentence using your own words.

..

....

..

.,??

Example: I'm looking forward
SPEAKER A: I'm looking forward to doing something.
SPEAKER B: What are you looking forward to doing?
SPEAKERA: I'm looking forward to going to a movie tonight.

."

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

..
....

I'm interested . .
I'm worried
1 thanked my friend
I apologized
I'm afraid . . . .

....

EXERCISE 15. Preposition

Switch roles.
6. I'm nervous .
7. I'm excited . . . .
8. I feel
9. I'm planning . . . .
10. I'm tired

...

....

....

....

+ gerund. (Chart 13-5 and Appendix 2)

Directions: Using the verbs in parentheses, complete the sentences with prepositions and
gerunds.
1. I believe

i*

(t&)

tehs

2. I wish the weather would get better. I'm tired

the truth no matter what.

&

(be)

be~w

inside all the time.
3. I don't go swimming because I'm a•’raid

4. Greg is nervous
for the first time.
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(meet)

(drown)
his girlfriend's parents

F~P)

I don't know how to thank you
Are you interested

me.
to a bullfight?

(go)

I just can't get excited

Disneyland for the

(visit)

third time in two years.

(Please)

Why do you constantly worry

a

parents?

..

,. ,

Every summer, I look forward

your
",;,..<
:

,. ,:

.,

(take)

a vacation

with my family.
Do you feel
I apologize

( w

me why you're so sad?

,but I was trying to protect you

(lie)

from the truth. Sometimes the truth hurts.

(WY)

Why do you always insist

for everything

when we go out for dinner?
I want you to h o w that I'm sorry. I don't know if you cn* ever forgive me

(cause)
I'm not very good

you so much trouble.

v g.;i'

i : ~ .+.
! :

na mes.,

(remember)

I'm not happy in my work. I often dream

;
,
s
:

L*.'

,;I

.

.,

1

.:

(wit)

my job.
How do you stop someone

(do)

:,.

know is wrong?

,,

I.,.s,:

..

',

I'm too tired to cook, but I hadn't planned
out tonight.

something you
. . ..
I

4

,

.

..

.

.,#

(eat)
..,

,

.

,.. .

,?

;,t'.,,>

Who's responsible

(spin)

these coffee beans all

over the floor?
-. 19. Anna made a lot of big mistakes at work. That's why she was afraid
her job.
.., . ., . . , . .
,
. . h,,,. ,> ,<.,, , . ..
LL- 0

(lose)*
..

..

1 . 1 1.
,:\

:"li* '

I

Wote that lo- is spelled with one "0." The word lam, with rwc "o"s, is an adjective meaning ''not tight." (B.g., MY
shirr L big and loole.) Pmnvnfistion difference:lorc = iluwd; loore = iluwsl.
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17
EXERCISE 16. Preposition + gerund. (Chart 13-5 and Appendix 2)

Directions: Make up a quiz. Use the given word or phrase + ONE of the suggested verbs in
parentheses. Hand your quiz to a classmate to complete. When s h e finishes it, correct the
answers.
Example: apologize to (

. . . ) + (interrupt,

be, call)

Quiz item:

yo&shodd apologize to Tarik -fihterrkpt)
I apologized to wy &ehd -(be)
Rosa apologized to we -[call)
1. thank

+ (open I help I invite)

6. be nervous

13-6

+ (speak I go I get)

+ (do I stop I skydive)
8. apologize to ( . . . ) + (sell I give I leave)
9. forgive ( . . . ) + (lie I take I quit)

+ (go I have I take)
3. worry + (lose 1 not have 1 be)
4. insist + (answer I drive I fly)
5. believe + (help I tell 1 trust)

7. look forward

2. feel

I

hiw. OR
late. OR
a-Fter wid~ight.

10. be excited

+ (go 1 hear I move)

USING BYAND WITHTO EXPRESS HOW SOMETHING
ISDONE

+ a gerund is used to express how something is

(a) Pat turned off the tape recorder by pushing
the stop button.

By

@) Mary goes to work by bus.

By or with followed by a noun is also used to express
how something is done.

I d Andrea stirred her coffee with a sooon.

done.

--

BY IS USED FOR MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION AND COhlMUMCATION

by (air)plane*

by boar
by&
by car

by s u h y "
by taxi

by wain
by fwr (OR on foot)

by mail
by (te1e)phone
by fax
by e-mail

by misrake
bv hand***

by check b u t in cash)
bv credit card

OTHERS

by chance
bv
-* choice

~-

by air
by land
by sea

WITH IS USED FOR INSTRUMENTS OR PARTS OF THE BODY
I cut down the tree wirh an ax (by using an ax).

I swept the floor with a bmom.
She pointed to a spot on the map with herjinger.
'airplane = American English; aenpl~m= British English.
**by w b c q = American English; by undegmund, by rube = Bridsh English.

"*The expression by hand is usually used to mean rhat something was made by a person, not hy a machine: Thu rug uKlr
made by hand. ( A person, not a machine, made this rug.)
COMPARE: I WUChPd his sh0UldBt. w'th t W h d .
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EXERCISE 17. BY + a gerund. (Chart 13-6)
Diremom: Complete the following by using by

+ a gerund.

Use the words in the list or

your own words.

eat
drink
mess

smile
S W

take

wag
wash
watch

wave
Jwrite

1. Students practice written English

bv wiifiw

them in soap and water.

2. We clean our clothes
4

compositions.

a lot of TV.

3. Khalid improved his English

4. We show other people we are happy
5. We satisfy our hunger

something.

6. We quench our thirst

something.

7. Ifigured out what "quench" means

his arms in the air.

8. Alex caught my attention

her tail.

9. My dog shows me she is happy

in bed and

10. Carmen recovered from her cold

care of herself.

Complete the following with your own words. Use b y and gerunds.
it.

1 1 . You can destroy bacteria in meat
12. You can cook an egg

it, or

it,
it.

13. We can improve our English
14. Each of us, in our own small way, can help conserve the world's natural resources

15. You can favorably impress a job interviewer
16. People can improve their health
17. Parents can help their young children learn to read

18. We can make the world a better place for future generations
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0 EXERCISE 18. Using WITH. (Chart 13-6)
Directions: Complete the sentences using with and appropriate words from the list.
a pair of scissors
a saw
a shwel

J a broom
a hammer
a needle and thread

wkth a b

1. I swept the floor

a spoon
a thermometer

v 0 0 ~

2. I sewed a button on my shirt
3. 1 cut the wood
4. I took my temperature
5. I stirred my coffee
6. I dug a hole in the ground

7. I nailed two pieces of wood together
8. I cut the paper

EXERCISE 19. Using BY or WITH. (Chart 13-6)
Directions: Complete the sentences with by or with.
1. I opened the door

wtth

2. 1went to Cherryville
3. I dried the dishes

a key.

by

bus.
a dishtowel.
train.

4. I went from Portland to San Francisco

a ruler.

5. Ted drew a straight line

your foot?

6. Is there any way you could touch the ceiling

mail.

7. Some advertisers try to reach target audiences

her

8. Rebecca tightened the screw in the corner of her eyeglasses

fingernail.
9. I called Bill "Paul"

mistake.

10. The fastest way to send a copy of a piece of paper halfway around the world is
fax.
11. The chef sliced the partially frozen meat into thin strips

razor-sharp knife.

12. Some people pay their bills
13. Sally protected her eyes from the sun
14. My grandmother makes tablecloths
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computer.
her hand.
hand.

a

I

13-7

USING GERUNDS AS SUBJECTS; USING IT +
INFINITIVE

(c) Coming to d a s s on time is important.
(d) It is important to come to class on time.
sentence. The word it has the same meaning as the
infinitive phrase at the end of the sentence: it means w
*It is also correct (but less comm6n) muse an infinitive as the subject of s sentence: To rida hmrw isfun,

0 EXERCISE 20. Gerunds as subjects. (Chart 13-7)
Directions: Create sentences with the same meaning by using a gerund as the subject.
1. It is important to get daily exercise. 4 Gemflg daily exercise is important.
2 . It isn't hard to make friends.
3. It is easy to cook rice.
4. It is relaxing to take a long walk.
5. Is it difficult to learn a second language?
6. It is wrong to cheat during a test.
7. Ia it expensive to live in an apartment?
8. It isn't easy to live in a foreign counay.
9. It takes time to make new friends.

0 EXERCISE 21. IT

+ inflnltlve. (Chart 13-7)

Directions: Create sentences with the same meaning by using it

+ an infinitive.

1. Having good friends is important. 4 It's important to have goodfrienh
Playing tennis is fun.
Being polite to other people is important.
Learning about other cultures is interesting.
Walking alone at night in that part of the city is dangerous.
Is riding a motorcycle easy?
Having a cold isn't much fun.
Learning a second language takes a long time.
Cooking a soft-boiled egg takes three minutes.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

EXERCISE 22. Gerunds as subjects; IT + infinitive. (Chart 13-7)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Ask the given question. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Answer the question. Begin with "It's . . ." and use an infinitive. Your book is
closed.
Speaker A: Respond by saying "I agree" followed by a gerund subject. (Or, if you wish,
say "Idon't agree. I think that . . ." followed by a gerund subject.)
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,.*,

:.

.L

:. ~ -,

.+y&'

.

,. .
'-+ ' ,
'
@OOk
R &n):
Whiccis easier: to make money or to spend money?
SPEAKER B (book closed): It's easier to spend money than (it is) to make money.
SPEAKER A @wok open): I agree. Spending money is easier than making money. OR
I don't agree. I think that making money is easier than spending
money.

Example:

~ A

S
'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which is more fun:to study at the library or to go to a movie?
Which is more difficult: to write English or to read English?
Which is easier: to write English or to speak English?
Which is more expensive: to go to a movie or to go to a concert?
Which is more interesting: to talk to people or to watch people?

Switch roles.
6 . Which is more comfortable: to wear shoes or to go barefoot?
7. Which is more satisfying: to give gifts or to receive them?
8. Which is more dangerous: to ride in a car or to ride in an airplane?
9. Which is more important: to come to class on time or to get an extra hour of sleep in
the morning?
10. Which is better: to light one candle or to curse the darkness?

e

3-8 IT

+ INFINITIVE: USING FOR (SOMEONE)

(a) You
~dyhard.
(b) It is importantforyou to study hard.
(c) Mary should study hard.
(d) It is importantfor Mary to study hard.

(a) and @) have a similar meaning.
Notice the pattern in @):

it is

I

+ aaectiw +for (someone) + infinitive phrase

(e) We don't have to go to the meeting.
(f) It isn't necessaryfor us to go to the meeting.
(g) A dog can'r talk.
Q It is impossiblefw a dog to talk.

EXERCISE 23. Uslng FOR (SOMEONE). (Chart 13-8)
Directions: Use the given information to complete each sentence. Use for (someone) and
an infinitive phrase in each completion.
1 . Students should do their homework.

It's imponant

Fov s t u e ~ t - sto do their howerrrovk

2. Teachers should speak clearly.
It's important

3. W2 don't haw to hurry.
There's plenty of time. It isn't necessary
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4. A fish can't live out of water for more than a few minutes.

It's impossible
5. Studenu have to budget their time carefully.

It's necessary
6. A child usually can't sit sdl for a long time.

It's diacult
7. M y family always eats turkey on Thanksgiving Day.

It's traditional

8. People can rake nips to the moon.

Will it be possible
#

"

within the next fifty years?
9. I usually can4 wdersrand Mr. Alvarez.

. He talks too fast.

It's hard
10. The guests usually wait u n d the hostess begins w eat.

At a formal dinner party, it's customary
After she takes the first bite, the guests also start to eat.
1 1. The bride usually fee& the gwom the first piece of

wedding cake.
It's traditional

12. I can understand our teacher.

It's easy
:

,,

. ...
.,;

,,

....
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EXERCISE 24. Gerunds as subjects; IT

+ Inflnltlve. (Charts 13-7 and 13-8)

Directions: Create sentences by combining ideas from Column A and Column B. Use
gerund subjects or it + an infinitive.
Exam&:

Riding a bicycle is easy I dangerous I fun / relaxing. OR
It's easy I dangerous 1 fun I relaxing to ride a bicycle.

Column A
1 . ride a bicycle
2. read newspapers
3. study grammar
4. play tennis
5. steal cars
6. Listen to a two-hour speech
7. predict the exact time of an earthquake
8. forget someone's name
9. walk alone through a dark forest at night
10. go fishing with your friends
11. know the meaning of every word in a dictionary
12. be honest with yourself at all times
13. change a flat tire
14. visit museums
15. log on to the Internet

Column B
A. against the law
B. boring
C. dangerous
D. easy
E. educational
F. embarrassing
G. exciting
H. frightening
I. fun
J. hard
K. important
L. impossible
M. relaxing
N. a waste of time

EXERCISE 25. IT + FOR (SOMEONE) + Inflnltlve. (Charts 13-7 and 13-8)
Directions: Create sentences using it +for (someone) + an infinitive by combining ideas
from Columns A, B, and C. Add your own words if you wish.

Example: difficult
+ It's dt9culr for me to be on time for class.
It's dz#icult for some people w learn how to swim.
It's dz#cult for children w understand adults'behavior.

,

Column A
1. difficult
2. easy
3. fun
4. important
5. impossible
6. enjoyable
., 7. interesting
"
8. possible
r

t .

Column B
anyone
children
me
most people
some people
students

t.;:<3@@

'

CI1
t

J

' .

Column C
spend time with friends
predict the exact time of an earthquake
change a flat tire
be on time for class
understand adults' behavior
obey their parents
observe animals in their wild habitat
visit new places
learn how to swim
live on the planet Mars

EXERCISE 26. IT

+ FOR (SOMEONE) + inflnltive. (Charts 13-7 and 13-8)

Direcrions: Complete the sentences with your own words.

. . . to . . . .
2. It's traditional for . . . to . . . .
3. It's impossible for . . . to . . . .
4. It takes (a length of time) for . . . to . .
5. It's sensible for . . . to . . . .
6. Is it necessary for . . . to . . . ?
7. It's important for . . . to . . . .
1. It's easy for

8. It's d a c u l t for

EXERCISE 27. IT

. . .to . . . .

+ TAKE + infinitive. (Charts 5-13 and 13-8)

Directions: Use your own words to complete the sentences.

.. .

...

Example: It takes
hours to
.
+ It takes five hours to fly from Los Angeles to Honolulu.

. ..

.
Example: It takes a lot of work for . . . to
+ It takes a lot of workfor most small businesses to succeed.

. . . to . . . .
2. It takes a lot of money to . . . .
3. It takes . . . minutes to . . . .
4. How long does it take to . . . ?
5. It will take . . . years for . . . to . . . .
6. It takes patience I courage / skill to . . . .
7. It takes hard work for . . . to . . . .
1. It takes time for

8. It takes stamina and determination to
'

1 13-9

.

I/

EXPRESSING PURPOSE WITH IN ORDER TO AND FOR

I

-W%y did you go to the post ofice?
(a) I went to the post office because I wnrea w mad a letter.
@) I went to the post office in order to mail a lener.
(c) I went to the post office to mail a lener.

In order to expresses purpose. It answers
the question "Why?"

In (c): in ordsr is frequently omitted.
(a). (bh and (c) have the same meanina.
-

(d) I went to the post officefor some stamps.
For is also used to express purpose, but it is
a preposition and is followed by a noun
(e) I went to the post officeto buy some stamps.
I N C O R R EICwent
~ : w the post oflefor to buy some stamps. phrase, as in (d).
I went to the post ofice for buying some stamps.
INCORRECT:
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EXERCISE 28. Uslng IN ORDER TO. (Chart 13-9)
Directions: Add i n order to the sentences whenever possible.
1. I wenr to the bank to cash a check.
+

I wenr w the bank in order to cash a check.

2. I'd like to see that movie.
+

(No change. The infinitive does not express purpose.)

3. Sam went to the hospital to visit: a friend.
4. I need to go to the bank today.
5. I need to go to the bank today to deposit my paycheck.

6. On my way home from school, I stopped at the drugstore to buy some shampoo.
7. Carmen looked in her dictionary to find the correct spelling of a word.
8. Masako went to the cafeteria to eat lunch.
9. Jack and Linda have decided to get married.

10. Pedro watches T V to improve his English.
11. I didn't forget to pay my rent.
12. Kim wrote to the university to ask for a catalog.
13. Sally touched my shoulder to get my attention.
14. Donna expects to graduate next spring.
15. Jerry needs to go to the bookstore to buy a spiral notebook.

EXERCISE 29. Uslng (IN ORDER) TO. (Chart 13-9)
Directions: Complete the sentences in Column A by using the ideas in Column B.
Connect the ideas with (in ovder) to.
Examp&: I called the hotel desk . . .
-r I called the hotel desk (in order) to ask for an extra pillow.
Column A
1. I called the hotel desk.
" I turned on the radio

..
...
I looked on the Internet . .. . ...-,.;#-~ .
aj.i ...
People wear boots . . '. $,' 3;.
k4 .&..
5. Andy went to Egypt . . .
6. Ms. Lane stood on tiptoes . . .
z:.

.IL:._

L

.,

.

Column B
A. keep their feet warm and dry

B. reach the top shelf
,

C. listen to a ball game
,.:'.+y,
.,.
\.I

2

.

, ~ ~ , .

..

,:

,,:

7. The dentist moved the light closer to my face

...
Maria took a walk in the park . . .
10. I offered my cousin some money .
8. I clapped my hands and yelled

< d,.
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#I-,,

,-

,

, ?,

D. find the population of Malaysia
J E . ask for an extra pillow
F. chase a stray dog away

...

G. help her pay the rent
H. get some fresh air and exercise
I. see the ancient pyramids
J. look into my mouth

!CISE 30. Expressing purpose with TO and FOR. (Chart 13-9)
Directions: Complete the sentences by using to orfor..
1. I went to Chicago

2. 1went to Chicago
3. I take long walks

$ 6 ~

to

4. I take long walks

,

a visit.
visit my aunt and uncle.
relax.
relaxation.

5. I'm going to school

a good education.

6. I'm going to school

get a good education.

7. I'm not going to school just

have fun.

8. I'm not going to school just

fun.

9. I turned on the radio

Listen to the news.

10. I listened to the radio

news about the earthquake in Peru.

11. I sent a card to Carol

wish her a happy birthday.
ask me about my cousin.

12. Two police officers came to my apartment

the pure pleasure of it.

13. Mr. Wong works in his garden
14. 1looked in the encyclopedia

information about Ecuador.

15. My three brothers, two sisters, and parents all came to town

attend my graduation.

EXERCISE 31. Expressing purpose with TO and FOR..(Chart 13-9)
Directions: Answer why-questions in your own words. Show purpose by using an infinitive
phrase or aforphrase. Work in pairs or as a class.
r*
, ,

Example:
SPEAKER A:

SPEAKER B:

Yesterday you turned on the TV.Why?
Yesterday I turned on the TV (to listen to the news I for the latest news about
the earthquake I etc.).

1. You went to the supermarket. Why?
2. You need to go to the bookstore. Why?
3. You went to the post office. Why?
4. You went to the health chic. Why?
5. You reached into your pocketlpurse. Why?
71 ,ri

.i

JI

'

(Switch roles if working in pairs.)
6. You came to this school. Why)
7. You borrowed some money from ( . . . ). Why?
8. You stopped at the service station. Why?
9. You play (soccer, tennis, etc.). Why?
10. You had to go out last night. Why?
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13-10

USING INFINITIVES WITH TOO AND ENOUGH
hfinitives okten follow expressions w~th
too. Too comes in front of an adjective.
In the speaker's mind, the use of too
implies a negative result.

TOO f A D J E C m f (FOR SOMEONE) f

I A piano is too heavy
(b) That box is too heaty
(c) That box is too heazy

I

1

_..-__.._.-__.
I

L

for me

for Bob

____

ADJECTN6 + GNOUGH +
old enough
(f) Jimmy isn't
(g) Are you
hungty enough

to lijt.
to hji.
to 183.

,
I

to go to school.
to eat three sandwiches?

COMPARE

The b m is roo heauv. I can't

lift it.

Infinitives often follow expressions
with enough.
Enough comes in front of a noun.*
Enough follows an adjective.

*Snargh can also follow a noun: I &n't hovs monqy enough to b q h a r ear. In everyday English, however, enough usually
comes in front of s noun.

CI EXERCISE 32. TOO and ENOUGH + infinitive. (Chart 13-10)
Direcn'mu: Combine the sentences.
PART I. Use too.

1. We can't go swimming today. It's very cold.
It's
cold lfor us) to go swimming today.
2. I couldn't finish my homework last night. I was very sleepy.
3. This jacket is very small. I can't wear it.
4. Mike couldn't go to his aunt's housewarming party. He was very busy.
5. I live far from school. I can't walk there.
6. Some movies are very violent. Children shouldn't watch them.
+

Use enough.
I can't reach the top shelf. I'm not that tall.
-+
I'm not tall enough to reach the 9 shelf.
1 can't lift a horse. I'm not that strong.
It's not warm today. We can't go outside in shorts and sandals.
1didn't stay home and miss work. I wasn't really sick, but I didn't feel good all day.

PART 11.

7.
fib

.

8.
9.
10.

EXERCISE 33. TOO and ENOUGH + Inflnltive. (Chart 13-10)
Directions: Complete the sentences by choosing from the words in italics. Use too or
enough an infinitive.

+

1 . smnghift

I'm not

2. weaklli3

Most people are

3. busylannver

I was

a refrigerator.

tOo weak tO \i&

a refrigerator without help.
the phone. I let it

keep ringing until the caller gave up.
4 . earlylget
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We got to the concert

good seats.

5 . ji4Ulhold

My suitcase is
any more clothes.

6. largelhold

My suitcase isn't
all the
clothes I want to take on my trip.

Rex is

7 . biglget

into

Bobo's doghouse.

Julie's purse is

her dog

Pepper.
,: '

EXERCISE 34. TOO and ENOUGH + Inflnltlve. (Chart 13-10)
Directions: Complete the sentences with too and enough. Use 0 if nothing is needed.

,

*.,

1. Alan is

too

smart

$

2. Alan is

d

smart

chow h

to make that kind of mistake.

.,

to understand how to solve that

problem.
3. My pocket is

big

to hold my wallet. I always carry

my wallet there.
4. A horse is

for a person to lift.

big

5. I'm uncomfortable. This room is

. Why don't

hot

you open the window?
6. That watch is

7. Are you

. I can't afford it.

expensive
tall

to reach that book for me? The green

one on the top shelf. Thanks.
8. Ask John to move that box. He's
9. I am

busy

strong

to lift it.

to help you right now.
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EXERCISE 35. TOO and ENOUGH + Inflnltlve. (Chart 13-10)
Diiections: Complete the following sentences. Use infinitives in the completions.
I'm too short
I'm not tall enough . . . .
I'm not suong enough . . . .
Last night I was too tired . . . .
Yesterday I was too busy . . . .
A Mercedes-Benz is too expensive . . . .
I don't have enough money . . . .
Yesterday I didn't have enough time . . . .
9. A teenager is old enough . . . . but too young . . . .
10. 1h o w enough English . . . .but not enough . . . .

1.
2.
.
.
! 3.
.+'~
. . I? 4.
..-i'
~.&5.
6.
7.
8.

'h

5
.&!''. . .%
.

:
~

I.

.; .
h

0)

EXERCISE 36. Review: gerunds vs. Inflnltives. (Chapter

,?

.$

., ..

I

,,,

:. ..,, m

-9

Directions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses: gerund or intinitive.
tb vew

1. It's difficult for me (remember)

2~

'

phone numbers.

v

2. My cat is good at (catch)

mice.

3. I bought a newspaper (look)

at the ads for apartments for rent.

4. Tourists like (go)

in the warm

(swim)
\

ocean in Hawaii.
5. 1called my friend (im'te)

!.'I

,~

her for dinner.

6. W a r y talked about (go)

y: j7sh

to graduate school.

7. Ssrosh found out what was happening by (Ziscen)
l l J F J '.

\

s,&lr.::

,

carefully
:

.

to everything that was said.

LliiIP, . -

,2t$l~l<~3fl

8. Children, stop (draw)

pictures on the tablecloth!

9. Professor Amani has a strong accent. It is difEcult for his students (understand)

him. He needs (improve)
"

'(%is pronunciation if he wants (be)

a good lecturer. (lecture)

requires good communication MIS.
10. A: Hi! I'm home!
a0s.q

B: Welcome back. Did you have a good trip?

A: Yes, thanks. How's everything? How are my goldfish? I hope you didn't forget

Yl

ihf rir

Ifeed)
B: Oh, my gosh1
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a;!

them.

,

-,.1

.

11. Dan's goldfish died when he was away on a trip because his roommate forgot ifeed)

a new

them. Dan is considering (ger)
roommate.
12. My friend Akihiko has goldfish in a pond in his garden. He enjoys geed)
1

them one by one with chopsticks.

,',
1

,.:

13. MichelleYinYi KOworks sixteen hours a day (earn)

enough money (take)
.'
children.

I . .,.

care of her elderly parents and her
:<i

c

..'-J,,-

L,,

.,

i 11:.

, ' I :

a really good

tizm 14. It takes care, patience, and a little luck (rake)

in03 d~photographof wildlife.

11

E

3

,

.

,

L..

~

.I.i

.

back

15. No matter how wonderful a nip is, it's always good (ger)

in one's own bed.

home and (sleep)

-

.

'

-

at the phone. Greg isn't going to call.

16. A: Quit (stare)

B: I keep (think)

-

the phone will ring any second.

A: I don't mean (be)

about Greg. It's over.

but I think
, unsympathetic,
.-.*. .-, -.--.-.
.- ,.you'd
.-. ..better
.-forget
~.t:.ns
w f1Y>7.!'1.
~ ! ..: w,<*,:,.;..:(.i
at a job you like. If

17. It's important to your health for you (work)

you hate (go)
flook)

to your job, you should seriously t h i i about
for a different kind of job. The stress of (do)
work you hate day in and day out can damage your health.

18. (ask)

others about themselves and their lives is one of the
along with other people. It you want

secrets of (get)
(make)
important (be)

friends, it is
and (keep)
sincerely interested in other people's lives.

19. I keep Uorget)

my friend

(c@

Louise. I'd better write myself a note.
20. I like (navel)

to out-of-the-way places. I don't like (go)
to usual tourist places when I'm on holiday.

21. Large bee colonies have 80,000 workers. These worker bees must visit fif*r million

flowers (make)

one kilogram (2.2 pounds) of honey. It's no

wonder that "busy as a bee" is a common expression.

...

lx,

i'na

tmii

,.I
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22. Exercise is good for you. Why don't you walk up the stairs instead of (take)
the elevator?

23. Stop (crack)

those nuts with your teeth! Here. Use a

nutcracker. Do you want (be)

toothless by the time you're thirty?

24. Different cultures have different gestures. When North Americans meet someone, they
usually offer a strong handshake and look the other person straight in the eye. In
some countries, however, it is impolite (shake)

hands

a person in the eye is equally rude.

firmly, and (look)

25. How close do you stand to another person when you are speaking? North Americans
prefer (stand)

just a little less than an arm's length from

someone. Many people in the Middle East and Latin America like (mowe)

in closer than that during a conversation.
26. (smile)

at another person is a universal, cross-cultural

gesture. Everyone throughout the world understands the meaning of a smile.

Fus?CISE37. Error analysis. (Chapter 13)
Direcrdons: Correct the errors.
34%

1. Do you enjoy w+ge to the zoo?
2. I went to the store for getting some toothpaste.
3. Did you go to shopping yesterday?

4. I usually go to the cafeteria for to get a cup of coffee in the morning.
5. Bob needed to went downtown yesterday.
6. I cut the rope by a knife.

7. 1 thanked him for drive me to the airport.
<.?$

8. Is difficult to learn a second language.

9. It is important getting an education.
10. Timmy isn't enough old too get married.

398
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. =;.,

1

11. Do you want go to swimming tomorrow?

12. I went to the bank for cashing a check.
13. I was to sleepy to finish my homework last night.

14. Is easy this exercise to do.
15. Last night too tired no do my homework.
16. I've never gone to sailing, but I would like to.
17. Readiig it is one of my hobby.

18. The man began to built a wall around his garden.
19. I like to travel because you learn too much about other countries and cultures.
20. Instead of settle down in one place, I'd like to travel around the world.
21. My grandmother likes to fishing.

22. Mary would like to has a big family.

EXERCISE38. Speaking. (Chapter 13)
Directions: Form small groups. Make a list of several topics that can be used for a oneminute impromptu speech. The topics should be gerund phrases. Exchange topics with
another group. After your group has its topics, each member in turn should give a oneminute speech to the rest of the group. One group member should keep time. After all
the speeches have been given, choose one speech from your group to be presented to the
rest of the class. Examples of topics: eating at fast-food restaurants, naveling to a foreign
wuntty, d i n g care of your health.

EXERCISE 39. Writhg. (Chapter 13)
D i r e c h : What do you do for fun and recreation in your spare time? Write about one or
two spare-time activities that you enjoy. What do you do? Where? When? Why? Mention
some interesting experiences. Try to get your readers interested in doing the same things
in their free time. Do you enjoy exploring caves? Is playing tennis one of your passions?
Have you ever gone skydiving? Maybe collecting ceramic horses is one of your hobbies.
Have you ever gone waterskiiig? Do you enjoy simple pleasures such as walking in a park?
Do you go jogging for recreation? Maybe watching sports on television is your way of
relaxing. It is important for all of us to have spare-time activities that we enjoy. What are
yours?
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EXERCISE 40. Review: verb forms. (Chapters 1

+

13)

Direcrions: Complete the sentences by writing the correct form of the verb in parentheses.

What is your most (embarmss)

experience? Let me tell you

ewbawass~w
1

what happened to my Uncle Ernesto when he (go)

to Norway for a
2

business meeting last year.
Fit, I must tell you about my uncle. He (be)

a businessman from
3

Buenos Aires, Argentina. He (manufacture)

a new kind of
4

computer compass for ships. Computer compasses (make)

by

5

many companies in the world, so my uncle (have)

a lot of
6

competition for his product. In order to sell his product, he (need)
7

(meet)

with companies that might want to buy it. He (mveI)
8

frequently to other countries.
9

Last year, he (go)

to Norway (meet)

with a

10

11

shipping company. It was his first trip to Scandinavia. My Uncle Ernesto (speak)
Spanish, of course, and also (know)

a little

12

13

English, but he (know, not)

any Norwegian. While he

14

(stay)

15

in Norway, he Fawe)

a problem.

16

at a small hotel in Oslo. One

Uncle Ernesto (stay)
17

morning, while he (get)
18

ready to take a shower, he (hear)

a h o c k at the door. He (walk)

to the

19
I,,

.

zn33:door,

21

..

. . hall.

no one. He (take)
22

a step out of hi room and (look)

down the

23

24

He (see)

,,

004

no one. So he (turn)
25

,.,.. :, ..
Sib ! t d r

it, and find)

(@en)

II

, I , ,
I / , ,

20

(go)

26

! It

back into his room, but the door (close)
27

28
29

,and he (have, no0

30

his key. This was a very big problem for my unfortunate uncle because he (dras, not)
properly. In fact, he (wear)
31

32

nothing but a towel. Poor Uncle Ernesto! "What (I, do)
,'

?"

,>

33

he asked himself. ,
Instead of (stud)
I:'.

(decide)

in the hallway with only a towel, he
34

l

fi

(get)

>

help. So he (start)

35

36

(walk)

down the hall toward the

37

38

elevator. He thought about (knock)

on someone else's door
39

for help, but decided it was better (ask)

(ask)
40

41

the hotel personnel. He hoped the elevator would be empty.
,

8

When he (reach)

the elevator, he (push)
43

42
''I

. When it (come)

the down button and (wait)
44

Uncle Emesto (mk)

>

45

a deep breath and (get)
46

in
47

even though the elevator wasn't empty. The other people in the elevator (surprise)
a man who (wrap)

when they (see)
48

49

in a towel.
50

Uncle Ernesto (think)

about (qy)
51

52

his problem, but unfortunately he (know, not)

(explain)
53

any Norwegian. He said, in English, "Door. Locked. No
54

,but he (smile, not)

key." A businessman in the elevator (nod)
56

. Another man (look)

Ernesto and (smile)

55

at Uncle
57

broadly.
58

After an eternity, the elevator (reach)

the ground floor.
59

Uncle Ernesto (walk)

straight to the front desk and (look)
60

at the hotel manager helplessly. The hotel manager
61
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8

,

1

(have to understand, nor)
62

any language Cfgure)

out the problem. My uncle
63

(have to say, nor)

a word. The manager
64

(grab)
T

.-

a key, (take)

65

elbow, and (Iead)

my uncle by the

66

him back to the nearest elevator.
67

(.

..

My uncle (embarrass, still)

about
68

this incident. But he (laugh)

a lot when he (teU)
70

69

the story.

-

.L
EXERCISE 41. Review of verb forms: writing. (Chapters 1 13)
Directions: Write a composition about one of the most embarrassing experiences you have
had in your life.

1

.

:

!

1

,, .

.;$ .

,

'

,

i(

-

I

CONTENTS
14-1 Noun clauses: introduction
14-2 Noun clauses that begin with a
question word
14-3 Noun clauses with who, what, whose

+ be

14-4 Noun clauses that begin with ifor
whether
14-5 Noun clauses that begin with that

S

v

Verbs are often followed by objects. The object is usually a
noun phrase.*
In (a): his address is a noun phrase;
his address is the object of the verb k n m
Some verbs can be followed by noun clauses.*
In @): where he lives is a noun clause;
where he lives is the object of the verb know.

0

(a) I know 'his address;
(noun phrase)
S

v

0

@) I h o w

where he liues!
(noun dause)

o

s v
(c) I h o w

I

S

V

~

where he lives.

(d) I h o w where my book is.
(noun clause)

I
I

Other uses of that-clauses
Substituting s o for a that-clause in
conversational responses
14-8 Quoted speech
14-9 Quoted speech vs. reported speech
14-10 Verb forms in reported speech
14-1 1 Common reporting verbs: tsU, ask,
am/*&
14-6
14-7

A noun dause has its own subject and verb.
In (c): he is the subject of the noun clause; lives is the verb
of the noun clause.
A noun dause can begin with a question word.
(See Chart 14-2.)

(e) I don't h o w @Ed is murried.
(noun clause)

A noun clause can begin with if or whether.
(See Chart 14-4, p. 409.)

(f) I h o w that the world k round.
(noun clause)

A noun dause can begin with that. (See Chart 14-5,
p. 414.)

*A phrase is s group of related words. It does not canrsin a subject and a verb.
A c l a u is
~ a group of related words. It contains a subject and a verb.

I

14-2

NOUN CLAUSES THAT BEGIN WITH A QUESTION WORD
.. .. . ....

~

~. ...

I

(a) Where d m he liw?
(c) When did thW have?
(e) What did she say?
(a) Whv is Tom absent?
I

I

I

I

(i) Who c a m to class?
(k) What happened?

I

(b)
(d)
(f)
(hl

.

~

.. . .

.

I don't know where he E m .
Do You know when thW b/t2*
Please tell me what she said.
I wonder whv Tom is absent.

Notice in the examples:
Usual
. . question word order is NOT
used m a noun clause.
INCORRECT:I know where does he liw.
CORRECT: I know where he lives.

I

(1) Tell me what happened.

1

-

-

~

1 ;Ti)and noun
and (i):Question word order
clause word order are the
~

(j) I don't know who came to class.

I

same when the question word is used

I as a subject.

*A question mark is used at the end of this noun dause because the main subject and the verb of the sentence (Doymr know)
are in question word order.
Example: Lhyar know & rhqr bft?
Do you bnau asks a question; whm they left is a noun clause.

EXERCISE 1. Information questions and noun clauses. (Charts 5-2 and 14-2)
Dimctim: Are the given words (1) an information question or (2) a noun clause?
Add "I don't know" and a period to make a sentence with a noun clause. OR
Add a capital letter and a question mark if the given words are a question.
1.

1 Aoh't h o w

why he left. (noun clause)

- ~ ~ , v % s~'',:,.=&.%,k$;
-{,;;
~:
Miwhy did he leave? (information question);:i.-:.;I '$
. <; -. :;~
;,??,2
.,
- ;:. ?..,.. ,.,.....$.*.
: '
where she is living
~

':

4.

where is she living

5.

where did Paul go

6.

where Paul went

~...- 7.
i

, ,

,:I

.,

.

.

what time the movie begins

8.

what time does the movie begin

9.

how old is Kate
why Yoko is angry

-.

Ii
I.-.. .

11.

what happened

12.

who came to the party

' 13.

who(m) did you see at the party

14.

what did Sue say

15.

what Sue is talking about
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EXERCISE 2. Noun clauses that begin with a question word. (Chart 14-2)
~ . I I.t.,

&r; Direchm: Complete the dialogues by changing Speaker A's questions to noun clauses.

1. A: Where does Jim go to school?

B: I don't know

whew Jiw p e s

to school.

2. A: Where did Natasha go yesterday?

B: I don't know. Do you know

yesterday?

3. A: Why is Maria laughing?

B: I don't know. Does anybody know

?

4. A: Why is tire hot?

B: I don't know

hot.

5. A: How much does a new Honda cost?

B: Peter can tell you
6. A: Why is Mike always late?

B: Don't ask me. I don't understand

late.

7. A: How long do buds live?

.

./,

: . ,

. :

.

B: I don't know
When was the: first wheel in
I don't know. Do you knm

How many hours does a

e-<<*w

light bulb burn?

0 u

----

...

-

~

,.: . . / . ..,

I don't know exactly

I

. .

Q-

.

.i!

.

'

..

t
:

10. A: Where did Emily buy her computer?

B: I don't know

her computer.

11. A: Who lives next door to Kate?
B: I don't know

next door to Kate.

12. A: Who(m) did Julie talk to?

B: I don't know

to.
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EXERCISE 3. Information questlons and noun clauses. (Charts 5-2 and 14-2)
Direcrimzs: Ask and answer questions. Only the leader's book is open. Work as a class or in
groups.
Speaker A: Ask a question, using the cue.
Speaker B: Answer the question, beginning with either 'Y don? know . . ."OR "Ithink . . ."
followed by a noun clause.
Example: Ask ( . . . ) where ( . . . ) lives.
LEADER to A: Marco, ask Ingrid where Mustafa lives.
, .
P:
SPEAKER A: Ingrid, where does Mustafa live?
SPEAKER B: I don't h o w where ~ u s t a f alives. OR I think that Mustafa lives in Reed
Hall.
. ..

:,:,:.&.

.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ask ( . . . ) where ( . . . ) ate breakfast this morning.
. ~..
' . , ,. :
Ask ( . . . ) what ( . . . )'s favorite color is.
.!;
;!
Ask ( . . . ) when ( . . . ) got up this morning.
*> .ii t'.. ..,
Ask ( . . . ) why ( . . . ) isn't sitting in hisher usual seat today.
Ask ( . . . ) how ( . . . ) got to class today.
, .. i: . . F ~ . ,. ,:,7 :.,
Ask ( . . . ) what kind of watch ( . . . ) has.
.'
Ask ( . . . ) why ( . . . ) didn't come to class yesterday. ' ' b 7
, , ,
:::
Ask ( . . . ) where ( . . . ) went after class yesterday.
,

4. lnformatlon questlons and noun clauses. (Charts 5-$'and 14-2)
!crions: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses.
1 . A: Where (Susan, eat)

Aid Swab eat

I don't know where (she, eat)

lunch yesterday?

she a+e

,

2

lunch yesterday.

A: Do you know where (Jason, work)

?

B: Who?
A: Jason. Where (he, work) -

7

B: Yes. How can I help you?
--

..

A: How much (that camem, cost)

?

B: You want to know how much (this camera, wst)
is that right?

;

:

,fj

A: No, not that one. The one next to it.
..:::,,A

,!

4. A: How far (you, can run)

without stopping?

B: I have no idea. I don't know how far (I, can run)
without stopping. I've never tried.
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,

~ ; # , , , k , i ,,:.I.:!<
t,
:. ,: .

,

1';

..j

,J!

: A .i,

I :H

the ad for the computer sale last week?

5. A: Where (you, see)

it. One of the local

B: I don't remember where (I, see)
papers, I think.

in?

6. A: Ann was out late last night, wasn't she? When 'he,get)

home?

B: Why do you want to h o w what time (she, get)
A: Just curious.

?

7. A: What time (it, is)

?

B: I don't h o w . I'll ask Sara. Sara, do you h o w what time (it, is)

C: Almost four-thirty.
the first refrigerator?

8 . A: (who, invent)
B: I don't know (who, invent)

the first refrigerator.

D o you?

9. A: Mom, why (some people, be)

cruel to other people?

B: Honey, I don't really understand why (some pwple, be)
cruel to others. It's difficult to explain.

10. A: I don't care about the future. All I care about is today.
B: Oh? Well, answer this question for me. Where (you, spend)
the rest of your lie?

A: What do you mean?

B: I mean it's important to pay attention to the future. That's where (you, spend)
the rest of your life.

4-3

NOUN CLAUSES WITH WHO, WHAT WHOSE + BE

1

QUESTION

v
S

(g)

'this'?

v
@ in the office?
S

NOUN C

v

1Whosod a on the desk)

v

S

S

(c) Whose pen@

(e)

1

(d) TeU me whose pen'thid

w.

s V
(f) Tell me lwhd
in the om.
S

Q Tell me'whoee pen'

v

a on the desk.

A noun or pronoun that
follows main verb be in a
question comes in front of
be in a noun dause, as in
(b) and (d).
A prepositional phrase (e.g.,
in the o$&e) does not come

infrontofbeinenoun
clause, as in (f) and (h).
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0 EXERCISE 5. Noun clauses with WHO, WHAT, WHOSE + BE. (Chart 14-3)
Directions: Underline and identify the subject and verb of Speaker A's question. Complete
Speaker B's noun clause.

B: I don't know

who th& wowah

IS

s v

Y b is on the phone?
who i s oh the phohe
B: I don't know

2. A:

3. A: What is a crow? '?' '

B: I don't know
4. A: What is in that bag?

B: I don't know
5. A: Whose cat is in the driveway?

B: I don't know
6. A: Whose car is that?

B: I don't know
7. A: What is a violin?

B: I don't know

C: It's a musical insaument that has snings.
8. A: Who is in the doctor's office?

B: I don't know
9. A: Whose hammer is this?

B: I don't lu

Hey, Hank, do you know

C: It's Ralph's.
, , :!.

,

: 10.

A: Who is Bob's doctor?

, . . ' I - >

,.

.!.

:

I ,
.,

B: I don't know

-. .11. A:

What's at the end of a rainbow?

B: What did you say, Susie?

A: I want to know
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EXERCISE 6. Noun clauses. (Charts 14-2 and 14-3)
Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Read the question. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Change the question to a noun clause. Begin your reponse with "I I n ' r
know.. ." Your book is closed.

.

..

Example: Where does ( . ) live?
SPEAKER A (book open): Where does Anita live?
SPEAKER B (book closed): I don't know where Anita lives.
Switch roles.
10. How long has ( . . ) been living here?
11. Who wrote (Tales of the Sourh Pact$cc)?
2. How old is ( . )?
3. Where does (
) eat lunch?
12. What happened in Alaska yesterday?
13. What did ( . . ) do yesterday?
4. What is ( . )'s last name?
14. Who is that girl?
5. What time does ( . ) usually get up?
6. When did ( . ) get home last night?
15. Who are those people?
7. What time did (
) go to bed last night? 16. What kind of tree is that?
8. Who is ( . )'s best &end?
17. Whose (backpack) is that?
9. Who did ( . . ) call last night?
18. Whose (gloves) are those?

1. Where did ( .

..

. . ) go yesterday?

..
...
..

..
.

.

.

..

...

EXERCISE 7. Information questions and noun clauses. (Charts 5-2, 14-2, and 14-3)
Directions: Ask information questions and respond using noun clauses.
Speaker A: Using the given question word, ask any question that you are sure Speaker B
cannot answer. (You don't have to know the answer to the question.)
Speaker B: Respond to the question by saying "Idon't know . . ."followed by a noun
clause. Then you can guess at an answer if you wish.

.

Example: when
SPEAKER A: When was the first book printed?
SPEAKER B: I don't know when the first book was printed. Probably three or four hundred
years ago.
1. where
2. who

1 14-4

5. what time
6. whose

3. how far
4. what kind

7. when
8. why

9. what

NOUN CLAUSES THAT BEGIN WITH IF OR WHETHER

When a yeslno question is
changed to a noun clause, ifis
(a) Is Eric at home?
(b) I don't h o w ifEric is at horns.
usually used to intmduce the
clause.*
(c) Does the bus stop here?
(d) Do you know ifthe bus s t o here?
~
(el Did Alice go to Chicago? (f) I wonder j f A h went to Chicago.
YES~NOQUESTION

(g)

NOUN CLAUSE

I don't know ifEric is at home m not.

(h)I don't know whether Eric i s at home (or not).

When if introduces a noun clause, the expression
m not sometimes comes at the end of the clause,
as in 0.

In (h): whether has the same meaning as ff.

'See Chart 14-1 1, p. 425, for the use of $with ask in reported speech.
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EXERCISE 8. Noun clauses that begin with IF or WHETHER. (Chart 14-4)
Direceions: Change the yedno question to a noun clause.
1. YESINOQLJESTION:IS Susan here today?
NOUN CLAUSE:

2. YES/NOQUESTION:
NOUN CLAUSE:

3. YES/NOQUESTION:

. ,....

1:

NOUN CLAUSE:

Can you tell me

if iwhrChev) SIASAR
is hpve today

Will Mr. Pips be at the meeting?
?

DOYOU knOw
Did Paulo go to work yesterday?
I wonder

4. YESINOQUESTION:ISBarcelona a coastal town?

''&

NOUN CLAUSE:

, ,

I can't remember

5 . YES/NOQUESI'ION: DOYOU still haveYung Soo's address?
NOUN CLAUSE:

I don't know

EXERCISE 9. Noun clauses that begin with IF or WHETHER. (Chart 14-4)
Directions Complete the dialogues by completing the noun clauses. Use ifto inuoduce
the noun clause.
1. A: Are you tired?

B: Why do you want to know

if l

tired?

AM

A: You look tired. I'm worried about you.

2. A: Are you going to be in your office later today?

B: What? Sorry. I didn't hear you.
!

L~

rrroA: I need to know

in your office later

today.
I

3. A: Do all birds have feathers?

,'

,,,,

B: Well, I don't really know for sure
feathers, but I suppose they do.

.,+
& . ! < :.~-p@+:!-,
h. .: ,
.
...' ..
$iL:?
I

A: Did Rosa take my dictionary off my des*

C.

' .:

:

,. .re.
. /..
. ...

,r:

,. \.

.B:

''I

'' '

Sorry. I wasn't listening. I was thinking about something else.

A: Have you talked to Uncle Pete? We need to know
tonight.
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/(,

' '

, . ,'

my dictionary off my desk.

"';'A: Rosa. I want to know
5. A: Can Uncle Pete babysit tonight?

- # > . ' .

:-

B: Who?

I

:+ ,,.: ?

6. A: Does Al have a flashlight in his car)

a

B: I'll ask him. Hey, Al! Al! Fred wants to know
flashlight in your car.
C: Yeah, I do. Why?
7. A: Should I take my umbrella?

B: How am I supposed to know

your

umbrella? I'm not a weather forecaster.
A: You're kind of grumpy today, aren't you?

EXERCISE 10. Noun clauses. (Charts 14-2 + 14-4)
Diwctias: Change the questions to noun clauses.
1. WiU it rain wmorroeu? I wonder
2. What rime is it? I wonder.

. . . if it will rain tomorrow.

.. .

....
4. Is afrog an amphibian? Can you tell me . . . .
5. What's on TV tonight? I wonder . . . .
6. What is the speed of sound? Do you know . . . .
3. What is an amphibian? Do you h o w

7 . Does sound travel faster than light? Do you know
'0.
Are dogs colorblind? Do you h o w
v.cu II

....

....

9. Why is the sky blue? Annie wants to know

.. . .

10. Do insects have ears? Annie also wants to know

....

H a beings from,outer
space
mer wiited the earth?
:
.
. ,'
il

1

...

I wonder.

. .

.

How do dolphins communicate with each other?
Do scientists know

..

. .. .

Can people communicare with dolphins?

. .
.,.,

:,.

,

.,

.

.

.

I

...

I wonder.

>,,

WHAT D,D YOU SAY?

,

:.,

A:

;2 :. :*.,.!>.!,,,~.
..-

9

lix r
i>d

'+

*&or

.L
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EXERCISE 11. Noun clauses. (Charts 14-2

-

14-4)

Direcwns: Practice using noun clauses.
Speaker A: Ask the given question. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Restate A's question, beginning with "You ewnt m know . . .."and ask if that is
right. Your book is closed.
Speaker A: Tell B if that is right.
Speaker B: Answer the question.
Example: Is ( . . . ) at the bank?
SPEAKER A (book open):
Is Gina at the bank?
SPEAKER B (book closed): You want to know if Gina is at the bank. Is that right?
SPEAKER A (book open):
Yes, that's right.
SPEAKER B (book closed): I don't know if Gina is at the bank. OR
No, Gina isn't at the bank. She's here in class. OR
Yes, she is. Gina is at the bank.
..,

1. Does (

. . . ) have a bicycle?

2. What time does class end?
3. Can (

. . .) sing?

Switch roles.
10. Is there a pay phone in this building?
11. Why is (

. . .) absent today?

12. Whose pen is that?

4. What does "delicious" mean?

13. How much does a new refrigerator cost?

5. Whose books are those?

14. Does (

6. Is ( . . . ) mamed?

15. What kind of wristwatch does ( . . . ) have?

7. Where did (

. . .) go last night?

. . . ) speak (name of a language)?

16. Is ( . . . ) planning to take another English course?

8. Does ( . . . ) have a job?

17. Who is the mayor of (name this cityltown)?

9. Who is that person?

18. Who is in charge of the English classes at this
school?
? ,

3

0 EXERCISE 12. Noun clauses. (Charts 14-2 -+ 14-4)
Directions: Answer the questions using the words in boldface. Give two or three diierent
answers. Work in groups or as a class.
, ,
Ij

Example: What do you know?
where
39
'
+
SPEAKER A: I know where Madagascar is located.
,.
<
- 1' ,+'
SPEAKER B: I know where ( . . . )'s dictionary is.
Ta
SPEAKER
C: I know whem my parents got married.
. .\ ..AT
.A
QUESTION 1: What do YOU know?
QUESTION 2: What do YOU NOT k l l ~ ~ ?
a. where
a. where
.
b. what
b. ff
.%... :.
c. why
c. why
,. -r
d. who
d. who
''.,
e. whose
A.

.. '
st

,

,

;A:.

(C

~
I

-
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.,

Q ~ S T I O N3:

What do you want to know?

QUESTION 4: What

c.
d.
e.
f.

do you wonder?

&hat
who
hwu
whether

EXERCISE 13. Noun clauses. (Charts 14-1 -t 14-4)
Diremons: What are some of the things you wonder about? Consider the given topics.
Create sentences using "Iwonder. . . (why, when, how, if, whether, erc.)." Work in
groups or as a class.
5,

. 8:

.

Example: fish
+ I wonde; how many fish there are in the world.
I wonder how many different kinds offish there are in the world.
- I wonder how long fish have lived on earth.
,
I wonder whetherfish can communicate with each other.
I wonder f f i h in fish tanks are happy.
Etc.
f

1. birds

5. electricity
6. diiosaurs
7 . (topic of your own choosink)

2. the earth

3. (name of a person you know)
4. events in the future
i.. il :

, .,

,l'if. .,rb

.

,,!, !.!.,'

,

:p>;.,
:;

,

,,

:

.,

..,

EXERCISE 14. Noun clauses and questions. (Charts 5-2 and 14-1 + 14-4)
Directions: Create questions and answer them using noun clauses. Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Ask a question. Use the suggestions below. Try to ask a question that Speaker
B can't answer.
Speaker B: Answer the question if you can. If you can't, say "Idon't know . . ."followed
by a noun clause. Then you can guess at the answer if you wish.
, 1,
Example: location of X*
SPEAKER A: Where is Mr. Fong's briefcase right now?
SPEAKER B: Under his desk. OR I don't know where his briefcase is. I suppose he left it at
home today.
!! , . .,

1. location of X . .
.
2. cost of X
3. owner of X
4. reason for X
5. person who did X
6. country X is &om

.

7.
8.
9.
10.
" !".-.. ' 11.
, , . . . ,.,, , 12.

~!
~

,Switch mles.

t

.,

.

.

,

meaning of X
time of X
amount of X
year that X happened
typeofX
distance &om X t o y

.. . ,.
:,

. ~ ?

'"X" simply indicares that the questioner should supply herbis own ideas,
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8

I)

NOUN CLAUSES THAT BEGIN WITH THAT
v

A noun clause can be lnuoduced by the word t h t .

0
h a t Mr. Jones is a pod teacher.1

In (a): that Mr. Jones is a good teacher is a noun
clause. It is the objea of the verb think.

(b) I hope that you can come m the game.
(c) Mary realizes that she should szudy harder.
Id) I dreamed that I was on the tor, of a munuin.

That-clauses are frequently used as the objects of
verbs that express mental activity. (See the list
below.)

(e) I think that Mr. Jones is a good teacher.
(f) I think 0 Mr. Jones is a good teacher

The word that is often omitted, especially in
spealdng. (e) and (f) have the same meaning.

feel that
hear that
hope that
know thar

assume that
believe that
discover that
dream that

learn that
notice that
predict that
prwe thnt

read chat
say that
suppose that
think that

m e verbs in the above list are those that are emphasized
in the erercises. Some other common verbs that can be followed by
,.,- ,,
dm-clauses are:
d i w rkac
meal that
imqgina rho[
agree rhm
fenr thnr
racnll that
shav that
caclu* thnr
fipurr our that
indicato rhar
supBcr that
obrmw thar
recognize tho1
d&
thar
fid out that
1 0 p t rhar
reach that
forger that
p ~ that
~ m
dnnonrmue rhar
mabe that
underrmnd rkac
pnmd that
doubt that
pa* that

EXERCISE 15. THAT-clauses. (Chart 14-5)
Directions: Add the word that in the appropriate place to mark the beginning of a noun
clause.
I

I

tket

1. I thinkAmost people have kind hearts.

, :.<s**

2. Last night I dreamed I was at my aunt's house.
3. 1believe we need to protect endangered species of animals.

4. I know Matt walks to school every day. I assume he doesn't have a bicycle.
71

:: ~.

5. Did you notice Ji Ming wasn't in class yesterday? I hope he's okay.
6. I trust Linda. I believe what she said. I believe she told the truth.

7. In yesterday's newspaper, I read half of the people in the world have never used a
telephone of any kind in their entire lives.

8. The population of NewYork City is extraordinarily diverse. Did you know forty
percent of the people who live in NewYork City are foreign born? Many people
believe these immigrants are revitalizing the city.
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9. A: Do you think a monster really exists in Loch Ness in Scotland?

B: I don't know. Look at this story in the newspaper. It says some investigators say
they can prove the Loch Ness Monster exists.
A: You shouldn't always believe what you read in the newspapers.

EXERCISE 16. THATclauses. (Chart 14-5)
Directions: Complete the sentences with your own words. Omit the word that if you wish.
1.
2.
3.
4.

. ..
I assume that. . . .

I believe that.

I.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

,

. . .?
. ..
. .. . . .

Do you realize that
I can prove that .
5. I predict that .

6 . I've heard that:

.,:.;!;

.,jrl

.

,,. ,

I suppose that.

. ..

i

.

,..i

Have you ever noticed that
Last night I dreamed that
D o you think that . ?
I'M
discovered that

...?

. . ..

..
....
12. Did y o u,ck o w that . . . ? ,, .
:.',..-

,:

-

7.yJlb.

,

1 14-6 OTHER USES O F THAT-CLAUSES
(a) I'm arm that the bus stops nere.
@) I'm glad that you're feeling better today.
(c) I'm sorry that I missed class yesterday.
(d) I was disappointed that the peace conference failed.

Tha-clauses can follow certain expressions
+ adjective or be + past participle.
The word that can be omitted with no change
in meaning:
I'm sure 0 the bus swps here.

(e) It is true that the world is round.
(f) It is a&ct that the world is round.

n o common expressions followed by thatclauses are:

,

with be

..

It is true (that) . .
Itirafact (that) ....

COMMON EXPRESSIONS FOLLOWED BY 77fAT-CLAUSES*

be afraid that
be a w r e thar
be cmain that
be conoinced that

be duappoinred that
be glad that
be happy rhat
be pleased that

be s m y that
be sure t h a
be surprised that
be w r i e d chat

It is true that
It is a fact that

XIhe above list contains expressions emphasized in the exercises. Some other common expressions with be thar are frequently
followed by that-clauses are:
be amazed thar
be delighud that
be imprr118dthat
be sad that
be angry that
brfaunars that
be lucky that
be shocked that
be ashamed that
be furious that
be posiuw thar
be &mjiedthat
be aswunded that
be homjied that
be pmud that
be thrillrd that
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EXERCISE 17. THAT-clauses. (Charts 14-5 and 14-6)
Direcrions: Add the word that wherever possible.
that
1. A: Welcome. We're glad A you could come.

B: Thank you. I'm happy to be here.
2. A: Thank you so much for your gift.

B: I'm so pleased you like it.
3. A: I wonder why Tom was promoted to general manager instead of Ann.

B: So do I. I'm surprised Ann didn't get the job. I think she is more qualified.

4. A: Are you afraid another nuclear disaster like the one at Chernobyl might occur?
B: Yes. I'm convinced it can happen again.
ihrw

L

5. A: Are you aware you have to pass the English test to get into the university?

B: Yes, but I'm not worried about it. I'm certain I'll do well on it.
6. A: I'm disappointed my son quit his job. I realize young people must follow their own

paths, but I'm worried my son's path isn't going to lead him to a rewarding career.

B: Don't forget he's grown up now and responsible for himself. I think he'll be fine.
You shouldn't worry about hi. He knows what he's doing.
7. It is a fact some ancient Egyptian cats wore earrings.
.. w,

)?: I*"

-.

Are you aware dinosaurs lived on earth for one hundred and twenty-five rnilliow~'.-.:"

(125,000,000) years? Is it truehuman beings have lived on earth for only four millio
(4,000,000) years? .,
'&@.

, ,
, ~,',,

,

.. ,!~:
;. ,

,

.

I .

.,.

:

..

.

.

-,I

,

,

9. A: Is it a fact blue whales are the largest creatures on earth?

.',

.,i:.,,,

,.,,..

.; lunl ;.>:.

I .,LA ,.

7

,!, I

, ;

,

.

.

,,$3s<.,n~l>\,
',.;

B: Yes. '1nfact, I believe they are the largest creatures that have ever Lived on earth.
. .. , . . .
.
.; 5 ' >'. .,
..

EXERCISE 18. THAT-clauses. (Charts 14-5 and 14-6)

,

0.'

Directionc Read each dialogue. Then use the expressions in parentheses to explain what
the people are talking about.
,,. : , , ,', ./; +>:",:
j L t . : :,,:..
<
DIALOGUB

1.

.
,
Great! That's wonderful. It's important to have a good English
teacher.
I
( t h i i that, be delighted that)
+ Alicia thinks that her English teacher is very good.
Bonnie is delighted that Alicia likes her English teacher.
Bonnie thinks that it's important w haw a good English teacher.
ALICIA: I really like my English teacher.

BONNIE:

,

~

.

I

.
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+

:

..i,,,.

DIALOGUE 2.
.
,
.
?.

.

Y .,.t

HOWdo you feel, honey? YOUmight have the flu.
BOBBY: I'm okay, Mom. Honest. I don't have the flu.
(be worried that, be sure that)

MRS.

,

,

1 iu.f
~t:.~.

DWGUE

3.

KIM: Did YOU really fail your chemistry course? How is that possible?
TINA: I didn't study hard enough. I was too busy having fun with my
friends. I feel terrible about it.
(be surprised that, be disappointed that)

DWGUE

4.

DAVID: Mike! Hello! It's nice to see you.
MIKE: It's nice to be here. Thank you for inviting me.
(be glad/happy/pleasedthat)
FRED: Susan has left. Look. Her closet is empty. Her suitcases are
gone. She won't be back. I just know it!
ERICA: She'll be back.
(be afraid that, be upset that, be sure that)

DIALOGUB 5.

,

,22f.(i > , I (

.)

.

-JL

:'iu

DAY:

fi

DWGUE
-op~.!
ttft~,,

.a!

in jail. I couldn't believe it!
ED: Neither could I! I was arrested for robbing a house on my block.
Can you believe that? It was a case of mistaken identity. I didn't
have to stay in jail long.
:,I
1
..:!, ':, , <, :,,./,.
(be shocked that, be relieved that)

JOHN: I heard you were

6.
Y:,:

.-

,

,

'.

l

:

,

. I

. ,'I#

0 EXERCISE 19. THAT-clauses. (Charts 14-5 and 14-6)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences. Use any appropriate verb form in the that-clause.
(Notice the various verb forms used in the example.) Omit that if you wish.

>

BrampZe: I'm glad that . . . .
+ the weather is nice
Sam isgoing to@
I can speak English.

c

,

,

,

,

.

3.

1
i
1
I.

'

:a?eor+mr

I'm pleased that . . . .
I'm sure that . . . .
I'm surprised that . . . .
Are you certain that . . . ?
I'm very happy that . . . .
I'm sorry that . . .
I'm not sorry that . . . .
Isn#u;...r8,;.; . , ni
.+.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

.

,

, ,

, . .

cxp+,

*.

. .. ,
,,..* . . .
...
.
9. Are you aware that . . . ?
. .',!I
10. I'm disappointed that. . . .
.
11. I'm convinced that . . . ,
...
~,,,Y,i
.
12. Is it true that . . . .
. . ,
13. It is a fact that . . . . .
2
14. It's not true that . . . .
.~.
.
, ,

, ,

,.

,,.,

.

!

i

i

1

.JrGA , ,,.i3 I < \ . , L

i?

I,.:;

:

<

.
:
I

"

: "

.,, v

!

~

I

.::

.

.

3

- 'Sometimes be &id expresses fear:
Ida4 w n t w go near that dog. I'm afmid r h u it will birr ma.
.
7
, ,,
Sometimes bm q h d exprea~espolite regret:
3
3 . , i, i
I'm afmidyw h m tlu won# numbsr. = I'm sorry, but I think you have the wrong number.
I'm ofmid I m ' t -8 w pwpany. = I'm wrry, but I can't come to your party

..,
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EXERCISE 20. THAT-clauses. (Charts 14-5 and 14-6)
Directions: What are your views on the following topics? Introduce your opinion with an
expression from the given list, then state your opinion in a that-clause. Discuss your
opinions in groups, as a class, or in writing.
Example: guns
+ I believe that ordinary people shouldn't have guns in their homes.
I think anyone should be able to haw any kind of gun.
I have concluded that counm'es in which it is easy w get a gun haw a higher rate OJ
murder than other countries do.
am certain that
am convinced that
am sure that

beliew that
can p m that
have concluded that

hope that
predict that
think that

1. smoking (cigarettes, cigars, pipes)
2. a controversy at your school (perhaps something that has been on the front pages of a
student newspaper)
3.' a recent political went in the world (something that has been on the front pages of the
newspaper)
4. the importance of protecting the environment
5. freedom of the press vs. government-controlled news
6. solutions to world hunger

1

14-7 SUBSTITUTING SO FOR A THAT-CLAUSE I
CONVERSATIONAL RESPONSES
,

,

(a) A: Is Ana from Peru?
B: I think so. (so = thar Ana isfrom Peru)
@) A: Does Judy live in Dallas?
B: I believe so. (so = that Judy lives in Dallas)
(c) A: Did you pass the test?
B: I hope so. (so = that Ipassed the test)

Think, belisw, and hope are frequently followed
by 80 in conversational English in response to a
yestno question. They are alternatives to yes, no, or I
don't know.
So replaces a that-clause.
INCORRECT: I think so that Ana is from Peru.

(d) A: Is Jack married?
B: I don't thinL so. 1 I don't believe 80.

Negative usage of think so and b e l i m so:
do not think so I do not believe so

(e) A: Did you fail the test?
B: I hope not.

Negative usage of hope in conversational responses:
hope not.
In (e): I hope not = I hope I didn't fail the rest.
INCORRET: I don't hope so.

(f) A: Do you want to come with us?
B: Oh, I don't know. I guess so.

Other common conversational responses:
I guess sa I guess nor.
I suppose sa I suppose not.
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ClSE 21. Substltutlng SO for a THAT-clause. (Chart 14-7)
nL!ctionc Restate Speaker B's answers to Speaker A's questions by using a that-clause.

.

A: Is Karen going to be home tonight?
B: I think so. -t I think that Karen is going ro be home tonight.

2. A: Are we going to have a test
in arammar
tomorrow?
-

B: I don't believe so.

6. A: Will Janet be at Omar's wedding?

3. A: Will Margo be at the conference

in March?
B: I hope so.
4. A: Can cats swim?

B: I believe so.

5. A: Do gorillas have tails?
B: I don't think so.

B: I suppose so.
7. A: Will your flight be canceled because

.

of the bad weather in Copenhagen?
B: I hope not.

,,
1,

I

EXERCISE 22. Substltutlng SO for a THAT-clause. (Chart 14-7)
-. Directions: Answer the questions by using think so or believe so if you are not sure, or

,n f i l y eor~ no if you are sure. Work in pairs or as a class.

I 4.

. --.-.Example:
I
ai SPEAKER A @mk open):
Does this book have more than 500 pages?
L,.,i ,D!
SPEAKER B: (book closed): I think / believe so. OR
I don't think 1 don't believe so. OR
,:,rw,',..>z; 1: ,- : l ; ~ o . ,
! 1; !
Yes,
it does. / No, it doesn't.
.~,.r,v!d~w
: , , , . :,:! !,
~XAJ

,-*..,,-..1. Are we going to have a grammar quiz tomorrow?
2. Do spiders have noses?
3. Do spiders have eyes?
4. Is there a fire extinguisher in this building?
5. Is Toronto farther north than NewYork City!
6. Does the word "patientn have more than one meaning?
7. Don't look at your watch. Is it (supply a time) yet? .
8. Is next Tuesday the (supply a dare)?

,,

.
,.h,

.,

z...l~:.

, _ ..
.

!,,

,

..

..

.

.

,

.

I.

, ,,
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,

. I

.
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!
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.

;

(Switch roles i f d i n g in pairs.)
9. Does the word "dozen" have more than one meaning?
10. Is your left foot bigger than your right foot?
11. Do gorillas eat meat?
12. Is Bangkok farther from the equator than Mexico City?
13. Can I buy a window fan at (name o f a loadstore)?
14. Do any English words begin with the letter "x"?
15. Do you know what a noun clause is?
16. Is ( . . . ) getting married soon?
,. .

,. - ,

~%,,\
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114-8

QUOTED SPEECH

sometimes we want to quote a speaker's words-to write a speaker's exact words. Exact quotations are
used in many kinds of writing, such as newspaper articles, stories and novels, and academic papers. When
we quote a speaker's words, we use quotation marks.
(a) SPBAICHBS' HXACT WORDS
Jane: Cats are fun to watch.
Mike:Yes, I agree. They're graceful and playful.
Do you own a cat?
(c)

(b) QUOTING THE SPEAKERS' WORDS
Jane said, "Cats are fun to watch."
Mike said, "Yes, I agree. They're graceful and
playful. Do you own a cat?"

HOW T O WRlTB QUOTATIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Add a comma after said *
Add quotation marks.**
Capitalize the first word of the quotation.
Write the quotation. Add a final period.
Add quotation marks after the period.

-

(d) Mike said, "Yes, I agree. They're graceful and
playful. Do you own a cat?"
(c) INCORRECT: Miks said, 'Yes, I agree.u "Thy 're
g m c N and prclyful""Do you m a cat?"

(f) "Cats are fun to wtch,"Jane said.
(g) "Do you own a cat?" Mike asked.

,,8

,

r

Jane said,
Jane said,
Jane said, "Cats
Jane said, "Cats are fun to watch.
Jane said, "Cats are fun to watch."

When there are two (or more) sentences in a
quotation, put the quotation marks at the
beginning and end of the whole quote, as in (d).
Do not put quotation marks around each sentence.
As with a period, put the quotation marks after a
question mark at the end of a quote.
In (f): Notice that a comma (not a period) is used
at the end of the quoted sentence when Jane said
comes after the quote.
In (g): Notice that a question mark (not a comma)
is used at the end of the quoted question.

'Other common v c h s besides ray h a t introduce questions: udmit, announce, o w , ask, u~,co&ain, +in,
shout, smta, wriw.
**Quotationmarks ace called "inverted commas" in British English.

inpuin, wpmoin
reply,

EXERCISE 23. Quoted speech. (Chart 14-8)
Directions: Write sentences in which you quote the speaker's exact words. Use said or
asked. Punctuate carefully.
1. ANN:
+

My sister is a student.

ANN s a i d , "MY sistev i s a shde~t."OR "MY sistev i s a stude~t,"ANN s a i d .

2. ANN: Is your brother a student?
3. RITA: We're hungry.

4.

RITA: We're hungry.

Are you hungry too?***

***Rim raid can come
(1) at the beginning of the quote: Rita said, "I'm rired. I'm going w bed"
(2) in the middle of the quote: ''I'm M,"
Rita said. "I'm going to bed."
(3) at the end of the quote: "I'm tind I'm pin8 to ki,"Rita mid.
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5 . RITA: We're hungry. Are you hungry too? Let's eat.

6. JOHNE KENNEDY: Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can do
for your country.
7.

THE FOX: I'm going to eat you.*
THE RABBIT: YOUhave to catch me fist!

1

I
,

EXERCISE 24. Quoted speech. (Chart 14-8)
Directions: Practice punctuating quoted speech. Notice that a new paragraph signals a

. change in speakers.
GI"'

,

Both of your parents are deaf, aren't they I asked Roberto.
Yes, they are he replied

.11,,

I'm looking for someone who knows sign language I said.
.I

i

Do

I

you know sign language I asked.
.I, ' ,, He said of course I do. I've been using sign language with
my parents since I was a baby.

language.

It's a beautiful and expressive

I often prefer it to spoken language.

A deaf student is going to visit our class next Monday.

Could you interpret for her I asked.
I'd be delighted to he answered.

i

' - meeting her.

I'm looking forward to

Can you tell me why she is coming?

She's interested in seeing what we do in our English classes
I said.

II

,:: .
.t.,,:.

,
; .

'

I

.!.

,.3:,..

.

c;.

.

.

(

,

I

'

~,

.

,

'In fables, animals are frequently given the ability to speak.
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EXERCISE 25. Quoted speech. (Chart 14-8)
Directions: Practice writing quoted speech. Only the teacher's book is open.
1. Write exactly what I say. Identify h a t I said it. Punctuate carefully.
a. (Say one short sentence-e.g., The weather is nice today.)
b. (Say two short sentences-e.g., The wearher is nice roday. It's warm.)
c. (Say two short sentences and one question-e.g., The weather ti nice today. Ir's
warm. Do you like warm weather?)
2. Write exactly what your classmates say.
),please say one short sentence.
a. (
b. (
), please ask one short question.
c. ( . . ),please say one short sentence and ask one short question.
3.

...
...
.
( . . . ) and I are going to have a short conversation. Everyone should write exactly

what we say.

4. Pair up with another student. Have a brief conversation. Then write your
conversation using quoted speech.

0 EXERCISE 26. Quoted speech. (Chart 14-8)
Directions: Write a composition. Choose one of the following topics.

Topis:
1. Write a fable from your country in which animals speak. Use quotation marks.
2. Write a children's story that you learned when you were young. When the characters
in your story speak, use quotation marks.
3. Make up a children's story. When the characters in your story speak, use quotation
marks.
4. Make up any kind of story. When the characters in your story speak, use quotation
marks.
5. Write a joke in which at least two people are talking to each other. Use quotation
marks when the people are speaking.
6. Make up an interview you would like to have with a famous person. Use your
imagination. Write the imaginary interview using quotation marks.

I 14-9

QUOTED SPEECH va. REPORTED SPEECH

QUOTED SPEECH

(a) Ann said, "I'm hungry!'
(b) Tom said, '1need my pen."

Quoted speech = giving a speaker's exact
words. Quotation marks are used.*
-

REPORTED SPEECH

(c) Ann said (dm) she was hungry.

(d) Tom said (that) he needed his pen.
*&ted

Reported speech = giving the idea of a
speaker's words. Not all of the exact words
are used; pronouns and verb forms may
change. Quotation marks are NOT used.*

spmh is also called "direct speech," Wrtsd speech is also called "indirect speech!'
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1

EXERCISE 27. Reported speech: pronoun usage. (Chart 14-9)
Directions: Change the pronouns from the quoted speech to reported speech.

1. Mr. Smith said, "I need help with my luggage."
+

Mr. Smith said that

he

hu

needed help with

luggage.

2. Mrs. Peacock said, "I am going to visit my brother."
+

Mrs. Peacock said that

was going to visit

brother.

3. Sue andTom said, "We don't like our new apartment."
+

Sue and Tom said that

didn't like

new apartment.

4. Joe said to me, "I will call you."
+ Joe

said

would call

5. Paul said to me, "I'll meet you at your house after I finish my work at my house."
+

Paul said that

would meet

house after

finished

at
work at

house.

(a)

QUOTED:

Joe said, "Ifoel good."

In formal English, if the reporting verb (e.g., said) is
in the past, the verb in the noun clause is often also
in a past form, as in @) and (d).

@) R e p o m : Joe said hefolt good.

(c) QUOTED:
Sue said, "I am happy!'
(d) R E P O ~Sue
D : said she was happy.
-Ann said, "I am hungry."
(e) A: What did Ann just say? I didn't hear her.
B: She said she is hungry.
(f) A: What did Ann say when she got home last
night?
B: She said she was hungry.
(g) Ann says (that) she is hungry.

In informal English, often the verb in the noun dause
is not changed to a past form, especially when words
are reported swn after they are said, as in (e).
In later reporting, however, or in formal English, a
past verb is commonly used, as in (f).
If the reporting verb is present tense (e.g., says), no
change is made in the noun dause verb.

L

QUOTED SPEECH

He said, "I work hard!'
He said, "I am working hard."
He said, "I worked hard."
He said, "I h u e worked hard."
He said, "I am going to work
hard."
He said, "I will work hard."
He said, "I can work hard."

REPORTED SPEECH

REPORTED SPEECH

formal or later reporting

informal or immediate repomng

He said he worked hard.
He said he was working hard.
He said he had worked hard.
He said he had worked hard.
He said he was going to work
hard.
He said he would work hard.
He said he could work hard.

He said he works hard.
He said he is working hard.
He said he worked hard.
He said he has worked hard.
He said he is going to work
hard.
He said he will work hard.
He said he can work hard.

I
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EXERCISE 28. Reported speech: formal verb forms. (Chart 14-10)
Direcrim: Complete the reported speech sentences. Use formal verb forms.

1. Sara said, "I need some help."
+

Sara said (that) she

weded

some help.

2. Linda said, "I'm meeting David for dinner."
+

Linda said (that) she

David for d i n e r .

3. Ms. Bell said, "I have studied in Cairo."
-+

Ms. Bell said (that) she

in Cairo.

4. Bill said, "I forgot to pay my electric bill."
-+

Bill said (that) he

to pay his electric bill.

5. Barbara said, "I am going to fly to Hawaii for my vacation."
+

Barbara said (that) she

to Hawaii for her vacation.

6. I said, "I'll carry the box up the stairs."
+

I said (that) I

the box up the stairs.

7. Taufik said to me, "I can teach you to drive!'
+ Taufik

said (that) he

me to drib

@;,

. P#

ili
, ? ,,

,

,
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~
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EXERCISE 29. Quoted vs. reported speech. (Charts 14-9 and 14-10)
Direcnbns: Change the quoted speech to reported speech. Change the verb in quoted
speech to a past form in reported speech if possible.
1. Jim said, "I'm sleepy."
+ Jim said (that) he was sleepy

.

;.

.

'7

2. Sally said, "I don't like chocolate."
3. Mary said, "I'm planning to take a trip with my family."

4. Tom said, "I have already eaten lunch."
5. Kate said, "I called my doctor."
6. Mr. Rice said, "I'm going to go to Chicago."

7. Eric said to me, "I will come to your house at ten."
8. Jane said, "I can't afford to buy a new car."
\;

9. Ann says, "I can't afford to buy a new car."
10. Ms. Topp said to me, "I want to see you in my office after your meeting with your
supervisor."
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14-11 COMMON REPORTING VERSS: TELL, ASK,
ANSWER IREPLY

(a) Ann said that she was hungry.
(b) Ann told me that she was hungry.
(c) Ann told Tom that she was hungry.
INCORRECT: Ann wld that she was hungry
INCORRECT: Ann said me that she was hungry.

A main verb that introduces reported speech is
called a "reporting verb!' Say is the most common
reporting verb* and is usually followed immediately
by a noun clause, as in (a).
Tell is also commonly used. Note that told is
followed by me in (b) and by Tom in (c).
T e N needs to be followed immediately by a
bro)noun object and then by a noun clause.

(d) QUOTED:
Sue said (to me), "Are you tired?"
REPORTED: Sue asked (me) g I was tired.
(e) Sue wanted to know $1 was tired.
Sue wondored if1 was tired.
Sue inquired whether or not I was tired.

Asked, not said, is used to report questions.

(f) QUOTED: I said (to Ann), "I am not tired!'
R E P O R m : I answeredlre@liedthat I wasn't

The verbs ansrwr and reply are often used to
report replies.

Questions are also reported by using want to
know, wondsr, and inquire.

tired.
'Other common reporring verbs: Ann announced, commented, complained, explained, muv5ied, stated that she was

hum.

EXERCISE 30. SAY vs. TELL vs. ASK. (Chart 14-1 1)
Directions: Complete the sentences with said, told, or asked.
1. Karen

2. Tom
3. Mary

told

me that she would be here at one o'clock.

said

that he was going to get here around two.

asked

me what time I would arrive.

4. Jack

that I had a message.

5. Jack

me that someone had called me around ten-thirty.

6. I

Jack if he knew the caller's name.

7. I had a short conversation with Alice yesterday. I

her that I would

help her move into her new a p a m e n t next week. She

me if I had a truck or knew anyone who had a

welcome the help. She
truck. I

her Jason had a truck. She

8. My uncle in Chicago called and

she would call him.

that he was organizing a surprise

party for my aunt's 60" birthday. He
for the party. I

that she would

me if I could come to Chicago

him that I would be happy to come. I
when it was. H e

it was the last weekend in August.

Noun Clauses
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EXERCISE 31. SAY vs. TELL vs. ASK. (Chart 14-11)
Directions: Use said, told, and asked in reported speech. Work in groups or as a class.

- g pSpeaker A: Choose a sentence at random from the list and whisper it to B.

Speaker B: Report what Speaker A said. Use either informal or formal verb forms in the
noun clause, as you prefer.*
Example:
SPEAKER A: I need to talk to you after class. (whispered to B)
SPBAKER B: Ali told mdsaid he needed to talk to me after class. (reported aloud)

I'll call you tomorrow.
Can you hear what I'm saying?
J I need to talk to you after class.
I'm getting hungry.
I walked to school this morning
Your pronunciation is very good.
What kind of food do you like best?
Is (name of a person) married?
How long have you been married?
Do you think it's going to rain?

Are you going to be at home tonight?
Have you ever met (name of a person)?
What are you going to do after class today!
I'll meet you after class for a cup of coffee.
I'm not going to be in class tomorrow.
Have you seen (name of a current movie)?
I've already seen (name o f a current movie).
Can you speak (name of a language)?
Do you know how to cook (name of a dish)?
Are you going to take another English class?

EXERCISE 32. Noun clauses and questions. (Charts 5-2, 14-2

-

14-4, and 14-1 1)

Directiom: Create questions, then report them using noun clauses.
Student A: Write five questions you want to ask Student B about hisher life or opinions.
Sign your name. Hand the questions to Student B.
Student B: Report what Student A wants to how. Make your report orally to the class
(or to a smaller group) or in writing. Provide the information if you can or
Want to.
Example:
Student A's list of questions:
1. Where were you born?
2. What is your favorite color?
3. What do you think about the recent election in your country?
4. Who do you admire most in the world?
Student B's report:
1. (Student A) wants to know where I was born. I was born in (Caracas).
2. HeIShe asked me what my favorite color islwas. Blue, I guess.
3. HeJShe wants to know what I think about the recent election in my country. I'm
very pleased about the election. The new leader will be good for my country.
4. HdShe wants to know who I admire most in the world. I'll have to think about
that. Probably my parents.

*In everyday spoken English, native speakem sometimes change noun clause verbs to past forms, and sometimes they
don't. In an informal reporting sirnation such as in this exercise, eitha informaliimmediare repordng or formdlatcr
repordng tenses are appmpriate.
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EXERCISE 33. Reported vs. quoted speech. (Charts 14-9 + 14-11)
Directions: Change the reported speech to quoted speech. Begin a new paragraph each
time the speaker changes. Pay special attention to pronouns, verb forms, and word order.
Example: This morning my mother asked me if I had gotten enough sleep last night. I told
her that I was h e . I explained that I didn't need a lot of sleep. She told me that
I needed to take better care of myself.
WRImN:

T k i s wrhihg uy uothev said, "Did yok get ehokgh sleep \orst ~ight?'
"I'Mh e , 1 veplied. "1 dah't heed a l o t oF sleep."
She said, "for heed t o take better care 6F yorvself."

1. In the middle of class yesterday, my friend tapped me on the shoulder and asked me
what time it was. I told her it was two-thirty.
2. I met Mr. Redford at the reception for international students. He asked me where I
was from. I told him I was from Argentina.
3. When I was putting on my hat and coat, Robert asked me where I was going. I told
him that I had a date with Anna. He wanted to h o w what we were going to do. I
told him that we were going to a movie.

-

34. Reported speech. (Charts 14-9 14-11)
- EXERCISE
"
Directions: In a written report, change the quoted speech to reported speech. Use formal
sequence of tenses.

Example:

QUOTED: "What are you doing?" Mr. 5ingh asked me.

"I'm doing a grammar exercise," I told him.

hiu

REPORTED: Mv. Siwgh asked u e whet I was doiwg. I told
(that) I w a s doihg a g v a u w a r erevcise.
QUOTED CONVERSATION ONE:

'Where's Bill?" Susan asked me.
"He's In the lunch room," I replied.
"When will he be back in his office?" she wanted to know.
I said, "He'll be back around two."

..,

:

.,. ,
!i

,

~

.

..
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I.

QUOTED CONVERSATION TWO:

"Can you help me clean the hall
closet?' Mr5. Ball asked her husband.
"I'm really busy," he told his wife.
"What are you doing?" she wanted
t o know.
"I'm fixina the ziooer
on mv winter
8 ,
jacket," he replied.
1
Then she asked him, "Will you have
some time to help me after you fix the zipper?"
He said, "I can't because i have t o
watch a realb important ball game on W
With a note of exasperation In her
voice, Mrs. Ball finally said, "I'll clean the closet myself"

'

-

-
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EXERCISE 35. Reported speech. (Charts 14-9 + 14-11)
Directions: Complete the written report based on what the people in the picture say. Use
the formal sequence of tenses.
AT THE RESTAURANT

One day Susan and Paul were at a restaurant. Susan picked up her menu and looked
at it. Paul left his menu on the table. Susan asked Paul

hate
he

. He said

what he IN-

q o i w t0

anything because

.

He

already

. He told her

Susan was surprised. She asked him why

EXERCISE 36. Reported speech. (Charts 14-9

-

14-1 1)

Directions: Work in pairs. Each pair should create a short dialogue (five to ten sentences)
based on one of the given situations. Each pair will then present their dialogue to the
class. After the dialogue, the class will report what was said.
Sump& sinration: Have a conversation about going to the zoo.
Sample dialogue:
ANN: Would you like to go to the zoo tomorrow?
BOB: 1 can't. I have to study.
ANN:That's too bad. Are you sure you can't go? It will take only a few hours.
BOB: Well, maybe I can study in the morning and then go to the zoo in the afternoon.
ANN:Great!
Sample report:
Ann asked Bob if he wanted to go to the zoo tomormw. Bob said that he couldn't go because
he had to stmay. Ann fiMUy persuaded him to go. She said that it would take only a few hours.
Bob dedded that he could study in the morning and go to the zoo in the afternwn.
(Notice in the sample report: The writer gives the idea of the speakers' words without
necessarily using the speakers' exact words.)
.dl
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1. Have a conversation in which one of you invites the other to a party.
2. One of you is a teenager, and the other is a parent. The teenager is having problems at
school and is seeking advice and encouragement.
3. The two of you are a married couple. One of you is reminding the other about the
things she should or has to do today.

4. Have a conversation in which one of you persuades the other to begin a health
program by taking up a new kind of exercise (jogging, walking, tennis, etc.).
Beginning of the dialogue:
A: I need to get some physical exercise.
B: Why don't you take up . . . ?
A. No, I don't want to do that.
5. One of you is fourteen years old, and the other is the parent. The fourteen-year-old
wants to stay out late tonight. What will the parent say?
6. One of you is a store detective, and the other is a shoplifter. The store detective has
just seen the shoplifter take something.

7. One of you is a stubborn, old-fashioned, uneducated person who thinks the world is
flat. The other tries to convince the stubborn one that the world is round.

EXERCISE 37. Error analysis: noun clauses. (Chapter 14)
Direcrions: Correct the errors.
1. My friend knows where&I live.
2. 1don't know what is your e-mail address?
3. I think so that Mr. Lee is out of town.

4. Can you tell me that where Victor is living now?
5. 1 asked my uncle what kind of movies does he like.
6. I think, that my English has improved a lot.

7. Is true that people are basically the same everywhere in the world.

8. A man came to my door last week. I don't know who is he.
9. I want to know does Pedro have a laptop computer.
10. They have no children, but their dog understands what do they say.
11. Sam and I talked about his classes. He told that he don't like his algebra class.

Noun Clauses 4 9

12. A woman came into the room and ask me Where is your brother?

13. I felt very relieved when the doctor said, you will be fine. It's nothing serious.
14. I can understand what do I read in the newspaper, but if someone speaks the same

sentences to me, I can't understand what is he saying.
15. My mother asked me that: "When you will be home,,?

EXERCISE 38. Noun clauses and questions. (Charts 5-2 and 14-1

-

14-4)

Directions: Do you agree or disagree with the given quote? What do you think about the
role of technology in children's education? Discuss in groups or as a class. Write a
summary of your views.
"Technology brings into the classroom new capabilities and possibilities in a child's
learning environment. However, the most important factor in whether an educational
setting is effective for a child is the teacher. The second most critical factor in a child's
educational success is the child's home. Technology is far down the List of things that
really make a difference, but it can make a difference."
-John N a s o m , Direcwr of Insauccional Technology
Samtoga School Dirtrict
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Al-1
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A1-3
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Phrasal verbs: introduction
Phrasal verbs: intransitive
Three-word phrasal verbs
Phrasal verbs: a reference list

EXERCISE 1. Preview: phrasal verbs. (Appendix 1)
Directions: Complete the sentences with the given words. The words may be used more
than once.

1 . The children's toys are all over the floor during the day, but before they go to bed,
aUaY
.
they always put their toys

2. In the winter, I never go outside without a coat. Before I go out, I always put
my coat.

3. I took a book from the shelf and then renuned it to the exact same place. In other
words, when I was finished looking at the book, I put it
where I
found it.
4. Sometimes I postpone doing my homework in the evening and watch T V or talk on
the phone instead. I probably should do my homework first, but sometimes I put it
and do it later.
5. 1 am not a late sleeper. I get

early almost every day.

6. 1usually take the bus to work. I get
just a block from my office.
get

the bus near my apartment and

7. We're leaving on May 1. We'll return May 7. As soon as we get
our trip on the 7*, we'll call you.

from

8. When I entered the dark room, I turned
the lights. When I left, I
turned them
because it's important to save electricity.

Al-1 PHRASAL VERBS: INTRODUCTION

1 1 1

(a) we put qa our mp. wcu go next monm msteac
of this month. (put off = postpone)
(b) Jirnmy,put on your coat before you go outdoors
(put on = phce clothes on one's body)
(c) Someone left the scissors on the table. They
didn't belong there. I put them a-.
(put
awqy = put something in its usual orproperplace)
(d) After I used the dictionary, I put it back on the
shelf. (put back = return something w its origrnal
olacel

I

SEPARABLE

(e) We put off our tr&. = (vb + particle + NOUN)
(f) We put our trip ofl = (vb + NOUN + particle)
(g) We put it ofl
= (vb + PRONOUN + particle)

m [a):
. . .out on
-.= a Dnrasal verb.
A phrasal verb = a verb and a particle that
together have a special meaning. For example,
put offmeans "postpone."
A particle = a "small word" (e.g., off, on, away
back) that is used in a phrasal verb.
Note that the phrasal verbs with put in (a), @),
(c), and (d) all have different meanings.

Some phrasal verbs are separable: a NOUN
can either
(1) follow the particle, as in (e), OR
(2) come between (separate) the verb and the
particle, as in (f).
If a phrasal verb is separable, a PRONOUN OBJECT
comes between the verb and the particle, as in (g).
INCORR@CT:
out offit.

OBJECT

NONSEPARABLE

GI) I mn into BOA
(i) I ran into him.

If a phrasal verb is nonseparable, a NOUN or
PRONOUN always follows (never precedes) the
= (vb + particle + NOUN)
particle, as in Q and (il.
= (vb + particle + PRONOUN) CORRECT: I i n ~ o b i n t o .
ISCORRECT: I ran him into.

EXERCISE 2. Phrasal verbs: separable vs. nonseparable. (Charts Al-1 and A1-4)
Directions: If the phrasal verb is separable, mark SEPARABLE. If it is not separable, mark
NONSEPARABLE.
1. CORRECT:
CORRECT:

2.

3.

I ran into Mary.
(INCORRECT:I run Mary into.)

5.

turn on =

CORRECT:

CORRECT:

CORRECT:

4.

I turned the light on.
I turned on the light.

Joe looked up the definition.
Joe looked the definition up.

I got off the bus.
(INCORRECT:I got the bus 08)

run into =

look up =

CORRECT:

CORRECT:

CORRECT:

I took off my coat.
I took my coat 08

6. CORRECT:
I got in the car and left.
(INCORRECT:I got the car in and left.)
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get off =

rake off =

get in =

SEPARABLE

0NONSEPARABLE
SEPARABLE

[El NONSEPARABLE
SEPARABLE

NONSEPARABLE

0SEPARABLE
NONSEPARABLE

0SEPARABLE
NONSEPARABLE

0SEPARABLE
NONSEPARABLE

7.

CORRECT:
CORRECT:

8. CORRECT:
CORRECT:

I figured out the answer.
I figured the answer out.

I nrrned the radio 08

figure out =

turn off =

I turned off the radio.

SEPARABLE
NONSEPARABLE
SEPARABLE
NONSEPARABLE

EXERCISE 3. Identifying phrasal verbs. (Chart Al-1)
Directions: Underlie the second part of the phrasal verb in each sentence.
1. I figured the answer m.

2. The teacher called M me in class.
3. I made up a story about my childhood.
4 I feel okay now. I got over my cold last week.
5. The students handed their papers in at the end of the test.
6. I woke my roommate up when I got home.
7. I picked up a book and started to read.
8. I turned the radio on to listen to some music.
9. When I don't know how to spell a word, I look it up in the dictionary.
10. I opened the telephone directory and looked up the number of a plumber.
11. I put my book down and turned off the light.

EXERCISE 4. Phrasal verbs: separable vs. nonseparable. (Chart Al-1)
Directions: Complete the sentences with pronouns and particles. If the phrasal verb is
separable, circle SEP. If it is nonseparable, circle NONSEP.
1. I got over my cold.

+

2 . 1 made up the story.

+

3. I put off my homework.

I made
+

4. I wrote down the numbers.
5. I ran inw Robert.

-*

8. I got over my cold.

I+ k p

I put
+

I wrote

I ran

6. I figured the answer act.

7. I wok offmy shoes.

6vev it

I got

+

figured

I took

+I

9. I turned offthe lights.

+I

got

+

I turned

10. 1 threw away the newspaper.

+

I threw

SEP

(SEP)

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP

SEP

NONSEP
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.

out

.......

papers, etc., to a teacher
give something to this person, then to

The teacher ha&

out the test pap-

that person, then to another person, etc.
I looked a wrd up io 'the dictionatP..

........

up
t dawn

telephone directory, an encyclopedia, etc.
imtear (a story)

Children like to tnakr t@ srories.

s om pidced up thc b&y..

. .. . ... , stop holding or c

I put daM the heavy packak.
We put offour trip Until tiex(.m e r .
I put a my coat before I i&.
I took offmy coat wfiaenI.
arrived.
I t h m n u ~ f ymy old notebooks.
I zhm OM my,oIdnote@oks.
I turned affthe l i g b q d w%t to bed

. . . . .,. .. postpone
t on . . . . , . .. . . place clothes on one's body
Q@ . . . . . . . . . remove clothes from one's, body
t off.

put i~ the trash, discard
off.

'

.

. . . . . . . . stop a machine or a fight

can be found on pp. 4 4 W 5 2 .

EXERCISE 5. Phrasal verbs. (Group A)
DirectiMls: Complete the sentences with the given particles.

1

away

down

in

off

1. Before I left home this morning, I put

on
Oh

out

UP

1

my coat.

When I got to class this morning, I took my coat
The students handed their homework
Johnny made
a story. He didn't tell the truth.
The weather was bad, so we put
the picnic until next week.
Alice looked a word
in her dictionary.
Alice wrote the definition
My roommate is messy. He never picks
his clothes.
The teacher handed the test papers
at the beginning of the class
period.
10. A strange noise woke
the children in the middle of the night.
11. When some fiends came to visit, Chris stopped watchingTV He tumed the
television set
12. It was dark when I got home last night, so I turned the lights
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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13. Peggy finally figured

the answer to the arithmetic problem.

14. When I was walking through the airport, my arms got tired. So I put my suitcases
15. I threw

for a minute and rested.
yesterday's newspaper.

EXERCISE 6. Phrasal verbs. (Group A)
Directions: Complete the sentences with pronouns and particles.
1. A: Did you postpone your trip to Puerto Rico?
until next summer.
B: Yes, we did. We put
ti- &
2. A: Is Pat's phone number 322-4454 or 322-4455?

. The telephone

B: I don't remember. You'd better look
directory is in the kitchen.

, . ,..:

3. A: Is Mary asleep?
B: Yes. I'd better wake

. She has a class at nine.

4. A: Do you want to keep these newspapers?
B: No. Throw
5. A: I'm hot. This sweater is too heavy.
B: Why don't you take
?

6. A: Is that story true?

B: No. I made

.

7. A: When does the teacher want our compositions?

B: We have to hand

I .

tomorrow.

8. A: I made an appointment with Dr. Armstrong for three o'clock next Thursday.
so you won't forget.
B: You'd better write
9. A: Do you know the answer to this problem?

B: No. I can't figure
10. A: Johnny, you're too heavy for me to carry. I have to put

B: Okay, Mommy.
for me?

11. A: Oh, dear. I dropped my pen. Could you pick

B: Sure.

.

B: Push this button to turn
13. A:

.

:,11

12. A: How does this tape recorder work?

.

:I '

.

'

,and push that b u & ~ t & n i h

'

I have some papers for the class. Mi, would you please hand

for me?
B: I'd be happy to.
14. A: T i m y , here's your hat. Put

8 ,

.jrJ

.

.

before you go out. It's cold outside.

B: Okay, Dad.
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Oroup B: Phraeul Verbs (nomeparable)

on..

...... ask

.... aiginate
...... recovet fiOm an illness or a shock

from
oMt,

off..

...... leave

........ enter
......... ent

a bus/airplane/f~~in/suhway

Where do these bananas come f*onr?
Sue got o w her cold and rehuned to
I got offthe bus at Meple Street.
I got on the bus at Pine Street.
Igot in the taxi at the airport.

EXERCISE 7. Phrasal verbs. (Group B)
Direcrions: Complete the sentences with particles.
1. When I raised my hand in class, the teacher called

2. While I was walking down the street, I ran
3. Fred feels okay today. He got
his cold.
4. Last week I flew from Chicago to Miami. I got
the plane in Miami.

me.
an old friend.
08

the plane in Chicago. I got

5. Sally took a taxi to the airport. She got
the taxi in front of her apartment
building. She got
the taxi at the airport.
6. 1take the bus to school every day. I get
the bus at the corner of First
Street and Sunset Boulevard. I get
the bus just a block away from the
classroom building.
7. Mr. Zabidi will look
renting a car for his weekend trip.
8. Where do snow leopards come
?

EXERCISE 8. Review: phrasal verbs. (Groups A and B)
Directions: Complete the sentences with particles and pronouns.
1. I had the flu, but I got
ever i t
a couple of days ago.
2. I was wearing gloves. I took
before I shook hands with Mr. Lee.
3. Stacy needed to find the date India became independent. She looked
on the computer and wrote
in her notebook.
4. I tried to solve the math problem, but I couldn't figure
5. It looked like rain, so I got my raincoat from the closet and put
before I left the apartment.
6. A: Have you seen Dan this morning?
B: Not this morning. I ran
at the movie last night.
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7. A: Why do you look so worried?
with the trash
B: I don't have my homework. My mother threw
in class to answer
this morning. If Ms. Anthony calls
homework questions, I'll have to tell her what happened.
A: She'll never believe your story. She'll think you made
8. A: Miss Smith, our supply room is out of pencils again. Why are we always running
out of pencils? What is the problem?
B: I don't know, sir. I'll look
right away.

EXERCISE 9. Review: phrasal verbs. (Groups A and B)

-

Directions: Work in pairs.
Speaker A: Read the cue. Your book is open.
Speaker B: Finish Speaker A's sentence. Your book is closed.
Example:
SPEAKER A (book open): Yesterday I cleaned my closet. I found an old pair of shoes that I
don't wear anymore. I didn't keep the shoes. I threw. . . .
SPEAKER B (book closed): . . . them awaytout.
,'!.

1. The teacher gave us some important information in class yesterday. I didn't want to
forget it, so I wrote . . . .
2. When I raised my hand in class, the teacher called . . . .
3. I was carrying a suitcase, but it was too heavy, so I put . . . .
4. I didn't know the meaning of a word, so I looked . . . .
5. I haven't finished my work. I'U do it later. I'm going to put . . . .
6. The lights were off in the dark room, so I turned . . . .
7. ( . . . ) isn't wearing hisher hat right now. When sihe got to class, sihe took . . . .
8. My pen just fell on the floor. Could you please pick . . . ?

Switch roles.
9. I saw ( . . .) at a concert last night. 1 was surprised when 1 ran . . . .
10. When you finish using a stove, you should always be careful to turn . . . .
11. When I finished my test, I handed . . . .
12. Is ( . . . ) sleeping?! Would you please wake . . . ?
13. What's the answer to this problem? Have you figured . . .7
14. I don't need this piece of paper anymore. I'm going to throw . . . .
15. I had the flu last week, but now I'm okay. I got . . . .
16. I told a story that wasn't true. I made . . . .
Switch roles.
17. Name some means of transportation that you get on.
18. Name some that you get in.
19. Name some that you get off.
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Switch mles.
20. Name some that you get out of.
21. Name some things that you turn on.
22. Name some things that you turn off.

. . . . . return a telephone call
I'll call you back tomorrow.
We called off the picnic d w to bad weather.
.. . . . . . cancel
. . . . . . . make a telephone cdl
I c&
up my friend in NewYork.
. . . . renun somerhing to someone
I borrowedAl's pen, rhen 'Igave it back.
I hung my cost w# in the closet.
. . . . . hang on a hanger or a hook
. . . . return borrowed money to someone
Thanks for the loan. I'll prry you back soon
avpjr . . . . . . put something in its uswl OE proper place I put the clean dishes nsrrry.
back . . . .. . resomething to its ori&nd place
I put my papers back into my briefcase.
out . . . . . . . extinguish (stop) a .6re, a cigarette
W e put out the cam*
before we I&.
toff ....., wopamachineorligtrt,~noff
I shut &my priatg. be* I left the office.
on . .. . .. . . put on clothing to see if it fits
I mkd on several pain of shm.
Sue MtrPd dDwn the musk, ft was too loud
down .. . . decrease the volrunt
up. . . . . . . inueese the volume
A1 n r d wp the radio. He likes loud music
-.
- -- -back.
off
up
back .
g up .
baa. .

I,

I

'

.

EXERCISE 10. Phrasal verbs. (Group C)

~

Directions: Complete the sentences with pronouns and particles.
Could you lend me a couple of bucks?
Sure.
Thanks. I'll pay

YOU back

tomorrow.
?

The radio is too loud. Could you please turn
Sure.
I can't hear the TV. Could you please turn
I'd be glad to.

?

Have you heard from Jack lately?
No. I think I'll call
Someone's at the door. Can I call
Sure.

tonight and see how he is.*
?

Where's my coat?
I hung
T h e r e is no difference in meaning between I'll can him wnifht and 1'0 call him up tonigh$.
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7. A: Did you leave the water on?
when I finished washing my hands.
B: No. I shut
to you tomorrow.
8. A: May I borrow your calculator? I'll give

B: Sure. Keep it as long as you need it.
9. A: You can't smoke that cigarette in the auditorium. You'd better put
before we go in.
B: Okay.
10. A: Do you have any plans for Saturday night?
B: Yes. I have a date. Jim Olsen asked
11. A: Did you take my eraser off my desk?
on your desk when I was finished.
B: Yes, but I put
A:
B:
A:
12. A:

B:
13. A:
B:
14. A:
B:
15. A:

B:

Oh? It's not here.
Look under your notebook.
Ah. There it is. Thanks.
Your toys are all over the floor, kids. Before you go to bed, be sure to
Put
Okay, Daddy.
Did you go to Kathy's party last night?
She didn't have the party. She called
This is a nice-looking coat. Why don't you uy
How much does it cost?
That's Annie's toy, Tommy. Give
No!

?

to her.

EXERCISE 11. Revlew: phrasal verbs. (Groups A, 8, and C)
Direcdonc Complete the sentences with pronouns and particles. Work in pairs, in groups,

or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A (book open):
. .
SPEAKER B (book closed):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I wanted to be sure to remember (Anna)%phone number, so I
wrote . . . .
. . . it down.

. . .?
I dropped my book. Could you please pick . . . ?
This is a hard problem. I can't figure . . . .
I can't hear the tape. Could you please turn

I bought these shoes a few days ago. Before I bought them, I tried
Where's your homework? Did you hand . . . ?
6. ( . . . ) asked ( . . .) to go to a movie with him. He asked . . . .
7. We postponed the picnic. We put . . . .
8. I didn't know the meaning of a word, so I looked . . . .

....
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. ..

9. We don't need that light. Would you please turn
?
10. My coat was too warm to wear inside, so I took . . . .
(Switch mles if w r k i n g in pairs.)
11. That music is too loud. Could you please turn . . . ?
12. These papers are for the class. Could you please hand . ?
13. (
) was going to have a party, but s h e canceled it. S h e called
14. My coat is in the closet. I hung . . .
15. The story Itold wasn't true. I made
16. 1was cold. So I reached for my sweater and put . .
17. (
) fell asleep in class, so I woke
18. Iwas finished with the tools, so I put . . .
19. I don't need these papers, so I'm going to throw
20. Let's listen to the radio. Would you lease turn
?

...

..

.

. ..

....

....

.

.

..

. . ..
.. .

*......

fn

. ... . . . . . . comgtete by wrinng in a blank space
. . . . . . . .. write Wormation on a form

ouc
up

. . . . . . . . . . 8lI ~mplefelywith gas, water,
coffee, etc.
out . .. . . .. . dincawf information
on . . . . . . . . wear
Lover . . . . . . . examine c a r e W
$pintout . . . . . .. call attention to
i&nt
out . . . . . , . create a paper m p y froma computer
:;@st-&wm.
. . , . .... dt8tmy n building
..
) . . - . . n m o (paper)
~
by tearing
:. .. . . tearhto.srnallpieces
:*..,:,:
,:

;::.&, h . .. . change to the opposite direction

IfiUed out a job applica
We a d up the gas tank

Ifaund out where he livea.
She has a blue blouse on.
Look m r your paper for errors before you
hand it in.
The teacher pointed out a misspelling.
I fished the letter and printed it aw
They m dawn the old house and built
a new one.
I rote a page out of a mtagazine.
I taa up the secret noee.

.,+\

After a mile, we mned moundback.

:.::*~
:&urnw a . . . . . . . turn the ton side to the bottom

I nrrned the naoer m r and wrote on the back

EXERCISE 12. Phrasal verbs. (Group D)
Directions: Complete the phrasal verbs.
1. There was no name on the front of the paper, so I turned it

over

the back.

2. My wife pointed
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an interesting article in the newspaper.

and looked on

-

carefully to make sure you've
3. Before you submit the job application, look it
filled it
correctly.
4. A: Good news! I've been accepted at the University of Florida.
B: Great. When did you find
?
A: I got a letter in the mail today.
5. A: My roommate moved last week. Before he left, he filled
a change-ofaddress card at the post office, but I'm still getting some of his mail. What should
I do?
B: Cross
the old address on a letter and write in his new one. Also write
"please forward" on the letter. You don't have to use another stamp.
6. How much does it cost to fill
your gas tank?
7. We're doing an exercise. We're filling
blanks with prepositions.
8. When I went to Dr. Green's office for the first time, I had to fill
a long
form about my health history.
9. I made a mistake on the check I was writing, so I tore it
and wrote another.
10. An old building was in the way of the new highway through the city, so they tore the
old building
11. Sam has his new suit
today. He looks very handsome.
12. My employer asked for the latest sales figures, so I went to my computer and quickly
printed
a new report.
13. 1 think we're going in the wrong direction. Let's turn
5 .

EXERCISE 13. Phrasal verbs. (Group D)
Directions: Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A (book open): When your cup is empty, you fill it
SPEAKER B ('hook closed): . . . up.

. .. .

1. I made a mistake, so I crossed it
2. When you read your composition carefully for mistakes, you look it
3. When you're done writing something on the computer and you want a hard copy, you
print i t . .
4. You look in reference books when you want to find something
5. If you want to remove a page from your notebook, you tear it
6. If you destroy an old building, you tear it . . . .
7. If you tear something into many small pieces, you tear it

. .. .

. .

. . ..

...

(Switch roles f working in pairs.)
8 . If you want to see the back of a piece of paper, you turn it . . . .
9. If you discover you are walking in the wrong direction, you turn
10. If you put water in a glass to the very top, you fill it . . . .

.
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11.
12.
13.
14.

If you
When
When
When

....

give information on an application form, you fill it
you write words in a blank, you fill the blank . . . .
you're wearing something, we say that you have it . . . .
there's something the teacher wants to make sure we notice, she points it

....

........

........n y r n

She broughs my books back to me.
The Lees brought up six children.

(2) mention, start to talk about

..........make happier

up

.......... assist [someone)

out

back

ous

I cbaned up my spamnent.
I didn't sell my old bike.. I
it
Could you please help me our?

.........renun

..........

She wok e book W'Eomb library.
.:

EXERCISE 14. Phrasal verbs. (Group E)
Directions: Complete the sentences.
1. When I am sad, my friends can always cheer me
?
2. These are bad economic times. Businesses are laying

.
hundreds of workers.

the match.
3. After I lit the candles, I blew
4. Jack and Ann are having some problems in their marriage, but they are trying hard to
work them
5. When they have a problem, they always try to talk it

to make sure they are

communicating with each other.
6. A: I'm leaving. Should I turn the T V ofl?
B: No. Please leave it
7. Saturday night I took my parents

8. After dinner, Michael helped me clean
9. I was brought
in the South.

to a fancy restaurant.
the kitchen.

10. You're welcome to borrow my tools, but when you finish, please be sure to bring them
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11. Don't forget to take the video

to the store today.

12. I didn't take off my hat when I came inside. I left it
13. I hate to bring this problem
, b u t we need to talk about it.
14. A: Are you going to accept the job offer?

B: I don't h o w . I'm still thinking it
. Someone will be able to use it.
15. I can't sell this old sofa. I guess I'll give it
16. My parents usually help me
with a little money when I'm having trouble
paying my bills.

EXERCISE 15. Phrasal verbs. (Group E)
Directions: Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A ( b w k qpm): If I am sad, you will try to cheer me
SPEAKER B (book ched): . . . Up.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

....
....

You need to return that book to the library. You need to take it
1lost my job. The company I'm working for laid me . . . .
If you don't need the light from a candle anymore, you blow it
If we need to discuss something, we need to talk it . . . .
You walked into a cold building. Instead of taking your coat off, you left it . .
If you give your old clothes to charity, you give them . . . .
When we have a problem to solve, we need to work it . . . .
If I lend you something, I want you to return it to me. I want you to bring it

....

..
....

(Switch roles if wonhing in pairs.)
9 . Parents feed, educate, and love their children. They bring their children . . . .
10. When I finish using my computer, I don't turn it off each time. Instead, I often leave
it . . . .
11. Someone offered you a job. Before you give an answer, you need some time to think
It ....
12. When you take guests to a restaurant and pay the bill, you take them . . . .
13. If you introduce a topic into a conversation, you bring it . . . .
14. If you make a mess, you need to clean it . . . .
15. You rented a video. When you were finished with it, you took i t . . . .
16. When friends need our assistance, we offer to help them . . . .

IA1-2 PHRASAL VERBS: INTRANSITIVE
(a) The machine h k e down.
@) Please come in.
(c) I fen dooun.

Some phrasal verbs are intransitive; i.e., they are not followed by an
object.
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~ n .&d
n 'Ibm h k up
M9y I m e i d
People usually dws up for weddings.
Would you l i i to eat out tonisht?
I J W down and hurt myself.
m a t time did you get up
I can't do it. I giwe up
t's not stop. Let's go on.
k grew up in Sweden.
people m o d in next door to m

t count, so I stmred w.

EXERCISE 16. Phrasal verbs. (Group F )
Directtons: Complete the sentences.
1. A: Are you comfortable?

B: Yes. This is a very comfortable chair.
A: Good. Now just sit

back and take it easy. There's nothing to worry about.

2. A: I'm exhausted. I can't go

. I have to stop and rest.

B: Let's sit in the shade of that tree. I'll get you some water.

3. A: I don't feel Like cooking tonight. Let's eat

..

B: Okay. Where do you want to go?
:
>
4
,,., v .
4. A: Are you going to get dressed
. . .. .,
B: Yes. I thiik so. You?
:.'

:,;.

/.

5. A: What time do you usually get

B: Around seven.
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for the symphony t

in the morning?

6. A: Knock, knock. Hello? Is anyone here? Professor Cook?

. Here, have a seat.

,come

B: Ah, Miss Sweeney. Hello. Come
Please sit

7. A: I couldn't print out my composition.

B: Why not?
A. My printer broke
8. A: Are you going to bed soon?
for a while and read.

B: No. I think 1'11 stay

and gave

9. A: When I saw a pregnant woman on the crowded bus, I stood
her my seat.
B: Good for you. That's very considerate.

this evening. I'm bored.

10. A: I don't feel like staying home. Let's go

B: How about going to a movie?
A: Great! Let's go!
11. A: A riot broke

after the soccer finals.

B: I find it hard to believe that people riot over a sports event.
12. A: Are you all right? What happened?
B: I tripped on the rug and fell
A: Let me help you up.

13. A: Shall we begin the meeting without Ms. Lane?
soon, but we can begin without her.
B: Yes. She'll probably show

14. A: When are Bill and Gloria getting married?
B: They're not. They broke
15. A: Don't forget that Grandma is a little hard of hearing.
B: I won't. I'll be sure to speak
'4,

&

$@; -

when I'm talking to her.

-.
.

16. There's an empty apartment next to mine. My neighbors moved Why
? It'd be fun to live next door to each othea- 5 ;-;,
' .
don't you move

- 17. A: It's been fun talking to you, but I need to hang

now.

. ,-.,.

.,

"+&:',

"'

B: Okay. Let's talk again tomorrow.
18. I can't solve this math problem. I give

I, 19. Dan had trouble figuring out what to say in his letter to his girlfriend.
1 ,

He had to start

three times.
20. My flight was supposed to leave at 6:30, but the plane didn't take

until

nearly 8:OO.
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EXERCISE 17. Phrasal verbs. (Group F )
Directions: Work in pairs, in groups, or as a class.
Example:
SPEAKER A (book open): Don't stop. I'm enjoying your story. Please go
SPEAKER B (book closed):
on.

. ..

....
feel like staying at home, you go . . . .

1. If I'm sitting and then get to my feet, I stand
2. If you don't

3. When you put on nice clothes for a special affair, you dress

4. If you're not tired at night, instead of going to bed you stay

5. When you play soccer, sometimes you fall

. ...

6. When a fax machine stops working, you say that it broke

7. You walk to a chair, and then you sit

Switch roles.
8. If you relax into the chair, you sit

..

....

.. . .

9. If nuo people end a relationship, they break

....

10. After you stop sleeping in the morning, you get

....

11. If you continue to do something and don't stop, you go

12. If a war begins, you say that it broke

....

....

13. If I invite you to enter my house, I say, "Please come

. . . ."

14. If you eat at a restaurant instead of at home, you eat

. .. .

....
16. When someone arrives for a meeting, you say that he or she shows . . . .
15. If you ask someone to speak more loudly, you ask them to speak

17. When you decide a problem is impossible to solve, you give

....

18. An airplane increases its speed on the runway, and then it takes

. ...

Some two-word verbs (e.g., drop in) can become three-word
verbs (e.g., drop in on).
(a) Lsst night some friends dropped in.

In (a): drop in is not followed by an object. It is an
intransitive phrasal verb (i.e., it is not followed by an object).

(b) La's drop in on Alice this afternoon.

In (b): drop in on is a three-word phrasal verb. Three-word
phrasal verbs are transitive (they are followed by objects).

(c) We dtvpped in on her last week.

In (c):Three-word phrasal verbs are nonseparable (the noun
or pronoun follows the phrasal verb).
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De5ition

. . . . . . . . . . . visit without calling first or
without an invitation
drop eut (of) . . .. . . . . . . . stop attending (school)
rood arorurd (with) . .. . . .have fun while wasting time
(m)
i
.&

E*amPh
We dmpped in on my aunt.

Beth dropped oul ofgraduate school.
M y son likes t o e l mound with his

0 EXERCISE 18. Phrasal verbs. (Group G)

-

Directim: Complete the phrasal verbs.

a&+ ! There's a car coming!
Look
a&+
Gov
that car!
Where did you grow
?
I grew
Springfield.
I couldn't finish the examination. I ran
time.
A: What did you do yesterday?
B: Nothing much. I just fooled
A: Hi, Chris! What's up? I haven't seen you in a long time. Where have you been?
B: I went to California last week to visit my brother.
California?
A: Oh? When did you get

1. Look
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

B: Just yesterday.
8. A: Where's Jack? He hasn't been in class for at least two weeks.
B: He dropped

9. A: Watch

school.
that truck!

B: What truck?
10. A: What time do you expect to get

your homework?

B: In about an hour, as soon as I finish reading this chapter.
11. A: I haven't seen the Grants for a long time. Let's drop
this evening.
B: We'd better call first. They may not like unexpected company.

them
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12. A: I want to change my room in the dorm.

B: Why?

4: I don't get

my roommate.
MIS. Grant's art class.

13. A: I signed

B: You're lucky. I tried to sign

too, but it was full.

DeWw

Example

. . , . . . .accompany

m e along (with)

..........h i t chc speaker's place
ut out (of) .............remove with scissors or knife
over (to)

aut (about)
)

ovn (to)

.........discow infomarion about

(wltg) .......join, meet
............. return to a place

............. (1) approach

(2) visit another's home

aagy (horn)
out (for)

........ not give to

............begin a trip

us?
Do you want to m e along munch
Some friends are m h g mw tonight.
I cut an article our iftoday's paper.
When did youfind out abour the pwblen
kt's get together after work today.
I went back w work aftu my illness.
I wsnt oyer w the window.
Let's go mw w Jim's tonight.
John likes to hang a
d the coffee shq
Kids like to hang atu w'th each other.
Kesp matches awayfmnr children.
We set atufor our destination at dawn.

EXERCISE 19. Phrasal verbs. (Group H )
Directions: Complete the sentences.

1. A: Are you busy tonight?
B: No.
A: Would you like to come

a h s

with

us to the movie?
?

2. A: I need to talk to you. When can we get
B: How about tomorrow morning?
3. My teenage daughter is lazy. All she wants to do is hang
her friends.
4. I saw a young child who was all alone. He was crying. I went

him and asked if I could help.
5. How did you find

6. It's a long nip. We'd better set
7. Keep that cat

8. Do you want to come

the change in the schedule?
early.
me! I'm allergic.
tonight? We could watch a movie or something.

9. There was a fumy cartoon in the newspaper. I cut it
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for my aunt.

.10. A:B:

"

I was born inViet Nam, but I haven't been there for many years.
Viet Nam again someday?

Do you expect to go

A: Yes.
11. A: What did you do at your aunt's?

B: Not much. We just sat

and talked about the relatives who weren't

there.

A

ask out

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ask (someone) w go on a date

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .extinguish (a match, a candle)
break down. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop functioning pmperly
break out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .happen suddenly
break up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sepamte, end a relationship
bring back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . return
bring up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) mire (children)
(2) mentiun, starr to talk about

B blow out

C

call back. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .return a telephone call
call off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cancel
call on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ask (someone) w speak in class
call up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .make a telephune call
cheer up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . make happier
clean up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . make neat and ckan
come along (with). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . accompany
come from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .originate
come in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enter a room or building
come over (to) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . visit the rpeaker's place
cross out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dmw a line through
cut out (of). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . remove with scissors or knife

D

dress up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .put on n k clothes
drop in (on) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . erin't without callingfirst or without an invitation
. . . . . stop attending (school)
drop out (of) . . . . .

E

eat out.

F

fall down. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .fall to the ground
figure out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .find the solution w a problem

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .eat outside of one's home

'For more informadon abour phrasal verbs and their meanings, see dictionaries written especially for second language learners,
such as the L o n a m AdvoncedAmen'can
~
Dictionary, the Lonmon D*tionary ofCafempomry Enplish, the Conins GOBUILD

........................
t3ll out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .write information on a form
t3ll up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .j
W complerely with gas, water, coffee,etc.
5 d out (about) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .discmr information
fool around (with) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hawe fun while wasting time
G

................

get along (with)
have a good relationship with
get back (&om). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . return fmm (a mp)
get in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enter a car, a taxi
get off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . leave a buslan airplanela trainla subway
get on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mter a burlan airplanela trainla subway
get out of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . leave a car, a taxi
get over. ...................... r e c m j i v m an illness or a shock
get together (with) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .join, meet
get through (with) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fintih
get up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . get out of bed in the morning
give away . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . donate, get rid of by gim'ng
give back. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . return (something) w (someone)
give up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . quit doing (something) or quit nying
g o o n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .continue
go back (to). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . return m a place
go out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . not stay home
go over (to). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) approach
( 2 ) visit another's home
growup(in) . . . . .
. . . . . . become an adult

. . . . . . giwe homework, test papers, etc., to a teacher
hand out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . give (somethin@ to this penon, then w thatperson,then w

H hand in.....

another person, ac.
hang aroundlout (with)
s p e d undirected time
hang up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) hang on a hanger or a hook
( 2 ) end a telephone conversation
have on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wear
help out
assist (someone)

..........

......................

K

keep away (from) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . not give to
keep on. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . continue

L

layoff......
stop employment
leave on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) nor turn off (a light, a machine)
(2) not mke off (clothink)
look into
imtigate

......

......................
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look over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . examine carefuuy
look out (for) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . be care@
look up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .look for informath in a dicriaay, a telephone d i r e c w y
an encyclopedia, ets.

.....

M make up . . . . . . . . .
invent (a story)
.
.
.
.
.
start living in a new home
movein(t0) . . . . . .
move out (of) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop litnng at a place

P

pay back. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . remrn bormwed money w (someone)
pickup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lift
point out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .call attention w
print out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .create a paper copy fmm a computer
put away. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .put (somethink) in in usual orproperplace
put back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .return (somethink) to i n original place
put down. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop holding or carrying
put off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .postpone
put on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .put clothes on one's body
put out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .extinguish (stop) afire, a cigarem

R

run into . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . meet by chance
run out (of) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .finish the supply of (something)

S

set out (for) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .begin a nip
ahut off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop a machine or a light, turn o.ff
sign up (for) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . put me's name on a list
show up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . come, appear
sit around (with)
sit and do nothing
sit back. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . put one's back against a chair bock
sit down . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .go frmn standing w simng
speak up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .speak louder
stand up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gofrom sining to standing
start over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . begin again
stay up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . not go to bed

...............

T

take back . . . .
. . . . . return
take off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) remuve clothesfrom one's body
( 2 ) ascend in an airplane

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inwite our and pay
talk over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . discuss
take out.

down. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d e s m ~a building
tear out (of) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . remcwe (paper) by tearing

tear
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tear up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rear into small pieces
think over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . consider
throw awaylout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . put in the trash, discard
try on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .put on clothing to see if it firs
turn amund . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . change w the opposite direcrion
turn back
turn down.
. . . . . decrease the mlume
turn off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop a machine or a light
turn on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stan a machine or a light
turn over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . turn the top side to the bottom
turn up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . increase the volume

W wake up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stop sleeping

watch out (for) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . be careful
work out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . solve
write down .................... write a note on a piece of paper
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PREPOSITION COMBINATIONS: INTRODUCTION

g

At,fran, 4 on, and to are examples of prepositions.*

(a) Ali is absent &om class today.
verb + prep
(b) This book belongs to me.
'See Chart AZZ, p. 463,for a list of prepositions.

Prepositions are often combined with adjectives, as
in (a), and verbs, as in (b).

EXERCISE 1. Prevlew: preposition combinations. (Chart A2-2)
Direcrionr These sentences contain a sampling of the preposition combinations in this
Appendix. Complete the sentences with prepositions. How many do you already h o w ?
Which ones do you still need to learn?

1. Tom is devoted
to
2. I'm afiaid I don't agree
3. I wasn't aware
4. I'm excited
5. Are you satisfied
6. She warned us
7. What's the matter
8. It doesn't matter
9. I got rid

10. I don't approve
1 1. The solution is clear
12. Who is responsible
13. The hotel provides guesm
14. Protect your eyes
15. He m e d my cup

his family.
you.
the problem.
the concert.
your progress?
the coming storm.
him?
me.
my old bicycle.
smoking in public.
me.
this?
towels.
the sun.
hot tea.

I7 SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group A.*

. . . ;5!.
,.
~frectims:The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct conipletiods fir the

blanks. To test yourself and practice the preposition combinations, follow these steps:
.
"
;8ri?%;'?.Fi
.
(1) Cwer the ANSWERS column with a piece of paper. :
,* -,
J * ,.
.
(2) Complete the SENTENCES.
.
.
. ,, ... .......I:,,
(3) Then remove the paper and check your answers.
2.1
:,
..
-.,*
.,, .,: ;.
(4) Then cover both the ANSWERS and the SENTENCES to complete
.
.
- i.
.%*:,
c;=
.;
, ..I, . .
. ,, .
your own REFERENCE LIST.
..
~L
(5) Again check your answers.

,

,

,

:

.!c.

~

,

' +

I7 EXERCISE 2. Preposition combinations. (Group A)
Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
1. Mr. Porter is nice
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

to

everyone.
Kathy was absent
class yesterday.
Are you ready
the test?
I'm angry
Greg.
Are you afraid
dogs?
Sometimes people aren't kind
animals.
One inch is equal
2.54 centimeters.
I'm thirsty
a big glass of water.
Joe has good manners. He's always polite

everyone.

*Appendix 2 presents preposition combinations in small groups to be learned and practiced one p u p at a time.

10. I'm not familiar
11.
12.
13.
14.

that book. Who wrote it?
Children ask "Why?" a lot. They are curious
Anna got a good job that pays well. I'm very happy
Anna is very happy
getting a new job.
coffee.
Jack's thermos bottle is full

everything.
her.

EXERCISE 3. Review: preposition combinations. (Group A)
Directions: Make up a review quiz for a classmate. On a separate piece of paper, write
sentences with the preposition combinations in Group A, but omit the preposition. Leave
a blank for a classmate to write in the correct preposition. When your classmate has
finished the quiz you wrote, correct his or her answers.
Example: I. Ave you aFvaiA

2. It's i w p & a ~ t +a be 6ce
.
''
..:;: ..

7. (EtC.)
....
'....

.

louA wises?
.
. .
other peo~le.
,..,2c.:

:

.

,

:

~

, Z

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group B.

~

,

.,

..

-.

-.

~

-..
-

..
r,,A

.~
,. . .

-.

..?

Ditectim: The prepositions in the column on the left are the'c&ect completi6n~'forthe
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.

-

-

~

.1.0

My parents believe

ih

I borrowed n book
I discussed the problem
Please help me
I introduced Sam

Oscar.
bomnv s.t,
Jane. diacuw s.r.
this.

Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.

3. Sue, I'd like to introduce you
4. You shouldn't stare

9.0.

introduce 8.0.

EXERCISE 4. Preposition combinations. (Group B)

2. Could you please help me

8.0.

help S.O.

'

1. I borrowed this dictionary

s.o./s.t.

-

-

.

,i,-:,,::1 '

:') .,N.,,

.

:

!l!.,,;l'2.

:.

Pedro.
:'I.,,
these heavy suitcases?
:,I.
Ed Jones.
, , . !.
other people. It's not polite.'
8,

,

i.'

,

5. Do you believe

ghosts?
my mistake?

6. Are you laughing
7. I admire my father
8. I argued

Anna

his honesty and intelligence.
politics.

9. I discussed my educational plans

my parents.
admission to the University of Massachusetts.

10. 1 applied
11. We're leaving

Cairo next week.
her grandchildren.

12. Mrs. Wertz smiled

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group C.
Directions: The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct completions for the
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.
,,
.
Preposition Combinabions: Ctoup C

.':,.'I""

I

Aamr

Sentencee

sf

I'm aware

fi

Smolriog i a baa
Thc solodon ia clear

w
abwu

be awsre
bebed
be clear
be craey

in
nbau

some chocolate.
-m.
I'm intarsted Pm n m u s
test scores.

Mih

I'm patient

sf

My p e n = prc pmud
Who's rcspomible

M

&
fa

O

g

l

~

1
-

A canoe is ai&
I'm s w

L..-..CISE 5. Prepc,.,

U

.

my
children.

I'm sd

&yf

' .
...:,.^.
---xzxE

Reference List
the pmblem.
you.
me.
football.

&exiscrazy

:'"\"

me.
this?
my job.
a loyak.
the facts.

s.t.1s.o.
s.o.1s.t.
8.0
8s.

be cod
be hwgry
be intcscned
be nervous be padent
be proud
be mpoluible be sad
be rimilat
be sure

-

n comblnatlons. (Group C)

Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
1. I don't understand that sentence. It isn't clear

2. Mark Twain is famous
3. I'm hungry

his novels about life on the Mississippi River.
some chocolate ice cream.

4. Our daughter graduated from the university. We're very proud
5. A lot of sugar isn't good
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me.

you. It is bad

her.
your teeth.

the accident?

6. Who was responsible
7. My coat is similar

yours, but different

Ben's.

strangers.

8. Some people aren't friendly

them.

horses. She is very interested

9. My daughter is crazy

her facts.

10. Sara knows what she's talking about. She's sure

the number of children who die each day throughout
11. Are you aware
the world? According to one report, 40,000 children die each day, mostly due to
malnutrition and lack of minimal medical care.

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group D.
Directions: The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct completions for the
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.

you.
that.

Toronto at six.
the hotel.
the weather.
printed pages.
you.
I disagree with you
that.
Reed College.
Ted invited me
a picnic.
some music.
my dinner.
Anna.
her problem.
a customer.
A salesman waited
We waited
the bus.
my dog.
Sally complained to me

We arrived
We all complain
A book consists

about

.

.
Directions: complete the sentences withprepositions.
1. Tom paid

2. Joan graduated
3. I waited

, .,.

. .

his airplane ticket in cash.

,l.

1,.

:..

:

,I

I.

.

:

'

high school two years ago.
the bus.

4. Jim is a waiter. He waits
5. I have a different opinion. I don't agree

customers at a restaurant.
you.
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6. I amved

this city last month.

7. I amved

the airport around eight.

8. I listened

the news on T V last night.

9. This exercise consists

verbs that are followed by certain prepositions.
his party.

10. Jack invited me
11. I complained

the leaky faucet in the kitchen.

the landlord

her father about the amount of her weekly allowance.

12. Annie disagreed

13. Did you talk

Professor Adams

your grades?

EXERCISE 7. Review: preposition combinations. (Groups A and 0)
Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
everyone.
1. Dan is always nice
2. A: How long do you need to keep the Spanish book you borrowed
the exam next week.
B: I'd like to keep it until I'm ready

me?

Alan's friend?
B: Because he kept staring
me all evening. He made me nervous.
,..,
. ..n 4. A:
We're going to beat you in the soccer game on Saturday.
. "" >h?.
-. .
only one of ours.
, , . R No way. TWO of your players are equal
A: Oh yeah? We'll see.
5. Stop pouring! My cup is already full
coffee.
you? I'm thirsty
6. May I please borrow some money
an ice cream soda, and we're walking right by the ice cream shop.
7. A: Do you believe
astrology?
':. . .
B: I'm really not familiar
it.
!.
-,
your ability to remember names.
8. A: Mike, I really admire you
Will you help me
the introductions?
B: Sure. Ellen, let me introduce you
Pat, Andy, Debbie, Olga,
Ramon, and Kate.
'

3. A: Why we~cn'tyou more polite

( : . I

EXERCISE 8. Review: preposition combinations. (Groups A, B, C, and D)
Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
1. Everyone is talking

2. Carlos was absent
3. Fruit consists mostly

4. Our children are very polite

the explosion in the high school chemistry lab.
class six times last term.
water.
adults, but they argue

their playmates all the time.
L
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5. Three centimeters is equal

approximately one and a half inches.

6. I'm not ready

my trip. I haven't packed yet.

7. I borrowed some clothes

my best friend.

8. Are you familiar

ancient Greek history?

9. I discussed my problem

my uncle.

10. Someday astronauts will travel

11. Jennifer arrived

another solar system.
this city last Tuesday.

12. Jack's plane arrived

the airport in Mexico City two hours ago.

13. I admire you

your ability to laugh

yourself when you

make a silly mistake.
the wall?

14. A: Why are you staring

B: I'm not. I'm thinking.
15. A: Are you two arguing

each other

your in-laws again?

B: Do you know what his father did?
C: Oh yeah? Listen

what her sister said.

A: Shhh. I don't want to hear any of this. Stop complaining
your relatives. I don't agree

me
either of you.

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group E.
Directions: The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct completions for the
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.

1 of

m

She asked me
She asked me
This book belows
I dreamed
Do you know anyihing
I'm looking

I'm looking foward
Your opinion doesn't matter
Something is the matter
I'm searching
She separated the boys -

mY trip*
my advice.

id
this page.
her sister.
vacation.

my lost keys.
-the girls.

-

ask s.o.
ask S.O. -

bow

-

look look
look
look forraard matter
bethemattersearch
separate (this)

-
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EXERCISE 9. Preposition combinations. (Group E)
Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
I. What's the matter

you? What's wrong?
me.

2. We can go out for dinner, or we can eat at home. It doesn't matter
the yolks.

3. To make this recipe, you have to separate the egg whites

4. I don't know anything
5. I'm looking forward

astrology.
my vacation next month.

his girlfriend last night.

6. Dennis dreamed

my book.

7. Right now I'm doing an exercise. I'm looking

8. Jim can't find his book. He's looking

it.

his book.

9. Jim is searching
10. I asked the waitress
1 1 . I asked Rebecca

another cup of coffee.
her trip to Japan.

12. Does this pen belong

you?

13. The city was warned

the hurricane in advance.

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group F.
DirectMns: The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct completions for the
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.

Senturcecl

1

I apologized
lor
I apologized
of
I don't approve
/ vArh . I compared this book

I

my friend.
my behavior.
At's behavior.
that book.
my family.
heart disease.
The teecher excused me
class.
I exwed him
his mistake.
his mistake.
my old clothes.
What happened
your car?
the uuth.
the sun.
I protected my eyes
I am nfging -you m help me.
The& you -your help.
the problem.
Mr. Lee took a r e

so pwaible: I cmpmrd this cnd ha. (And is not a preposition. A parallel
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apologize
approve
compare (his)
dspend die

-

excuse S.O. excuse S.O. forgive S.O. get rid
bp~en

-

thank S.O.

EXERCISE 10. Preposition combinations.(Group F )
Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
1. I apologized
2. I thanked Sam

Ann

stepping on her toe.

helping me tix my car.
gambling.

3. My grandfather doesn't approve
4. Please forgive me
5. My friend insisted

forgetting your birthday.
taking me to the airport.

6. Please excuse me

being late.

7. Children depend

their parents for love and support.
my hometown.

8. In my composition, I compared this city
9. Umbrellas protect people

10. We're relying

rain.
Jason to help us move into our new apartment.
them.

11. We had mice in the house, so we set some traps to get rid
12. What happened
13. My boss excused me

14. What did old Mr. Hill die

your finger? Did you cut it?
the meeting when I became ill.
?
1

I

SELF-STUDY PRACTICE. Group G.
Directions: The prepositions in the column on the left are the correct completions for the
'"
i
blanks. Follow the same steps you used for Group A on page 454.
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..
\
' I , .

EXERCISE 11. Preposition combinations. (Group G)

. ..,

.

..

"

Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions.
1. Shhh. I'm trying to concentrate

this math problem.

2. How did the bank robbers escape

jail?

3. Did you tell your parents

the dent in their new car?

4. We're hoping

good weather tomorrow so we can go sailing.

5. Did you hear

the earthquake in Turkey?

. I

6. I heard

my sister last week. She wrote me a letter.

7. I spoke

Dr. Rice

8. I'm not accustomed

my problem.
,,, : , ?,

cold weather.

9. When you divide 2

,<. ,

6, the answer is 3.

. ,,
/;,

10. When you subtract 1

6, the answer is 5.

11. When you multiply 6

3, the answer is 18.*

12. When you add 6

,

.

1,:

8
I '

I

,

4, the answer is lo.**

13. George wondered

:, y

..

.... >/ 1:

his team's chances of winning the tennis

tournament.

::,;,<#

!,.,,

,"

14. Sally hid her journal

0

her younger sister. ,.

EXERCISE 12. Revlc

,rep{

?~>!T:>A?q V<]i;',,::
.,
:;I .<!%,.bI~h?
,n combinations. (Groups E; and G)

Directions: COI

e the

mces with prepositions.

' ?:

7

:v)

..,.L,

.

.-. 1. He insisted
2. 1 was wondering

-

2 .

* .. +

knowing the truth.
that!

3. What's the matter

you today?

.'*
4. He hid the money
,.:

his wife.

., 5. We separated the ducks

..

my boss

'

:.

4~'

...10. What happened

..,a
11. I'm sorry. Please forgive me
I C 12. What did Mr.Grant die
Parents protect their children

14. Shh. I'm trying to concentrate
*Also possible: multiply 6 times 3
**Also possible: add 6 and 4; ndd 6 phra 4
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:..,:

~

,

i3t,;'.;

..; :,:. tjr..,

..

.?

*'

n.

,

!

~..

., ,

- b%s?&i:..
bm'i

the cockroaches in our apartment.

-'h

?

>-:-,7+&,R\'

4;;.

their guards..
.

9. The prisoners escaped

.li;13.

;.

[ ,,,

my mistake+.&,..rsli7'

8. Who does this book belong
-

.

+:$

~!,,;.. , 5 , t;:,,.bC#

srit?., .:: ,;

the chickens.

6. I apologized

7. We got rid

I

..-

$tiqu!f !%y?

~

' s::;+.,vL~JJ~,~
-,...
n .!q

you?
my error.
?

.
.. ;
.

,; ,,; +, -.:,
.:

.+,:

,- I-,,;

harm.
my work.

-

3

0'

d~bini i

...
.

a

%F. :<L:,>'Tf

:

-i. 5

~

;

., :'-

.: U6

s?

15. I rely

my fiends for their help.

16. I don't approve

his lifestyle.

17. T h e official warned us

the danger of traveling there.

18. Fresh vegetables are good

you.

19. We're looking forward

20. Does it matter

IA2-2

your visit.
you what time I call this evening?

PREPOSITION COMBINATIONS: A REFERENCE LIST

A
be absent from
be accustomed to
add (this) to (that)
be acquainted with
admire (someunej for (something)
be afraid of
agree with (someone) about (something)
be angry at 1with (someone) about 1over (something)
apologize to (someone) for (something)
apply for (something)
approve of
argue with (someone) about / over (something)
arrive at (a building1 a room)
arrive in (a cicy 1a counwy)
ask (someone) about (something)
ask (someone) for (somethink)
be aware of

B
be bad for
believe in
belong to
be bored with /by
borrow (somezhing) from (someone)

C
be clear to
combine with
compare (this) to / with (that)
complain to (someone) about (something)
be composed of
concentrate on
consist of
be crazy about
be crowded with
be curious about

be devoted to

die of / from
be different from
disagree with (someone) about (something)
be disappointed in
discuss (something) with (someone)
divide (this) into (that)
be divorced h m
be done with
dream about /of
dream of

E
be engaged to
be equal to
escape from (a place)
be excited about
excuse (someone) for (somechink,
excuse from
be exhausted h m

F
be familiar with
be famous for
feel about
feel Like
6ll (something) with
be finished with
forgive (someone) for (somethinp)
be friendly to / with
be frightened of /by
be full of
G

get rid of
be gone h m
be good for
graduate from

D

H

depend on (someone) for (somethink)
be dependent on (someone) for (something)

happen to
be happy about (somethink)

be happy for (someone)

hear aboutlof (something) fiom (someone)
help (someone) with (somethink)
hide (somethink) from (someone)
hope for
be hungry for
I

insist on
be intuerited in
introduce (someone) m (someon
invite (someone) to (smnerhing) .:$:
be involved in

K

Q

be qualified for

R
read about
be ready for
be related to
rely on
be responsible for

laugh at
leave for (a place)
listen to
look at
look for
look forward to
look like

M

,.
I'

be
be
be
be

be opposed to

P
be
be
be
be

pay for
patient with
pleased with labout
play with
point at
polite to
prefer (thiS) to (that)
prepared for

~

'

.

i,

T

N

0

~

..0

-.

be sad about
be satisfied with
be scared of / by
search for
separate (this) from (that)
be similar to
speak to /with (someone) about (something)
stare at
subtract (this) from (that)
be sure of 1about

L

be nervous about
be nice to

.

.. .
.,
, .
',I
.
.
.,..i*r
. ;,,
:al.'

S

be kind to
know about

be made of
be married to
matter to
be the matter with
multiply (this) by (that)

protect (this) from (that)
provide (someone) with
be proud of

take care of
talk about (somethink)
talk to /with (someone) about (somethink)
tell (someone) about (somethink)
terrified of /by
thank (someone) for (somethink)
think about / of
thirsty for
tired &om
tired of
translate h m (one language) to (another)

u
be used to

W
wait for
wait on
warn about /of
wonder about
be worried about

.

I

6.

.

. .
.

.

Is Jean sludyioe . .she isn't. .is. .is playiog . .
Dacs Jean pky dhe daM't.. studies , fs shc
sbeis...pl.ys... Dopntplay...Ido...Pmni3

. ..

..

...

.. .

2. Are they watching
aren't. ..are pl
hear.. . Do you hear. do
ere you listening. went
am ereyoudoing
doyou think... think.
areyouam
don't believe
Do you see . am calking is wenring. . Do you
XWVp... don'tthink
doesn't make. .know
Do you !mow. do .is

.. .... .

...

.. .

...

..

...
.. .. ...

.

.

EXERCISE 23, p. 23.
0 ) MyfriiendOmaramrhisowncarnow.It'a
brand MW. Today he fr d r i v i q to a small town net& of
the eitp to visit his aunt. He lovrr ta tisten ta music, so
the CD playa is pipylns one of hia hvoritc CDS--l&dly.
Omar is vay happy: he is driving his own cpr and
I*tcntog to loud music. He's lookhq tonnard to his visit

f. gem ...&Itob~moruan
8. brwhes...peta
a. get
drink
b. get ...amgoinetodrinkIwilldrink

...
.

d. got.. drank

.

c. ma d r h k b g . . . cnme . . o&md
f. ia probably poine to dmp I will probal

Opfawh, and we UUr abaut ow claasea.
11. When1 wakcupin~mwniog,Ituraontheradio

before I get up.
12. I-se, livewith... T h e y h w e f o u r ~ .
13. . man took ic
and Lmed it without mercy.

..

...

14. .,.thtwrarher&notie-bc doudy,iKs/aanseea

beauaful

IS. ...fbiktrrn*

EXE

a~goi9gt0joinme&aI-nill-

.

1.
2. willbesdded
3. AnyoltphmiW
4, willpmvt

don't undmand
8. spesWpn a ~ c n k b g
9. will viljurr em*
10. willmake

5. like
6. will overcome

11. b
I
r
s
12. will baw

china, &d other cbroai& in-muthePnrrn snd
southem Anin.
3. Elephants spud a lot of d i e in w ~ t and
a
arc good
8wimmen. TheP Pbebtb in riven and laLcs.

9. A dog is suppcned to obey ire trajaes.
10. Peop19 who Livc in aparunent6 are suppasea c
their mt on rime.
.

EXERCISE 39, p. 309.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

la,
13.
14,

15.

An accident wee happened at t h -*~
Thinpen 4e -tome,
Inmvery~bythcnmas.
I'm inttroeted in rhPr abject.
Heismsrri#ltomycowin.
Thailand ip located in SoutheastAsia.
Msry's dog wee died last week.

WareyoufPIPiiWxlwhsnyouoawhim?
When I weat (go) downtown, I got @et) lost.
htnightiwwvaytired
Thbtia-mre-dwdtarminufesLaa.
1
d i i ( d ) with that ~ a n a l t .
Our claw is eompwal O P ~ t s .
I am not acaustamcd to cold weather.
We're not sujtgmsed to have p@ts in our sparrment.

-

University of Arimna.
4. T h e Nile River flarrn'itrm the Mediterranean Sea.
5. Iohn is a Catholic Ali is a Moslem.

10. I'm amdying ieh I&@sh.
11. My couain in hingliven in &z United States.
12. Only twelve ntudents wen in claps yeat&y.
13. I need nome advice.
14. We dl have a few im,blams iq-tba fife.
15. Thm w m no lobs, and. much mmrsy.
16. . animals except for chkltonr.
17. WhenIwnsa child,... with-tbahorms.
I & Ilivewirhtwofrlends. Oneisfrom &+Chile...
from & Saudi Arabia.
19. I thhk -&a- 3ugM.t is a
language.

..

..

EXERCISE 1
3. The p d

friendly.
4. m
w
a
i
5. The people whom Imet af tl% garN fast &t

wc

membexing
dof quitting
doi~
ating

~illing
3hg

(Look on pages 312 through 313 and on

Consonants, 13fn.
(Look at thefootnote on page 13.)

A

.
,

_.,' .:

Alan, 312-313, 326-327 :-- , . .,
.,, .. .,
A vs. an, 312
Accustomed to, 303 ...- .'
Active verbs, 276
Adjective clauses (a man who lives),
343-367
Adjectives (good, beautiful), defined, 166,
343
following be, 166,292
comparative (morel-er) and superlative
(mostl-est), 252-253
with much, a lot,far, 258
following get (get hungry), 300
nouns used as (aflower garden), 168
participial (interesting, inrerested), 297
possessive (my, our), 176
Adverb clauses, 239
with because, 239
with even thoughlalthough, 241
if-clauses, 65
since-clauses, 95
time clauses (before he came), 48,65,95
Adverbs (quickly):
comparative (more/-@) and superlative
(mostl-est), 252-253,257,265
frequency (always, sometimes), 9
3 ,

The numbers following the words listed in the
index refer to page numbers in the text.

I

The lettersfn. mean "footnote!'
Footnotes are at the bottom of a page or the
bottomof a chart.

midsentence (still, already), 102fn.
negative (seldom, never), 9
A fewla little, 3 18
After, 48,65,161
A littlela few, 3 18
A little (bit), 258
A lot, m u c h , far, 258
...
,
,
-- ,,.
A lot (of), 318
,
Aliko, 271
'. .. , . , , . /
Ahnost, 248
.: '
Alrea*, 88fn., 102
I
Although, 241
Alwcrys, etc. (frequency adverbs), 9
Am, is, a r e + -ing (am eating), 4
And, 226,228
auxiliary verbs following, 233
with parallel verbs, 76
with so, roo, either, neither, 235
with subject-verb agreement, 165
Another, 181,186
Anymore, 102
Apostrophe (Tom's), 173
Articles (the, a, an), 326-327
As. . . as comparisons, 248
not as. . . as vs. kss, 259
A s k if, 425
A s s o o n as, 48,65
.\

B
Be:
in questions, 19
simple past (was, were), 26
simple present (am, is, are), 4
Be about to, 74
Be + adjective, 166,292
followed by that-clause (am sorry that),
415
Be m i d , 4 15,4 1751.
Because, 239
Before, 48,65,16 1
Be going to, 56
vs, will, 63
Be +-ing (islwas eatink,, 4,39
Be + past participle fie interested in), 277,
292 (SEE ALSO Passive)
followed by noun clauses (be w r l e d
that), 415
Be supposed to, 307
Better:
and best, 253
had better, 190,203
like . . . better, 218
Be used to/accustomed to, 303
But, 228,230
By:
followed by -kg (by doing), 384
with passive (by-phrase), 276,282
with reflexive pronoun (by myselfi,
178
vs. with, 384

Capitalization, 226,339
Clauses, defined, 48fn., 343fn. (SEE ALSO
Adjective clauses; Adverb clauses; Ifclauses; Noun clauses;Tie clauses)
Commas:
with adverb clauses, 48,239
in connecting ideas:
with and, 226
with but and or, 228
vs. periods, 226
in quoted speech, 420
in a series, 228
Comparatives (mod-er), 252-253,257
with adjectives and adverbs, 253
double (the more. . . the more), 263
with modiiers, 258
with nouns, 26 1
repeated (more and more), 262
Comparisons, 248-275
as.. .as, 248
comparatives(morel-er), 252-253,265
same, similar, different,like, alike, 271
superIatives (most/-est), 252-253,265
Conjunctions (and, but, or, so), 226,228,230
Consonants, 13jh
Continuous verbs (SEE Progressive verbs)
Contractions of verbs:
with nor:
hasn't, haven't, 85
isn't, aren't, 4
mustn't, 207
shouldn't, 202
w m 't, wren 't, 26
won't, 59
with nouns:
have, has, 87
will, 59
with pronouns:
am, is, are, 4
had, 113,203
have, has, 85,87
will, 59
would, 199,218
with question words, 128
who's vs. whose, 135,359fn.
use of, 128fi.
Could, 190
past ability, 191

in polite questions, 197, 199
possibility, present/future, 195
Countlnoncount nouns, 313-342
noncount nouns, 313-3 15,322
D
Dependent clause, defined, 343fn. (SEE
ALSO Adjective clauses; Adverb
clauses; Noun clauses)
fiFerentfrom, 271
Direct speech (SEE Quoted speech)
Distance (to . . .&m, how far), 140
Do as main verb in what-questions, 130
Does, do, did:
in negative (I don't. . .), 4,26
with have to, 207
in questions (Did you . . . ?), 4,26, 121,
123
with what, 130
in short answers Wes, I do), 19,26, 121
Double comparatives (the sooner, the bettm),
263

E
-Ed (nsked,played), 25,32
past participle, 32, 84
as adjective (a confucedperson), 297
pronunciation, 28
spelling, 29
Either, 235
Enough, 394
-Erlmore and -estlmost, 252-253,257
Etc., 245fn.
Even though, 241
Ewr, 9
Every,
- . 165
Expressions of quantity (some, many), 3 18,
326

F
Far, much, a lot, 258
Farthorl~rther,253fn.
(A) fi?w, 31 8
For (purpose) (I went to the store fm milk),
391
For and since (time) (I stayed fm two
doy), 86-87,95,98

For (someone) to do (sumethind, with it (It
is importantforyou to study), 388
Frequency:
adverbs (always, somerimes), 9,102
expressions (a lot, every day), 139
questions about, with how o m , 139
From, to, to express distance, 140
Full stop (period), 226fn.
Future time, 55-82
be going to and will, 56,59,63
in if-clauses, 65
immediate @e about to), 74
using present verbs to express (It begins
tomorrow), 70-73
in time clauses (Before he comes, we
will.. .), 65
G
Gerunds (riding, working), 368
following prepositions, 381
as subjects (Riding horses is fun), 387
verbs followed by (enjoy working), 368,
374
Get + adjectivelpast participle (get hungry,
get rired), 300
Get used tolamrstornod to, 303
Go + -ing (go shopping), 372
Gonna (going to), 56
7

H
Habitual past (used D do something), 52
Had:
contracted with pronouns, 203
in past perfect (She had already eaten),
112-1 13
Had better Wou'd b e w study), 190,203
Hanged vs. hung, 92fn.
Have, auxiliary in present perfect (Thq,
have eaten), 85
progressive vs. non-action, 17
in questions, main verb, 122)~.
Hove got to, 190,206
Have to, 190,206
do not have to, 207
Helping verbs (SEEAuxiliary verbs;
Negatives; Questions; individual
items)
5

Hors, 138,143
hourBbout, 149
hoeu far, 140
howlong, 141
how many (times), 139,322
how much, 318,322
how ofren, 139
I
u-clauses, 65
expressing funwe time in, 65
as noun clauses, 409,425
~ l t u b h inr noun clauses, 409,425
Immediate future (be about t
o
)
, 74
Imperative sentences (
St@!), 213
In, as preposition of time, 163
Independent clause, defined, 343fi.
Indirect speech (SEE Reported speech)
In6nitives (w eat), 373-374
withit (Itisu(syo&eggs),
141,
387-388
with m o d a l s w~st&),
190
purpose (in order w), 391
with tw and wan& 394
verbs followed by, 373-374
Information quescio88,129
4np:

gerund (Swimming isfun), 368
present participle (They are swimming),
32
as adjective (an interesting book), 297
in tenses (SEE Progressive verbs)
s p e l l i i 29,32
In orde+ to, 3P1
Interested vs. inteesthag, 297
Intrsnsitive and transitive verbs. 280
Irregular noun plurals (roma&,fih), 158,
173
Irregular verbs (ear, a,
earn), list, 33
It, to express distance (It is au, miles .. .),
140
It + infinitive (It is eagy w do), 387-388
It t a k (length of time), 141
I t . vs. it's, 176

+

1 INDEX

L
The least, 265
Less.. . than, 259
Lot's, 215
Lied vs. Lay, lain, 3lfn.
Like, alike, 27 1
L i k e . . . better, 218
(A) littk, 318
Logical conclusion, 210
M
Main clause, 48,239,343fn.
Manylmuch, 318
May, 190,193
permission, 193, 197
polite question, 197
possibility, 60, 193
Maybe, 60,202
vs. may be, 193
Measure, units of (a cup of, a pzece on, 324
Midsentence adverbs ( d y , seldom), 9,102
Might, 190,193
Modal auxiliaries, 190-2 10 (SEE ALSO
individual items)
in passive, 288
Morel-er . . . than, 252-253,257
The most/-eat, 252-253,265
Much, a lot, far, 258
Must, 190
logical conclusion, 210
necessity, 206
Must not, 207,210

Nearly, 248
Negatives:
adverbs (seldom, never), 9
be + not, 4
be + not + going w, 56
past progressive (waslwere not), 39
present perfect (haslhave not), 85
present progressive (amlislare not), 4
should not (shouldn't), 202
simple past (did not), 26
simple present (doesldo not), 4, 19
will + not (won't), 59
(SEEALSO Contractions of verbs)

+

Na'ther, 235
Non-action (nonprogressive) verbs (know,
want, belong), 17
Noncount nouns (furniture, mail),
313-315,322,324
units of measure with (two cups of tea),
324
used as count nouns (paper vs. a paper),
322
Not (SEE Negatives)
N o t a s ... as, 259
Noun clauses, 403-4 15
with ifwhether, 409,425
with question words (what he said),
404
reported speech, sequence of tenses, 423
with that (Ithink that.. .), 414-415
Nouns:
coundnoncount (chairslfurniture),
313-327
plural forms, 12, 158, 165
possessive (Tom's), 173
as subjects and objects, 159
used as adjectives (a flower garden), 168
0
Object pronouns, personal (him, them), 17 1
in adjective clauses (whom I met), 344,347
Objects:
of a preposition (on the desk), 159
of a verb (k reading a book), 166
On, as time preposition (on Monday), 16'3
One of + plural noun, 265
Or, 228
Other, 181,183,186
Ought to, 190,202

P
Parallel structure with and, but, or, 226,
228
with verbs (walks and talks, is walking
and talkin&, 76
Participial adjectives (interested vs.
interesting), 297
Particles, in phrasal verbs (put away), 432
Partitives (SEEUnits of measure)
Passive (It was mailed by Bob), 276
by-phrase, use of, 276,282

modal auxiliaries (should be mailed), 288
stative (is married), 292
summary of forms, 277,287
Past habit (I used im live in . ..), 52
Past participles, defined, 32,84
as adjectives (be tired, be surprised), 292
following get (get tired), 300
vs. -ing (interested vs. interestink,,
297
of irregular verbs, list, 33
in passive, 276-277
Past perfect (had leji), 1 1 2-1 13
Past progressive (was eating), 39
Past time, 24-52 (SEEALSO Tenses)
Period, 226
Personal pronouns (she, him, they), 17 1
Phrasal verbs, list, 449-452
intransitive, 443
nonseparable, 432
separable, 432
three-word, 446
Phrase, defined, 4 0 3 h
Plural nouns, 12,158 (SEEALSO Singular
and plural)
Polite questions using modals (May R
W€wldyou?), 197, 199,218
Possessive:
in adjective clauses (whose), 359
nouns (Tom's), 173
pronouns and adjectives (mine and my),
176
h f e r , 2 18
Prepositional phrases (on the desk), 161
Prepositions (ar,f/om, under):
combinations with verbs and adjectives,
453
followed by gerunds, 381
list, 161,463- 464
objects of, 161
as particle in phrasal verbs (put off,put
on), 432
of place, 162fn, 164
vs. time, word order, 164
placement in adjective clauses, 355
placement in information questions,
l26fn
in stative passive (be married to), 292
of time (in, on, aZ), 163
INDEX 5

P r e s e n ~ & d p k (eatink,, 32
297
as djective finf~e~Ebrk),
vs. gerund, 368
Present perfect (hawe eaten), 84-1 13
defined, 87
Pteauu. time, 4-19 (SEE ALSO Tenses)
Principal parts of a verb (cas, a,
~aren,
eaaiq), 32
h b a b b , 60
Progressive verb T[M +-in&, 32
in passive (ic being &Me), 287
past(wus doirPkt, 39,287
present @ &i&
4,70,98,287
&,
presenmpufect &as been doink,,
98-100
vn, non-adon (Iam thinking vs. I think),
17
Pronouns:
in adjective clauses (do, wlbiclr), 344,
347-348
contractions with (REEContractions)
used as expressions of@mtitJr (mwy,
sonrs), 3Z6
personal (I, them), 171
possessiw (kb,drrin), 136
reflexive (mysaZt; th&&a),178
Pronunciation:
-ed, 28
-s/-R(J 157
Pnoacllton:
apostrophe (Tom's), 173 (SEE ALSO
Conuactions)
comma:
in adverb dau8es, 48,239
vs. a p&&, Z26
in quoted speech, 420
inasuieswkhmd,226
period, 226
quotation marks, 420
Purpose (k oniLl to, fbr), 39 1

Q
Quantity, expressions of @ lot, s d ) ,
318,32qlh.
Question %nus, 123
p ~progressive
t
(were ~ mdroing?), 39
pl%mperfe~t( h V 8 YOU &?If$, 85

6-

present perfect progressive Fawe they
been driving?), 98
present progressive (are you doing?), 4
simple past (did you do?), 26
simple present (do you do?), 4
with will ( d y o u do?), 59
Questions, 121-152
information (why, when), 123
polite (wouldyou please?), 197, 199,202
tag (You know Bob, don't you?), 152
yeslno, 19, 121, 123
Question words, 123, 128 (SEE ALSO Noun
clauses; individual items)
Quite, 248
Quotation marks, 420
Quoted speech, 4 2 M 2 2

Reflexive pronouns (myem, 178
Relative clauses (SEE Adjective clauses)
Reported speech, 422-423

-S/-es:
with plural nouns @ids), 12, 158,313
pronunciation, 157
with simple present verbs (eat), 4
spelling, 13
Same, similar, dflerent, like, alike,
27 1
Say vs. tell, 425
Sequence of tenses, in noun clauses, 423
Several, 3 18
Shall, 56
Short answers to questions, 19, 26,85,
121
Should, 190,202
Simple form of a verb, 32
Simple past, 25-26
vs. past progressive, 39
vs. present perfect, 87
Simple present, 4, 19
to express future time, 73
in future time clauses, 65
Since andfor, 86-87,95,98
Singular and plural:
nouns (a bird, birdr), 158-159, 313

nouns used as adjectives flower gardens),
168
personal pronouns (I, we), 171
possessive nouns (student's, studenu'),
176
present tense verbs (eat), 4,12
verbs in adjective clauses (man who ir,
men who are), 354
So:
with and (and so do 0,235
conjunction (It was late, so we lefr),
230
substituted for that-clause (I think so),
418
Some, 313,326
Soltoola'therlneither, 235
Spelling:
-ed, 29
-erl-est, 253-254fn.
ing, 29
-s/-es, 13, 158
r
Stative (non-action) verbs, 17fn.
Stative passive (is married), 292
StiN. 102
Stop (stop doing it vs. stop to do it),
3701%.
Subject pronouns, personal (I, she, they),
171
in adjective clauses (a man who is, a book
which was), 344
Subjects, verbs, objects, 159
transitive vs. inuansitive verbs, 280
Subject-verb agreement, 165
in adjective clauses, 354
Superlatives, 252-253,265
Supposed to, 307
S-V-0-P-T,164

Tag questions (You know Bob, don't you?),
152
Take, with it to express length of time,
141
Tell vs. say, ask, 425
Tenses:
past perfect (had worked), 112-1 13
past progressive (were workink), 39

present perfect (have worked), 85-87,
95
present perfect progressive (have been
workink), 98-100
present progressive (is workink), 4
future meaning, 70
simple future (will work), 56
simple past (worked), 25-26, 32, 39,
87
simple present(works), 4
future meaning, 65,73
Than:
in comparatives (morel-er), 252,257,
260
following like better, would mther, 2 18
That:
in adjective clauses (a book that I read),
347-348,355
in noun clauses (He said that. . .),
414-415
The, 252,326-327
with names, 338
Their, they're, there, 176
Thsrs + be, 165
Think, progressive vs. non-action, 17
Three-word verbs, 446 (SEE ALSO Phrasal
verbs)
,',,.,: ' : i
Time clauses, defined, 239jh.
,'
. ...~.;., . :
form, 48
'
. ., .. ,~, .
future, 65
.. . .
I,
past, 48
with since, 95
To,,Srom, to express distance, 140
'Zb + simple form (infinitive), 373-374
(in order) to, 391
(excess amount), 394
with and (and I do too), 235
Transitive and intransitive verbs, 280
lko-word verbs, 432 (SEE ALSO Phrasal
verbs)
,

,

Units of measure (a cup of, a piece ofl,
324
Until, 48,65,67fn.
Used to (past habit), 52
vs. be used to, 305
INDEX 7

v
Verbs:
principal parts of, 32
reporting, 423,425
vs. subjects and objects, 159,280
transitidinuansitive, 280
(SEE luso Auxiliary verbs; Modal
auxiliaries; Passive; Phrasal verbs;
k e s ; individual items)
WV,
258
Vowels, 13h.

W
Hbs, were, 26,39

+ -ing (maseating), 39
What, 125
in noun clauses, 403-415
what about, 149
what + a form of do, 130
what kind of, 132
what rime vs. when, 124
whem
in questions, 124
in time clauses, 39,48,65
Wkorr, I24
Wkotksr, 409,425
which:
in adjective clauses, 348
in noun clauses, 403-407
in questions, 133

While, 39,48,65

Will,190
vs. be going to, 63
forms, 59
future, 56
in polite questions, 199
with probably, 60
With vs. by, 384
Wholwho(m):
in adjective clauses, 344,347-348,
355
in noun clauses, 407
in questions, 123,125
who's vs. whose, 135,359fn.
Whose:
in adjective clauses, 359
in noun clauses, 407
in questions, 135
Why, 124
Why don't, 215
Word order (s-V-0-P-T), 164
Wuld, 190
conuactions with pronouns, 218
in polite questions, 199
in reported speech, 423
Wuld rather, 218

Y
Yeslno questions, 19, 121, 123,409
k t , 102
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